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PREFACE
Elementary Cchool Counseling A Blueprintfor Today and

Tomorrow was prepamd for cement/try school counselors,
teachers, and administrators to assist them with the develop-
went and management of new elenentary school counsding
programs and with the renew31 and revitalization of existing
prcgmms. Counselor educators will likewise find the book
useful in preparing counselors in training for their role as
future managers, leaders. and service providers in (*mentaly
school counseling programs.

Elementary school counselors in todays dynamic and ever-
changing world are challenged to help schools and those who
work in the school environment to make worthwhile perfor-
mance contributions to that system which will help enable
children to become all they are capable of being Elementcry
School Counseling: A Blueprint for Today and TOmorrow was
written with that goal in mind.

Counselors are characterized as leaders and managers who,
with the appropriate skills, can get extraordinary things done in
the schools. They are people with the potential for turning
challenging opportunities into remarkable successes. They are
the people who can seize these opportunities and lead their
programs and the children they serve to greatness. While the
potential exists for these statements to reflect reality, a gap
seems to be widening between what is possible and the struggle
that many counselors face in trying to keep their p ograms
viable.

We believe that elementary school counselors, in their
determination and struggle to provide services to admini-
strators, parents, teachers, and children, become so enveloped
in their service role that they often lose sight of their
management and leadership responsibilities. In so doing, they
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also lose a sense of perspective regarding program. philosophy
and mission. When counselors lose sight of prckgmm philoscyhy
and mission, they begin to function as the sole providers of
counseling services and become buried in the morass of duties
and responsibilities that comes with trying to be all things to
all people

The fundamental purpose of Elementary School Coun-
seling A Blueprint for Today and Tomorrow is to assist
counselors and Counseling Program Committees to view
themselves as managers and leaders of a program that is deeply
rooted in and supports all educational programs. Part I
(Chapters 1 through 6) introduces the reader to a compre-
hensive management plan which highlights the goals of
education. the philosophy of elementary school counseling
programs, and the role of the elementary school counselor in
the educative process. With these understandings firmly
established, the elementary school counselor and Counseling
Pritgmm Committee are led through a comprehensive, sequen-
tially organized, and detailed step-by-step management proems
which builds on the four management functions of planning.
organizing, actuating, and controlling.

Counselors follow a detailed six step process which focuses on

1. identifying and clarifying desired counseling program
goals.

2. conducting a three phase needs assessment,

3. establishing counseling program goal priorities.

4. developing program strategies and activities.

5. actuating the counseling program utilizing a two-stage
process, and

6. controlling the counseling program in relation to
expected outcomes.

The last chapter In Part I (Chapter 6) contains a number of
ideas that counselors can use in breathing new life into an
iv Elementary School Counseling



Wading elementary school counseling prAgmm. Using a format
of things to think about people with whom to talk, things to do,
and suggested activities, counselors are provided with a
blueprint for success in developing and implementing program
energizers.

Part II (Chapters 7 through 11) carries the counseling
pmgram management process into curriculum design. The
elementary school counseling program is organized around the
tripartite of the child (child development), the behaviors to be
learned, and the conditions of the learning environment
(physical and psychological factors which contribute to effective
learning,. These three determinants represent the key io
successful counseling program development- Counselors are
provided with a learning model: curriculum design ideas
pertaining to child development needs (physical development,
social development, self-concept development, cognitive devel-
opment and career development): and a number of activities
that support the flve dimensions of child development

Counselors are shown how they can meet children's
developmental and societal needs through curriculum design
using a five stage learning model. The same care is demon-
strated in providing for the management of the school
counseling curriculum as is detailed in the management of the
total school counseling program.

Part III (Chapters 12 & 13) helps counselors and Coun-
seling Program Committees plan for and manage the future by
introducing them to the concept of futurism. Counselors are
presented with five leadership practices and ten behavioral
commitments designed to help them create the future. Several
practical ideas are provided to guide counselors through the
leadership challenge of searching for new ideas, experimenting
and taking risks, creating challenging visions, breaking rou-
tines, enabling others to act modeling the way. and celebrating
contributions and accomplishments along the way.

With a plan for creating the future, counselors and
Counseling Program Committee members are acquainted with a
number of future issues and possible directions that elementary
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school counseling programs might take in maximizing the
effectiveness of computer applications in counseling and
hunruz development; in exploring multicultural issues and
direction% in addressing the needs of children living in a
nuclear a& in helping children understand, secure, and
practice their right% and in developing wellness lifestyle
curriculums that comprehensively address children's need&
Counselors also are challenged to look at their future roles
regarding the leadership and management processes of school
counseling and the effects of power and politics in shaping
counseling programs of the future.

Successful elementary school counseling programs repre-
sent many people. with a unified direction and purpose If the
people perform well, then school counseling performs well; if the
people don't, the school counseling program can't The school
counseling program thus represents a collection of people who
work together to achieve a common purpose That purpose can
be achieved to the extent that elementary school counselors see
themselves first as managers and leaders and secondly as
human service providers. Elementanj Schoo! Counseling A
Blueprint for Tbday and Tomorrow provides for the creation
and implementation of a program designed to meet the needs of
all children because it involves the support of all people who
care about what happens to children.

John C. Worzbyt

.4.21-44,A-- 69

Kathleen O'Rourke

Elernenlani School Counseling
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PART I
'WAXWING AN EFFECTIVE

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
COUNSELING PROGRAM

Elementary school counseling has met with many successes
during the past twenty-five years as an important support
service in our schools. However, as we embark on a new decade
and soon a new century. we need to revitalize our effarts and
make new commitments to elementary school counseling
programs. The time is right for school counseling reform.

The following six chapters are designed to assist Ind guide
the reader in either developing a new elementary school
counseling program or in redesigning an edsting progra.n.
These chapters are unique in that they spotlight the elementary
school counseling program from a management perspective.
Management is an exciting process which focuses on seeking.
setting. and achieving goals. In many ways, we are all managers
in that we direct our own lives. The practice of manr"-ment is
found in every dimension of human activity: schools.
businesses, churches. golernment unions, armed forces, and
families (Terry & Franldin. 1982). Regardless of the nature or
scope of our management activities, the process is similar, as
are the pitfalls.

The level of success that an elementary school counseling
program attains or that people attain personally in their lives
can be attributed to the manager's ability to manage "A
manager's role is to set goals and amass and mobilize the
resources of men and women, materials, machines, methods,
money, and markets to accomplish the desired results within
predetermined constraints of time. effort, and cost" (Terry &
Franklin, 1982, p.

If elementary school counseling programs are to make a
significant contribution in meeting children's developmental
and societal needs and are to create and maintain the kind of
supportive teaching/learning environment which will be needed,
elementary school counseling programs will require effective

Part I Managing an qiectioe School Counseling Program 3
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management. Effective management is a process consisting of
activities of planning, organizing, actuating, and contrdling for
the purpose of accomplishing the desired goals through people
and resources.

Chapter 1: Elementary School Comseling Program pre-
sents a philosophy and rationale for elementary school coun-
seling programs. In this chapter are discussed the components
of a model elementary school counseling program and an
overview of components of program development and man-
agement.

Chapter 2 Planning for Program Effectiveness stresses the
importance of planning as a fundamental function of manage-
ment. Steps in the Nanning process are outlined and include
identifying desired program goals, conducting a three stage
needs assessment, establishing goal priorities, and developing
the elementary school counseling program offerings.

Chapter 3: Organizing the Elementary School Counseling
Program explains how an effective organizational structure is
both necessary and critical to actuating a successful elementary
school counseling program. The organizing function of man-
agement provides the structural design through which people,
resources, and program plans unite In meeting the elementary
school counseling program goals.

Chapter 4: Actuating the Elementary School Counseling
Program promotes a two step pnocess which moves the
elementary school counseling program to action. Parents.
teachers, administrators, school staff, children, and community
volunteers are first oriented to the school counseling program,
are introduced to the goals and benefits of the program, and are
shown how they can access program services. The second phase
of actuating teaches the same program recipients how they can
contribute to the success of the program as providers of
services.

Chapter 5: Cr:attuning Elementary School Counseling
Program emphasizes the importance of the controlling function
of management in monitoring, guiding, and implementing
corrective action, when necessary, in keeping the elementary
4 Elementary Schaal Counsellag



school counseling program "on target." The controlling function
helps answer the question: How well are we doing in
progressing towards and meeting our planned program goals?

Chapter 6: Breathing New Life Into an Existing Program
presents six (6) ways in which elementary school counseling
programs can be energized. The topics are Parent Volunteer
Support; Networking A Spiderweb of Support; Environmental
Connectiveness; Pupil Service Interfacing; School and Com-
munity Partnerships; and Public Relations. Things to think
about, people to talk to. things to do, and suggested activities
are provided for each topic in helping the reader breathe new
life into the elementary school counseling program.

These six chapters will provide the reader with a wealth of
information, skills, and confidence necessary to plan. organize,
actuate, and control an effective counseling program which will
be sensitive to the needs of children and in tune with values of
the larger community.
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CHAPTER 1
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

COUNSELING
PROGRAM

What is elementary school counseling? To answer this
question by outlining counseling activities or listing
counseling services would be an endless task. Rather

what makes more sense is to examine elementary school
counseling not as an entity unto itself, but as a support service
designed to enhance the educational value of the school system,
since that is how it will be judged.

GOAL OF EDUCATION

Elementary school counseling, as with other programs,
takes on meaning in a school system which recognizes the
counseling program's purpose for being and has a clearly stated
mission which it strives to attain. The school's mission end
what the school views as the central goal of education should be
synonomous. Van Home (1975) stated some years ago that "The
goal of education in a free society is to enable youth to acquire
the skills and understandings to be competent and responsible
people" (p. 27). Participants of the 1970 White House Con-
ference on Children stated the goal of education in yet another
way when they said:

The sight to learn Is the goal that we seek for the twenty-first centuiy.
We want for our children a range of learning opportunities as broad as
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the unknown range of their talents. We want our children to know
themselves and, secure in that knowledge. to open tinniselvea to
others. I* want to have freedom. and the order. justice.and peace that
the preservation of their freedom demands. (US Dept of HEW. Ofike of
Chlid Develccunent. 1870. 78)

While the 1970 White House statement was written nearly two
decwies ago. its message ts as much on target today as then.
Our educational system seeks to develop moral beings with
purposes and loyalties which are valuable to the individual and
society. Herr (1984) stated it best when he said that
".. .educational reform of any kind must be mindful that at the
center of attention are the individual needs for knowledge and
skills having general currency in the society that students will
occupy" (p. 219).

If these educational goals or ones like them, are to be
realized, schools will need to

1. provide opportunities for every child to grow, learn, and
live creathdy: and

2. redesign education to achieve individualized, human-
ized, child-centhred learning.

While the order is a big one, it can be filled by an
educational team whose members have diversified backgrounds
and skills which complement each other. The elementary school
counselor, as a member of the team composed of parents,
teachers. educational specialists, administrators, and com-
munity representatives, can help meet the challenge of educa-
tional excellence in the schools.

PHILOSOPHY OF
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COUNSELING

A developmental elementary school counseling program is
concerned with assisting the school to achieve its educational
goals. Elementary school counseling Pr Jgrams strive to build
educational systems that will develop moral beings with
purposes and loyalties which are valuable to the individual and
8 Elementary School Counseling



society. Such counseling programs recognize the unique nature
of children; the necessity of meeting their individual needs; and
the importance of providing a humanized, child-lc:entered
learning climate Whik elementary school counseling pregrams
are committed to and support the toiching of amdernic skills
such as reading, wilting, and arithmetic, equally important they
also support the contention that children need to acquire skills
of self understanding, values clarification, self-esteem enhance-
ment, interacting with others, learning to perform within the
context of a work environment, developing positive attitudes,
and desiring to participate in lifelong learning Developing an
understanding and utilization of seff is a lifelong learning
process and is a prerequisite in effective functioning in the
schooling process and in the work force.

Counseling programs strive to help children accomplish
tasks that will lead to cognitive. affective and psychomotor
development. The program recognizes the need for children to
become critical thinkers, to be able to communicate their wants
and needs to others, to become sIdlled at processing infor-
mation, and to develop the capacity for making responsible
decisions for self and society. While these skills and processes
develop and matuze over many years, they continue to serve
each of us and the envimnment at every stage in our
development Counseling is, therefore, a now process with
Itfelong continuous benefits that will be utilized over a

RATIONALE FOR
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COUNSELING

Research supports the contention that what happens to
elementary school children during their early years of devel-
opment will have a marked effect on their coping behaviors in
later life. If we want to provide children with opportunities to
grow. learn, and live creatively, we must pay attention to the full
range of developmental, environmental, and hereditary factors
affecting the teaching-learning process.

Benjamin Bloom's (1956) longitudinal research on intel-
ligence indicated that the environment, in addition to heredity,
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is a rdgnificant factor in determining the educational achieve-
ment of children. He stated that approximately 80% cd a child's
intellectual growth takes place during the first eight years of
life, with the remaining growth being completed by age
seventeen. Since the period of most rapid growth takes place
during a child's early years of development, environmental
eq3eriences during those years are most critical and should not
evolve by circumstance alone.

The historical and long standing research of Havightust
(1952. 1953) and Maslow (1954) further supports the con-
tention that what happens or fails to happen to children develop-
mentally during their early years will more than likely
determine lifelong attitudes toward learning and assist or deter
children in the acquisition of Was, attainment of goals, and
evolvement of satisfactory attitudes toward self and society.
Thus, children's perceptions, experiencea and interactions with
others, when added together. will either contribute to the
development of adequate, success oriented individuals, or will
produce ones who will come to view themselves as failures and
worthless human beings.

Knowing what we do about the complex nature of children,
a school system which purports to meet the needs of children
through a strictly academically oriented program, gearing all
learning around curriculum packages which have not changed
with the times, is restricting the world of the child to a less
than adequate experiencing of self. If the school is to contribute
to the growth and development of children, school personnel
must view children as children; they must be able to identify
what behaviors children need to develop; and they must
recognize what effect environmental conditions (physical and
psychological) have on the teaching/learning process.

One of the major criticisms of the many reports on the need
for national educational reform is that the curriculum revisions
called for are elitist in focus in that they emphasize the
importance of content primarily appropriate for the college
bound. They de-emphasize, by omiasion, the need for ad-
dressing those skills and understandings which are central to
life and living. The issue is not whether we need to insrease the
availability of more science, math. and foreign languages in the
10 Elementary School Counseling



curriculum. but whether we do this at the expense of ignoring
the emotional side of learning.

Hen- (1984) stated that the collective reports on educational
reform failed to address the importance of recognizing the
difference in learning styles and the importance of cultivating
the multiple forms of human ability which are required in our
society. The reports likewise failed to point out the necessity of
recognizing and responding to the emotional life of children
and youth and the importance of such activity in enhancing the
teaching/learning process. In addition to these omissions, many
of the reports chose not to address the social probkms
confronting children and their families, tlw emotional problems
associated with the abuse of drugs and alcohol. escalating
Juvenile delinquency and violence in the schools, problems
created by the changing family structure, the increased
numbers of school drop-outs, the rise in child and teen
depression and suicide, and the list continues. While the
educational reform reports failed to address these issues, the
schools cannot

In times past when the family was intact and people
experienced a sense of community in their neighborhoods, all
shared in the responsibility of child rearing and nurturing
Perhaps during those times, the school VMS able to place more
emphasis on academic learning and intellectual pursuits.
However, times have changed. Children and families are
experiencing many new problems brought forth by a changing
society and have nowhere to turn but to schools.

The school has no choice but to recognize and address the
impact that such issues as poverty, unemployment, hunger,
single parent families, and child psychological neglect have on
the teaching/learning process. Whether or not addressing these
issues ought to be the prime mission of our schools is a
debatable topic. However, to ignore such realities is to deny
many children an education which will ultimately result in a
nation at risk.

An elementary school counseling program is designed to
assist the school and community in addressing the full range of
variables affecting the teaching/learning process, from meeting
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child* needs to creating new growth producing learning
environments for them. Elementary schol counselors have
knowledge en Id understanding in such areas dS child growth
and development human learning. group dynamics, and self-
concept develwment. And they have the necessary skills and
expertise to assist teachers. parents, administrators, and
educational spedalists in managing the broad range of the
teaching/learning spectnun. Elementary schod counselors also
can be of assistance to school personnel in coordinating team
pleaning efforts which utilize the capabilities and strengths of
ether school specialists and community resource people in
tackling those situations which call for their collective parti-
cipation.

With all that has been said about the impact of a complex
society on education and the importance of pmviding the right
kind of education for children, is it any wonder that the ever
expanding research, educational technology, increasing body of
knowledge about human growth arid development, and new
teaching approaches haw far surpassed the capacity of any one
educational generalist to keep abreast of all that is new
pertaining to the teaching/learning process? The day of the
educational generalist is in the past We have moved into an age
of specialization. Elementaiy school counseling, as a specialized
field in education, has a place in today's schools and will
remain there for as long as that program contributes to the
provision of qua3ity education for all children.

School counselors and effective counseling programs have
achieved a record of empirical successes in assisting the school
ar community in helping children to acquire knowledge,
positive attitudes, skills related to academic achievement
mental health, interpersonal relations, career awareness, de-
cision making, climatic adjustments to school involvement
stress management and increased self-esteem (Herr. 1983: Herr
& Pinson, 1982). In so doing, elementary school counselors have
been instnimental in encouraging and developing irlccessful
school-community partnerships which have begun to encourage
the participation of people from many divergent and variant
fields of study in responding to the physical. social, and ego
needs of children.

12 Elemental) School Counseling
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THE ELEXERTART SCHOOL COUNSELOR -
AND THE EDUCATIVE PROCESS

The central function of an ekmentary school counseling
program is to enhance and improve the learning environment
of the school so that each child in the elementary school has an
opportunity to learn to the best of his/her capacity. An effective
elementary school counseling pnycam seeks to mate learning
environments and develop programs which encourage children
to understand themselves, to develop satisfying peer relation-
ships, to accept personal responsibility for their own behavior,
to understand the world of work and education, to make
decisions, and to develop sound values and high ideals.

In helping to create effective learning environments, one
role of the elementary school counselor is to identify school
practices and obstacles which inhibit the freedom to learn and
to devise ways of removing them. This person acts as a catalyst
in helping teachers critically evaluate the teaching/learning
process. Teachers, for example, are encouraged to de-emphasize
memorization in their teaching practice in lieu of discovem to
move away from educational methods that promote conformity
and help children understand and treasure their differences
and cultivate their talents; and to promote an educational
system which assists children in learning what they need to
learn when they need to learn it.

One of the counselor's most important functions is to
intervene in the lives of children and to intervene in the
learning environment of the school in order to help children to
learn through experience the meaning of freedom and respon-
sibility so that they can become free and responsible persona In
order to accomplish this end, the elementary school counselor
who becomes an effective functionmy in the educative process
will need to invest more time in aiding human development
than in the tedium of record keeping, testing. and adjustive
guklance.

The child's classroom is as expansive or narrow as the
environment which is utilized in the teaching/learning process.
That classmom, if it is to meet children's needs, must cultivate
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their independence. individuality. freedom, spontaneity, and
originality. These efforts can be accomplished through comply-
hensive elementary school counseling prcgrams which delinlate
counseling fuuctices similar to those proposed in recent state
legislation mandating elementary school counseling (West Vir-
ginia, Arkansas. and Tennessee) and in the 1984 American &hod
Counselor Association (ASCA) Counseling Role Statement.

Further substantiating recent national commitment to ele-
mentary school counseling is Resolution 4.126 drafted by the
National School Boards Association (NSBA. 1986) on Guidance
and Counseling and adopted by its general tissembly in April
1986. The resolution stated that NSBA encourages local school
districts to support comprehensive counseling programs kinder-
garten through grade twelve and staffed by trained counseling
personnel. "A counselor in every elementary school" is the
recommendation of the National Foundation for the improvement
of Education in the recent publication Blueprint For Success
(NEA. 1986) sponsored by the National Education Association.
Also the College Entrance Examination Board report. Keeping the
Options Open (1986) urged school districts to begin counseling
programs in elementary schock The authors of that report further
stated that the unfortunate omission of the topic of counseling by
the educational reform movement has serious consequences for
children.

The current practice of providing large amounts of local, state,
and federal dollars for remedial and crisis intervention programs
related to such issues as school failure. dropouts. Juvenile
delinquency, and drug and alcohol abuse may be a case of "too
little too late." In the long nut, early counseling intervention,
prevention, and developmentally focused school counseling pro-
grams make more sense. While funding school counstling pro-
grams represent an added expense to already overburdened
school district budgets, not to address this issue now may prove
to be even more costly to our communities, states, and nation in
addressing societal ills which are expanding not decreasing in
size.

An effective elementary school counseling program led by a
well trained school counselorcan make a significant difference in
promoting the educational welfare and developmental growth
(physical and psychological) of children by seeking to
14 Elementary School Counsellng
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1. recognizeearly indicators ofsocialmaladjustment. child
simum and neglect, mod other phodcal and emalorud
problemsrequiringhnmediateattention and r-k...ser-
iteS.

2. provide information and an understanding of the world
of work; the value of a work oriented society; career
awareness; career development; and the interactions of
business, industry and government.

a coordinate and assist school personnel in conducting
classroom activity sessions for developing thinking,
decision making, and interpersonal skills; physical
coordination and dexterity functions; self under-
standing and utilization of self abilities; and developing
and practicing coping and management strategies
designed to benefit self and society.

4. provide information and coordinate positive home/
school/community relations designed to recognize and
support cooperation among and between all people
regardless of color, religion, ethnic origin, age, am, and
belief.

5. conduct teacher preservice and inservice training
sessions on such diverse topics as individualized learning
styles, child growth and development, classroom man-
agement group dynamics, child self-management tech-
niques, and curriculum design using counseling stra-
tegies, for the purpose of enhancing the teaching/
learning environment.

6. contribute to the growth and development of positive
and productive family living environments by providing
information and conducting parent groups that focus
on such topics as child rearing strategies, child
discipline, raising your child's self-esteem, improving
family communications, sex education, home/school
networking, and life in a non-traditional family setting,

7. coordinate the counseling program and develop the
necessary networking linkages between the counceling
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program and all those who must understand and
contribute to its success (Administrators, board mem-
bers, parents, teachers, school specialists, and com-
munity supporters).

& coordinate and manage a comprthensive counseling
prtgram that not only provides a depth of service, but is
also longitudinally sound in that the program delivers
services that cut across all grade levels K-12.

9. infuse the total counseling prtgram into every aspect
and dimension of the learning environment, so that pro-
gram concepts and understandings become a way of life
and contribute significantly to helping each child
become all he/she is capable of becoming.

DEVELOPING AN
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COUNSELING PROGRAM

Some twenty-five years have passed since the beginning of
the elementary school counseling movement and during that
time a constant theme has occurred regarding the lack of
consensus with respect to the programattc nature of elementary
school alunseling. While we have come a long way since our
inception, no one to date has developed a counseling program
which all other counseling programs now model. Variatiors in
pupil personnel organizations, school philosophy and mission,
and community needs by their very nature will serve to dictate
variations in elementary school counseling programs and
methods. Strong counseling pmgrams are strong not because
they minor programs that are respected elsewhere, but
because the role cf the counselor and the elementary school
counseling program elements are based on the educational
philosophy and goals of the school, the needs cf children, and
values cif the school community. This point of view supports
the need for elementary school counseling programs to be
planned and managed effectively if they are to make a strong
impact on enhancing the educational process in ways described
in this chapter.
16 Elernentwy School Caurmeling



Prep= Dengeinnent

The management of elementary schoolcounseling progmms
is of major concern to school districts, the recipients of
counseling program semices, the counselor, and the community.
A counseling program that is not managed effectively will
become a costly disappointment to all who are left to pick up
the pieces. Whether a school district plans to update an existing
program or take the time to establish a new program. facing the
challenge of management is a must The management process
can be cleaned as consisting of four steps; (1) maldng a Om to
develop a counseling prceram which personalizes and human-
izes the educational process for all children. (2) organizing the
people and resources in the school and community needed to
implement the plan, (3) assisting the people who will be
involved in performing the tasks necessary to implenumt the
program, and (4) evaluating the counseling program in
relationship to goal attainment (Ivancevich & Matteson, 1987).

What follows is a program development process which can
be used to create new elementary school counseling programs
nr to revise existing programs. For the purpose of providing
direction, the process will be presented as though a new
program is being developed. Figure 1.1 depicts the management
stages necessary for program planning, organizing, actuating,
and controlling,

alidentify
Desired

Prop= Goals

Conduct
Needs

Assessment

Establish
Goal

Priorities

.11.Contml
the

Program

Actuate
the

Progium

Develop
Program

Strategies &
Activities

Figure 1.1. Elementary School Counseling Management Plan.
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Mend* Desired Program Goals. In order to be effective, the
school district and community need to first determine what
goals their elementary school counseling program should be
addressing. The elementary schoal counseling program pro-posed in this book is organized according to five major
dimensions of child development and a number of societal
issues which effect children's lives.

The first step in developing a new program or revising an
existing one is to explore a variety of possibk goals for each
dimension the counseling program wishes to address. This can
be accomplished by reviewing the school district's philosophy
and mission statement readirkg books on elementary school
counseling programs; reviewing national educational reform
reports; securing schod and community idea* and amferring
with local, state, and national school counseling associations.
This list of goals will give the Counseling Program Committee
direction and focus when developing the needs assessment
process.

Conduct Needs Assessment. Only with clear and compre-hensive goals which are rtsponsible to the given realities of theschool and community can a school district develop anelementary school counseling program which will best serve theneeds of the children and the community. A comprehensiveneeds assessment is an activity designed to determine the
problems, wants, and needs of a given school community inrelationship to its children. The needs amessment will yieldinformation about children's developmental and societal needs,the behaviors which the school believes that children should belearning. how successful the school has been in teaching those
behaviors, and the condition of the learning environment whicheither supports or disrupts effective teaching and learning.

Establish Goal Priorities. To try to satisr every desiredgoal would be both foolhardy and quite impractical given theavailable time and needed resources that would be required tocomplete the task. The needs assessment process thus becomesa valuable second step in establishing goal priorities. Needs
assessment results provide a means for informing the schooland community about how well they are doing in meeting thedesired goals that they hoped to achieve By comparing thedesired goals list with the needs assessment goals lilt. the
18 Elementary School Counsellpg



Counseling Program Committee can identify thole goals which
are being met and those which are not. From this information.
goals can be prioritized based on their importmtee and need as
determined by the assessment process. Since so= goals will
require more attention than others. the resources can then be
strategically allocated according to priorities that have been
established.

Develop Prop= Strategies and Activities. Zlementary
school counseling program strategies and activities are needed to
implement and satisfy goal attainment of the various program
goals. The stra (methodology) and activities need to be
designed and into the regular academic curdculum.
developed in accordance with sound learning theory, result in the
behaviors to be learned, and satisfy the developmental and
societal needs of children for whom they were developed. The
strategies and activities also must promote positive teaching/
learning climates designed to foster high self-esteem and stim-
ulate the desire for continued lifelong learning in children. Of a
more pragmatic nature, strategies 2nd activities are to be
designed so as to make use of the full range of resources (people.
material% equipment, budget) available to the school and com-
munity in addressing the program goals. A sound elementary
school counseling program demands the input and collective
cooperation of many people with diversified skills and talents, if
the school district is to be successful in meeting the identified
needs of the children it serves.

Aetnate the Program. Many otherwise successful elementary
school counseling programs have failed because the school
district and counselor did not have an implementation plan. For a
program to succeed, it must have an organizational structure
which enhances the delivery and reception of program services to
those who will benefit from them. The management process
requires knowing how to get things done through people. The
counselor, using the organizational structure and the goal
priorities list as a guide, will need to successfully communicate
the nature of elementary school counseling as a cooperative
school and community program designed to meet the develop-
mental and societal needs of children.

Control the Program. While the final stage of the manage-
ment process is control (evaluation), it is rtAly an on-going
process. A monitoring system is required to determine the degree
to which program strategies and activities are meeting program
goals.
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Effective controlling systems provide readily available and
continuous feedback which is used to keep the counseling
program on target as it moves toward goal satisfaction and
attainment Responsible controlling efforts save money, improve
resource utilization, and foster elementary school counseling
programa which get deshed results (Albanese, 1988). Lamar-
tary school counseling programs which make use of on-going
evaluations hdp to insure program wellness by being in tune
with and paying attention to theirprogramatic needs.

COUNSELING PROGRAM amnarrEE

An elementary schod counselor cannot plan a new
counseling program or make changes in an existing one by
working in isolation In order to insure that the elementary
school counseling program is an integral part of the total school
system and community, a committee, representing various
segments of the school and community needs to be involved.

The Counseling Program Committee will become actively
involved in all facets of the management process as delineated
in Rgure 1.1. The committee will participate in planning,
organizing, actuating, and controlling the program and will
function under the leadership of the school counselor. School
Wstricts, which involve the total participation of the school and
community, add breadth and depth to the elementary school
counseling program which radiates beyond the role of the
school counselor as the sole provider of services (Worzbyt,
1978).

Membership on the Counseling Program Committee should
be broad enough in scope to touch all dimensions of the
system, but small enough in number to accomplish its mission
Key people to consider rue teachers (primary and intermdiate
grades), administrators, health personnel, pupil personnel staff.
specialized Instructional staff and community representatives
(school boal. d member, parents, business/industry representa-
tive). The Committee membership probably should not exceed
ten (10) to twelve (12) people

20 Elementary School Counseling
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Committee membership can be seemed in a variety of ways.
The key consideration is that members should be informed in
advance of their participation as to the nte, fumtion, arK1 time
commitment of the Committee. They then can decide if they
choose to participate.

Developing a team approach to elementary school coun-
seling is critical to the management process. When staff
members are involved in the design and implementation of the
elementary school counseling program, they are inclined to
support it. The committee process, while time consuming,
provides an excellent vehicle for promoting the role of the
elementary school counselor and invaving the entire school
community in the delivety of service&

In keeping with this philosophy, the elementary school
counseling program described in this book 'effects the four
priority counseling recommendations for action in the schools
as delineated in the 1986 College Entrance Examination Board
Report. Keeping the Options Open.

1. Establish a broad based pmcess in each local school district for
determining the particular guidance and counseling needs of the
students within each school and for planning how best to meet
these needs.

2. Develop a program under the leadership of each school principal
that emphasizes the imports= of the guidance counselor as a
monitor and promoter of student potential. as well as coordinator
of the school's guidance plan.

3. Mount programs to inform and involve parents and other
members of the family influential in the choices, plans, decisions,
and learning activities of the student.

4. Provide a program of guidance and counseling during the early
and middle years of schooling especially for students who
traditionally have not been well served by the schools. (pp. 543)

Schools must develop caring environments in which
children are viewed and supported both as learners and as
human beings. All children deserve no less than the vety best
which schools can provide in meeting their developmental and
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societal needs. Yet we have not heard from educational leaders
about the importance of attending to children's needs as much
as we have heard about new academic requirements, more tests,
and longer school hours (College Entrance Examination Board,
1986k

The Study Commission of the College Entrance Exami-
nation Board (1986) stated that many children have become
discouraged in today's schools because their needs are not
being met and that improved school counseling programs could
contribute significantly to mduzing the considerable waste of
human talent which cunently eclat& By addressing the four
priority recommendations stated earlier and outlined in the
1986 College Entrance Examinaticm Board Report Keeping the
Options Open. school counseling programs can help to make a
significant difference in fulfillthg the promise of meeting
children's needs and providing equal educational opportunities
for all.

The fulfillment of the College Board's four recommenda-
tions will surely result in a positive future for children in which
they hopefully will be able to attain those attributes envisioned
at the 1970 White House Conference on Children.

We would like him (her) to be a man (woman) with a sense of himself
(herself) and hisiher) own /rumness with awareness of his (her)
thoughts and feelings, with the capacity to feel and empress low and
joy and to recognize tragedy and grief. We would have him (her) be a
man (woman) who, with a stung realistic sense of his (her) own worth
is able to relate openly with others, to cooperate effectively with them
toward common ends, and to view manldnd (womankind) as one while
respecting diversity and difference. We would want him (her) to be a
being who, even while very young, somehow senses that he (she) has
the capacity for lifelong spiritual and intellectual growth. We would
want him (her) to cherish that vision of the man (woman) he (she) is
capable of becoming and to cherish the development of the same
potential in others (US. Dept of HEW, Mee of Child Development
WM. p. 78)

22 Elementary School Counseling
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CHAPTER

NANNING FOR
PROGRAM

EFFECTIVENESS
limning is a necessary management function for any
program to survive, grow, and develop. The planning
process not only determines the program goals and

objectives, but also specifies the resotnees that will be needed to
implement the program and achieve goal satisfaction in a coat
effective manner. The planning process shapes the organiza-
tional structure of the program; determines the moat effective
methods for implementation, program maintenance, arAi
enhancement and establishes appropriate methods for con-
ducting on-going evaluations. Planning answers the questions:
Where are we now? Where do we want to go? How do we get
there? How are we doing (Terry & Pranklim 19e2)?

While planning an effective elementary school counseling
program designed to meet the physical, social, self-concept.
cognitive, and career development needs of children is impor-
tant, action is the key to success, not planning. Planning
provides the Counseling Program Committee with a sense of
direction and should be thought of as a means to an end and
not as an end in itself. "Planning is selecting information and
making assumptions regarding the future to formulate acti-
vities necessary to aelieve organizational (program) objectives"
(Terry & Franklin, 1982, p. 148). The process is continuous and
serves to provide the elementary school Counseling Program
Committee with numerous decisions to be made so that the
Committee can best serve children both now and in the future.
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STEPS IN PLANNING

The elementary school counselor and the Counseling
Program Commfttee will need to become involved in many
different planning activities associated with developing an
effective counseling program. One such planning process relates
to reviewing the philosophy and mission of the elementary
school and then establishing a philosophy and mission
statement for the elementary school counseling program which
supports the school's position. In Chapter 1. Elementary Sdtool
Counseling Program is discussed the importance of estab-
lishing a philosophy and mission statement prior to devdoping
a new elementary schod counseling program or revising an
odsting one. With that in mind, in Chapter 2, Planning for
Program Effectiveness, we will be covering those steps nem-
sary in developing an elementaty school counseling program
which supports the philosophy and mission of the school
system and that of the elementary school counseling program.

The first four steps in establishing or revising an
elementary school counseling program are

1. identifying desired program goals,

2. conducting a needs assessment,

3. selecting goal priorities based on need, and

4. developing program offerings through linking program
activities and strategies to priority goals (Szilagyi, 1984).

Developing program organization, implementation, and
evaluation activities also need to be a part of any planning
process. They will be discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5
respectively.

/DEM LINING DESIRED PROGRAM GOALS

Desired program goals are those priority goals that an
elementary school counseling program hopes to achieve in
meeting the developmental and societal needs of children. The
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goals that are selected are ones that the school and community
feel strongly about and want included in the educational
prcgram of the school. This goal list will serve as a guide in
developing the needs assessment process which is the next step
in program devekypment

The Counseling Program Committee need not be concerned
at this stage with whether or not the selected goals are being
addressed, the conditions of the learning environment, or
whether or not the needed resources are available to meet the
goa. These factors will be reviewed during the needs
assessment The Committee's primary function is to determine
what childnen's developmental and societal needs are in
relationship to enhancing the teaching/learning process and
then to formulate goal statements which will provide direction
in establishing an effective program.

Litendure Review

The developmental needs of children can be reviewed by
reading books by such people as Elkind (1978 & 1981), Maslow
(1954), Havighurst (1953). Dinkmeyer and Caldwell (1970),
Gesell and Ilg. (1946) and McCandless (1967). The develok
mental needs of children can be categorized according to five
dimensions cf development physical, social, selfconcept,
cognitive, and career. As child development books are studied,
the Committee should be asking itself what are the develop-
mental needs of children in each of these areas and what
behavioral outcomes are most important for them to achieve in
order to be contributing members of society?

Educationsl Philosoigly Statement

In addition to reading child development texts. the Com-
mittee will find the school's educational and counseling
philosophy and mission statements useful to review. These
statements embrace a point of view subscribed to by the school
and counseling program and can give direction to program
development as well.

Selmol and Community

Another source of useful information in establishing
direction for the elementary school counseling program is to
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talk with school personnel. They have daily contact with
children and can provide insightful information about the
developmental needs of children and what goals to establish in
achieving the desired outcomes.

Likewise. the community in which the school resides has a
perception of its own about what clr:dren need to learn and
understand about themselves and the envhonment (societal
needs) in order to "make it in this world." A variety of
environmental issues (economical. sociologicaL medical, demo-
graphic* multi-cultural/ethnic, political, legal, technological.
and educational) do impact upon children by creating needs
-which also must be addressed if children are to take full
advantage of the teaching/learning process both in and out of
school.

Educational Reform and
Counseling Program Statements

lf the Counseling Program Committee members are not
already familiar with the following educational reports, books,
and bibliographies they should consider reviewing these printed
resource* as well as others, in preparing the desired elementary
school counseling program goals list

1. A Place Called School (Good lad, 1984)

2. Keeping The Options Open (College Entrance Exam-
ination Board, 1986)

3. Counselors: Agents For Educational Excellence (AACD,
1985)

4. Role Statement on The Elementani Counselor (ABC&
1984)

5. The Future r School Counseling: AACD Bibliography
Materials (AACD. 1987)

Caracoling Program Goal Statements

Once Counseling Program Committee members have re-
viewed the available data on the developmental ; nd societal
28 Elementary School Counseling
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needs of children, they are ready to create a counseling program
goals list. The list should be organized according to the five
dimensions of development (physical, social. self-concept, cog-
nitive, and career) and those societal issues in the community
which have created specific child needs that must be addressed
if children are to grow and develop in self-enhancing ways.
What follows is a sample list of counseling program goals
arranged according to the suggested headings.

1. Physical

a. Assist children in understanding their own personal
growth and development (physical and emotional
changes).

b. Assist children with hand-eye coordination, balance,
body in space, and laterality.

c. Assist children with small and large muscle develop-
ment

2. Social

a. Assist children in developing peer relationships.

b. Assist children in learning to work effectively in
groups.

c. Assist children in developiRg interpersonal skills.

S. Self-Concept

a. Assist children in developing an understanding and
utilization of self.

b. Assist children in developing a positive self-esteem/
self-concept.

C. Assist children in developing life management self-
help skills (stress management, assertiveness man-
agement. values clarification, and communication
skills).
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4. Cognithe

a. Assist children with decision making, goal setting,
risk taking, and life planning everiences.

b. Assist children with developing rational cognition
sidlls.

c. Assist children with developing thinking skills and
operations,

5. Career

a, Assist children in developirrg pride in their work.

b. Assist children in understanding and appreciating
the values of a work oriented society.

c. Assist children in exploring and more fully appre-
ciating the use of their leisure time.

6. Societal Issues

Economical: Rising unemploymnt, hi& taus and low
income levels mrky require special school programs to
combat family stress, hunger. and chtkl abuse.

b. Sociological: Plimily problems. differing family constel-
lation& and varying child rearing practices may require
effective parenting programs, latchkey safety pmgrams.
and situational edjustment programs to respond to such
issues as divtwee, separation, depression, weight control,
drug and alcohol abusee, and step parenting.

c Medical: Threatening community pmbkms and chang-
ing health practices may require counselors to address
issues like AIDS, death education, and creating wellness
programs to meet society's changing interest in pm-
moting total health.

cL DCMOggilphiCIC Demographic changes to include popu-
lation shifts, declining birth rates increased aging of the
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population. and rising divorce rates nave led to a
significant increase in the number of United States
citizens not directly involved in schools. A direct
relationship appears to exist between these demo-
graphics and the growing difficulty of securing top
dollars to support public schools. While many schools
are closing down. America's need for education will not
diminish. For America's schools to survive, not to
mention attaining good health, the support of America's
citizenery is imperative. Counseling programs that bring
children and adults together will help to emphasize the
importance of schools and the significance of citizen
support in protecting America's future.

e. Maltl-Culturainethnic America has always been a
multi-cultural society. However with shifting birth rates1
population mobility, and ever-increasing interests in
world trade and travel. all Americans must learn to
appreciate and cherish multi-cultural and ethnic diver-
sity. School counseling and academic programs must
model respect cooperation. self-worth, and accomplish-
ment for all children representing diverse cultures,
religious backgrounds, and educational needs. Such
programs need to create a sense of unity and appre-
elation for both children and adults and their unique
cultural contributions.

f. Political: Negotiation, arbitration, mediation, and per-
suasion are all political processes that people use to
support and promote a particular view or cause. As
human beings, people both effect and are affected by
politics. Counselors and educators must be evennindful
of the societal issues which children must be prepared
to address, such as those created by political reform.
Children also must be taught how to be political in a
world, which by its very nature, is political in scope.

g. Legal. Modem day societies are governed by laws. Laws
represent a binding custom or practice of a community.
Such enforceable rules of conduct are meant to redress
passible wrongs and represent advisable actions taken
by a society to instill fairness and order. Laws require
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people to modify their behaviors for the good of all.
Children's lives are as much affected by law as are adult
lives. Counseling and educational programs must be
designed to protect the legal rights of children and to
teach children how to live in a society governed by laws,
ethics, and morality.

h. Technological: The twentieth century has brought with
it many technical changes and advances. Many of these
changes also have resulted in legal and moral dilemmas.
Children need to be exposed to and experience technical
advances as well as to participate in the discussimrs
which establish the moral and legal application of their
uses.

i. Educational: Education is under a microscope at the
close of the twentieth century as educators study its
problems and prospects for the future. As changes are
made, ehildren's lives will be affected Counselors,
teachers, educational specialists, parents, and com-
munity leaders will need to be ever mindful in
addressing the needs of all children created by those
educational changes.

The elementary school counseling program goals list
provides the counselor and the Counseling Program Committee
with a set of important goals which tlwy support and which
specifies what they believe the elementary school counseling
program should be doing. Parents, teachers, administrators,
school board members, and community supporters have all had
a hand in setting the initial direction of the program which is
sensitive to the developmental and societal needs of children
unique to the sun-ounding community.

CONDUCTING A NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Having developed the desired program goals. the Counseling
Program Committee has established a solid sense of direction
from which to create and implement the needs assessment
process. Asking the right questions is a critical first step in
creating a needs assessment plan which will yield the
32 Elementary School Counseling
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appropriate corrective and developmental measures needed in
designing an effective elementary school counseling prcgram
Needs assessment refers to those sets of activities which will
assist the Counseling Program Committee in determining the
gaps that exist between wlure the elementary school counseling
program is now versus where that program needs to be if it is
to deliver services needed by children (Gannon. 1977). BY
comparing the desired program goals list with those gocds
that will eventually evolve from the needs assessment process,
the Counseling Pittram Committee will be able to identify the
priority rowan goals and be al* to estimate the extent of
the resources necessary to achieve goal attainment.

Process

The effectiveness of any educational program is in its
ability to foster meaningful learning experiences which enable
children to become all they are capable of becoming. Learning
may be characterized as a process which enables children and
adults to behave In ways which will satisfy their developmental
and societal needs. Therefore, determining what should be
learned and how best to impart those learnings are significant
facto= to be addressed in any needs assessment With these
points in mind1 the focus of the self study should be threefold:
(I) to evaluate the needs of children in relation to what is being
learned, (2) to assess the curriculum and time teaching/learning
process. and their capabilities to deliver needed services. and (3)
to make a thorougb Jtudy of the envimnment and those
climatic conditions which affect the teaching/learning process
(Worzbyt, 1978).

Awash* Childrea's Needs. Children are :Ara and foremost
complex individuals with developmental and societal needs.
Developmental needs imply that children grow and develop in
sequentially ordered stages. Within each stage of development
are specific, identifiable needs and tasks that must be met
throuP the teaching-learning process in order to guarantee
successful dewlopmental progress through the remaining
stages of development

In addition to the generally predictable nature of develop-
ment are the not so predictable:: situational variations in
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children's needs which are attributed to societal issues and
hereditary differences in children's backgrounds. These needs
also must be addressed. Consequently, the assessment process
must evaluate children's developmental and societal needs in
order to provide purposeful, meaningful, and relevant learning
experiences.

The Counseling Pzugram Committee, using its knowledge of
child gmwth and develoiment and its understanding of the
school and community environment, are encouraged to develop
assessment instruments designed to ascertain the needs of
children in the same fhe dimensions of development mentioned
earlier in the chapter. With an understanding of what
counseling goals the Committee wishes to meet, they must now
ascertain to what degree those goals are actually being met.

1. Physical Development Goals: To what extent are
children's developmental similarities and differences
being addressed as they affect the teaching/learning
process? Does the elementary school counseling pro-
gram work with children and parents in responding to
variances in physical maturation, hereditary conditions,
and environmental factors, which require individualized
attention in meeting children's needs?

2. Social Development Goals: To what extent are children
learning to work together in groups, developing skills of
social living, developing positive and healthy peer
relationships, and understanding the nature of group
dynamics in a world which demands learning to belong
and adjusting to continuously shifting peer groups?

3. Self-Concept Development Goals: What evidence exists
that children are developing a positive view of self: are
learning self-assessment and self-management skills: are
learning self-trust, self-confidence, and developing feel-
ings of self-acceptance?

4. Cognitive Development Goals: To what degree have
children developed those cognitive skills related to
thinking decision making, goal setting, communicating
processing information, and cognitive management
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(positive thinking, cognitive planning using imagery .
moral developnent)?

5. Career Development Cloatic To what extent do children
undastand the world of work, the nature of a work
oriented society, their place in the family awl other
groups to which they belong, how to effectively make use
of their lesure time, and the meaning of work as it
applies to them in the here-and-now?

6. Societal Imes Goals: To what extent do economical.
sociological. medical. demcgraphic, multi cultural/ethnic.
political, legal, technological, and educational issues in
the community influence and determine children's
needs? How successful are the school's existing aca-
demic and counseling proojams in meeting those
needs? Depending on the nature of societal issues
impacting on any given community, a school may need
to establish specific program goals designed to address
community health needs, multi-cultural and ethnic
influences, and recent technological advances about
which children must learn and understand.

While the nature and impact of societal issues will
vary from community to community, every community
will be affected by a number of societal issues which will
impact significantly on children's growth process. Soci-
etal issues must be recognized and school program goals
established to meet the critical needs of children which
they have created. In so doing, children will become
better equipped having learned the necessary behaviors
(skills) to live and grow in today's ever-changing, and
fast-paced society.

As the assessment process is planned, the Counseling
Program Committee will need to discuss the specific tasks that
children should be able to perform or demonstrate at various
stages in their development The degree to which the children
are attaining the expected range of behavioral competencies
(goal criteria) will be indicative of the range of success enjoyed
by the elementary school counseling and academic programa
When determining expected levels of child performance, the best
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procedure is to consult a variety of recognized child develop-
ment texts, authorities on child growth and development and
respected commercial assessment instruments.

In addition to devising their own evaluation instruments,
school districts are encouraged to make use of commerically
prepared measurement devices; parent, teacher, and counselor
observations; cumulative folder data (physical examination
reports, anecdotal records, samples of student work, pupil self-
report data, standardized test results, previous academic
records, parent conference records, sociometric data, and case
studies); psychological data; and classoom performance infor-
mation. School board members, representatives from business
and industry, and social service agency representatives also can
provide useful data regarding their assessment of the product
which schools turn out What deficiencies, if any, do these
people recognize in the developmental and societal areas which
the schools should be addressing?

When the needs assessment has been completed. the
Counseling Program Committee will be able to identify the full
range of successes Aid deficiencies that exist within the
current elementary school system. With that information in
hand, the Counseling Program Committee will be ready to
evaluate the curriculum in terms of what is being taught. how
it is being taught and the purpose served by the various
curriculum offerings and requirements in meeting the de-
velopmental and societal needs of children

Assessing the Currienhun. Elementary schools that are not
in tune with the developmental and societal needs of children
may very well be creating curricula which run counter to their
needs. Therefore, what is to be learned and the patterning and
sequencing of the learning experience must be tailored to the
maturational development of children and the various needs
which must be addressed.

In assessing the curriculum, not only is an examination to
be made of what is being taught. but also when it is being
taught and how it is being taught The Counseling Program
Committee should be concerned with the adequacy of the
existing elementary school counseling and academic programs
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to meet the dewlopmental and societal needs of children as
defined by the needs assessment.

One way in which school and community participants can
be involved in assessing the school curriculum is to respond to
a questionnaire. Participants can be given a descriptive, graphic
rating instrument containing randomly ordered goal statements
representing the developmental and societal goal areas selected
for study. Emil goal statement is designed to specify the
expected outcome behavior(s) to be learned. Participants are
then given ao opportunity to rate the extent to which they
believe the curriculum is teaching those behaviors. Figtue 2.1 is
an illustration of a goal statement and scale that would be an
example of a questionnaire and format that could be used to
assess the curriculum.

Upon completion of the survey, the scores for each goal aAn
be averaged so that separate mean scores for every goal
statement can be obtained for each of the various community
school sub-groups represented. Once the scoring has been
completed, the goal statements can be arranged in sequence
according to the weds as perceived by the sub-groups. Goals
with mean scores of six iM or below have the greatest need for
attention, while goals with mean scores in the ten (10) to twelve
(12) range are thought to be adequately met and, therefore,
would not necessarily require additional emphasis. Goals with
average score ranges of 13 or above are thought to be receiving
more attention than is warranted.

While the survey results will specify the perceptions of
school and community survey participants and that Is
important information to have, those data do not necessarily
reflect what is actually happening The Counseling Program
Committee needs to compare children's developmental
societal needs as determined by the needs assessment with we
curriculum survey results and then conduct an actual eval-
uation of the curriculum.

The degree to which children's needs are met through the
curriculum is as much due to perception of people as it is to
curriculnm design and content. The Counseling Program
Committee needs both sets of data. When evaluating the
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Um Parents, School Board Members, and Community
Representatives

Directions Read the goal statement and then answer the
question by circling a number on the scale that best expesses
your response.

Goab Children understand and practice skills in effective
decision making.

Question: In mg opinion, how well are current schocg programs
meeting this goal?"

1 2 3

IPoor Fair, but
more needs
to be done

Leave
as is

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

The same questionnaire could be given to school personnel by
changing the persons identified after "Toi" and the "Question"
is illustrated by the following:

To: Teacher, Administrators, and Special Service Personnel

Directions Same as above

Goab Same as above

Questios *How well* are mg school's current programs
meeting this goal?

Figure 2.1. Illustration of one goal statement and related
question for needs assessment questionnaire.
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curriculum, recognition must be made that teachers. admin-
istrators, counsekok and learning specialists are most knowl-
edgeable about what to strxiy.

The developmental and societal counseling program goals
need to be studied in accordance with the current curriculum
program offerings. In revievftg the curriculum to meet
children's needs, the following questions should be asked:

1. Do the school's curriculum offering support the school
counseling program objectives (developmental and soci-
etal needs) in the primary and internmdiate grades?

2. Are the school counseling program objectives geared to
the maturational development of the children?

3. Are the school counseling objectives taught in accor-
dance with sound learning theory?

The desired data can be gathered by reviewing the
elementary school's textbooks and related educational aids,
subject curriculum outlines, lesson plans and via classroom
observations. The purpose for conducting a curriculum assess-
ment is not to negatively criticize or to find fault, but ba review
curriculum design, delivery methods, and the degree to which
the curriculum addresses children's developmental and societal
needs.

Assessing The Lemming Euvkonment Learning takes
place in the context of a social system (the school) which
mirrors the complexities of the community which it serves.
Climates of the school and the community impact significantly
on what is learned, when it is learned, and how it is learned.
The environmental assessment process is concerned with
identifying ways in which both the school and the community
can improve upon the teaching/learning climate for the benefit
of children.

The physical climate consists of those factors which are
directly oteervable. Some examples of physical factors that can
contribute to or inhibit the quality of services delivered to
children are classroom lighting heating. air circulation, avail-
able space, noise levels, furniture arrangements. availability of
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needed resources Wudget, teaching supplies, media resources,
and equipment), length of school day, and scheduled breaks for
teachers and children.

While the physical factors must be considered when
studying the environment, the not so obvious and easilyobserved psychological climate also must be addressed when
assessing the learning climate The psychological climate isaffected by such issues as the physical and mental maturationof children, peer relationships, pupil-teacher interactions, self-esteem, attitudes toward learning and education, and a varietyof societal issues (economical, sociological, medical, demo-graphics, multi culti Jethn1c political, legal, technological,and educational) which can affect any community Anyone or acombination of these psychological climate issues can and doimeact significantly on the needs of children and theirreadiness to leant.

And while the elementary school counseling program
cannot address all of the physical and psychalogical issues
impacting on the teaching/learning process, it must respond to
those climatic conditions and issues which are within itssphere of influence. Perhaps by establishing school andcommunity partnerships, cooperative programs and pint ven-tures can be established which can capitalize on the strengthsof both school and community in neutralizing some of the
conditions which place children at risk and in providing qualityeducational experiences for all children.

After the learning environment (school and community) hasbeen assessed and the data have been evaluated, the CounselingProgram Committee can offer suggestions and a plan of actionin designing a teaching/learning environment that will be
physically and psychologIcally conducive in supporting thesuccessful attainment of the school's targeted academic and
elementary school counseling program goals.

ESTABLISHING GOAL PRIORMES

The most significant aspect of the planning process isselecting goals and strategies upon which the elementary school
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counseling program will be based. These goals will provide a
direct link between the needs of the children and the delivery of
program services as determined by the elementary school
counselor and members of the Counseling Pnvmm Committee

While a variety of methods mists by which goal priorities
can be determined, the proposed method reviews the inter-
actions of the desired priority program goals list with the
needs priority program goals listas determined by the needs
assessment. The desired priority goals list represents those
goals which best reflect where a strong elementary counseling
program should be if it is to meet the needs of children. These
goals were first identified during the early stages of the
planning process and sequenced in a hierarchial fashion from
high priority to low priority in accordance with their worthiness
of attainment as perceived by the Counseling Program Com-
mittee. The needs priority goals list reflects the degree to which
those same goals are actually being met. This goal list is
sequenced from high need (goals are not being met) to low need
(goals are being met), thus reflecting the varying degrees of
success in goal attainment. Arrange as shown in Figure 22.

Desired Priority Program Gado Needed Priori, Program Goals,
(List from highest to lowest) (List from highest to lowest)

1. 1.

2.

3.

4. 4.

5.

Figure 2.2. Counseling goals priority list
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By comparing the two lists, the Committee can begin to
identify four categories of program goals as illustrated in Figure
2.3.

High

Low

Low

Priority Goals

High

Low Priority

High Need

High Priority

High Need

Low Priority

Low Need

High Priority

Low Need

Figure 2.3. Developmental goals priority grid.

High PriorityHigh Need Goals

These goals are not only thought to be very important by
the Counseling Program Committee as ones that need to be
addressed (high priority), but are the very same goals which are
not being met through the school curriculum (high need). The
children's developmental and societal needs for whatever reason
are therefore presently going unattended. Consequently, goals
falling into this category are of top priority and need to be
addressed.
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alga PriorityLow Need Goals

These goals are not only thought to be very important (high
priority) by the Counseling Program Committee, but they also
are being adequately met by the school counseling program (Imv
need). The Committee needs to review the expenditure of
resources, program activities, and time spent developing these
high priority goa/s to determine what program resource
adjustments, if any, can be made in maintaining quality, while
redirecting a resource surplus to those goal areas that need
further development or refinement.

Lew PrioxityHigh Need Gods

While the Counseling Program Committee thinks these
goals are important, they are the least important to be
addressed of the many goals that have been listed. However, the
Counseling Program Committee also needs to be aware that
these goals are not being met. If they are important enough to
be maintained as program goals, the Counseling Program
Committee will need to assess curricular offerings, the be-
haviors being taught4 how they are being taught, and the
conditions of the learning environment in order to make
recommendations which will lead to goal attainment.

Low PriorityLow Need Goals

As with category three, these goals are thought to be
important even though they are near the bottom of the desired
program goals list. However, unlike the preceding category.
thew goals are being met. After reviewing this group of goals,
the Counseling Program Committee will have to decide if all of
these goals are to be maintained and at what level of
commitment (resource expenditure).

Once the Counseling Program Committee has identified the
elementary school counseling program goals to be given priority.
they should seek consensus in ag;reeing that these goal
statements clearly reflect the needs of the children, that they
support :Ix educational and counseling philosophies of the
school, and that they address the unique needs and charac-
teristics of the community.
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DEVELOPING PROGRAM OFFERINGS

With the needs assessment information collected and
analyzed and the priority program goals sdected, the Coun-
seling Program Committee is ready to ask and answer the
following questiona

1. What new elementary school counseling programs
should be offered?

2. What existing dementary school counseling programs
should be continued without modification?

3. What existing elementary school counseling programs
should be modified in terms of what is being taught,
how it is being taught. and when it is being taught?

4. What additional resources or modification in resources
will be needed in developing new pmgrams and in
modifying existing programs?

5. What existing elementary school counseling pro-
grams should be discontinued because they are no
longer needed?

6. What positive and negative environmental conditions
exist in the school (physicil and psychological) that
need to be addressed in meeting the priority program
goals of the elementary school counseling program?

7. What positive and negative environmental conditions
exist in the community (physical and psychological)
which need to be addressed in meeting the priority
program goals of the elementary school counseling pro-
gram?

8. What societal issues affecting children's needs must be
addressed (economic. sociological, medical, demgraphic,
multi cultural/ethnic, political, legal, technological, educa-
tional)?
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Goal Cully

Goal statements are the blueprints of program design in
that they operationally define the expected behavioral outcomes
to be achieved through the program. Prcgmm strategies
(objectives) are simply smaller goals which, when properly
sequenced, clarify the steps to be achieved in meeting the main
goal. When the strategies have been satisfied, the goal will haw
been automatically. attained.

Goal statements and strategies (objectives) should be stated
in outcome terminology so that they are

1. behavioral. dear. concrete, specific. operational:

2. measureable, or in some way at least verifiable dear when they
haw been aceomplishect

a realistic, not set too high, capable of being accomplished with
mailable resoumes;

4. worthwhile, not set too low, not petty or meaningless; and

5. adequaie, that is, goals that are substantial translations of the
mission of the system and that de facto mtisfy teal needs and
wants. (Egan & Cowan. 1979. p. 126)

'drafting and lieleedng
the God Strategies

Many different strategies can be employed to satisfy the
accomplishment of any given goal. Planning for program
effectiveness requires the identification and selection of goal
strategies that will be appropriate in purpose, adequate in
scope. effective in achieving the desired goal. efficient in
resource expeditures. and generate positive outcomes with few
negative side effects. The following steps are recommended in
developing a comprehensive program plan for each priority goal.

1. Organize the elementary school counseling goal priori-
ties according to the five dimensions of child develop-
ment and the societal issues which impact signiflostntly
on child success.
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2. Fbr each goal listed, brainstorm all the possible ways of
reaching the goal.

3. Analyze each alternative strategy from varying points of
view in order to determine its kasittlity.

a Study the driving (schoed and community) and
restraining forces (school and community) that will
need to be addressed for each strateer.

b. Review the required resources needed in terms of
their availability and/or accessibility in implement-
ing the strategy. Resources like the following need to
be considered: Personnel, funds, equipment, facil-
ities, time, knowledge, skills, political influence etc.

c. Evaluate each strategy according to such criteria as
appropriateness, adequacy, effectiveness, worthwhile-
nes& efficiency, and possible side effects (positive
and negative).

4. Select the goal strategies and methods of implementa-
tion that best satisfy the selection criteria as presented
in the previous step.

5. For each goal strategy identified, determine

a. the necessary steps to achieve the strateg (objec-
tive);

b. the activities to be utilized in canying out each step;

c. a schedule for completing the strategy and activities;

d. the resources necessary for processing each strategy
and related activities;

e. who is to benefit from goal attainment;

f. who will need to be responsible for implementing the
strategy and directing the activities;
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g. what specific tasks must be accomplished when, andby whom (Tasks air the smaller steps associatedwith the implementation of each activity); and
h. what evaluation methods will be used to monitor theprogress of strategy attainment

6. As a final step to preparing the program plan forimplementationfLewis and Lewis (1983) have suggestedthat each selected goal strategy and activity be reviewedby asking the following question&
a. Does the service !strata) fit Faegram goals and priorities?
b. Are available or potential resources adequate for service pro-vision?

c. Can the service Istrat-gyl be accepted by the communitymember and ammumers?

d. Can the smite !strategy) be delivered by available orpotentially available service providers?

e. Can the service !strategy1 meet the policy constraints withinwhich the agency !schooli or program must work?

Do the potential benefits of the service Istmtegy) appear tooutweigh the estimated costs?

g. Can we measure service Istratear) effectiveness?

h. Can we develop an implementation plan?

I. Are there serious risks involved in implementing thestrati:1r (pp. 33-34)

Detnalapingan Isnislemeadatian Plan

The planning process is now near completion. All thatremains is the development of an implementation action planwhich is a formal docunwnt designed to carry out the plan.Each program goal statement should have a clearly stated list ofstrategies (objectives). Each strategy in turn should have
Ch 2 Planningfor
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accompanying activities/procedures and tasks which, when
implemented, will result in the stride& being attained. in order
for the plan to be complete1 basic resources must be identified,
a time schedule prepared, the cost determined, service providers
selected, and evaluation methods outlined and ready for
implementation.

We have included a set of key questions that we believe
should be asked in preparing the implementation plan. These
questions when answered will provide the necessary data for
ftlling in the Program Planning Sheet (Figure 2.4) for each
elementary school counseling program priority goal.

1. What are the major activities and tasks necessasy to
implement the goals and strategies which have been
selected?

2. Who are the people that will be responsible for
performing the activities and related tasks?

3. What is the time frame and sequence of activities and
taske for each goal and set of strategies?

4. Wnat resources will be needed to perform the activities
and tasks for each program strategy?

5. How will the goals, strategies, activities, and tasks be
monitored and evaluated?

The Program Planning Sheets, when completed, will prove
to be very useful in developing a comprehensive counseling
program time line formulating a resource allocations and
budgeting plan, and creating a comprehensive evaluation plan
which is internally consistent with the elementary school
counseling program plan.

As Lewis and Lewis (1953) have suggested:

Effective planning lessens the use of unclear, fuzzy goals, brings
commonality of purpose and mcmctation to various concerned gimps1
focuses concern on ends rather than solely on means, helps specify
desired outputs and attempts to relate resource allocations to goals.
lp. 38)
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Figaro 24. Program planning sheets.
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CHAPTER 3
ORGANIZING THE

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL COUNSELING

PROGRAM

very elementary school counseling program needs anorganizational structure to carry out its philosophy andmission. The organizational function of management isdesigned to provide the necessary structure to bring people andresources together and to arrange them in an orderly andcoordinated pattern to accomplish the planned objectives of theprogram

While developing an organizational structure that encom-passes a K-12 school counseling program is preferable, manyschool systems do not have highly centralized district widecounseling programs. With that in mind, the focus of theorganizational structure presented in this chapter will apply tosingle elementary school units.

THE PURPOSE OF ORGANIZING

Many elementary school counseling programs are notviewed as programs but as the activity of one person in theschool who has been assigned the role of elementary schoolcounselor. Often times parents, teachers. administrators, and
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tlw public axe confused about the practice of elemmtary school
counseling as well as when and how to access the counselor's
services. When people are uninformed about a particular
program, ibis lack of unrkrstxuading can create confusion and
resentment. Active or passive disorganization leaves much to be
desired and often results in a program which functions below
its potential and receives the brunt of much negative criticism.

When elementary school counseling program axe organized
for success. the organizational structure will promote collabor-
ation and negotiation among individuals and groups (Ivan-
cevich & Matteson, 1987). This activity will imProve the
effectiveness and efficiency of annmunications within the
elementary school. An effectively organized program will have a
positsve and visible impact on the school, will dearly delineate
and encourage the active participation of all school and
community workem, and will specify the nature of the
program's services to be provided and how to access those
services.

Elementary school counseling programs which are organ-
ized for effectiveness will be viewed not as the activity of one
person, but as a comprehensive support service designed to
enhance the educalional process and to help facilitate a
meaningful teaching/learning environment for all children
(Worzbyt, 1978). A support service of this magnitude will
require the collective input and activity of the entire school
community.

DESIGNING AN ORGANIZATIONAL STRUM=

Schennerhorn (1986) has indicated that organimtional
design is a decision making process. Once program planning
has been completed, an organizational design is needed to carry
out the mandated philosophy and mission of the elementary
school counseling program. This process can best be achieved
by having the Counseling Program Committee respond to the
following questions:

What are the primary goals and objectives that the organization
should be designed to meet?
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What continuing activities need to be performed in order to
implement the strategies that haw been selected as part of the
planning process?

How can the necessary activities be divided so that indMduals or
groups can be assigned responsibility for performing them?

Once activities have been grouped into specific jobs, what kind of
authority and resixmaibility should be assigned?

How and by whom should decisions be made?

How specialized should roles and jobs be?

Who should control the work being performed?

How can communication and coordination among members of the
organization be facilitated?

How can job or role descriptions be developed to take into account
both functions and accountabilities?

How can coordination and communication with the external social
environment be facilitated? (Lewis & Lewis, 1983, p. 75)

The answers to these questions will provide the Counseling
Program Committee with direction in formulating an organiza-
tional design that will bring all the necessary resources together
in meeting the planned program goals of the elementary school
counseling program. The actual structure that is developed will
be unique for each elementary school counseling program in
that the goals, needs, size, environment and available resources
of every elementary school will differ. &fen more critical than
these variables will be the varying orientations and philo-
sophical beliefs of every Counseling Program Committee. Since
every committee is unique, elementary school counseling
program organizational structures will reflect these differences.
The success cf an elementary school counseling pmgram will
not be measured in its sameness or differences when
compared with other programs, but the degree to which the
organizational structure facilitates the attainment of its
mission.
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EIZ21/321TARY SCHOOL COUNSELING:
ORGAN1=M FOR SUCCESS

Elementary school counseling programs seem to function
best when they are organized in such a manner as to involve
school and community resources, mirror the educational
program structure of the school, and are designed for action in
meeting the developmental and societal needs of children. For
these purposes to be realized, the chosen organizational
structure must be purposeful, relevant, and easily ewlained to
those school and community members who will be providers
and recipients of elementary schocd counseling program ser-
vices.

We believe that the major components of any successful
elementary school counseling program must consist of the
following:

1. the tripartite,

2. the dimension of school counseling (developmental &
societal),

3. the program functions.

4. the program elements, and

5. the program providers and recipients.

W1thcut all of these components working together in a
systematic and organized manner, an elementary school coun-
seb ng program cannot hope to successfully meet the develop-
mental needs of children.

The Tzipartite

The major focus of elementary school counseling programs
is to establish broad-based, comprehensive, and developmental
programs which function within the curriculum and are
designed to facilitate human growth and learning. Elementary
school counseling programs can best accomplish this goal by
54 Elementary School Counseling
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creating physical and psychological environments which sup-
port the teaching/learning process. In order to accomplish this
end, a strong base is required. Counseling programs are like
three legged stools. They derive their support from paying
attention to:

1. the child.

2. the behaviors to be learned. and

3. the conditions of the learning environment.

the child behaviors to be learned

the learning environment

Figure 3.1. The tripartite.

The Child. The child must always be the focal point of the
elementary school counseling program. Of utmost importance
in understanding children in relationship to the educational
process is that they are multidimensional in nature with many
developmental and diversified needs to be met If educational
and counseling programs are to capitalize on children's
potential through the teaching/learning process the elementary
school counseling program must be geared to meeting chil-
dren's needs in ways in which they learn best (learning theory
applications).

Behaviors to be Learned. An elementary school counseling
program must be able to identify the critical behaviors that
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need to be learned and at what stage in the child's development
the learning should take place. Determining what behaviors
children need to learn will eminate from the educational
philosophy of the school. The school, in devekwing its
educational philosophy and mission, must understand child
growth and development and the societal issues (economical.
sociological, medical, demographics, multicultural/ethnic,
political, legal. technological, & edt4cat1onal) which impact both
on children and the community and create needs which must
be addressed.

Elementary school counseling programs exist for the
purpose of supporting the educational system by assisting
teachers, parents, educational specialists,and society in identi-
fying, defining, and teaching (learning style) those behaviors
which are most critical for children to learn when they need to
learn thent lAkewise. the counseling program assists the
educational system in critically evaluating what is being taught.
when it Is being taught. how it is being taught, and whether or
not the behaviors even need to be taught in 'elation to
children's needs and the school's philosophy and mission.

The Learning Environment, The teaching/learning process
can only be successful to the extent that the conditions of the
learning climate support learning. The elementary school
counseling program is concerned with developing sound
physical and psychological educational learning climates.
Knowing what can be done to help children feel comfortabk
and supported, unique and special, and experience a sense of
personal power in shaping their own deitinies is an ever
increasing challenge for elementary echool counseling pro -

grams. Children learn best in those envLonments which
support their developmental needs and those created by society.

A three legged stool cannot stand much less support any
weight, with a missing or defective leg. The same can be said for
an effective elementazy school counseling program that is not
supported by the tripartite. Elementary school counseling
programs serve the educational system brat when they assist
the school in developing educational programs that address the
complex developmental and sooletal needs of children, teach the
behaviors that need to be learned in &dressing those needs.
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and do so in an educational climate which fosters self-
confidence, posithe self-worth, and a never-ending love for
learning and continued selFgrowth.

Ilfmcasioas of Iriementszy School Cooaseling

The program of elenkmtary school counseling is organized
according to a systematic classification of child developmeital
needs and societal issues which influence the teaching/learning
process. The five dimensions of child development are physical,

self-concept, cognitive, and career. The societal dimen-
sion issues which impact on children's lives are economical,
socio;ogical, medical, demographic, multicultural/ethnic, poli-
tical, legal, technological, and educational.

The educational program of the ekmentary school likewise
revolves around the same five dimensions of child development
and the mentioned societal dimension issues which impact
upon the community and the educational process. From these
developmental and societal dimensions emerge the meds of
rhildren which stimulate the subsequent educational and
counseling program goals designed to meet those needs. While
teachers play a significant role in addressing children's
academic needs, the elementary school counseling program
focuses on developing an educational climate designed to
enhance the teaching/learning process in meeting children's
developmental and societal needs. Elementary school coun-
selors, with their understanding of child growth and devel-
opment, learning theory, and the creation of conducive teach-
ing/learning climates, make natural partners with teachers.
administrators, and parents in meeting the educational mission
of the school.

Physical Dimeraloa. Learning and physical maturation are
very much related. Children have physical maturation needs
that must be addressed if they are to learn to the best of their
ability. Topics like the following are representative of the many
facets of physical maturation which are directly related to and
have a profound effect on the teaching/learaing process.
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body imagery
laterality
body in space
touch (tactik)
physical care
diet/exercise
rest
visual perception
auditory perception
physical coordination
balance

school readiness
stress management
mlaxation
eye-hand

coordination
large & small muscle

development
gmwth changes
sex differences
sexual identity
role identification
hyperactivity

The elementary school counselor and the counseling
program can assist parents, teachers, and administrators in
developing an educational curriculum which is sensitive to the
physical needs of children. Wher necessary. specially designed
programs also can be created to meet the special needs of
parents, teachers, and children that cannot be addressed
through the curriculum

Social Dimenidon. McCandless (1967) defined socialization
as ". . a learning-teaching process that, when successful, results
in the human organism's moving from its infant state of
helplessness, but total egocentricity, to its ideal adult state of
semi-conformity coupled with independent creativity" (p. 421).
This definition concerns itself with a process by which human
beings become human as they learn the ways of the culture and
at the same time become individuals in their understanding,
interpretation, and transformation of learnings into personally
unique behavioral outcomes.

Social development, as a dimension of the elementary
school counseling program, is concerned with what children
need to know and what skills they need to develop in order to
function successfully in the various social units in which they
are members. Children are members of a family, a classroom.
small work or play groups, clubs, church afilliations, ar I the
list continues. In order to be contributing member of a group.
the following topics are representative of what children will
need to know and practice.
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sharing
taking turns
listening
being assertive
body language
verbal

communication
skills

maldng friends

group rules
following directions
giving feedback
receiving feedbmk
managing feelings in

a responsible
manner

human rights
rewonsibilities

Classroom climate. peer relationships, and teacher-pupil
interactions are all aspects of group dynamics having a direct
bearing on the teaching/learning and socialization process. How
children feel about and relate with peers and adults in their
world cannot help but influence what is or is not learned.

Self-Cuneept ramension. The major focus of this dimen-
sion is the child as a person. While this is a true statement for
the other dimensions as well, the self-concept dimension assists
children in self-understanding and in developing a utilization of
self for the benefit of self and society. The elementary school
counselor, in working with parents and teachers, emphasizes
the importance of building a positive self-concept and self-
esteem in children. This can only be wcomplished if school
personnel are taught how to play a purposeful and active role in
providing the required information, skills, and selfeonfidence
building environments that will enhance children's self-esteem&

Elementary schools that target the self-concept dimension
as a worthwhile goal will want to consider addressing the
following child-related topics.

feelings & acceptable
1120149-8 of
expression

fems
wishes
successes
strengths
talents
failures
how to create a new

self-image
cen

Psigtics

si ve mental
picturing)

choices
building self-esteem

climates
values

reccAing
one's

rtieness
developing personal

and responsible
power

Feeling connected to
people. places, and
things
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Children and important adults in children's lives are taught
how they can develop more positive feelings toward themselves
and others. They will come to understand that the power rests
within themselves to matte their own unique identitits and
that they can have as much happiness as they choose to have.
The self dimension of an elementary school counseling program
helps to create the positive attitudes and self-confldence that
will stay with children into their adulthood. Those feelings help
to open the doors to learning. controlling fear, and practicing
moderate risk taking.

Cognitive Dimension. How children think and learn is the
focus of this dimension. The elementary school counselor
understands how children learn, the application of learning
theory, the importance of matching teaching and learning
styles, and how children's varying stages of physical maturation
can affect cognitive processes.

The elementary school counselor is prepand to work with
parents teachers, and children in enhancing the cognitive
development of children so that they meet their needs and
become capable of dealing more adequately with their envi-
ronment Some of the cognitive development skills that schools
should be addressing are the following:

thinking skills
decision making

skills
goal setting skills
values clarification

processing
information skills

communication skills
problem solving skills
cognitive

restructuring skills

Career Dimension. Children need assistance in identifying
fulfilling roles in their environment They need to understand
who they are; what their life purpose is; and their place in the
family, school, community, and society at large. Children, like
adults, derive meaning from life by participating in life
situations that give their lives meaning.

The elementary school counseling program helps children
to understand the values of a work oriented society and assists
them in identifying themselves as contributing members of
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society. Parents, teachers, admirtistndors. and community
members play a significant role in helping children by exploring
a variety of career related issues like the following:

the use of leisure
time

hobbies
work responsibilities

in the home
the value of work
exploring career

dusters

economics
positive work habits
school subjects and

work relationships
camer awareness
self-awareness

By exploring the world of work, children learn to broaden
their own life perspectives. They come to understand the
importance of work in society, how what they do at home and
school relates to the world of work, the importance of
developing useful work habits and skills, and the connection
between academics, leisure time, hobbies, and work related
training expaiences. Exploring career development issues help
children derive meaning from We, assume responsibilities, and
appreciate their contributions to the family, school, and society.

Societal Dimension. In addition to addressing the
developmental needs of children, the elementary school coun-
seling program must be cognizant of societal issues which
impact on what children will need to know in order to function
in society today and tomorrow.

Some of the major societal issues that impact on children's
lives today are the following.

economical
sociological
medical
demographics
multicultural/ethnic

political
legal
technological
educational

Elementary school children are learning about computers.
drug and alcohol education, children's rights, AIDS, careers,
death education, wellness, and a variety of other topics which
have escalated in importance because of the societal issues at
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work which demand their understanding and involvement
Elementary school counseling programs therefore must be
sensitive to both the developmental needs of children and the
societal issues which create varying life situations which
children are and will be expected to address in the future.
Effective elementary school counseling programs must stim-
ulate academic understandings, teach developmental life en-
hancing skills (physical, social, self-concept, cognitive, and
career) and prepare children how to live responsibly in an ever
changing democratic society.

PrEoum Functions

The communication functions (refened to as triple-C
functions) of anusseling, consulting, and coordinating form
the network through which elementary school counselors
perform their work roles. The successful implementation of the
elementary school counseling program services hinges on the
interpersonal relationships which develop between and among
people. The elementary school counselor, using the three
communication functions, brings program goals and the
necessary resources together to get the Job done.

Counseling. An effective way of relating with children is
through counseling. Counseling is characterized as a process
which fosters a relationship between one or more children and
the counselor. The counseling process creates a warm-trusting
environment, one which encourages and supports children in
self-exploration for the purpose of fostering learning, personal
growth, and self-understanding. Children are encouraged to
explore their feelings, state their wants, and to learn about
themselves. The counselor helps children self-explore by using a
variety of skills which assist them in self-disclosure. Role
playing, creative play techniques, art, open ended stories, music,
and other forms of self-expression may be used to reduce
anxiety and help children find their most self-expressive modes.
Ultimately, the counseling process helps the counselor and
children to successfully communicate with each other. This
leads to helping children understand themselves, identify their
goals, and devdop a responsible plan for goal attaimnent
Counseling not only helps children address their most imme-
diate concerns, but teaches them skills in self-management.
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Most counseling sessions at the downturn school level focus
on seff-growth and developmental issues. Occasionally, chil-
dren seek counseling for personal problems or axe referred to
counseling by parents and school personnel for remediational
concerns.

Consulting. Consultation is a collaborative process which
takes place between the elementary school counselor and an
intermediary (teachers parent educatfonal specialist or admin-
istrator) who represents the edutational and developmental
interests of the children.

The purpose of consultraaon is to best meet the needs of
children by improving the teachingflea(ning process. Coun-
selors often consult with teachers or groups of professionals to
share information. ideas skills. intopret data, and make
mutually agreed upon decisions regarding action plans that will
benefit children.

Counselors may consult with parents to learn about
children's needs and concerns, to asskst them with parenting
skills, to discuss child growth and development issues, and to
learn from the parents how the sr.47.-lors educational and
-nunseling provams can best serve their needs.

Consultatioa is a veri useful communication function
which Alows tL coanbelqr to tap a variety of school and
community resources in order to bater understand ways in
whch the developmert...1 needs of children can be met. These
tame community resouras also ha ie a pulse on what societal
dime isions the scivol and elementary srhou". counseling
program need to watch and addre.IL in positive ofays for the
benefit of children.

Coordinating. Coordination is the planned and systematic
process of organizing people and the required material re-
sources (funds. equipment. materials) to attain the elementary
school counseling program goals. The elementary school coun-
selor ts xesponsible for integrating the counseling program into
every facet of the child's school and community life. This
infusion model works best when the counselor seeks total
participation of school and community participants.
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As a program coordinator, the counselor involves the school
and community in program development. maintenance, and
evaluation activities. In many ways, the elementary school
counselor functions like a conductor (g a large symphony
orchestra. The counselor must tuxlerstand the elementary
school counseling program and be able to convey that
understanaing to the various players so that everyone under-
stands their parts. The counselor must understand how best to
utilize the talents of each and to integrate that talent into a
coordinated whole. The harmony and effectiveness of an
elementaw school counseling program rests with the counselor
(conductor).

Program Elements

Program elements of an elementary school counseling
program are those special programs1 activities, techniques, and
procedures which are created and implemented for the purpose
of operationalizing the program goals. The program elements
are organized according to child needs and learning climate
conditions which were assessed and then selected as program
goals (Chapter 2).

Child Need (Goal) Elements. Those programs and activities
which are selected and developed to meet children's needs fall
into this category. For example, an elementary school coun-
seling program wishing to develop the self-concept dimension of
development would need to determine what behaviors to teach,
at what grade level to teach them, and what teaching methods
to use in teaching the new behaviors. Following these decisions,
the counselor, working with other school personnel (consul-
tation), would develop the program to be implemented and
would bring together (coordination) all the necessary resources
(people, budget. materials equipment) needed to provide the
service. Occasionally some children will need special services
that will require specialized training and attention. In those
instar vs, the counselor may meet the children individually or
in small groups and provide a direct counseling service. At
times, parent groups may be formed so that the counselor can
assist them in worldng with their children at home.
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Deciding what to teach children about the self-concept
dimension can be determined by examining the needs assess-
ment results and devdoping the pmgram according to the
tripartite. A knowledge of learning theory and child growth and
devdopnwnt are thus needed in addition to the needs
assessment results.

While the developmental needs (goals) of children must be
met, a second set of needs created by societal issues also must
be addressed. Children need to be prepared to act in a
responsible and effective manner in all life situations that will
or could have a significant impact on their lives. Consequently
as a result of societal needs assessment results, some elemen-
tary school counseling programs may feel compelled to create
special programs designed to meet those need& Many ele-
mentary school counseling programs have created drug and
alcohol education programs, school drop out progmms, wellness
programs, ethnic and cultural programs, school pride programs,
and computer pregrams. These programs and ones like them
are created for a purpose. They are added to the curriculum to
the extent that they are absolutely necessary in maintaining
and/or enhancing the teachingffeaming process and in helping
children meet societal expectations. While the school may be
captble of developing new programs in response to a variety of
societal issues, the Counseling Program Committee should ask
whose responsibility it is to address these issues? The
counselor, using his/her consultation and coordination skills,
may need to involve community support services in meeting
some of the special needs of children, thus easing the burden of
the school which may already be pressed to its limits.

Learning Climate Supporters. Elementary school coun-seling programs are successful to the extent that they meet the
developmental and sociPtal needs of children. However, pro-
grams, activities, and procedures are effective to the extent that
they are supported by positive climatic conditions. Most
elementary school counseling programs are supported by the
standard climate supporters such as public relations, staff
development, budgeting resources, available counseling program
space, office support and resources, and parent/community
volunteer support. Each of these programs. individually and
collectively. Is designed to provide the necessary resources and
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people support required to build and maintain self-confidence
building environments where children can live and karn.

Maximizing humanistically oriented child-centered teach-
ing/learning environments is the third dimension of the
tripartite. The first two dimensions were addressed in develop-
ing the special programs and activities in meeting children's
needs while the third dimension focuses on creating the right
environment (physical and psychological) which will support
the teaching/learning process.

As the counselor and the Counseling Program Committee
develop each of the climate supporters, they aced to think about
how each can best contribute to a successful learning climate.

1. Public Relatbus. The most effective public relations are
conveyed through having an excellent school counseling
program. Children, parents, teachers, administrators,
and community supporters will seek out the services of
an elementary school counseling program that can meet
their needs. They will likewise want to contribute their
talents in support of a successful ekmentary school
counseling prograni once they understand how they can
help.

2. Staff Development. One of the most effective ways to
enhance the learning climate of the school is to treat
teachers and staff with respect. Provide them with
training that when implemented will contribute to a
positive and healthy school climate. For example, teach
(most often done through consultation) custodians,
cafeteria workers, and office personnel how they can
contribute to a positive school climate Work with
teachers and administrators on how they can contribute
to children's positive self-esteem. Staff development can
be a fun and energizing experience for school personnel
and can contribute greatly to a positive school climate.

3. Budgetary Resources. Financial resources in most
school districts are always short of what the school
counselor would like to have in order to operate a
successful program. Keeping this in mind, the creating
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of the actual budget should be based on the estimates of
the expected budipt and on the needs for the coming
year. Expected needs are to be based on the counseling
program goals and what resources will be needed to
implement those goals. 'Me counselor will need to
consider equipment, supplies, travel. teleplume, postage,
printing, and related costs. When possible. the counselor
will want to consider ways in which budgetary limita-
tions can be delimited. This can be accomplished by
looking to ways in which program needs can be satisfied
without depending totally on a counseling budget that is
already strained to the limits.

Networking with other schools, making needed
materials, borrowing equipment, and Involving the
school community in budget stretching activities are
just a few ideas to expand a tight counseling budget.

4. Program Space. The availability and effective utilization
of space 1:.4 critical to the success of an effective
elementary school counseling program. The school
counselor and the Counseling Program Committee need
to consider space,or the lack of itiand how it will impact
upon meeting the counseling program goals. The
arrangement of children and furniture in any coun-
seling activity should be considered. How children are
positioned, the size and climatic conditions of the room,
and the lines of communication that are established can
either contribute to or destroy an otherwise well planned
counseling activity (guirk & Worzbyt 1983).

The counselor's office likewise needs to commun-
icate a positive climate and be designed and located in
the school building where children will feel comfortable
talking with the counselor. Office size, furnishings,
location, color scheme, privacy, and related climatic
conditions (physical and psycholrgical) are important
considerations for counselors to think about when
setting up or rearranging an office. While we recognize
that many counselors are limited on what they can do
about their office size and location, they can still
exercise some control over aspects al the physical and
psychological climate of their cffice smace.
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5. Once Sapped and Resources. Elementary school
counselors who have secretarial assistance and the use
of voice recording-transcribable equipment, desk com-
puter, tape recorders, VCR. duplicating and transparency
equipment, and private telephme will be able to make
more effective and efficient use of their time in meeting
the needs of children. Counselon; are required to
maintain accurate program records, file correspondence.
create and duplicate program materials, and maintain
an active consulting and inservice training program
with school personnel. With office support and re-
sources, school counselors can manage a very effixtive
program by delegating many of the routine, yet impor-
tant, tasks to a cadre of parent volunteers whc have
office management and secretarial skills.

6. Parent/Volunteer Program. Many elementary school
counseling programs rely on parent/volunteer programs.
While the number and size of these programs vary hum
school district to school district, the one important
ingredient that is often lacking is proper planning and
training programs for volunteers. Most school districts
that utilize volunteer groups do so to strengthen and
enhance the quality of services to children. However,
volunteer programs that are poorly organized and lack a
training component tend to create climatic conditions
that interrupt the temhing/leaming process instead of
contributing to it. More will be said about this topic in
Chapter 6. Breathing New Ltfe Into an Existing Pro-
gram

Program Providers and Recipients

Elementary school counseling programs are designed to
provide a direct service to children. Children will gain
immensely from a well planned and organized program in that
their developmental and societal needs will be met in a climate
(physical and psychological) that supports effective teaching
and learning.

In meeting children'.., needs, parents. teachers, admini-
strators, and the community also benefit from the activities of
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the elementary school counseling program. For in order to be a
successful provider of services, the various volunteers need to
be given information, tau& skills, and have their own self
confidence enhanced so that they can improve upon their
ability to help children learn. The process is thus circular in
nature. As teachers, parents, administratoi s. and community
volunteers (service providers) contribute to the growth and
developmsnt of children (service recipients), they also benefit
from the activities of the elementary school counseling program
as well.

WRY THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE WORKS

The organizational structure works because it takes the
guesswork out of planning, actuating, and controlling a
successful comprehensive program. A counseling program that
is organized around child development and societal needs, has
clearly stated gorls which reflect the behaviors to be learned,
and addresses the creation of positive climatic conditions
designed to enhance the teaching/learning process, cannot miss
in having a positive impact on children.

A counseling program that is clear in its philosophy and
mission is one that has vision, direction, and purpose
Elementary school counseling programs will continue to remain
relevant, purposeful, and meaningful as long as they continue to
monitor and reflect the needs of children, school personnel, and
the community.

Improving elementary school counseling programs begins
with the deviopment of an organizational structure which
supports pmgrams and activities because they are justifiably
needed, not because they are popular. An organized elementary
school counseling program that has twenty-twenty vision
addresses the special needs of all children not just those in
need of specialized attentiom A well organized elementary
school rounseling program requires less administrative and
clerical attention from the counselor because the program
encourages and supports the helping hands of many who are
eager to take their place in maldng elementary school
counseling a success. And perhaps most important of all, a well
organized elementary school counseling program welcomes
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expansion. As more people come to understand how they can
support a counseling program and are invited to participate,
tie schrol not only increases its support base for the prograrn.
but PISO maximizes the quantity and quality of senices it can
deliver.
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CHAPTER

ACTUATING THE
ELEMENTARY

SCHOOL COUNSELING
PROGRAM

The third step in operating an elementary school coun-
seling program is actuating, which more simply stated
means moving to action. The planning and organizing

phases of management have laid the groundwork for mobilizing
program plans, people. and the organizational structure toward
goal accomplishment.

Actuating centers largely around creating the enthusiasm,
drive, and enc.& in people to want to achieve the desired
elementary school counseling program outcome& The process of
actuating, as we shall describe it, is to be accomplished in two
phase& Phase 1 Orientation is designed to aid school
personnel. families, and community volunteers in their under-
standing and utilization of the elementary school counseling
program. Phase 11: Training and Development is designed to
Irepare school, family, and community participants for their
direct involvement as providers of program services.

The elementary school counselor and Counseling Program
Committee are faced with some major challenges in actuating
an effective elementary school counseling program. Those
challenges are related to developing a human resource staff and
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working emironment which enable people to function together
effectively and efficiently, to enjoy what they are doing. to
develop new skills and abilities, and to ultimately become
champion supporters of the elementary school counseling
Program-

While the primary focus ce any elementary school
counseling program must be on meeting children's needs so
that they can learn iv the best qf their abilities, counselors
must likewise remember that children's needs can never be
successfully addressed until they meet the needs of those
people taw provide the service& Elementary school counseling
programs function best when teachers and other service
providers

understand the philosophy, mission, and goals of the
Program;

understand how to take advantage of the program

am provided with opportunities to access program ser-
vices;

see a particular advantage or reason for beaming in-
volved;

participate in meaningful ways in shaping the program;

receive recognition for their contributions to the pro-
WI=

are informed about what is expected of them when
delivering program services, are supported, and are
given continuous feedback; and

experience a personal sense of accomplishment for their
participation in the program.

A successful actuating process is one that is designed to
meet the needs of service providers so that they will understand
and feel comfortable with the idea of both utilizing program
services and providing them as well.
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PRASE I: ORIENTATION

While orientation is a time consuming process, it is not a
waste of time. When carefully planned, orientation can provide a
needed forum for mutual interactions between the school
counselor and the people seeking to know more about the
program. Orientation activities are designed to systematically
stimulate hopeful expectations, positive attitudes, and create
new and supportive behaviors in response to elementary school
counseling The intent of this socialization experience is to
achieve the best possible match between the elementary school
counseling program and those who will be using and providing
services.

The socialization of teachers, parents, administrators, and
community supporters,as stated earlier, begins with orientation
activities (Phase I) and later extends to training and devel-
opment experiences (Phase II). Orientation activities familiarize
school personnel and community supporters with all aspects
of the elementary school counseling program and ways in
which they can contribute to the success and well being ri
thatprogram (job responsibilities).

Done well, orientation enhances peoples' understanding of
the elementary school counseling pmgram and shapes their
effective utilization of program services. When done well, results
speak for themselves in the consistency of program quality and
in the increased satisfaction of those who have received
service&

As important as orientation activities are, the unfortunate
fact is that they are frequently neglected when implementing a
new program or modifying an existing one. When this occurs,
the uninformed and misinformed are often left to fend for
themselves. They learn about the counseling program on their
own and from casual contacts with peer& Otherwise well
intentioned and capable individuals often end up receiving
misinformation and forming inappropriate attitudes and/or
behaviors which ultimately detract from a quality program.
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Planning the Ode:1610m Props=

Prior to beginning the orientation program. the counselor
and Counseling Program Committee will need to plan the
orientation process. Some things to think about are

identifying goals to be met,

outlining the strategies to support each goal,

developing the vecific activities to support those
strategies, and

locating and securing nezessary resources to accomplish
those goals.

Once an orientation proposal has been de loped. it will
need to be cleared by appropriate administratoss prior to its
implemention. These people will want to know of the benefits of
such a program, befote approval will be given.

Orientation Payoffs

In establishing an orientation program three significant
payoffs make it a worthwhile process. Orientatior reduces
anxiety, reduces start-up time and expense, and builds a
support base.

Reduces Anxiety. Program participants come to under-
stand that an elementary school counseling program is a
support service designed to help teachers, parents, and
administrators provide quality education to children. The
information helps to reduce the fear that the counselor is
taking over other people's jobs, that the counselor is an
evaluator of teachers, and that anyone who uses the services of
the counseling program must be ineffective in doing their .14 b.

Reduces Start-up Time and Ripense. Getting a succeisful
school counseling program functioning as it should is no easy
matter. That process zan be eased along more quickly when
parents, teachers, children, and administrators possess the
74 Elementary School Counseling
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necessary information, skills, and self-conftdence to access
services.

Builds a Support Base. Orientation programs tend to build
trust, positive attitudes, and program support more quickly
when the mystery is taken out of elementary school counseling.
As people's confidence builds in the program as well as in their
own ability to contribute to its success they become more
willing supporters and take pride in themselves and the
program's accomplishments (Schermerhorn, Jr. 1986).

Oskatation as Process

The orientation process centers around meeting with
parents, teachas, administrators, children, and community
leaders and telling them about the elementary school coun-
seling program and what it has to offer them. This soft 'tell and
sell' process is designed to get these various groups excited
about the program's potential and to begin stimulating their
thinking about how they can avail themselves of the program's
service&

The counselor and Counseling Program Committee will
want to think about orientation as a process which will last
several months. In so doing, they should plan their short, but
exciting strategies accordingly and select a variety of colorful
message catching vehicles to communicate what needs to be
known. In some ways, the counselor and Program Committee
are like computer salespeople selling a very saleable product.
While the product cannot sell itself, a number of intriguing
features about the product, once understood, is enough to bind
the sale. The computer salesperson does not tell the customer
about all the features of the pmduct, but interacts with the
customer and identifies those computer features that will most
interest the customer in buying the product. Over time, through
a variety of orientation procedures. thr customer ?earns more
about the computer, what it can and c. -.art do, and learns to
make more effective uses of the system. The same ct:Ptomer
probably would have been scared off by a computer sal.' person
who tried to tell too much, too soon.
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Some valuable lessons can be learned from the computer
salesperson analoa as it applies to selling elementary school
amnseling programs. They sze as follows:

1. let the counseling program features sell themselves by
introducing their capabilities in meeting the parti-
cipants' needs,

2. don't push program participants to buy into the
counseling program using a hard sell approach, and

3. think of orientation as a continuous never ending
process. The initial steps to be taken should be designed
to appeal to the customer's needs, interests, and curios-
ity.

As with selling any product. not every person will become
an aatomatic advocate. The counselor and Program Committee
are encouraged to work with those people who are ready to
become involved and give the others time to come around. Mary
staunch supporters and recipients of counseling services were
once non-advocates who chose to become involved because they
were influenced, not by the counselor, but by the testimony of
their peers. With time and a saleable track record, many new
program users and supporters will join the ranks.

When teachers, parents, children, administrators, and
community supporters beV,in to make use of the elementary
school counseling program, the orientation process is said to be
working. These results however are not obtained by accident
Program participants must first understand and practice the
philosophy and mission of elementary school counseling as it is
planned and organized if the program is to meet needs of
children.

Orientation Activities with Teachers

The counselor and Counseling Program Committee can
involve teachers more readily in the counseling program
through inservice activities, group meetings, seminars, and
classroom demonstrations. The focus of these sessions should
be on introducing the nature of elementary school counseling
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(Chapter 1) and the organizational structure (Chapter 3) to
teachers. Mom specifically, the counselor can introduce and
discuss program goals, review program expectations in meeting
children's needs, and share w1th terwhers how they can hope to
benefit from participating in Ow program.

The orientation process can be facilitated by meeting with
teachers individually and by grade level to discuss such issues
as the five dimensions of development learning styles, and
effectively managing environmental conditions as they impact
on the teaching/learning process. The counselor and Program
Committee also should explore with teachers a variety of ways
in which they would welcome the opportunity to work with
them. Providing teachers with a checklist containing a variety
of involvement possibilities is one way of assessing their
interests in the counseling program.

Orientation Acdvities with Parents

The counselor, who desires a well rounded and integrated
school counseling program with maximum benefits to children,
will certainly want to include parental participation in the
program. The counselor and Counseling Program Committee
can begin introducing the elementary school counseling pro-
gram through newsletters, informal discussions with parents,
speaking at a variety of community organizations frequented by
parent s. and by being as visible as possible at parent-teacher
organizations, school open houses, and other school social
events.

As parents become somewhat familiar with the school
counseling program more formal orientation approaches can be
utilized. Slide/tape or video presentations depicting the role of
the counselor, video tape presentations of the counselor
conducting classroom counseling activities with children, and
live demonstrations of various counseling methods and tech-
niques help to convey the essence of the elementary school
counseling program to parents.

For the most part, parents are eager to learn, especially if
tlray are well taught. They want to know about the normal
growth and development of their children, about their social
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and emotional maturation, about sibling rivalry and how to
address it, and about how to develop more effective parenting
skills. They are especially concerned about !wiping their
chilthen to learn and develop the skills and understandings
necessary to live full, satisfying, and productive lives. Orien-
tation activities should be so designed and implemented that
parents see the potential that the elementaiy school counseling
program has to offer.

As interest builds in the pregram, orientation activities
should be developed to help parents identify ways in which they
can contribute to strengthening the counseling program.
Parents can learn to make major contributions in two ways.
First, they can be taught how to contribute to the school's
understanding of their children. In doing so, they will gain a
better understanding of their children and how the school
works with them. Second, parents can make a difference by
bemning parent volunteers in the counseling program, a
process that is discussed at some length in Chapter 6.

Orientation Activities with Children

Since school counseling programs exist for the benefit of all
children, it is especially important that they understand and
become involved in the counseling program.

As with parents and teachers, the orientation process
begins with the first contact and the first impression. Children
need to warm-up to the counselor first be& they can be
expected to participate in the program. The counselor can begin
introducing the program in an informal way by spending tinre
with the children, listening to them talk, enjoying their
company. kerning their names, and recognizing children with a
friendly hello, pat on the back, or an appropriate comment.

As children become more acquainted with the counselor as
a person, mare formalized activities can be employed in
conveying the essence of the counseling program to them.
Classroom visitations, the use of filmstrips, participation in
small group developmental counseling sessions, bulletin boards,
and prepared reading material are all useful vehicles to be used
in teaching vhildren about the counseling program and how to
make use of the services.
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The orientation sessions shoukl convey that the program is
for all children :aid that the counsebr is always ready to listor
to them discuss their interests and concerns in a caring and
confidential setting. 11 children also will be interested in
knowing about the kinds of tcpics, issues, and developmental
skills that the coumielor will be addressing in imlividual. small
groups, and classroom settings. The more interesting and live
examples the counselor can convey through a variety of
mediums, the clearer will be children's understanding of the
elementary school counseling pmgram.

With time and additional modding, the counselor can teach
children how they too can contribute not only to their own
growth,but to the growth of others as well. In this way, they will
learn to become providers of program services and contribute to
the strength and success of the elementary school counseling
Program.

-Weimuu*-"on kauan' es'

with Aihninidzators

The management of an effective elementary school coun-
seling program depends on the suppc.rt that the program
receives frnm school board members and administrators. A big
mistake made by many counselors is taking for grunted that
the school board and administrators understand the philosophy
and mission of the counseling program. While others wrongly
conclude that the success or failure of the counseling program
has little to do with their involvement or lack of it.

Those elementary schools that have the strongest and most
highly developed counseling programs are the ones whor
counselors communicate with and involve their administrators
and school board members. Those are the schools where
administrators and school board members know and under-
stand the program's philosophy and mission, organizational
structure, and goals.

Couriselors who hope to build strong administratively
supported elementary school counseling programs must plan
and =mute an orientation program for administrators. That
program needs to demonstrate why and how children. teachers.
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parents, conununily members, administrators, and school board
members are better off because they have this program.
Counselors need to meet formally and informally with school
board members and administrators to inform them about
school counseling practices and successes. More specifically,
school board members and administrators need to be shown
how they can derive the most benefit film the counseling
prtgram and the counselor's expertise. Unless administrators
are well oriented, the elementary school counseling program will
function much as a computer in the hands of someone who
does not know how to use it. The potential is there on both
sides, but productivity will remain limited until the mystery
regarding its potential is released.

Odentation Activities with Staff

Another group of people who have much to offer children
and the school counseling program in general are the school
bus drivers, custodians, cafeteria workers, teacher aides, and
secretarial staff. These people interact with children on a daily
basis and often either make or break the day for children.

School counselors first need to befriend the school staff.
They need to listen to and talk with them about their jobs, how
they feel about the school and what it is trying to accomplish,
their concerns for and about children, and what role they think
they play in the teaching/learning process.

Often the school staff sees little or no relationship between
their job functions and child development issues. Fbr this
reason alone, orientation activities are a must. The focus of the
orientation activities initially should be on helping bus drivers,
custodians, cafeteria workers, and secretarial staff understand
the counseling program and meeting children's needs in
relationship to the tripartite as explained in Chapter 3. Once
the school staff understands what children's needs are and the
significance of meeting those needs in relationship to the
teaching/learning process, the counselor and Program Com-
mittee can begin to explore how they can make a positive
difference in children's lives.

Some topics of particular importance where school staff can
have a positive influence on child development are building
80 Elementary Sdwal Counseling
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positive self -esteems, developing child-adult relationships,
hnproving communication skills, learning assertive child man-
agenwnt skills, and learning appropriate obsenration skills.
These types of activities can help the staff connect in predtive
ways with the school and htghlight their importance as
members of the educational team.

The staff also will personally benefit from the orientation
program in that their own seff-esteems will be raised and they
will have developed some skills that will help them to work more
effectively with children.

The school staff can and does play a vexy important role in
contributing to the physic:al and psychological climate of the
school. When taught how to go beyond their current contri-
butions and encouraged to do so. staff can touch children's
lives in some very positive ways.

(Mania= *Widen with
the Community

Elementazy school counseling programs function best in
communities where members mutually understand and support
each others' interests and goals. The school looks to the
conurunity for financial support, participation in a variety of
counseling related program activitiesi and continued feedback
and support regarding the management of an effective ele-
mentary school counseling program. Likewise, the community
woks to the school to provide a quality education for all
children that will ultimately benefit them personally and the
community collectively.

The orientation process begins with the school counselor
and Program Committee becoming knowledgeable and under-
standing of the community's needs and support services. Thi8
can be accomplished by interacting with businesses, industries,
and social service agencies. The counselor should become
familiar with community living standards, the economic
condition of the community, and related societal issues which
impact significantly on the community. In addition, community
workers should be asked tivir views on education and what
ideas they have which could make education more purposeful.
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meaningful, and relevant This is a necessary first step in fine
tuning education (counseling) program offerings in re-
sponse to community invohyment

Once the counselor is familiar with the community and its
needs, a second level of activities can begin. These orientation
activities are designed to familiarize the community with the
elementary school counseling pnAgnun. Counselors are encour-
aged to speak before community groups, make informal
vntacts by telephone, and make on-site visits (agency, industry,
business). Making use of the nrclio, television, newspaper, flyers.
and newsletters are other ways in which the orientation process
can be furthered.

The message should be directed toward exploring ways in
which the school counseling prugram and the community can
encourage and devilop partnerships which will mutually benefit
the needs of children and the community. In Chapter 6 is
discussed the Importance of school and community partner-
ships and the benefits of engaging in this practice.

PRASE Th TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

As has been demonstrated, parents, teachers, admin-
istrators, school board members, child service specialists, and
staff personnel have important roles to fulfill in contributing to
the strength and success of any elementary school counseling
program. However, easing these perspective volunteers into the
school counseling program is a task not to be taken lightly.

Training and Development is the second phase of actuating
a school counseling program The major goal of this phase is to
bring people, prtgram actMties, and resources together for the
purpose of achieving counseling program goals. This phase is to
be accomplished in a self-esteem enhancing envimnment in
which program participants are motivated and supported in
their endeavor to serve children.

Developing A euppoztive itavironineat

The four major determinants to be addressed in developing
a supportive training and development environment of which
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consisting of observing, experiencing, teaming, and soloing will
be presented (Worzbyt. 1978). In Figure 4.1 is depicted the
process.

Depoidence

Independence

1

Figure 4.1. Program training model.

Low Self Confidence

Sdf Confidence

As pmgram volunteers advance through the training model,
they become more independent regarding their ability to
conduct counseling activities on their own. The knowledge,
skills, and self-confidence gained from the training experience
also tend to enhance the participant's feelings of self-worth.
Regardless of the people being trained or the nature of the
training experience, the same process is applicable.

Step I: Observing. When teaching any group of volunteers
how to conduct a particular activity, one of the best ways is to
move from familiar ground to new experience& Participants are
likely to feel more comfortable about the training process.

Observing is the information dissemination and climate
setting stage and is designed to provide the volunteer with an
understanding of the activity. During this stage, the volunteer
has an opportunity to observe the counselor or a member of the
Counseling Program Committee discuss and demonstrate the
nature of the involvement Volunteers begin to see how their
84 Elementary School Colmseltng
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existing sIdlls can be used, understand the breadth and depth
of the activity, and begin to physically and psychdogically
connect with what may haw been previously a somewhat
threatening situation.

Before volunteers bring counseling programs into the
classroom for the first ttme, they will need opportunities to
observe as the counselor demonstrates ways in which they can
become involved. Counselors can accomplish this through
workshops, in-dass demonstrations, and through individual
consultations. Films, video tape presentations simulations, and
role plays ate all suitable ways to demonstrate and discuss
volunteers' involvement in classroom and other counseling
activities.

Following the demonstration (observing), time should be
taken to discuss what happened. why it may have bzippered
that way, and respond to volunteers' questions and feeling& A
series of observation sessions may be necessary before volun-
teers feel comfortable enough to move to Step

Step 111: Ikperiencing. acperfencing is the second phase of
the volunteer training program. After having observed a
partimlar activity. technique, or procedure, volunteers are neady
to experience what they hew observed.

Volunteers who are learning how to conduct a classroom
counseling activity will gain much by experiencing the learning
activity in the same way that the children will experience it.
lacperiencing may take place in formal training sessions or
informally in small group activity sessions. During exper-
iencing stssions, volunteers become more familiar with the new
activity and develop a better understanding of how to conduct
the activity because of having experienced it first hand.

Regan:Iles& of the nature of the activity, volunteer training
programs should not skip the aperiencing phase. Only when
people haw been personally touched hy an experience can they
process the experience in a meaningful manner. Understanding
and experiencing are natural prerequisites to Step III:

Teaming.
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Stop Ws Teaming. Teaming is the skill and confidence
building phase. As volunteers become familiar with activities,
procedures, and technique% their purposes, and how to manage
the new situation. they are ready to participate in a teaming
experieme with the coons, T.

naming allows tlz counselor to teach the volunteers in a
controlled and non-threatening environment how to handle
their new responsibilities. During this step. which may require
a number of sessions, the counselor gradually turns more and
more of the responsibilities for leadership over to the vdunteer.

Ermh teandiv experience should be folknved by a review of
what has taken place. The review is designed to encoura&
volunteers to talk about the experknce, to examine their
progress in achieving the intent of the activity, to set new
direction for subsequent teaming experiarces, and to provide
the counselor with an opportunity to continue support and
bolster confidence. The review process, in addition to the
benefits mentioned, serves to demonstrate the importance of
taking time to look back when providing direction and support
in moving forward.

Teaming continues until both the counselor and the
volunteer feel that he or she is ready to solo. The counselor
must pay particular attention in not letting the helping
relationship continue beyond the point of establishing the
volunteer's independence in directing the experience. Teanthkg
is designed to provide volunteers with enough understanding
and selkonfidence about the activity to eventually assume full :won-
sibility for daecting the new experience.

Stop IV: Soloing. Most people look forward to the time
when they can solo, no matter what the experience. Soloing is a
time filled with anticipation, excitement, and perhaps some
reservation. The counselor works closely with the volunteer even
at the point of soloing. While the counselor, at this stage. does
not directly assume an active role in managing the experience,
the counselor does provide support and is available for
consultation when desired. The counselor continues to provide
support in whatever way possible, until both parties agree that
the assistance is no longer needed.
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When volunteers (teachers, parents, children, admini-
strators, community leaders, school board martins) finally solo,
tlwy will undastand their new responsibilities and will be
capable, with some assistance, to become trainer-facilitators
themselves. As the training process unfolds, counseling pro-
gram services can be expanded and more volunteers can be
enlisted in providing a comprehensive developmental coun-
seling program that will touch the lives of all children.
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CHAPTER 5
CONTROLLING
ELEMENTARY

SCHOOL COUNSELING
PROGRAM

lanning, organizing. and actuating represent critical
management functions in establishing well grounded
and effective prtgrams. As important as those functions

are, they hold little value if the expected prcgram service results
do not justify the tzpenditure of effort and resources in
accomplishing the program goals. Ultimately the success of any
program can only be determined by evaluating the program's
performance against goal standards. If the results are not
within acceptable limits, corrective measures will need to be
applied. Evaluation and program adjustments, when necessary,
constitute the work of management control (Terry & Prank Pn,
1982).

CONTROLLING DEFINED

Controlling is a proactive process designed to detect and
correct significant deviations in program goal outcomes from
program standards as clarified in the planning process. If the
planning, organizing, and actuating functions of management
could be executed without error, no need would exist for the
controlling function. Being realistic however, one cannot hope
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to expect that furwtions as complex and detailed as these can
be executed perfectly. Effective controlling assists the ele-
mentary school counselor in evaluating monitoring and regu-
lating the actual performance of program goals in order to
inswe that they are executed as planned.

The planning and controlling functions in elementary
school counseling programming are very closely related. They
are actually develord at about the same time. The contraing
function cannot =1st without carefully detailed plans which
identify the intended commitments to action and future
accomplishments. The controlling function grows and develops
from the planning process. The closer the linkage between these
two functions, the greater the potential for a successful
elementary schoo: cvunseling program.

RFASONS TO EVALUATE

Elementary school counseling programs serve to identify
and solve environmental and educationally related climatic
conditions (problems) in the school Isiid community which
impact negatively on children and the teaching/learning
process. These problems are then corrected in order to improve
upon the teaching/learning process and to meet children's
needs so that they can learn more effectively. In the process of
meeting this end, the Counseling Program Committee con-
ducted a comprehensive needs assessment (Chapter 2) with the
tripartite as its focal point. Children's needs were identified.
behaviors to be learned were specified, and the school and
community environments were studied to determine ways in
which they could best support the teaching/learning process.
Following the needs assessment, program goals were identified
and prioritized to meet the most critical needs. The Counseling
Program Committee then developed strategies, selected acti-
vities, and committed resources to carry out each of the
counseling program goals.

A final step in the management process is needed to inform
the Counseling Program Committee how well the counseling
program is doing in solving those problems identified during
so Elementary School Counseling
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the needs assessment The elementary school counselor de-
pends on the controlling function to monitor performance, to
make the right program decisions, and to provide continuous
feedback to those service providers responsible for keeping the
elementary school counseling program on target

Monftor Prognna Perfinmance

Monitoring program performance is one of the most
important functions of management The Counseling Program
Committee will want to know what kind of an impact the
counseling program is having on meeting children's needs as
identified in the needs assessmnt The Program Committee
will want to review each program goal in terms of its
appropriatenes& adequacy. effectiveness, efficiency, and side
effects. Some program goals may need to be adjusted or
eliminated depending on the result& While other goals may be
very amsropriate, they may still be falling short of expectation
because the necessary mix of resources, activities, and stm-
tegies may need to be adjusted in order to mach goal
attainment.

Monitoring program performance is only possible to the
degre that the Counseling Program Committee has set specific
standards during the planning process for each program goal.
Knowing whether or not the elementary school counseling
program is working as planned requires clearly stated provarn
goals with observable and measurable criteria. Without such
standards, evaluation is pointles&

Make Program Decisions

While monitoring program performance is an important
step in controlling it can be a rather meaningless activity
unless something is done with the result& Data take on
meaning when they are interpreted and used for 8W-corrective
purposes for staying on target. The target in elementary school
counseling programs is the goal which is designed to meet a
critical need. Keeping the goal and need in mind, the
Counseling Program Committee will be continually making
decisions that will meet the desired program outcome&
Decisions regardliig goal elimination or adjustment strateg
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desfgn, activity selection and modification, and resource allo-
cations will have to be made routinely throughout tin school
year if the controlling function is to produce favorable results.

Feedback to Sent= Provide=

Without feedback to service providers, the elementary
school counseling wogram will function like a misMle without a
guidance system, rarely if ever hitting the target Service
providers need to know how they are doing during prognun
impktmentation and what they can do to make constructive
improvements in the delivery of services. Ftedback not only
helps to keep the counseling program on target, but also is an
important source of motivation and satisfaction. Service
providers will feel better about themselves and the program
when they know that they are making a significant contri-
bution.

Pragram adjustments resulting from planned decision
making a 43 are mole easily made and supported when the
service providers are included in the team effort to provide
quality services to children. Planned feedback generates posittve
results In a supportive climate which fosters purposeful change.

control Process

are
The control process comprises three definitive steps which

1. measuring the program performance as executed;

2. comparipg the program performance results with the
program standards (criteria): and

3. ascertaining the unacceptable differences, if any, and
implementing corrective action.

in essence, the Counseling Program Committee is concerned
with what is currently happening in the elementary school
counseling program and then comparing the results with what is
expected. With that information, the Counseling Program
Committee must then decide which program outcomes are
92 Elementary School Counseling



acceptable and will continue as they are, or which are not and
will require remediation. In Figure 5.1 is graphically depicted
the process to be presented.

Measure
Execution

of Ran

Corrective Action M Needed

Criteria
lf

Deviations

Unacceptable I

Continue As Develoned

Acceptable

Figure 5.1. The control process.

Measuring Emend= at The Plan

The elementary school counseling program consists of
many different sets of plans that work together in meeting
children's needs including program plans, budgetary plans.
organization plans, implementation plans, and evaluation plans.
Regardless of the plans to be evaluated, the process works in
the same way.

Every plan consists of resources. activities, strategies
(objectives), and goals. The resources must be of suflicient
quantity and quality to create the desired activities. Selected
activities must support the chosen strate* (objective). The
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selected strategy 'weds to produce the desired goal outcome.
And finally, the selectea goal itself must be free of obstacles in
meting the needs to be addressed. Goals may fall short of
expectation because of problems associated with resources,
activitie s. the strategy, or the goal itself Each link in the goal
chain, starting with resources, represents a separate decision
point to be evaluated when determining goal success or failure.

In reviewing each d5c1s1on point the initial steps include
having a clear understanding of the goal to be met (per-
formance), the comlitions under which it is to be met, and the
criterion (criteria) by which goal success, or lack of it. will be
judged. These steps should have been completed during the
planning process prior to goal imFdemntation. Using these
same steps, the Counseling Program Committee needs to
develop measures to evaluate the goals to be studied.

Criteria may be thought of as being either tangible in that
they represent discrete units to be counted or intangible in that
they are not easily observed. While more difficult to assess
because judgment and indirect clues are required, intangible
criteria should nevertheless be evaluated Specific data gather-
ing methods will be discussed at a later point in this chapter.

In addition to determining how data will be collected and
analyzed. some thought also will need to be given as to who will
collect and analyze data and when they should be analyzed.
While responding to these questions will require some thought,
answers can be found by examining the goal criteria to be met.
What are we hoping iv achieve through goal attainment? How
will we know when we have succeeded? What data and in
what format will best satt.sfy our need to know how we are
doing? Who will collect data and how can the information be
collected so as not to cause any undue hardship a thase who
must provide and analyze the information?

These are critical questions to be answered, because
without a planned method far data collection and analysis, the
remaining two steps in the control process cannot take shape
in an effective, efficient, and adequate manner. The potential
negative aide effects from relying on a poorly planned con-
trolling pmess could result in a devastating blow to an
otherwise potentially positive counseling program.
94 Elementary School Counseling
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Comparing Results With Stem buds

Program performanc ... evaluation is determined when the
actual program results are compared with the estalAished
criteria. The significance of the differences between perfor-
mance and standards requires the interpretation of the
Counseling Program Committee. awe this is an ongoing and
amtinuous process, adjustments in the controlling process
often require little loss of time or expenditures of expensive
reSoulteS.

Program providers are continually consulted for their input
and are kept informed about necessary changes in prxgram
design. The Counseling Program Committee need not concern
itself with minimal deviations or exceptions in performance
from the standards. However, significant exceptions or out-
standing variations from the criteria will require the most effort
in the controlling process. The exceptional cases will require the
remedial action.

To illustrate, the counseling program may have as one of its
goals for all children at the sixth grade level to verbally
demonstrate their ability to use a six step decision making
model when processing a given decision maldng activity. If 90%
of the children are able to successfully demonstrate each of the
six steps, the Counseling Program Committee, while Interested
in helping the remaining 10% succeed, may view this pal as
being met The degree of deviation from the standard is not
significant and therefore does not require a program change for
this goal. The acceptable standard, if possible, needs to be
decided prior to implementing the activities, thus avoiding the
temptation to adjust expectations (standards) on the bases of
results.

While each goal will have specific and unique criteria to be
evaluated when comparing performance with standards, there
are some general criteria which apply to all goals during the
planning and evaluating fumtions. Goals can be studied in
terms of Ili ," miteria according to Craig (1978). The criteria are
approprinteness, adequacy. effectiveness, eMciency. and side
effects. By studying these criteria, specific questions become
apparent from which measures can be designed to secure the
desired data.
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Appropriatenerah This is basically a value laden category
which questions the suitability or pmper fit of the chosen
resources, activfties, stratigies, and the goal itself in meeting
the identified program neerkx In other wards, do most people
support the goal and the selected means to attain it? While tlx
answer was yes during the planning process, tlra Counseling
Program Committee will again need to reflect on the appropri-
ateness of each dimension of the plan during imgementation
and at its conclusion.

Adequacy. Program plans are successful to the extent that
resources, mitivities, and strategies are sufficient in number
and development to accomplish the specific need. The Coun-
seling Program Committee will want to evaluate the degree to
which specific program needs are being met and if they are not,
whether an adequacy problem exists in the plan (resoune.
activities. stratea, and goal).

Eflectiveness. To what extent are the selected resources,
activities, strategy. and the goal capable of accomplishing the
desired results? Program plans may be appropriate and
adequate, but be incapable of producing the desired effect.
When this occurs, program resources, activities, strategies, or
the goal may need to be eliminated or altered in order to meet
the specific program need. Evaluating program plans for their
effectiveness helps to identify and eliminate resources that are
not being used, to rewritc some activities and remove others
that don't support the strategy, and to alter a program goal that
does not have the necessary impact to solve the problem (need)
for which it was intended.

Efficiency. The Counseling Program Committee will want
to evaluate the cost effectiveness of the program plan. This can
be accomplished by comparing the estimated cost (time, money.
numbers of people, etc.) with the actual cost and the quality of
the obtained results produced by the plan. Could the same
results be obtained for less money? Could certain activities be
combirrad in producing the same strategy? Do the achieved
results Justify the expenditure of resources?

Bide Mete. Every program plan will produce or create
planned and unplanned conditions,some of which will impact
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positively and others neptively on the counaeling program. To
what extent did program resources, activities, strategies, or
goals produce the anticipated side effects? Can the side effects
be tolerated or will some counseling pmgram plans need to be
revised or eliminated?

To evaluate resources, activities, and strategies for every
program goal would be very tedious and would receive negathe
marks on the five evaluattve measures. As we have stated
earlier, the Counseling Program Committee can strarmline the
evaluation and controlling process by focusing on the major
program goals and looking for significant deviations and
exceptions in program expectations versus program outcomes.
When these deviations are noted, a closer look at program
resources, activities, strategie s. and goals are in onier.

Implementing Com:the Action

The last step in the a atm' process insures that operations
are adjusted and that efforts are Made to achieve the planned
results. Whenever significant deviations are identified. imme-
diate and intensive action is necessary. Long delays and less
than quality responses cannot be tolerated when addressing
significant variances in anticipated prtgram results.

If the Counseling Program Committee has done a careful
job of program planning and designing the evaluation, the
necessary information should be available for making the
required changes. However, having the right information will
not insure remedial action. The eiTective use of evaluative
information requires that those who collect the data

1. present the information in a way that increases the possibility of
acceptance.

2. Make SUM the right information gets to the right people at the
right time. and

3. summarize how evaluative infurmation about the plan will be
used in the organiration. (Craig, 1978 p. 108)
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Information that is presented in a nondescriptive and
threatening manner and is shared in an untimely fashion with
people who are neither in a position to implement the needed
changes nor are notivated to do so will result in the collection
of useless Information and an aimless and wasteful counseling
Program

Infisrmatlea, Evaluative information is only useful to am
extent that it is applied in a conective fashion and keeps the
counseling program on taript. If the counseling pngram staff is
to accept the notion of remedial action. program changes mustbe presented in a non-threatening manner. In order to meet
this end, presenting evaluative feedback in a way that increases
the possibility of its acceptance is the gold. This can be
accomplished by

1. providing continuous feedback (formal and informal)
through existing channels of communication and de-
cision making;

2. clearly specifying. In a nonjudgmental fashion, the
existence of any problem and what makes it a problem;

3. naming the benefits that could result from correcting
significant deviations or variances in program plans;

4. providing some alternative courses of action that could
be explored in meeting the previously unmet criteria

5. inviting the participation of key people who will share
their ideas in exploring remedial courses of action;

6. identifying persons who need to be involved, what they
will need to do, and what initial steps will need to betaken;

7. indicating where the changes will need to take plae inthe counseling program
8. stating how the changes will be orchestrated;
9. seeking questions, avoiding surprises, aryl alleviating

fears regarding the corrective actions to be taken; and
10. acknowledging any anticipated rough spots in making

program modifications and describing how they will be
addressed.
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Right IntbsetationThe Right PeopleThe Right Time.
While prwaring and presenting evaluative information in an
effective manner is critical to its acceptance, making sure that
information gets to the right people in a timly fashion is
equally critical if data are to serge a useful purpose. Several key
questions need to be asked before aiw corrective action can be

implemented

1. What is the nature of the collective action to be taken?

2. What organizational level is most equipped to facilitate
the corrective action (4...rational. administsative,
etc.)?

a Who has the power (formal/informal) and responsibility
for making the decision?

4. Wriat information will the dedsion maker(s) need in
order to make the necessary decision?

5. When must the decision maker(s) have the information
in order to make a timely and cost effective decision?

IL for example. during the controlling process, the Coun-
seling Program Committee received feedback from the primary
grade teachers that they needed more information on self-
esteem development before they could adequately meet the child
development goals in that area. a number of decisions would
need to be processed in order to effect the desired change. The
feedback from teachers will help the Counseling Program
Committee organize the evaluative data, understand problems,
and identify plausible solutions. The information also will reveal
the organizational level(s) that will need to become involved in
making necessary decisions that will better equip teachers to
service children's needs in the arra of self-esteem. By next
responding to the preceding five questions, a proposal for
change can be developed and submitted to the appropriate
decision makers for their review and disposition.

Reporting the Actions to be Taken. The final step in
implenxtnting the proposed corrective action(s) takes place once
final approval has been received from the decision maker(s).
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Corrective action is most likely to occur when certain key
ingredients are present in evaluative feedback reports. Those
ingredients are

1. mums of thine people who will be held responsible for
hnplementing the corrective action(s)

2. a detailed accounting of the corrective actice to be
taken, specifying the resources to be made available, a
description of the activities to be implemented in
meeting the accepted strategic an outline ci the Wattle/.
and dearly stated criteria to be met in meeting the goal;

a a time table for completion of each phase of the
conective action;

4. a schedule for reporting the progress of the action being
taken; and

5. a description of the 'Accepted reporting format (verbal
feedback, written report, norms, statistical amounting
etc.) and the mums of those individuals who are to
receive the information.

This ilnal step helps to insure that the controlling process
recommendations will be carried out and that the desired
actions will be met. Accountability and responsibility are keyfactors in implementing or maktng remedial adjustments inany action plan.

Types Of Control

Davis (1951) and Donnelly. Gibson, and lvancevich (1981)have referred to three types of control and have identified them
as preliminary control, concurrent control, and feedback
control. Preliminary control takes place before the elementary
school counseling program is placed into action and includes
the development of a philosophy, mission statement. policies.
procedures, and rules designed to insure that program activitiesare carried out as planned. Without preliminary control, an
elementary school counseling program could easily be tempted
to be all things to all people and operate without a clear focus
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as to its purpose. Preliminary control influencers assist the
school counselor, administrators, faculty. and the school
community members to make difficult decisions in choosing
only those goals, strategies activities, and resources which
reflect the philosophy, mission, and policies of the school and
eleinentary school counseling program.

Concunent control takes place during the action phase of
carrying out the program plan. This type of control is the heart
of any operating control system (ltny & litarildin. 1982). This
process irmludes providing direction, monitoring, and fine
tuning of all activities as they occur. Concurrent control
requires having an in-depth sense of what is to happen, when it
is to happen. how it is to happen, and who is responsible for
making it happen. Concurrent control helps to insure that the
plan will be carried out in accordance with all of the conditions
as set forth in the plan.

Feedback control most dosely approximates that which has
been described in the preceding pages. Feedback control relies
on the use of information which has been supplied about
previous action in order to correct possible future deviar
from acceptable standards. Feedback control is necessary
because program goals may not '31e met even though preliminary
and concurrent control procedures haw been implemented.

Feedback data will assist the Counseling Program Com-
mittee in taking a close look at the goal plan (resources.
activities, strategy, and the goal) and determining what
corrective actions may be warranted, if any. in meeting
counseling program standards.

All three types of control measures are critical to the
success of any elementary school counseling program. They
provide the elementary school counselor and Program Com-
mittee with an opportunity to review the counseling program
from a variety of angles and to ask such questions as the
following:

1. Was the goal plan really worth the effort?

2. Did the plan have a significant and positive impact on
meeting children's needs?
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& Was the need being addressed critically enough to
warrant the expenditure of these resources?

4. Was this program goal and plan central to the
elementary school counseling program philosophy and
mission?

DATA COLLECTION ME'llIODS

Now that the controlling process has been explained. let us
return to Step 1. Measuring arecution qf the Plan, and review a
variety of ways in which to obtain the desired data. Data
collection begins with identifying the questions to be asked at
each discussion point in the goal plan. The decision points
represent the various links in the goal plan (Resources
ActivitiesStmategy(ies)--Cloall. Each goal has criteria (stan-
dards) to be met in meeting the needs for which the goal was
designed. These criteria can be measured through data
collection methods. A measure represents a quantity andior
quality fiwtor that can be expressed as data. After data have
been collected, analyzed. and interpreted, a decision am be
made regarding the degree to which the goal standards
(criteria) have been met.

As we indicated earner, evezy link in the goal plan chain
can be evaluated in terms of its appropriateness, adequacy,
effectiveness, efficiency, and side effects. Detennining how often.,
what, and how much to evaluate is critical. Measuring only
those things that will yield the most critical information needed
is an imporbant guide to consider when controlling the
elementary school counseling program. Asking the question.
"How will the counselor and Counseling Program Committee
know whether this resource, this activity, or this strategy
(objective) meets the ilve evaluative criteria?" is a good place to
begin. In order to answer these question% some form of
measurement and data collection method will be required.

Some easy to use and some rather complex data collection
methods are available from which to choose when deciding
which methods will provide the most useful data for the measure
102 Elementary School Counseling
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being sought. In Figure 5.2 is a list of very useful and familiar 
ways to collect data. 

design 
q.empuunnarre (epenmental, 
interviews surveys, 
financial records case studies) 
pupil nxxsts academie 
ratings scale assessment 

(peers, faculty, instruments 
administration) check lists 

institutional records anecdotal 
and policy remits 
statements opinionnaires 

Figure 5.2. Data collection methods. 

Using the grid in Figure 5.3. the Counsding Prewar') 
Committee can begin to identify various measures it wishes to 
evaluate regarding each goal plan and how best to secure the 
data. As an exanwe. the Program Committee may wish to 
evaluate the success of its fourth grade 001111MMICati011 alas 
development pmgram which can be accomplished by comparing the expected results (standards) with those actually obtained. 
By asking the right questions and choosing the most effective 
data collection methods. the Committee will be able to 
determine how suocessftd the communication skills program has been in eddressing the children's needs. 

GUIDELINES TO =Warm CONTRoLLING 
The controlling function is dearly an important dimension 

of managing an effective eletnentary school counseling program. 
We have made a number of important suggestions throughout 
the chapter which we would like to reemphasize as practical 
guiddines when implementing the contmlling proms& 
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Goal Statement To have children behaviorally demonstrate
their understanding of 3 out of 5 com-
munication skills as outlined in the social
skill deselopment program.

Mom Co &maks
(gaitions) Method Some Collector

1.110w many
children can
Mow 2 step
directions me-
=CY?

2.110w many
children
speak one at
a time in
planned
group dis-
cussions?

&How many
children are
able to ver-
bally repeat
back what
others have
said before
speaking?

4. Does the
Communi-
cation Skills
Program
seem to be
achieving
the desired
results?

Obervation Tudors
Cheddists
Rating Sark
Self Report

Observations Teachers
Cloddish, Children
Rating Scales
Self Report

Obeenauons
Checklists
Rating Scsales
Self Report

Opirdormakes
AtUtude

Survey
Intexciews
Experimental

Research

Teachers
Children

Parents
Teachers
Children

Teachers 'reacher Use

Mothers ilracher Use
Only

Teachers Teaclwr Use
Only

Counadors
Teachers

Administra-
tors&
School
Board mem-
bess Pre-
pared by
counselor
twice a year

Figure 5.3. Sample data collection grid
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1. Recognize controlling not only as it selects on the past
but also as future oriented. The success of this process
rests not only on what happened yesterday. but how
these new data will shape the tomorrow&

2. Since the contrd process cannot be all inclusive when
monitoring an elementary school counseling progran .
select those dectsim points which axe most altical to
program survival and future growth (resources. acti-
vities, stratea, and goals).

3. Before deciding what to measure, first think about what
decisions will need to be made and what information
will be required to make those declaim& This action will
help to eliminate the collection of needliss information
and the wasteful use of people's time.

4. Select the standard with care because the key to
successful controlling is the standard against which an
action plan is evaluated both during and after its
implementation. Controlling diminishes in its effec-
tiveness when standards become inexact.

5. Utilize multiple controls because they are more bene-
ficial to use when evaluating goal plans than to rely on
just one measure. Evaluating the appropriatmess,
adequacy, effectiveness, efficiency, and side effects of
program goals will give a broader and more in depth
look at the goal than any one measure can provide on
its own. Keep in mind, however, that not eveiy goal
needs to be evaluated by all five measures.

6. Subject the controlling process to evaluation methods.
As Terry and Franklin (1982) have indicated, to have
good controlling at low cost is entirely possible as well as
poor controlling at high cost. The controlling process
should be subjected to the same five evaluating controls
listed in Guideline 5 in order to determine its contri-
bution, or lack of it, to the counseling program.

7. Identify and utilize key personnel in the controlling
process. These individuals should not only be motivated
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to participate in the process, but have the authority to
do so. They should, likewise, be given the authoriW and
responsibility to either manage the conective action to
be taken or to handle it directly themselves. Without
immediate and planned lemediation, the controlling
process serves little or no valm.

8. Have the Counseling Program Committee, in addition to
engaging in feedback control, pay equal attention to
preliminary and concurrent contng functions. This will
help to insure for a solid elementary school counseling
program

Yes, the controlling function does require the expenditure
of time, money, and use of human resolute skills to keep an
elementary school counseling program on track. Often this
must be accomplished utilizing crude social science evaluation
measures and the interpretation and utilization of incomplete
and fragmentary data While no perfect measures exist that will
tell us exactly what we may want to know, nor no perfectsolutions to our problems, these do not represent Justifiable
reasons for eliminating this Imlued process. With practice and
some tisk taking, new skills will emerge as will a significantly
stronger more reliable and valid controlling function.

For those school districts and individuals who haveneglected this dimension of program management (controlling
the following quote by Wrenn (1962) may encourage some tooverlook their own inadequacies and the problems associated
with controlling, and take the plunge

Mon mistakes can be made by counselors (school districts) whoassume that they know but never attempt to flnd out than by
counselors (school districts) who conduct studies (evaluations), but doso pxody. (1 146)
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CHAFFER

BREATHING
NEW LIFE INTO

AN EXISTING PROGRAM
ror those school districts that have had an elementary
school counseling program in place for some time,
keeping tkat program exciting, viable, and purposeful

can be a challenge. Like people, programs can lose their vitality
if they continue to function in the same way year after year.
That is why breathing new life into an existing program can be
an uplifting and rewarding experience for all who are involved
in the energizing process.

Nip/hile many ways exist to energize an existing counseling
program, we would like to share ideas that have been passed to
us by our colleagues in the ilea Any time new ideas are added or
old ideas are modified. program energizers haw been created.
This chapter will elaborate on a number of ways to spark new
vitality into an existing program, stimulate school and com-
munity participation, and revitalize a commitment to the
elementary school counseling program.

This chapter will address six (6) vital areas of commitment
and will suggest some ways in which counseling programs can
be strengthened through

1. parent volunteer support.

2. networking: a spiderweb of support.
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3. envirrnmental connectiveness.

4. pupil servi e interfacing,

5. school and community partnerships. and

6. public relations.

PARENT VOLUNTEER SUPPORT

Parents have been, and always will be, a vital source of
volunteer support in our schools. But as with any resource.
parent volunteer activities need to be meaningful, carefully
planned. guided by school personnel, supported lyy adequate
resourms, and monitored in terms of their effectiveness.
Likewise,parent volunteers must clearly understand the nature
of the commitment prior to volunteering their services. They
should be interviewed (screened) prior to their acceptance into
a volunteer program, receive appropriate training, be given
constant feedback on how they are doing, and receive proper
recogn;tion for their services. Keeping these points in mind,
volunteer programs can be wry successful and rewarding to
parents. teachers, and children alike.

As with arty successful volunteer pmgram, mr.ch needed
planning goei on behind the scene before the program is set in
motion. To assist counselors with the process of identifying.
planning. implementing, and managing parent volunteer pro-
grarnstwe offer the following.

Things tip Think About

1. How can parent volunteers best serve the school
counseling pmgra:n?

2. What program goals (dimensions of counseling) lre
amenable to parent participation?

3. In what new ways might parent volunteer groups be of
benefit to the counseling program?
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4. When should volunteer activities begin and how long
(days. weeks, etc.) should they continue?

5. Who should be involved in developing, implementing.
and managing the volunteer program?

6. How will parents. teachers, children, and the school
benefit from the progutm?

7. What initial steps should be taken?

8. What other questions need to be addressed before the
planning process begins?

People with Whom to To&

Many people in the school community are not only willing
to volunteer their service, but have good suggestions as to ways
in which volunteers can provide a valuable service to the school
counseling program. By talking to parents, counselors can find
out what their talents and interests are. Parents ftequently will
have talents such as writing, secretarial skills, artistic talents,
photography, and carpentry skills. Some unique ways of making
use of these talents and others like them are mentioned later in
this section. In the meantime, the counselor can talk with a
number of groups and individuals to help them understand
ways in which they can contribute to the quality of education
in the school. The following groups and individuals are but a
few of the many resources that can be contacted.

I. Social service clubs and agencies (Groups in this
categoty look for special projects and ways to help the
community.)

2. Administrators and school board members

3. Teachers

4. Parent leaders
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5. Parent volunteer organizations, parent-teacher groups,
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, YMCA. YWCA. and similar organ-
izations

6. Neighboring school districts that have parent volunteer
groups

7. State, regional, and national professional association
personnel and office holders. These people travel widely
and are wosed to a number of interesting ideas and
programs. This is a valuable resource to tap.

8. Senior citizens

Thbsgs to Do

1. Brainstorm ways in which individual parents as well as
parent groups could best serve children (directly and
indirectly) in a school district

2. Identify the prcgmm goals (dimensions of counseling)
most amenable to parent participation.

3. Develop a rationale in support of parent volunteer
programs. In that rationale

a. explain the reason(s) for supporting such programs:

b. review the potential risks and state why they are
worth taking and how they can be minimized;

c. identify the benefits that could result from wlunteer
programs both to the volunteers and those served by
the programs;

d. address questions that the school/community may
have regarding plans to implement particular vol-
unteer program%

e. support an open invitation for participation in
developing the process necessary to implement
volunteer programs; and
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f. provide a plan of action outline for implementing
parent volunteer programs to include program goals.
description of activities, initiation and completion
dates, potential problems and solutions, needed
resources, and means of evaluation.

4. Contact formal and informal leaders in the school and
the community and assess their interest in the program.

5. Survey the parents for the purpose of identifying a
volunteer pool.

6. Introduce the program to the patent volunteer pool.

7. Identify those who wish to volunteer their time meet the
qualifications, and subscribe to the program standards.

8. Provide the volunteers with a copy of the district's
training manual for parent volunteers.

9. Run the training program. Be sure 1:0 support the parent
vdunteers in every way. Treat them with kindness and
pnamote a positive self-esteem enhancing environment for
them while they work.

10. Set the volunteer program in motion. Depending on the
nature of the parent volunteer program a network of a
number of community resources (state. regional, nation-
al) may be necessary in support of the district's parent
volunteer effort.

Suggested Acthrities

While the list is endless regarding ways in which parents
can assist the counseling program both directly and indirectly
in providing support to children, here are but a few.

1. Counseling Newslettsau and Brochure Assistance

Many parents have writing skills, clerical skills, and
artistic ability. They could form a volunteer team. guided
by the school counselor, to write a monthly newsletter.
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and develop brochures and audio tapes on counseling
program topics of interest that could be loaned to
children and parents.

2. Classroom Counselbrg Aids

Counselors are always in need of props to use in
small and large group counseling sessions with children.
Parents who like to sew can make puppets, stuffed
animals. and masks. Other parents can assist the
counselor in developing a picture file. Pictures can be
drawn or clipped out of mapzines, and photographs
can be taken to illustrate and support various teachings
in the five dimensions of counseling. Likewise. parents
with carpentry and related skills in the trades can
contribute their talents in similar ways to benefit the
school counseling and educational programs.

a Clerical Aids

Since most school districts are not able to provide
sufficient clerical help for school counselors, a parent
volunteer clerical aid pool would help to free up valuable
counselor time to work directly with children. As with
every volunteer program. specific guidelines would need
to be developed specifying the nature of the work to be
done by the volunteers and at the same time maintain
necessary confidentiality standards.

4. Library Assistants

Parents can catalogue books, review reading ma-
terial for bibliography topics and listings for teacher use,
read stories to small groups of children, and plan library
displays.

5. Cafeteria Aids

Rather than have parents police children's behavior.
have them function as spotters identifying children who
are displaying appropriate (desired) behavior. Spotters
can hand out coupons or tokens which can be turned
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hack to the classmom teacher for special privileges such
as going to the library and participating in a variety of
activities during free time.

6. Playground Monitors

Parents can be very helpful to teachers in moni-
toring playground activity. While parents should not
replace the teacher on the playground, another set of
eyes car, help to improve playground safety.

7. Parent Resource Networldng

While networking is a topic to be discussed in
greater detail in this chapter. counseling programs have
a number of resource needs. Parent volunteers can
establish a number of useful networks that will improve
counseling programs (information networks1 career
awareness networks, and various interest networks).

8. Sbength Sharing

Many parents have skills which can be shared with
children. Sharing one's strengths is not only a re-
warding experience for parents and children alike, but it
is also a form of modeling worthy of emulation. Children
should be given an opportunity to share their strengths
with parents.

9. Special Interest Programa

Parents can coordinate a variety of worthwhile skill-
building programs for children. Babysitting certification
programs, latchkey safety training, fire safety, making a
safe home, children's rights, and caring for a younger
sibling are but a few of the many types of programs
staffed by parents that can benefit children.

10. Activity Period Programs

Some elementary schools coordinate an afternoon
activity period one day a week. Selected parent volun-
teers run a series of interest groups, hobbies. and
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sporting events from which children may choose. The
activity sessions change every five weel.s. giving children
an opportunity to participate in up to two new
experiences each 10 week quarter. This volunteer
program, while a lot of fun for parents and children
alike, requires much advanced planning prior to its im-
plementation.

11. Ram Parents

Most schools have a room parent program in the
primary grades. These parents assist teachers in plan-
ning and conducting parties and related activities.

12. Tutoring

Parents who haw teaching skills (elementary school)
may be interested in serving as parent tutors for chil-
dren.

13. Pazents as Partners

Some school districts have a club or organization
called Parents as Partners This is a group for parents
that has both a professional and social purpose. Parents
have an opportunity to socialize with each other and
perform a useful purpose in working closely with the
elementary counsekrr in prodding a variety of direct
services to the program. These parents meet with the
counselor throughout the school year and provide
support services as needed.

MINIM/CMG: A SPIDERWEB OF SUPPORT

A network is as the title implies, a series of interconnecting
fines like the fabric of a net which link people. places, and
Information centers. Networks exist because they serve to bring
peoples places, ideas, and resources together for the benefit of
those who use them. Our transportation networks (road, rail
systems. air routes, and nautical navigation routes) are
designed to move people. needed goods, medical supplies, and
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produce rapidly, efficiently, and safely to their destinations. Our
tele and audio communication links (telephone, radio, tele-
vision, satellites, and computers) exist for the purpose of
collecting, organizing, maintaining, and releasing needed infor-
mation in the most expedient, systematic, and efficient manner
possible to sources whose very survival may depend on that
information.

People networks, also being very popular. exist among
individuals who share common interests, who wish to promote
specific causes, and who may be collectively contributing to the
growth of a common body of knowledge. Networking has made a
significant difference in the quality of life which %ve all enjoy. We
are able to access a variety of services quickly, manage our time
more effectively, and have been able to expand our resources
significantly. And while networking is not a particularly new
concept. we have not fully explored or made use of the creative
potential which it holds for us in improving the quality of
education and human services for children.

If elementary school counseling programs are to provide a
wealth of services to parents, teachers, and children: are to
strengthen collaboration among schools, community agencies.
colleges and businesses; are to address special needs and
interests of a diverse school population; and are to do it in a
cost effective manner, then networking is neither a luxury nor a
frill. it is a necessity.

Things to Think About

Questions should revolve around ways in which networking
can facilitate and enrich the quality of counseling services to
children. Not only is considering a variety of networks
important. but also is the diversity of delivery systems as v.rell.

1. In what ways can an elementary school counseling
program make use of networking?

2. What program goals (dimensions of counseling) can be
best served through networking?
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3. What kinds of networks already exist that a counseling
program could arx!ess (information network% crisis
intervention networks, special educational needs net-
works, etc.)?

4. How are networks estal3lished and when should they be
dropped?

5. Who should be involved in networking?

People with Wm to Talk

1. Authors whe have written articles on networking and
networking strategies.

2. Community leaders who have helped establish various
types of networks (hospital administrators, directors of
resource centers and libraries, politicians. and lobbyists).

3. National network coordinators for political campaigns,
fund raisers, and professional association public Ma-
tions coordinators.

4. At the local level, state department of education
personnel, school administrators, and counselors who
have made use of networking strategies.

Things to Do

Networking can be viewed in terms of the people to be
served and the nature of the services to be provided. The
delivery system (fabric) to be utilized can be determined by
exploring the cost, speed, accessibility, and purpose of the
network.

Organizing and expanding cooperative networks of learning
systems are primary goals of elementary school counseling
programs. The purpose of this type of network is to link
community members and learners with educational oppor-
tunities. At varitms time% we are all learners and can benefit
from nthvorking opportunities. At other times we function as
providers of mutual support services and can assist others.
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Networks are established for the purpose of getting things done
through people in a more dTective and efficient manner than
could be done without the support.

Networks tend to be rather fluid and free of the structure
associated with organizations. Their boundaries are not well
defined nor should they be. Networks may be short lived and
many form rapidly as the need dictates. As needs of people and
programs vary and tasks to be accomplished shift, so do the
shared values, interests, goals, and objectives. The strength of
the network Iles in the deep commitment of its members to a
shared position or common cause. Seldom are any two (2)
networks alike.

In forming a network, here are a few ideas to get the
counselor started:

I. Refer to the dimensions of elementary school counseling.
Identify the goals that the program wishes to support as
determined by the needs assessment.

2. Take a separate sheet of paper for each program goal to
be attained. Write the goal in the center of the paper.
Draw concentric circles around the goal and label each
circle moving out from the center in the following
manner: school, community, state, and nation.

3. Brainstorm a list of all the people, organizations,
departments, and communit} resources that might be
able to support the various goals in any way. Include
familiar people and groups as well as other potential
sources of help. Identify businesses, social service
agencies, industry, churches, educational institutions,
and other learning systems that could be networked in
meeting the counseling program goals.

4. Select the desired resources from the list for each goal.
Place the infonnation on the appropriate concentric
circles(school, community, state. and nation).

5. Study the networks for each goal and determine how
these groups, organizations, and people can best serve
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the counseling program. This can be done by examining
needs for each goal area Remember that networks differ
in types: people networks, information network& fund
raising network& brainstorming networks.

6. Once the types of networks that would be most useful
are determined, develop a questionnaire on rolldex cards
for the purpose of collecting the needed information to
access the network.

7. Mail out the cards with a letter explaining the purpose
of the network and how the group/organization/person
being contacted can be of service to the counseling pro-
gram.

8. As the cards are returned, organize them by goal area
(dimensions of counseling) for easy access.

9. Make use of the network. Provide positive reinforcement
to the network participant& Networks function best
when network participants not only provide services, but
are the recipients of services as well. Therefore explain
to those who offer their help that the counseling
program will share information and ideas with other
network participants, if desired.

10. When the network has outlived its usefulness, do not be
afraid to discontinue using it.

Networking is an exciting way to breathe new life into an
existing program. Fresh ideas, new faces, the availability of
multimedia resources, and an opportunity to interact with
experts in the field, serve to stimulate a renewed interest in the
elementary school counseling program. Like the intricate
interlocking root system of a stand of giant sequoia tree&
networking provides the means through which an elementary
counseling program can be nurtured, grow strong, and
maintain its strength because of the depth, breadth, and
diversity of its support system&
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Types of Networks

Inementary atzhroul- counseling programs can make elective
use of different types of networks.

L Speakers Smean. Insemice programming can be expen-
sive. However, many groups and orpnizations wouki be
willing to come for little or no cost to the district because
of the free advertising for the organization Social service
agencies perform a community function and would be
willing to do training in school districts because it is a
part of their agency's mission. Otlwr groups might be
willing to trade services. Schad counselors and related
support personnel need to interact with the community
and let various support groups learn about their workers.
When given the opportunity, various school and com-
munity specialists can conduct training sessions for each
other at no or very limited cost, thereby contributing to
each other's knowledge and upgrading the availability of
high quality professional services.

2. Topic Networks. Topic networks consist of people who
haw an interest in a specific area and want to exchange
ideas, materials, and expertise on a particular subject area
(self-esteem, stress management in children, parenting,
childten of alcoholics, divorce, etc.).

3. A Child Adueacy Network. School districts are depen-
dent upon a number of social service agencies in meeting
the special needs of children. Often times to access these
services as quickly as the need arises is difficult because
the school and the various social service agencies have
not developed a close worldng relationship. A child
advocacy network would open tht lines of communication
more quickly and speed up the delivery of services,

4. Information Networks. National and state computerized
information networks on practically every topic imagin-
able can be accessed by school districts for free. or in
some cases, a membership fee is required.
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Suggested Activities

Since networking is an important topic, children can
benefit from understanding the concept and make use of what
it has to offer. Children need to understand that networks
evolve from specific goals. They represent informal linkages and
arr designed to facilitate action towarrl the desired goal.

1. Have children discuss the meaning of the term network
and brainstorm as many different examples as possible
(roads, telephone lines, electric lines, bus system,
railroads, television networks).

2. Ask children to identify networks that they have used
and for what purpose.

3. Have children name some networks in their community
that their family, friends, or neighbors have used. (Meals
on Wheels, Red Cross blood donation networks, tele-
phone network, emergency health care network, phone
network, car pooling, U.S. Mail).

4. Have children discuss some of the following networks
and learn as much about them as possible

a. Childflnd

b. Block parents

c. Poison control

d FBI Most Wanted List

e Organ donation and procurement networks

f. Health networks

g Business networksMcDonalds, Amway, Shaklee, oil
companies

h. Home extension and homemaker networks

1. Buying cooperatives
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5. M children become more interested in networking and
how it touches their lives, have them explore possible
networking projects in which they could become in-
volved

a. Developirkg a resource directoty on community well-
ness.

b. Accessing information networks for the purpose of
collecting data on a class project

c. Selecting a special area of interest network with
others who share the same hobbies, sports, interest
in computers. etc.

d. Developing a computer network among class mem-
ber&

e. Developing a foreign student pen pal network.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONNECTIVENESS

While creating positive, growthproducing phySical and
psychological environments should be everYone's responsibility,
it is often left to the elementary school counseling program to
facilitate such surrounding& Most schools recognize the
importance of orientation programs during periods of academic
transition, but they pay much less attention to developing and
maintaining a healthy climate for children throughout their
entire school careers. They seem to do even less for teachers,
parent volunteers, and community resource people who provide
direct services to children. The lasting impression that we
sometimes create is that knowing and knowledge takes
precedence over feelings, emotions, thought& and reason. And
yet we continually hear from parents, teachers, and alumni, that
their lasting impressions revolve around the degree to which
they were able to successfully connect with the physical and
psychological environment of the school. Rarely are academic
issues ever discussed.
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Elementary school counseling programs can play a signi-
ficant role in helping children. teachers, parents, and com-
munity helpers to create and maintain supportive, warm and
aesdemically sttmulating climates. Building such climates can
be fun experiences and can draw people together. The school
building can undergo a transformation, a face lift, both in terms
of its physical as well as its psychological characteristic&
Building environmental connectiveness is just one more way
the counseling program can take on a new look and energize
itself and the school.

min. to Think About

1. What factors constitute the physical and psychological
climate of the school?

2. How can the school (parents, teacher% children, admin-
istrators, and school board members) best influence
these factors (physical and psychological) in a positive
direction?

3. What blocking agents (physical and psychological) exist
within and outside the school that impede progress in
enhancing the school climate?

4. How might these blocking agents be neutralized or elim-
inated?

5. What are the physical and psychological needs of
children, parents, teachers, and administrator?

6. How can the school best address the needs of all people
within the system?

7. When should the process of enhancing environmental
connectiveness begin?

8. Who should be involved in the process?

9. Where should environmental connectiveness begin?

10. What first steps should be taken to develop and
maintain the desired school climate?
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People with Mom to Talk

All school personnel (providers and recipients of services)
should participate in the process of building a new school
climate. Talk with children, parents, teachers. school board
members. and educational specialists. Find out what sug-
gestions they haw for strengthening physical and psychological
comfort in the school.

Thin. to Do

1. Learn as much as possible about environmental con-
nectiveness. Read, talk to people and observe what goes
on in the environment

2. Identify the warm fuzzies (the positives) and the cold
pricklies (negatives) in the environment (physical and
psychological).

3. Brainstorm ways in which all people in the school
environment can contribute to the physical and psych-
ological positives thereby enhancing the school climate.
(Activities for teachers, parents, children, administrators,
etc.)

4. Explore ways in which physical and psychological
negatives can be reduced or eliminated. Develop a plan
to do so.

5. Become familiar with a variety of circumstances in
which children become disconnected and how the
school can help re-establish connectiveness. Children
can become disconnected when they experience a loss
through divorce, death of a loved one. relocation, illness.
rejection by peers, or when experiencing any period of
transition in their lives.

6. Teach children and adults the nemssary skills which will
help them connect more readily with their envi-
ronment (Communication skills, interpersonal skills,
decision making skills, values clarification and self-
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understanding skills, stress managenumt skill% asser-
tiveness training sldlli . relaxation skills, goal setting
skills, and conflict management skills). Above all, teach
children how to develop a positive self-esteem.

7. Brainstorm ways in which the school can connect more
readily and positively with the community and with
visitors who enter the school for the first time.

8. Improve the physical climate of the building so that
everybody feels relaxed.

Suggested Activides
(Physical Cannectivencas)

The school environment has both a physical and psycho-
logical dimension. Physically. the building consists of spice,
heat, light, air currents, doors, walls, rooms, pictures, equip-
ment. materials, furniture, and people. The arrangement and
interaction of these factors create a climate which we exper-
ience and relate to in some fashion. Our perception of the
physical environment drives our thoughts, feelings, wants, and
behaviors. These conditions represent the psychological climate
of the school as we alone experience it. Therefore, both the
physical and psychological climate of the school are important
as separate and as interactive determinants in creating a
desirable learning climate. What follows are some practical
activities and suggestions that can be implemented in creating
a positive, warm, and accepting physical school climate.

1. The classroom and school building can be decorated
with familiar objects and pictures that are mean-
ingful to children.

2. The school should be made physically comfortable.
(Climate controlled, free of drafts, and properly lighted.)

3. The classroom furniture should be movable and ar-
ranged as needed to facilitate learning.

4. Children should be helped to feel comfortable in the
building and familiar with offices, rest moms, multi-
purpose moms, etc.
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5. Children should be encouraged to make their own
physical space comfortable in whatever acceptable ways
possible

6. Teachers should inform children of the classroom and
school rules in a positive manner.

7. A daily routine of classroom activity should be estab-
lished. This gives some stability and predictability to
school life. A word of caution, stability and predictability
are not synonomous with rigidity. Fostering an or-
ganized environment that is fleadble, exciting and
interesting is important.

8. Take some time to talk with children about their
environment and physical changes that could be made
to help create or enhance a stronger bond between
themselves and the school. What can the school
librarian, cafeteria workers, bus drivers, administrators,
teachers, and parent volunteers do to make a difl'erence?
Greeting children as they get off the bus, a warm smile,
a pat on the back, and a word of encouragement are all
physical positives that can make a difference in the lives
of all children.

9. In addition to attending to the physical needs of
children, what can children, parents, teachers, and
administrators do for each other? Just coming up with
unique ways of saying 1 appreciate you" is a fun
challenge. Here are a few ideas that administrators and
school boards can implement on behalf of teacher&

a. Sending positive notes for a job well done.

b. Sending doughnuts and coffee to the teachers
lounge once a month before school begins.

c. Having feature articles written on classroom
teachers for publication in the local newspaper.

d. Standing in for a teacher once a week for a thirty
minute free break.
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10. The Counseling Program Committee can amidst school
personnel in making a list of ways in which they can
connect more readily with the community in a positive
manner. Select a few ideas from the list and implement
then

Suggested Activities
(Psychological Conacethemes)

While creating a positive warm physical plant is important4
what goes on between and among people (children, teachers,
parents, adnrinistmtors, and educational specialists) is espe-
cially critical in developing a psychological climate of con-
nectiveness. We all need to feel satisfied in our relationships
with r xple, places, and things in those environments which
are important to us.

To arperieme a feeling of being disconnected with an
important aspect a the environment causes pain (physical and
psychdogical), sires% a sense of loss and a feared inability to
cope with the present and an unknown future. Since all of us are
in a continuous state of connecting, disconnecting, and re-
establishing new lines of connectiveness within our envi-
ronment, an important aspect is to know something about the
process, ways in which we affect it. and how the school and
community can enhance the process. Indeed, cm of the most
effective ways of breathing new life into any program is to feel
connected to it in a positive way.

1. Develop support systems for children and adults who
are trying to cope with change in their lives. (Loss
through death, divorce, separation, illness, relocation,
surgery. or other dimensions of adjustment).

2. Recognize people's uniquenesses and share with them
their positive attributes.

3. Teach children, teachers, and administrators how to give
helpful, and yet nonjudgmental, feedback

4. Develop programs which give people personal power
through skill development which enhances psychological
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connectivenesa (Goal setting skills, decision making
skills, values clarification skills, stress management
skills, assertiveness skills, thinking skills, interpersonal
communication skills, etc.)

5. Teach parents, teachers, administrators, and children
how to interact with each other in nonthreatening,
nonjudgmental ways.

6. Let the major focus of psychological comwctiveness
revolve around activities and interpersonal exchanges
which promote positive self-esteem in all people.

7. Teach effective modeling techniques to build connect-
iveness. Determine what positive models are to be
created and think of the best delivery systems available
to teach them. Make use of television, art wort music.
literature, posters. the school intercom, class plays,
poetry. billboards, video cassettes, advertisements, and
any other available means to model the desired beha-
viors. When models are taught effectively, children,
parents, teachers, administrators, and community
leaders will begin to emulate the desired actions. The
results will stimulate a positive,warm,gmwth-enhancing
environment.

8. Other topics to consider when developing positive
psychological environments are the following:

listening
self-disclosure
self-awareness
confrontation
communication skills
interpersonal skill

development

interpersonal
bafflers

negotiation
conflict management
developing trust
understanding

feelings

PUPIL SERVICES INTERFACING

The purpose of Pupil Services Interfacing is to suggest ways
in which members of the pupil service teampin cooperation with
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one another, can "help to breathe ne.R.v lik" into an elementary
school counseling program. Our intent is not to discuss pupil
services management issues or to go into an indepth descrip-
tion of the rcie and function of each ci the key fdayers on the
team. While we recognize the importance of this topic, space
singly does not allm us the opportrmity to do so. Pupil service
Personnel would =WM of PsYollologisi* social workers, health
professiona ls. counselors, and speech and hearing specialists.

The basic purpose for pupil services is to provide children
with an equal opportunity to be educated. Pupil services are
designed to provide children with the necessary information.
understandings, life skills. and 8W-confidence to develop the
requisite action plans necessary to modify their environments
and to develop themselves in positive and socially acceptable
ways. In order to accomOish this end, the on-going process of
meeting children's needs, identifying and teaching behaviors to
be learned, and creating physically and psychologically growth
producing learning environments requires working with the
whole child, not Just the parts (intellect, emotional, social.
personal). According to Holt (1975), each specialist who provides
a special senice for children must (1) recognize the child as a
whole. (2) be cognizant of the services of oth.-.7.24 and (3)
understand the working relationships which exisi among the
various service units that can only be effective when the team
functions through a coordinated effort.

In striving to provide each child with an equal opportunity
to be educated, the pupil services team must support the
educational goals of the school system. Pupil service interfacing
requires all members of the pupil services team to work
together in providing both direct and indirect services to all
children, not just to those who are experiencing developmental
deficits or to those who significantly deviate from the norm.
"Effective interaction between the pupil services team and the
instructional personnel in the elementary school is a necessary
prerequisite for making pupil services an integral part of the
education of children" (Holt, 1975. p. 78). Pupil services team
members must view themselves as expediters of learning for all
pupils and not merely as interventionists in crises or remedial
situations for some children. Indeed, the primary focus for all
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pupil service personnel must be to enhance the maximal
development of all children thereby reducing the need for
remediation.

Perhaps two of the biggest problems or roadlalocks standing
in the way of pupil service team building is time and a reticence
on the part of some specialists to view themselves as environ-
mental engineers in developing aixi maintaining growth-pro-
ducing learning climates within the school community. The first
roadtdock can be xesched by establishing team building as a
high miority item and setting aside time etch month to meet.
Tin second roadblock may require a bit more effort to tesolve
since it will invcdvt a redefinition of team members roks and
some attitude adjustments regarding new thoughts about pupil
service interfacing activities in the school community.

A high priority to keep in mind, as the pupil savices team
explores new ways of working together for the purpose of
enhancing services to children and their families, is that of
"breathing new life into an existing program." Pupil services
personnel should thus view the process as a way of bulling
more fun, excitenvnt, and enthusiasm into their own work life
and gaining as much from intiofacfng as they give back to the
school system.

We have found that when pupil service specialists work in
isolation and get caught up in the same routine day in and day
out they begin tn lose some enthusiasm for their work and find
themselves getting stale. They begin to lack the deve and
dedication they once had. Pupil service interfacing _an help
them to break out of the old routines and stimulate new
thoughts and ideas.

In order to assist the elementary school pupil services team
get started in developing interfacing activities, we haw provided
some ideas that have been used by school specialists.

Things to Think About

1. How can the pupil services team most effectively meet
the needs of children?
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2. What role can the pupil services team play in curriculum
design?

3. What role can the puril services team play in public
relations programming?

4. What role can the pupil services team play in teacher
inservice programming parent workshops, and in net-
working with community resources?

5. What role can the pupil services team play in developing
and enhancing the learning/living climate of the school?

Note Brainstorm as many ways as possible to involve the
pupil service team in providing direct and indirect service
to all children. Select a few specific ideas and think about
how they might become a reality.

People with Whom to Mit

Meet with all of the pupil service team members in the
district and discuss the quetMons listed under Things to Think
About Many pupil service specialists will enjoy the opportunity to
engage in activities other than assessment and report writing.
Getting together with colleagues supporting differing professional
points of view can be a stimulating experience for the
participants and can lead to some very innovative pupil service
activity in the school district Talk to the following people about
ways in which they would like to work together in providing
services to children and their families.

1. Psychologist

2. Social worker

3. Health professionals

4. Counselors

5. Speech and Healing specialists
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6. Other school district pupil service teams

7. Local, state, and national associations of pupil service
supervisors

Things to Do

1. Call a meeting of the pupil services team for the purpose
of exploring pupil service interfacing activities that
could benefit the development of all children in the dis-
trict.

2. Present reasons which support pupil service interfacing
activities. How might pupil service team members,
children, the teaching staff, and the administrators
benefit from this approach?

Possible responses might include the following:

a. Team members will have an opportunity to support
one another and learn more about the potential of
pupil services by working together on a few common
projects.

b. The school community will come to understand
pupil services as an integrated team which supports
the interests of all children.

c. A team effort in pupil service programming will send
a stronger message to the school and the community
of the importance of child development and lean:1'1g
life skills in addition to academic learning.

d. Pupil service specialists, working together as a team,
can be a powerful resource in teacher inservice
training and providing consultation services In the
school district

e. A functioning pupil service team can become an
effective resource for the school administration to
rely on when responding to human service problems
and needs of children.
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f. A pupil service team also can function as a "think
tank" in coming up with innovative ideas to create
the most conducive learning environments for all
children.

g. An effective pupil service team also has the neces-
sary resources to conduct limited institutional
research for the school district.

Not= While there are many positive benefits to any
school district in creating an active pupil service
team, we also recognize that the team must be
selective in supporting a limited number of activ-
ities.

3. Create a pupil services council. In large school districts
with multiple pupil service workers, a remesentative
from each of the specialty areas (psychologist, social
workers, health workers, counselors, speech and hear-
ing) could serve on thr council. Workers then could be
rotated on and off the council thus giving all personnel
a chance to participate on the council and to provide
direct service to children.

The function of the council would be to serve as an
advisory body to the administration. The council could
suggest and coordinate teacher inservice training, make
suggestions regarding the development and enhance-
ment of living/learning environments for children, help
to develop positive school-community relationships
which enhance the operation of the school, help to
coordinate school-wide evaluation efforts, and take an
active role in public relations programming in the
school system. The council might also function on a
regular basis as a "think tank" to improve such pupil
service activities as making referrals, delivery of human
service% developing a more effective pupil tracking
system, and brainstorming innovative ways to improve
the self-esteem of children and the working climate of
the system.
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Suggested Acdvitles

The effective utilization of the pupil services team requires
a plan for the delivery of services to pupils, teachers, and the
school. Breathing new life into an elementary school counseling
program takes place when pupil service personnel take a new
interest in their Jobs. work more smoothly together. are
supported by the school district administrators and the
teaching staff, and have some fun in using their creative
potential to develop exciting. stimulating, and enthusiastic
learning environments.

1. Create counseling activities in the counseling program
dimension areas to be used by classroom teachers.

2. Develop teacher inservice programs designed to aid
teachers in such activities as classroom management
strategies. effective parent-teacher conferencing, devel-
oping a positive self-esteem climate, and working with
special need populations.

3. Develop and implement a comprehensive program for
expectant parents and parents of preschool children that
will improve family capabilities to provide in-home
learning environments that will develop readiness for
learning. Such a program would need to address health,
nutritional, social, and psychological needs of children
and related non-academic influences which affect chil-
dren's motivation and attitudes toward learning.

4. Meet with school administrators, teachers, parents. and
other pupil service workers to study the needs of chil-
dren.

5. Generate as many solutions as possible in meeting the
needs of children. Have fun with this activity and don't
be concerned with evaluating the responses as they are
given.

6. When the pupil service team runs out of ideas, have them
select a couple of possibilities and develop them.
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Remember the main purpose of pupil service interfacing is to
create in practice what so often is expressed on paper, an
organized, coordinated, and well developed pupil services team
which functions as a system, as well as by units, in providing
services to all child= in the school district

SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY PARITORIMPS

School and conununity partnerships are designed to provirk
opportunities for Um school and community to work together for
the betterment of each other. Children learn about their
communities and how they can participate in making them a
better place to live. Likewise community members are =our-
aged to become involved with their schools to learn about ways in
which they can contribute to helping develop caring and
productive citizens.

The concept of school and community partnerahips is not
new, but it has only been sporadically apEdied. 'The rationale for
developing partnerships is simple Neither entity am afkrd to
function independent of the other. The schools, once considered a
central force of activity in many communities. have found
themselves under fire because of the loss of puNic confider=
The schools have been both criticized and supported for trying to,
almost single-handedly, address all of society's ills and still
provide a comprehensive education for all children.

School and community partnerships involve the full parti-
cipation of the school and community in identifying and
addressing each others' needs. This process must utilize the
children as well. Our children represent a vast untapped resounr
as problem solvers, service providers, and humani-
tarian advocate& What better way is there for children to become
fully involved citizens than to contribute, in meanindul way& to
the growth and development of their communities? After all,
children are not merely preparing for citizenship, they are
citizens and need opportunities to be recognized as community
supporters.

Community and school partnerships can serve as the
mechanism for encouraging necessary dialogue between the
elementary school counseling program and the public. The
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process can become a key strategy for mobilizing resources in
search of excellence in education and in breathing new life into
the school's counseling program.

Thinga to Think About

1. In what ways can children benefit from community in-
volvement?

2. In what ways can the community benefit from their
participation in school related activities?

3. What community needs exist that the school can help
address?

4. What needs does the school have that the community
can help meet?

5. What significant role can the community play in
developing child citizens through community involve-
ment and service?

6. In what ways can children contribute to the health and
well-being of people in the community?

7. How can school and community linkages contribute to
such ideals as human rights, caring, respect, trust,
cooperation, sharing, and responsibility?

8. What kinds of community service projects exist, or are
needed, in which the school and community can develop
working partnerships?

9. How can the school counseling program and the
community begin to develop the bridges necessary to
cultivate the desired partnerships?

10. Who should be contacted?

People with Whom To Talk

Most communities are ready and want to get involved.
Parents. the private sector, and community agencies eagerly
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await the opportunity to become partners in education. In order
to begin the process, a team of interested school and
community people need to convene in onler to discuss the
concept of partnemhips and potential benefits to school and
community.

In Pedagogy cy the Oppressed. Reim (1970) has stated that
the most ready learners are the ones who understand their
communities and understand that the importance between
their communities and themselves lies in their own capacities
to influence events or be influenced by them. When this
realization takes place, learners adapt quickly to the learning
environment and learning takes place for a very specific and
real purpose. In addressing the issue of partnerships, school
and coranunity planners need to be convinced of the impor-
tance of joint projects involving children as the vehicle for
stimulating acquired learning and improved skills and capa-
bilities. Community service itself can become a natural bridge
toward acquiring advanced learning. While various groups,
community agencies, businesses and industries, and indi-
viduals could be contacted in exploring the questions under
Things To think About. we have included a few sources from
which to draw.

1. Representatives from established school and community
partnerships

2. American Red Cross (ARC)local chapter of Youth
Service% American Red Cross, National Headquarters. 17
& D Streets N.W., Washington, DC 20001 (The purpose
of ARC is to know about community needs and to
mobilize and train people to meet those needs. The ARC
cooperates well with schools and communities in
addressing community needs.)

3. Interested social service agencies that meet community
needs

4. Local hospital representatives

5. School district representatives (teachers, administrators.
counselors)
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6. Business and industry representatives

7. Parents

Things To Do

Before beginning a collaboration program the step with
which to begin is to identify thme specific needs that can be
best served through school and community linkages The most
significant reason for school/community programs is for their
collaborative benefits and to provide opportunities for children
and community volunteers to benefit from what each has to
offer. The following sequence of steps is offered to initiate
collaborative school/community partnerships.

1. Get organized. Rather than initiate a system wide plan,
start with one school. Invite teacher% parents, coun-
selors, and administrators to sene on a steering
committee to explore children's needs as determined by
the needs assessment results.

2. Assess the community's needs as well. Provide the
children with an opportunity to learn about their
community and its needs by having them talk with
various representatives from community agencies, vol-
untary action centers, and various businesses and
industries whose job it is to know about community
needs and projects.

3. Match school counseling program needs and goals with
community needs and goals. Make a list of those
community project opportunities that will satisfy the
school counseling and academic program objectives.

4. Call for Community Project Prof osals. After the com-
munity needs assessment has been completed, invite
various community groups, businesses. industries,and
agencies to submit project proposals to the school which
will involve the participation of children. Provide pro-
posal guidelines to all interested parties. The guidelines
should specify the nature of the project level of child
involvement (numbers of children and age levels),
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location of activity (schoo l. home, busimess), the number
of hours required to complete the project. volunteer
assistance provided. resources provided to complete the
project (money. materials, and people). and the school's
investment (time, money. people. and other resources).

5. Identify and select community project& The Steering
Committee needs to decide among the various projects,
which ones to pursue. Decisions can be made on the
basis of need (school and community), student capabil-
ities, time required. and resource (financial, human. and
material) commitment.

6. Meet with community project partner& During these
meetings, proposals need to be discussed in detail and a
final determination made by both the school and
community as to their feasibility and ease of implemen-
tation.

7. Select, develop, and plan projects for implementation. The
Steering Committee, in concert with the various com-
munity volunteers, plan and develop each project to be
implemented.

S. Implement the projects. When the planning process has
been completed. the children, with school and com-
munity support. are ready to become involved in
contributing to and learning more about their com-
munity. The number of community needs projects in
which a school participates is up to the school and will
be determined by a number of factors, many of which
are outlined in the project proposals.

9. P-ovide feedback and evaluation. Community projects
take on a significant meaning when feedback and
evaluation are a part of the process from start to finish.
Children and community volunteers should be given an
opportunity to talk or write about their experiences.
Questions. Ince the following, help participants to focus
on themselves in relationship to the activity. What
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feelings are expressed by the children and the volun-
teers? What was it like to help people in the com-
munity? How did those helped feel? What was it like for
community vaunteers to work alongside children? In
addition to discussing feelings. the Keystone Learning
Model (Part 11 Introduction) also has participants
examine what they have learned from the experience in
relation to themselves and others and how those new
learnings can be transferred and applied in new or
different setting&

The community service projects are designed to
foster learnings about self and others, the community.
citizenship, service, and the school and its role in a
modern society.

10. Continue the learning in a continuous, cycle format. As
school and community collaborations grow and devei.op,
the community will become more aware of school system
needs and will want to support the school much in the
same way that the school supports the community
through community service projects.

Note: As with the planning and implementation of
any new program, be sure to obtain clearance from the
school board and have school personnel support before
starting. Other points not discussed here, but which
need to be addressed, are the development of clear job
descriptions (volunteers), a recruitment plan to obtain
community volunteer assistance, a training program to
orient community volunteers and teachers to the
community service project concept, and a continuous
feedback and monitoring plan to recognize and support
all program participants. The giving of awards, certi-
ficates, and luncheons are but a few ways to stimulate
and maintain interest in this worthwhile program.

Suggested Activities

Breathing life into a school counseling program takes
place every time a well planned and supported change in
programming occurs. Involving children in community service
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projects is not a new idea. Community needs and child
activities have long arerdsted, but seldom have they interfaced
or mutually benefited from their interdependence. Now Is the
time to form partnerships with the community in working with
the aged, the young, the handicapped. the hospitalized, the
terminally IL health organizations, community action and
safety agencies (eg., firemen. pcdiceman, medics, the blind
association, the American Red Cross, the Boy and Girl Scouts,
the YMCA & YWCA). The humanitarian, ethical, social, and
community values that help young people develop today will
have a critical impact on the future ofour country.

When selecting community service projects, look for activ-
ities that will develop life skills, decision-maldng skilks, and
personal management skills. Look for activities that will help
children mature, grow, and develop individually and socially; learn
group processes azxl experience group involvement and develop
healthy attitudes and wholesome values. Community service
projects can accomplish these attributes by helping children to
utilize and extend tiveir interests, talents, networks, and feelings
of self-worth and personal power in the interest of helping others
and their community.

The number of opportunities is azdiess for developing
partnerships with the community. Hay are a few ideas. As
activities are selected, contact community groups for needed
resources to complete the various projects.

I. Collect. repair, and make toys for children. Ask parents
and business and industry for their support in sup-
plying needed materials, equipment, and people re-
sources to assist with the project. Groups like the
Salvation Army, Big Brother Big Sister, and the Lions
Clubs sponsor projects of this type for needy children.
Many different grade levels or work teams in a school
can work together on this project with job respon-
sibilities varying with the skill levels, abilities, and
interests of the children.

2. Haw the Steering Committee contact various health
groups In the community and identify their needs.
Children can work beside community volunteers in
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making bandages, assembling first aid kits. or preparing
nudlings for a coming health event.

a Have the chilthen and members of the Steering Ccan-
mittee work with various community agencies and
citizens in identifying needs zegardis* the environnwnt,
the elderly, the handicapped, opportunities for com-
munitt leisure activities. and more effective use of public
buildings. Children can learn much about their com-
munity by reading about these topes and seeing what
they can do to make tivir community a better place in
which to live.

4. Have the children suivey their own rteeds and contact
various community groups to assist teachers and school
personnel in sponsoring such activities as a school
health fair, a drug and alcohol prevention pn:gram, and
participating in special topics/causes such as finger-
printing and missing children, environmental protec-
tion, and children's safety (toys, traffic, bicycle, home,
fire) programs.

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Public relations (PR) is not a topic which is new to
elementary school counseling. Over the past several years, it has
teceived a great deal of attention from the American Association
for Counseling arx1 Development (AACD) and more specifically
from the American School Counselor Association (ASCA). Each
year for the past several years ASCA also has published a public
telations kit for school counselms which has provided the
profession with much technical assistance and many effective
ideas for promoting school counseling.

Public relations programs, if handled effectively, can do much
to breathe new life into an existing program. Children. teachers.
administrators, school board members, parents, and members of
the school annmunity can, and often do, contribute to the public
relations efforts of the school cotmseling program. As an
energizer and a forum for coopetathe planning and interaction,
PR activities are second to none.
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Public relations is a process which conveys responsible
activity on the part of the school counseling prrgram to make
the public aware of and understand its planned educational
efforts. As a process, it is not only designed to let people know
about the elementary school counseling program, but to
engender community participation and support whenever and
wherever possible. That participation can come in the form of a
kind word, financial support, and volunteer efforts in the
school.

The key to effective public relations starts with effective
communication-two-way communication. Message sending and
receiving between the school and community is a daily activity
and often has a more far reachingeffect on public attitude than
some of the more formalized activities that we call public
relation&

Because we believe that effective public relations is central
to successful counseling programming, we have included it as a
way of breathing new life into an existing counseling program.
While space does not allow us to develop the topic fully, nor is
this necessiuy with the wealth of ready and available materials,
we will highlight a few major points regarding the implemen-
tation of PR programming.

Map To Think About

I. Does the school counseling program consider PR a high
priority activity or do they merely give lip service to the
idea?

2. Does the PR program operate from a comprehensive
long-range program?

3. Has the school counseling program considered the
different publics that are vitally concerned with coun-
seling programs in the schools and made plans for
involving them in the PR program?

4. Has the school counseling program planned a compre-
hensive coordinated two-way communications program?
Have all publics a viable means for sending messages to
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the school? Does the school know if the various publics
are satisfied with the school counseling program?

5. Does the school have an effective school counseling
public relations inservice training program for all
employees? Are efforts being made to make them aware
and help them with their PR skills?

6. Has the school counseling program identified pubitc
relations talent on their staff and have they assigned
them PR responsibilities?

7. Does the school counseling program have adequate
support to back the PR program in terms of needed
resources (financial, materials, equipment, time. people)?

8. Has the school counseling program Identified a variety
of communication channels in order to reach a variety
of audiences in the community?

9. Does the school's PR program operate on the basis of
honesty, openness, and cooperation with the media?

10. Has the school counseling program considered the
importance of the school climate toward counseling?
The attitudes held by the staff and children are vitally
important to the success of any program.

11. Does the school counseling program glve appropriate
recognition to stall children, parents, and community
supporters for their contributions to school cpuriseling?

12. Is there a plan for the assessment and evaluation of the
school counseling PR program?

People with Whom To Talk

Consult with people, professional organizations, and
community groups like the Chamber of Commerce who have
experience with PR programming Some specific examples ofpeopk and groups to contact are as follows:

1. The American School Counselor Association
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/ ERIC/CAPS

3. The American Association for Counseling and Develop-
ment (AACD)

4. The National School Public Relations Association

5. Local organizations of the YMCA-YWCA. The American
Red Cross, The Chamber of Commerce. and radio and
TV stations

6. Public Relation specialists in the community (business,
industry, agencies, and school districts)

7. School counseling programs at the national, state and
local levels that have been recognized for their public
relations efforts

Things To Do

1. Public relations programs must be planrxd. They should
espouse a statement of purpose, have clearly stated
objectims, and an identified support system. Each school
counseling program must decide for itself the meaning of
a well planned PR prcgram. Put& relations programs
should, however, be internally consistent with the coun-
seling program. ''Effective external communi-
cation systems obtain their strength and credibility from
effective inWrnal communication systems" (Ellison. 1985,
p.4).

2. Select the key publics to be reached. Public relations is a
two-way communications process and must touch those
publics who will be most influential in determining the
success of the school counseling program. Some key
people who can either help or hinder the school
counseling program are

a. opinion and power leaders in the community.

b. senior citizen leaders and families who no longer
have children in school,
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c. teachers and stafE

d. parents and families of enrolled children,

e. elected and appointed officials,

f. children in school,

g. business and industry,

h. local media, and

I. service clubs and organizations.

3. Evaluate the curtent status of the school counseling
prcgram. The school counseling program needs to
assess its current communication effectiveness. By
assessing the public's perceptions of school counseling
program strengths and liabilities can be targeted.
Assessing perceptions is critical, for school counseling
will be judged like any other program, not as it is, but as
it is perceived to be by those who will be doing the
judging. Opinion surveys and attitude assessment
devices are very effective tools for obtaining a quick
lulse on the publics' assessment of the school coun-
. !ling prognint

4. Plan for scl.-vol and community involvement. One of the
most dimly% ways to build a successful PR program is
to encourage active participation by staff and com-
munity members. A PR network can be established to
link key people in the school and the community as a
means of encouraging two-way communication, publi-
cizing the counseling program. and responding to
questions and misunderstandings about the counseling
program before rumors have a chance to evolve. As the
network expands, so will community and school support
for ekmentary school counseling.

5. Select a variety of communication channels. Successful
PR programs not only know their various publics, but
how best to influence or inform them about counseling
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program issues. The frequency with which specific
channels are used also will be determined by such
variables as time, cost, availability of talent and the
nature of the message to be communicated.

Regardless of the communication channels utilized
('M, radio, newspaper, newsletter% meetings etc.), the
purpose of PR is to build a large reservoir of good will
rather than to patch the dikes Ir a crisis (Cooper, 1986).
Keeping this in mind good PR begins with an effective
school counseling program, one that establishes a
reputation for truthfulness, openness, and reliability.

6. Develop an actiw and planned PR progmm. A public
relations program which evolves from the school coun-
seling program will be in tune with the school's needs
assessment results and the counseling program objec-
tives Following this format, PR exists for the benefit of
supporting the counseling program and is not viewed as
a separate entity unto itself.

Public relations is everybody's business and needs to
be broad-based and continuous in terms of its involve-
ment Parents, teacher% children, school board members,
administrators, and community supporters need to
understand their PR responsibilities and how they can
support a calendar of weekly or monthly PR activities.

7. Evaluate PR effectiveness. Every PR program should
compare effectiveness against cost. Program effective-
ness is measured in terms of goal outcomes achieved.
Goal outcomes can be measured by the number of
people reached, positive attitude changes achieved, the
receipt and understanding of accurate information, and
attendance and/or participation of people in various
programs sponsored by the school counseling program.

Program cost can be determined by estimating the
dollar value needed to convey the PR message per
contact Cost factors include a calculation of the number
of employee hours spent on the project, materials and
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equipment rented or purchased, consultation fees, and
loss of productivity in the completion of other assign-
ments because of additional PR responsibilities given to
employees.

Public relations ideas need to be tested in order to
determine whether or not they are too costly for the
return accrued. Perhaps other and more cost effective
ways can be utilized to accomplish the same derived
outcome& In other instances, the desired outcomes may
not be measurable. If that is the case, the PR idea is
probably not working and should be discarded or
modified and reevaluated.

Suggested Activities

Any activities that help to create good PR practices are PR
activities. Deciding what those activities shoukl be and how to
implement them are determined by following the sugested
courses of action stated under Wrings To Da Therefore rather
than provide a list of PR activities that may or may not be useful
to every school Lounseling program, we would like to share a few
unique PR ideas that colleagues have shared with us.

I. Provide new children, parents, and visitors with a
welcome letter and information packet about the school
counseling program.

2. Offer mini-courses, lectures1 and discussion nights on
various topics of interest to anyone who would like to
attend. Topical suggestions are decision making, asser-
tiveness training. stress management, and self-esteem
development What makes this approach unique is that
the programs are not just geared to parents, but to all
members of the community.

a create multiple channels for establishing a positive stif-
esteem building climate in the school. Involve the entire
school community in offering and implementing a variety
of suggestions for developing a physical and psychological
sense of connectiveness.
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4. Have children write a personal letter to their parent(s).
senior citizen, or community member telling them about
the school's counseling program and how their personal
participation will help to enhance the learning envi-
ronment. These same people also can be invited to
participate in school/family events.

5. Identify as many different behaviors, activities, and
communications that tend to block effective public
relations and figure out how to neutralize or eliminate
them. The focus of this activity must be on "fixing the
problem" and not "fixing the blame."

6. Establish a "good idea box" to gather parent and teacher
suggestions and opinions regarding ways to improve the
school counseling program. Parents will need to be given
varying opportunities to share their suggestions (phone,
newsletter, tear offs, conferences, etc.) with the coun-
selor. As ideas and opinions are shared, the senders
should be supported and when suggestions are imple-
mented, the person making the suggestion should be
duly recognized.

In response to the "good idea box", a school
superintendent pledged the following and attached these
statements to the box. These comments are well worth
taking note of by counselors in establishing positive PR
with all publics.

a. I will respond to every suggestion signed by the sender.

13. I sill read suggestions each welt.

c. Each suggestion implemented will be done so with appro-
priate csedit to the sender.

d. I will implement as many suggestions as possible.

e. In cases where reality completely precluded impknientation. I
will explain why.
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&locations whichcan't be implemented "as re will be used toproduce snore suggestions until we come up with new. useablesolutions,

g. iii EW 133k sealers for more information before I respond tothem or knplement them

h. I may ask senders to help implement the suggestion.

I. I beiieve the only way we can be a better institution aral createa better Mit place is by gathering suggestions.

J. You talk, I will natal. As long as you agree to listen equallywhen I talk. (F1o0 loss. p. ll)

Remember that the primary focus of any effective coun-seling program is to initiate ideas and actions rather thanrespond defensively to criticism. We also must be realistic andrecognize that people evaluate counseling programs based ontheir perceptions of them and not on a rational, organized
accounting of the facts, or the program's success or relevance.Such perceptions are formed primarily on the tone of quality ofrelationships built by the school with its publics (Jackson.1985).

While school counselors and volunteers in counselingprograms must first be concerned with how well they do theirJobs. they also must estalgish ongoing PR practices whichextend to the daily discussions between and among friends andneighbors. These low keyed and less sophisticated PR practicescan often be more influential or damaging than those whichrequire much time and costly resources to implement
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PART II
COUNSELING AND THE CURRICULUM:

A TEAM APPROACH

A factor which is of critical importance in the devekcinznt
of a successful elementary counseling program is the inte-
gration of the counseling services into the curriculum to the
greatest extent possible. This requires that a team approach be
developed to include the schord. home and community. In Part
IL we will focus specifically on integrating the elementary school
counseling program into the total educational system via the
teaching/learning process as a means of accomodating chil-
dram's needs.

As we view the needs of the child, we readily see that these
needs do not edst in isolation; therefore, to deal with them in
the isolation of a counselor's office is not possible. This does
not mean that individual counseling is never warranted, but it
does suggest that most of the changes will take place within the
classroom setting, For this reason, we feel that close cooperation
betare---- teacher and counselor is essential to a succesful
Program.

In attempting to provide a vehicle through which this
cooperative effort can be fostered, We will lac% specifically at five
dimensions of developmental needs which we feel must be
addressed through the curriculum. These five dimensions are

L physical development,

2. social development

3. self-concept development.

4. cognitive development an,1

5. career development

Although the five areas are all interrelated, specific
activities have bezn developed to address each area separately
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In the following five chapters. The intent is that the "Keystone
Learning Model," as presented in the following sectban, will
enable the reader to provide students with valuable learning
experiences.

KEYSTONE LEARNING MODEL

Everything that occurs in the environment represents a
learning experience. We are exposed to many such experiences
daily, yet many go unrecognized because they are not in our
field of awareness. Consequently. many valuable learning
experiences never register with us and the low is ours.

Activities in the Mee chapters in Part II are designed to
enhance the teaching/learning process in meeting children's
needs and are presented through a learning model for helping
children glean meaning from those life situations which
address the five dimensions of devdopment.

Before presenting these activities, we should first describe
our learning model which consists of five major dimensions in
a keystone configuration. Our belief is that the appropriate use
of the model represents the "keystone" of a successful lesson.

INVOLVEMENT

GENERALIZATION REFLECTION

Figure IL 1. Keystone Learning Model: Five major dimenstons.

In using the learning model, three important premises are
utilized:
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I. experience consists of everything that happens to us,
2. learning can take place in every experience, and
3. the process of learning involves combining experience

with meaning. This enables children to understand and
clarify the meaning of their life experiences and apply
these new leanings to subsequent life experiences.

The five phases of The Keystone Learning Model are
described in detail as they relate to the five developmental
dimensions of the elementary school.

Phase 1 Involvement

The involvement phase of the learning model represents the
experiencing domain of the model from which all learning is
derived. Because everything that happens to us is an exper-
ience, all experiences provide us with an opportunity for
learning. These experiences influence our lives and our
environment and affect what we learn. Since this is the case, we
can enhance children's sense of awareness and therefore
increase meaningful learning for them by taking advantage of
existing learning experiences. As children enter into any
experience, they begin to generate data which will be processed
in the other phases of the learning experience model.

Phase 2 Internalisation

In this phase, the children increase their involvement in the
experience. This requires that children begin to internalize the
content of the experience and reflect on the process. This is the
point in the model when children describe and discuss
observations and begin to reflect on what has taken place.

Internalizing is a natural activity and is the outgrowth of
those experiences of which we are aware. Most of us are
compelled to talk or write about what we have experienced with
others. As we internalize, we describe our experiences, our
feeling% what we observed, our field of awareness, and our
expressions of the experience. We usually do not have to be
primed for this to take place as we are anxious to validate our
experience with others and to establish a sense of connect-
iveness with those who shared the experience.
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While internalizing is a natural experience, it can be
enhanced so as to increase the chikrs involvement, help the
child internalize the experience, and begin the reflection
process while still experiencing the event. This can be
accomplished in a variety of ways, the easiest of which is to
pose questions regarding the life situation which stimulate and
heighten awareness. A second method is to create a script
which takes the child through the experience much in the same
marmer as a travelogue is designed to guide and highlight
points of interest that might otherwise go unnoticed.

Phase 3 Reflection

The reflection phase challenges children to find meaning in
the activity in relation to the learning experience.

Unfortunately, in most life experiences, learning stops with
the involvement or internalization phase and the remainder of
the learning process remains undeveloped. The reflection phase
is designed to stimulate thinking about the implications of
what has been internalized. Children are helped to focus on
what they have learned from the experience. The purpose of
reflection is to derive meaning from the experience. Children
can respond by saying "I learned
about myself," or "I now understand

Thais 4 Genemlisation

Generalization is possibly the most important phase in the
lemming model because it involves the child in relating the
learnings of the activity to other experiences. A crucial point
during this step is that the child is able to make the connection
between the current activity and how learning from the activity
can be applied to other life situations.

Generalization also encourages children to think about the
implications of what has been learned. This stage is designed to
broaden the context of learning in that children are taught to
transport the concepts learned in the activity to other
environments and experiences, thereby broadening their learn-
ings and understandings in meeting new life experiences.
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Mose 5 MI Higdon

As children begin to broaden and heighten their field of
awareness and clarity by being able to genualize meaning and
understandings, they are ready to apply what they have learned
to oil= situation& In Phase 4 they learned the connection, but
in Phase 5 they utilize and apply the learning by setting new
goals and beaming involved in new life situations. This is the
phase when children gain a value of learning for the futum The
utilization phase stimulates the creation of new experiences
which allow for the development of new insights which have
grown out of previous experience&

And so, the learning process continues in a never ending
cycle of Involvement. Internalization. Reflection. Generalization.
and Utilization. Each time the cycle is completed, the breadth
and depth of learning is expanded

In the succeeding chapters in Part II, we will follow a format
which provides a brief review of the !.esearch for arch
developmental area, identify some basic needs and skills to be
developed, and provide a series of activities which can be
integrated into the curriculum to aid in meeting these needs.

The activity component of each chapter has been designed
to form the bridge between the curriculum content and the
dimension of development being addressed.

Curriculum
Content

/ Activity \
Dimension

of
Development

Figure 11.2. "eystone Learning Model: Activity bridge
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CHAFFER I
DIMENSION

OF PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT

he physical development of the child is of utmost impor-
tance in the educational process as it is central to
successful learning. This is especially apparent in the

elementary school because those chikhen who are slower in
physical development often experience social difftrulties as well
as learning problems because of their physical development. In
this chapter, we have addressed several areas of physical
coordination activities which we hope will provide opportunities
for enjoyable learning as well as increase physical coordination
and dexterity in thildrem

RESEARCH ON PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

Various factors of a physical maturational nature affect the
teaching/learning process. Such aspects as eye-hand coordi-
nation, large and small motor development, visual and auditory
perception, growth changes and sexual identity. all have an
impact on student success or lack of it. Such needs must be
identified. understood, and addressed in order to enhance
learning.
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In addition, activities desigmd to enhance the physical
development of children tend to promote more socialization
within the dassroom because children usually perceive them as
being fun. Such activities also allow children to set both
realistic and individualized goal&

Carlson (1982) saw the importance of physical activity in
developing and maintaining interpersonal relationships. Chil-
dren, through physical activities1 are provided with oppor-
tunities to work together toward team objectives and goals; thus
promoting friendships within the classroom group.

Hillman and Runion (1978) suggested that people learn
best through active partidpation and enjoy learning more
through active involvement in the learning process.

The use of physical activities also is a very effective
technique when working with children who are identified as
hyperkenetic. According to Koester and Farely (1981), children
with special needs respond especially well to physical activities
because through such activities they are able to meet their
stimulation needs in a condoned environment

Since additional pressure ls being placed on children for
academic excellence, an imperative is that children haw periods
of physical activity to provide variation in their daily schedule.
Kaczkowski (1979) suggested that counselors should combine a
mixture of verbalization and physical activities that are most
helpful to children.

Nelson (1976) stated that "Counselors and teachers alike
can provide and use play media with children in order to
produce comfort and encourage expression and commun-
ication" (p. 206).

Nelson (1976) stressed the importance of the counselor's
need to incorporate both physical and psychological activities
into the development of the whole child.
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NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED

1. The need to ezperience variety
in sciwol day activities.

Although this is not specifically a need which addresses a
particular area of physical development, it is crucial for
elementary grade children to experience a variety of karning
activities. Those activities which promote active learning in a
physical sense not only provide a welcome change in daily
routine, but also promote the development of specific physical
coordination skills.

2. The need to be able to utilize
physical skills in working
cooperatively with fellow
classmates.

Since much of a school child's day is spert in academic
tasks or an individual basis, opportunities fo1 group cooper*.
tion a :Wities are nerded to promote development of the whole
child. M my of these activities will be those wnich require
physical cooni.Ination

3. The neud to develop spec.W
physical coordination sal.

The devek.pment of any skill requiret- 1.ractice. This is
especially true of physical coordination activities: thus the need
for daily physical exercises and activities.

4. The need to be actively involved
in the learning process.

Much research supports the fact that children learn best
through activ, involvement in learning. Physical activities
provide an excellent vehicle for active learning to take place.
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S. The need to kam the value
ofiroddng together to
compkte a task.

All children need to be aware of the value of working with
others This can be promoted my successfully through physical
activaties.

SKILLS TO DE DEVELOPED

1. Me and Glom Motor Skills

Many of the activities in the primaiy grades are developed
specifically to provide for the development of fine and gross
motor skill&

2, Eye-hand Coordinadon Ski lis

Physical activities which include balancing and catching or
throwing objects provide excellent means for promoting the
deviopment of eye-hand coordination.

2. Thad Percepthm Skills

Although most academic tasks promote the development of
visual perception skills, this can also be done through activity-
oriented tasks. An excellent activity for developing these skills is
contained in the activities section of the chapter.

4. Auditory Perception MM.

Children often hear without actually listening. Those
parents who call their children several times before being
responded to are well aware of this trait. Activities to promote
the growth of auditory perception skills will be most helpful in
assisting children to be more successful in school.
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& Coopesation Bk

One may debate the concept of cooperation as a physical
skill; howler, it is most often in the area of physical
development where the importance of cooperation is most
crucial. An example of this concept is the "Make a Machine"
activity which follows in the activity section.

APPLICATION OF
THE KEYSTONE LEARNING MODEL

To provide an example of how the Keystone Learning Model
may be applied in activities, let us look at the "Make A
Machine" activity which is the first of the Physical Development
activities. We will look at each of the five phases of the model
and describe what should take place in each phase

Involvement

During the involvement phase, the children become im-
mersed in the experience. This is the time when the directions
are given, the stage is set, and the environment is prepared so
that children experience feelings, thoughts, behaviors, and
stimulation of the senses. In this particular phase of the "Make
A Machine" activity, the children will be motivated to think
about the action they will use when it becomes their turn to be
a part of the machine. They may also begin to imagine what
their machine will look like.

internslization

In the internalization phase, children will begin to talk
about the feelings which have been generated. All of the
children will be able to answer such questions as "How did it
feel?" and "What was it like?"

Reflection

As children begin to observe the machine in action, they
will hopefully bcgin to notice strengths of particular children i.e.
Mark ketps his part of the machine going at a consistent pace
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and encourages other children to keep the machine operating
even though they may be getting tired Individual children may
also begin to recognize their own personal strengths in
pmmoting classroom cooperation.

Generalisation

At this point, the transfer of learning begins to take place
Children begin to make statements such as "Gee. since Mark is
so dependable and encouraging, he can be the chairperson of
our candy sale next month. Mark, too, will begin to generalize in
his mind with thoughts of how he can better make use of this
identified strength

thilization

Children will utilize the information by asking Mark to
chair the committee for the candy sale. Mark will utilize his
information by working to develop this strength which has
been identified.

This, then, completes the circle for the Keystone Learning
Model. As children become accustomed to the use of the model,
they will find it easy to relate each learning to subsequent life
situations.

INTEGRATION OF
PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT AcnvinEs

The physical activities on the following pages have been
designed to stimulate group cooperation as well as provide
children with an opportunity for physical exercise in an
enjoyable atmosphere. In addition, some of the activities
promote the development of coordination and motor skills. All
activities should be presented using the Keystmte Learning
Model which was presented at the beginning of this section and
should be integrated into the existing curriculum For example.
the "MAlie a Machine" activity described on page 167 would fit
beautifully into a social studies lesson on cooperation.
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MAKE A MACK=
(Physical Development Activity No. 1)

Oldectivw To enable children to use repeated physical
movements while participating in a gmup cooperation activity.

Level: Prirnand

Materials Needed: None

Procedurea

1. Talk with the children about how a machine works.
Discuss what happens when one part se the machine
comes loose, breaks rag; or just stops working. (The
machine breaks down).

2. Explain that they are going to make a human machine
by continually repeating a certain movement

3. Choose 5 persons to come to the front of the class and
assign a spectric movement to each such as

a. move your hands in a circular motion.

h, tap your right foot,

C. bend down/stand up,

cl. open and close your mouth, or

e. move your head from side to side.

4. Have the first person begin his/her movement, then the
second, the third, the fourth, and the fifth. (Remind
children that they must be touching the Aker members
qf their machine in some way).

5. Allow the children about one minute to demonstrate
their smooth working machine

6. Choose 5 new children and repeat the activity with
different movements.
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Evaluation: Each child should have had an opportunity to
be a part cf a machine. Miming ihe activity, a discusston of
ways that working together as a class can be compared to a
smooth running madtine would be appropriate. It may also be
helpful to make a list qf all of the daily activities which
require cooperation and post it on the bulletin b9ard.

Variations: After the activity has been done one time, allow
children to form their own small groups and make a wacky
machine cf their own. Stress the idea I cooperation by having
each person do hisfher part to make the "machine" work

f

BALWON BOUNCE
(Physical Development Activity No. 2)

Olfjectioe: To have children work together to succesblully
complete an activity.

Level: Primly

Materials: Balloons and stopwatch

Procedure:

L Divide the children into teams of 4 to 6 player's each.
Instruct each *jam to form a small circle

2. Explain to them that the object of the game is to see
which team can keep their balloon in the ar for the
longest time. (The balloon may be hit with the hands
only).

3. Pnwide each group with a balloon.

4. Give a signal when each group is to throw the balloon
into the air and try to keep it there the longest time.

5. Recognize the winning learn by having those members
be the group leaders for a subsequent activity of their
choice.
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Evaluation: Children will become aware (If the qualities
which helped the winning team be more succesgrul than someel' the other teams. This can be accamplished by having
children &scum things which they observed as being helpful,
hindering, etc.

Variations Use a feather and have the groups keep it in theair by blowing on it See which group can keep it in the airforthe longest time. fff
JORROR IMAGE

(Physical Development Activity No. 3)

01;jectImm To have the children be able 62 "minor" the
actions of a partner.

Level; Primanj and Intermediate

Materials: None

Procedure:

1. Ask each child to select a partner for the activity.

2. Discuss what is seen when one looks in a mirror.
Explain to the children that they are going to be doing
an activity in which one of each pair is going to act asa mirror.

3. Demonstrate to the children how the mirror activity
works by choosing a child to do some actions andfollowing the child yowseg.

4. Instruct t, ge children to stand and face the chosen part-ner.

5. Remind the children to complete the movements slowly
so that their "mirmr" can follow them.
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6. 4fter 1 minute, have the children change roles. the
minor now becomes the leader and the leader is now
the mirror.

Evaluation: The children will need to discuss the activity in
terms qf feelings genemted xhile cnmpleting the activity.
"What made it easier to follow the movements cf the other
person?" "What made it more difficult?"

Variation: Have Just half rff the children participating in the
activity at a time. The others should act as observers. When
the activity is completed, discuss thefollowing question&

1. Did you see anyone who seemed to be frustruted by
the activity? What caused this?

2 What made the activity dyficult?

3. Did some things seem to be easier? What made them
easy?

f f f

WHO'S MY PARTMCR
(Physical Development Activity No. 4)

Cejective: To have the children to be able to move through
groups and Identlfy their respective partners.

Level: Primary

Materials; Needed: One 15 foot to 20 foot piece ri yarn for
every two children.

Procedure:

1. Have the children number off in twos.

2 Ask all of the number ones to come to the fmnt cy* the
class.
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3. Glue an end t#' yarn to each of the nwnber ones.

4. Stretch the yarn piecm out and tangle them slightly.

5. Give an end fry win to each t-,' the number twos.

6. On a gturn signal. instruct the children to try to find
out who's at the other end try their piece car yarn.

7. Have the 'String Partners" to be their partners for a
subsequent activity.

Evaluation: Each child will ly.? able to move successfully
through the maze and find his/her partner. Fbllowing the
activity, it may be helRful to allow time for the children to
discuss their "strategies"forfinding their string partner and to
think about additional things they may want to try tf they did
the activity again.

Variation: Complete the activity with just four palls at a
time but blintifold the team members. They must idenigy their
string partner by the sound el their voice.ttf

MOCK RACE
(Physical Development Activity No. 5)

affective: To have the children learn the value of working
together as a tear, to reach an objective.

Level: Primary or Intermediate

Mataials Needed: Old floor tiles or square pieces of cloth or
newspaper

Procedure:

1. Instruct each child to choose a partner.

2. Have the childmn decide which one cf them will be
the "nicer" and which one will be the "placer."
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a Ask each child to stand in front of the mirror and
obseme only the image that he/she sees above the top
part cif talx

4. Instruct the child to go back to his/her seat and dmw
what he/she saw at the top rf his/her paper.

5. When this step has been completed. follow the same
procedure with the space between the 1st and 2nd
piece cf tape, between the 2nd and 3rd, and below the
3rd.

Evaluation: The children should be more aware of the basic
makeup 0* their bodies by viewing them in tenns of
proportioned areas. Discussion cf thefollowing may assist in
the understanding process

1. Was it easier to thaw a figure when you looked only at
a small portion cf it? Why?

2. Were the proportions easier to see? What other ways
could you do this activity?

Variation: Use just one chikl (or the teacher/counselor) as a
model and have all the children draw the samefigure. Make
the drawings lffe size by using large sheets ofbutcher paper.

f f f

PARACHUTE AcTivrrr
(Physical Development Activity No. 7)

Objective: To help the children learn the value of cooperation
in physical activities.

Level: Primary

Materials Needed: A sheet blanket or parachute, and
several soft articles (nerf ball, balloon, pillow)
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Procedure:

1. Place the sheet or blanket on the ground and space the
children at equal distances wound the outside

2. Ask children to bend down and grasp the end of the
sheet and pick it up.

3. Show the value cy" teamwork in the following activities;

a. Making a domeAU children raise the sheet
overhead and pull it down very rapidly.

b. Catching ()VedaMace an object in the center el
the sheet Have the children jerk the sheet up and
see how high they can throw the olzfect and still
catch it in the sheet

c. Put additional items (one at a time) on the sheet
See how many °Weds the children can throw in
the air and catch without dropping then

Evaluation: The children should be aware that working as a
team made the activity successful. Talking about teamwork
would be very appropriate at this point Suggested questr ns
to use are What helps it? What hinders it?

Variation: Divide the group into two teams with each team
on one-hay" of the sheet. Place a ball in the center I:1 the sheet
Ea..:n team tries to toss the ball elf the sheet on the opponent's
side.

f f f

InfILDING A IR= HOUSE
(Physical Development Activity No. 8)

Oldective: To have the children use their imaginatic-s by
taking an imaginary trip to gather materials to build a tree
house
174 Elementary Sdaral anmseling
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Levels Primary

Materials Needed: None

Procedunn

1. Explain to the children that they are going to go into
the forest to gather materials and then build a tree
house

2 Begin by discussing things they'll need to take
Pantomime gathering up materials (hammers nails,
saw, etc)

3. Pantomime the following:

a. Marrhtng into the woods

b. Gathering materials, sawing board, etc.

c. Finding a suitable free

d. Climbing the tree

e. Putting up the free house

f. Building a chair for the tree house

g. Sitttng down on the chair to talk about the house
you built

4. When the children sit down in their chairs to talk
about their house, bring the discussion around to
individual differences.

a. Could a very tall person come to your tree house?
Someone very short?

b. Coula someone who was wearing glasses?

5. Discuss the need to consider dyferences in others as
we plan activities, and doing certain things tr
accommodate these dffferences.
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Eva Waders: The children should be observed as they com-
plete their imaginanj trip and build their tree house. At the
conclusion cf the activity. a brainstorming session on how
tndividual differences are considered in school each day
should really bring the point home. if the children have
difficulty getting started on the brainstorming. provide sug-
wstions such as different size desks and chairs far different
size children, positioning of people in the room with vision
and hearing problems, etc.

Irmiatbni: Take a variety of imaginary trips. The children
eryky these and can be very .7-eative. Someexamples:

a trip to the moon

2. a trip to Afrku

3. a dip to the beach

4. a trip to the North Pole

5. a trip through a desert

f f f

TRUST WALK
(Physical Aeveloprnent Activity No. 9)

Objective: To help the children learn better the value of trust.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Neederk Blindfoldsforone-half of the class.

Procedure:

, Discuss the word trust.

a. Can you think of a time when you trusted some-
one?

b. Can you think of a time someone trusted you?
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2. Provide time for discussion and examples qf trust

3. Have the children choose partners for the trust walk.

4. Allow the dtildren to participate in the trust walk
using the follow0g guidelinew

a. One If the pair is blindfolded.

b. The second member will lead hisiher partner
wound a designated area, making sure that no
danger comes to him/her. Leading is done by
placing a hand under the partner's elbow.

c. After a few minutes, pcutners mverse mies.

Boatuation: The children will experience the feelings of trust
through participation in the activity. Follow up discussion
should include thefollowing

1. feelings cf the leader.

2 feelings of the one being led. and

3. the development of trust

Variations:

I. Complete the activity using only verbal directions for
the blindfolded partner.

2. Set up an obstacle course on the playgmund as the
setting for the trust walk

f f

LOOK WHAT I CAN DO
(Physical Development Activity No. 10)

Olgectim To have the children demonstrate the ability to do
several things at one time.
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Leo& Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: None

Prof:whom

I. Divide the class into groups (f four or five.

2. Name a leader for each group.

a Designate a given signal when the leader says "Look
What I can Do" and performs an action. te.. snapping

fingers. AU persons in the group imitate the action.

4. Have the person on the child's right then to become the
leader and say "Yes I can do that and I can also do
this" Le., snapping fingers, tappingfoot All repeat the
two actions.

5. Have the neat person on the right say, "I can do both if
those and also this" and shows 3 simultaneous
acilons, Le, snapPing fingers, taPping foot. Patting
head. AU repeat the three simultaneous actions.

6. Continue to play until all persons in the group have
added an action (The idea is to see how many
different actions can be done simultaneously).

Ettalliation: The thildren will be able to identify something
they learned about their ability IV do several things at once.
To facilitate discussion, questtons such as the following
should be posed:

1. Did anyone do more than they thought they could?
2. What provided the extra 1nc2ntive? and

3. Was anyone feadid of trying the activity? What caused
tilts feeling?

Variation: Have two groups compete against each other to
see which group can do the greatest number of actions
simultaneously. fft
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THE GRAIT MOM PACE
(Physical Development Activity No. 11)

Oidectives Ta provide the children with practice controlling
facial expressions.

Level: Primary

Materials Needed:: None

Procedure:

1. Explain to the children that you are going to be doing
an activity which requires that they try to keep from
laughing as long as possible

2. Choose a child to be the "great stone face". This child
sits on a chair in front cf the mom.

3. Each cf the other children has an opportunity to come
up and tnj to make the "great stone face" laugh.

4. The child who succeeds in making him/her laugh then
becomes the next "great stone face."

5. lf you want to add variety to the activity, you may use
a stopwatch to see who was able to keep the "great
stone face" the longest time.

Evaluation: The children will discover that maintaining a
specific pose requires that they exhibit a great deal cf control
over their body and that the actions cf others can greatly
affect the amount qf control they have.

Variadonz Have the children pretend to be a manikin or a
statue Others All attempt to get them to change their position
In some way. ftf
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11INGEMPRIN2WMANDPNINTS
(Phafidcal Development Activity No. 12)

OVective: To help the children be aware that there is no one
ocactly like them.

Level: Primany

Materials Needed: Tempera paint, paper.

Procedure:

1. Have each child canfully observe hislher hands.

a. What are some things you notice about your
hands?

b. Are all hands the same size?

C. What about fingernails, freckles, moles. scars?

2. Ask the children g the look of their hands will change.
Point out that age, weathering, grrowth, etc will change
the appearance cf the hands.

3. Discuw the fact that fingerprints will never change.
That is why the police department uses fingerprints as
a means cif identifilmtion.

4. Have each child ma ke fingerprints and handprints on
a piece of construcdon paper.

5. Prepare a class poem or short story about the
individuality cf each person's hands.

Evaluation: The children will discover that each person has
specific characteristics to his/her handprint Such discussion
questions as those posed belowmay assist the process:

1. What particular thing(s) do you see on your hands that
you don't see on someone elses?
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2. What other kinds cf things affect the way our hands
look? Le., better fingernails, band aids, cuts, scratches,
etc.

Variation: Have a blindfolded child try to identify other
classmates by shaking hands with them.

f 'I.

WIGS BUSSING
(Physical Development Activity No. 13)

Objective: To assist the children in developing a more acute
observation skill.

Level: Primary

Materials Needed: None

I, Instruct the children to look around the room and
observe all of their classmate&

2. Then have everyone close their eyes while the teacher
leads a child from the classroom.

3. When the teacher/leader says "Who's Missing" the
children have 5 seconds to look around the room and
name the missing person.

4. The person who correctly identifies the missing person
gets to be the leader for the next round.

5. At the end of the activity,talk about things the children
looked for when trying to identify the missing person.

Evaluation: The children will be able to identify the
"missing" classmate. Discussion should focus on such things
CIS
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1. What did you Wok for in trytng t o identify the missing
person?

2 Was it easter to Identify some "missing persons'? Why?

irsilstioss

I. Have Just one person be IL" That person is the only
one who can guess "Who's Missing."

2 When the children become pretty good at identifying
the missing person, suggest that students sit in a
different place each time the leader says "Who's Miss-ing."

f f

PASS THE DONUT, PLEASE
(Physical Development Act-tufty No. 14)

Objective: To provide the children with an opportunitg to
practice cooperation skills in a physical activity.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Plastic straw for each child and con-
struction paper donuts.

Procedure:

1. Explatn to the children that they are going to
participate in a donut passing relay.

2. Choose one person to help you demonstrate the best
passing technique.

a. Both players put straws between their teeth.

b. One places the paper donut on his/her straw.
182 Elementary School Counseling
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c The second player must get the donut onto his/her
straw using only teeth and the straw,

d if the donut falls to the floor, the team must begin

a Have the children count cff 03 form teams cf four.

4. Announce that at the signal to begin, each team tries to
be the first to pass the donutfrom the front to the back
of his relay team. (After several dropped donuts, the
children will learn to balance the straw carefully and
make slow rather than quick jerky movements),

5. Avvide team winners with the opportunity to choose a
fun time activity for a subsequent game period

Evaluation: The children will be able to show the physical
dexterity necessary to participate in the activity.

Variation: Have the children use plastic spoons placed
between their teeth (handle between teeth) and pass a
marble, button, paper clip. etc
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CHAPTER

DIMENSION
OF SOCIAL

DEVELOPMENT
In reflecting on the dimension of sorial development,
counselors must be aware that children have social needs
which frequently take precedence over their aaidemic

need& Children must be taught and given the opporttmity to
practice socially acceptable human interaction skills if they are
ever to team how to build positive and healthy relationships
with others. Learning how to function socially must be
addressed in the same manner as any academic subject.
Chiliren need infornualon skills and the 8W-confidence in
order to function successfully and responsibly in a social
climate

RESEARCH ON SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Socialization is a difficult process in which children learn
to interact effectively with other children and with adults in
their environment Because school is a social setting educators
must be concerned with how children interact with theirpeers.

Social development, a altical factor in the educational
process, frequently influences, to a great degree, just what and
how well each child learns. The dynamics of classroom climate,
peer relationship& and teacher-pupil interactions, strpngly
affect the learning climate of the dassinom. Because ci the important
role of social development in the educational proces& Morgan
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and Jackson (1980) reported that planners of school curriculum
programs need to consider a broader range of learning content
than has been true in the past. This broader range must
include social development activities.

Dlugokinski (1984) stressed that "If elle:Wren are encour-
aged to work cooperatively with each other and other com-
munity members in their schools, the stage is set for
experiencing and appreciating the benefits cf connectedness
and cooperative activity" (p. 210).

D'Anchea (1983) also pointed W the importance of social
development activities for all children. He stated that "Ele-
mentary school counselors can more effectively work toward
promoting the personal growth of all primary age school
children by becoming more involved in consultation with other
school personnel during curriculum planning and implemen-
tation" (p. 218).

One of the most valuable curriculum additions to promote
social development is that of group interaction activities. Piaget
(1965) reported that a child's consciousness is altered as a
result of group interaction in terms of specific interpersonal
skills. Such group activities provide opportunities for children
to learn sharing, cooperating and group problem solving, and
decision making. The activities provided in this chapter
specifically address these particular topics.

NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED

Needs in the area of social development which we feel are
most appropriate within the educational system include the
following.

1. To get along with others.

All children have a need to make friends and to get along
with their peers. This is, in part, what makes school fun.

2. To have a sense of belonging.

The sense of belonging to a group is a very comforting one.
This is why children frequently talk about "my class." "my
reading group." or "my team."
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3. To work cooperatively.

A strong feeling ef accomplishment can be gainml from
working together to complete a project.
4. To share responsibility.

The idea of "doing one's part" is very important to an
elementary school child. It tends to fit in well with the child's
sense of fair play.

5. To experience a sense of impatance
as a member of the classroom.

Each child needs to gain a sense of ;he feeling that occurs
when recognized for his/her special characteristics.

SKILLS TO BE DEMOPED
In addition tc the needs which must be addressed in thr

dimension of social development, several skills must be
developed if the child is tl) be socially adjusted within the
classroom setting. We feel that the five most basic of these skills
are as follows.

1. Commit:aeon Skills.

For efficient development, the child must learn effective
listening skills, conversational skills, and skills in providing
feedback to peers and others. The child also must gain
experience in presenting clear and direct messages to others.
2. Sharing Skills.

Childrea who are willing to share are usually well accepted
in the classroom social setting. This skill must be regularly
encoureged and reinforced, especially in the primary grades.
3. Takist Tarr4s.

li the concept of taking turns is regularly practiced in the
classroom, students will naturally develop this habit. Regular
positive reinforcement to those children who practice the skill
will tend to generate more interest in cultivating this habit.
4. Cooperation

Opportunities must be provided for children to work
together in small groups so that they can learn skills for
cooperation.
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5. Goal Setting and Decision Making Millis.

Frequently adults feel that they must make decirJons and
set goals for children who are "too young" to do it for
themselves. In reality, though, even very young children are
capable of developing these skills if appropriate opportunities
are provided for them.

INTEGRATION OF
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT ACI1VITIES

The elementary school counselor is in a very advantageous
position to observe the child in day-to-day socialization
activities and to be aware of the school atmosphere and
learning conditions which directly affect socialization. Since no
two children react in the same way to these influences, the
counselor's role is to aid school staff in interpreting these
influences and their effect on children. Often a helpful
procedure is for the counselor to develop some dassroom
activities which will promote socialization within the classroom
and to work with the teacher in presenting such activities.

The following pages of classroom activities have been
developed in such a way that their use will foster social
interaction within the elementary school classroom. They arr
written for use by teachers or counselors: in small groups. or in
classroom size groups. as an integral part of the curriculum.

For example, the "Student of the Week" activity could be
integrated into Language Arts by having each child write a
strength of the chosen student It also could be integrated into
an art curriculum by having each child prepare his/her own
poster to be used when that child becomes the "Student of the
Week." This process of curriculum infusion will become more
and more natural as it is practiced.

After participation in these activities, children will feel more
positive about themselves and their classmates, connect more
meaningfully with the school curriculum, and will experience
many opportunities to practice working together in a variety of
school and academically related experiences. In addition.
evidence of more positive social interactions among the children
on a day-to-day basis should become more apparent
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STUDENT OF I= WEEK
(Social Development Activity No. 1)

°Weak*: 7b provide children with an opportunity to receive
positive reinforwment from classmates and be recognized for
individual strengths.

Lewd: Primary awl Intermediate

Materials Needed: Slips if paper with student's names on
them, box or bowl, oaktag or construction paper, polamid
camera

Procedum

1. Names Ey" all children are placed in a bax to identyy
the 'Student cf the Week." Each week one name Ls
chosen from the box. That child then becomes the
special person for the week. Things will need iv be
done to help the child feel special, e.g.,

a. Pmvide the child with a bulletin board to decorate
as he/she chooses.

b. Make a chart from oaktag or large construction
paper which states "
is special because:. Each day, one special trait
should be tdentified by the class members and
written on the chart At the end of the week the
chart is given to the student to take home. (If
possible, the chart should be laminated before the
child takes it home.)

c Take a polaroid picture of the child to be placed on
the bulletin board or on the chart

d Provide special privileges during the week for the
child. These can include such things as passing
papers, being messenger, etc,

2. Evenj child in the class should have an opportunity to
he the "Student of the Week"
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Evaksadmu Each child should be able to describe at least
three positive qualities or strengths which were identified by
classmates during his/her special week.

Variationsg

I. Fix those children who have birthdays during the
school year. try to anunw their special week during
the week cy their birthday.

2. Choose a 'VIP (Very Important Person)" rather than a
"Student cf the Week"

3. Allow the child to choose at least one special learning
activity during the week

f f f

DRAW A CARD
(Social Development Activity No. 2)

Objective: To have the children improve communication/
woperation and listening skills

Level: rimary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Small index cards with statements, ques-
tions. or unfinished sentences printed on them

Pracedzue:

I. Have the children arrange chairs or sit on the floor in
two circles, an Inside circle and an outside circle.

2. Give the pack of cards to the first student in the inside
circle. That child will draw one card and respond.
Questions or statements on the card should be of a
positive nature and should include such things as

a. Tell three things you like about school.

b. Say something nice about the person across from
Wu-
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c What was the best thing you did during summer
vacation?

cL Tell about your peL

e. Tell about your favorite family activity.

f. Ask someone in the group what he/she likes about
you.

3. After completing his/her responses have the child passthe pack fl CaldS on to the next person. The cards
continue amund the inside circle until everyone hashad a turn.

4. Designate children in the outside circle as listenerswho may be asked to Join the activity through such
leader directed questions as "What did Johnny say he
liked about Mary?"

5. After everyone in the inside circle has had a turn., havethe two groups exchange places so that the outside
circle now becomes the inside circle

6. Pass the cards around the new inside circle until
everyone has had a turn.

Evaluation: Children should determine the qffect of theactivity on their listening/cooperating skills through dis-
cussion of questions such as the following:

1. How did you feel when you were on the inside/out-
side?

2. Can you provide any clues that might help everyonebe beiler listeners?

Variations:

2. Use one large circlefor the activity.

2. Have the children prepare the statements and ques-tions that are written on the cards.
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a Divide the class into smaller groups so that each group
has just four to five children in it

f f f

PERNANT 51
(Social Development Activity No. 3)

OlijectIver To have each child express his/her individuality
through an art related activity.

Lev& Intermediate

Materials Needed: Felt or construction paper pennants soup
material, letter patterns, old magazines.

Proasdures:

I. Begin by showing samples cbf pennants for colleges.
Discuss the fact that the pennant often identifies a
specific school or team,

2 Ask the children to design a pennant for themselves. It
can contain either their name or initials and can be
decorated any way they wish.

3. Place completed pennants on a classroom bulletin
board or hang on walls in the classroom

Evaluation: The children should be able to identify at least
two characteristics which show their individuality. This could
be accomplished by having each student show his/her
pennant and describe it to the class.

Variations:

1. Utilize classroom groups for an activity and have each
group develop a pennant to identify their group. This
also provides an excellent time to introduce and
reirforce the value cf teamwork

2. Have children develop a classroom slogan and put it
on a series of pennants.

f f f
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MISS QUILT
(Social Development Activity No. 4)

Weedy& To help children become more aware cf how eachmember cf the class makes an important contribution to the
gmulx

Level: Intermediate

Materlab Needed,: One 12" x 12" piece cf cloth for everymember of the dam, permanent markers.

Proceduzu

1. Explain how quilts are madethat each piece cfmaterial in the quilt has been sewn on in a special
way to provide a pattern. In the past quilts were madefrom scraps cf old materialeach piece ellen had apersonal meaning to a family member.

2 Tell children that each 0* them is going to be asked to
prepare a block of the class quilt They can drawanything they want on the block but must put theirname or inttials somewhere on their square.

3. When the squares are all completed have them sewn
together to make the class quilt (Be sure to emphasizethe importance of each person's contribution.)

4. As teacher or counselor, make a block for illustra`lon.

5. Place the quilt on display so that parents, visitors, andothers in the school may see it.

Evaluation: The children need to make the connection thateach person was an important contributor to the completion ofthe "class quilt" To assist the children in making connectionspcse a question such as "What would happen y'Johnny didn'tmake a block?"
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Variations:

1. Use the quilt idea t o illustrate a favorite class story
with each child drawing a scene from the story on
his/her blodc.

2. In addition to the tndividual blocks, have children
work in gmups cf three or four to make some "team"
blocks to form the quilt border.fff

ROM= GRAPH/CLASS GRAPH
(Social Development Activity No. 5)

affective: 7b assist children in becoming more aware cf
similarities and differencesamong class members.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Paper, pencils or crayons, ruler

Procedure:

1. Discuss some similarities cf class members as well as
some differences.

2. Suggest that it may be fun to actually count the
number of each of these similarities and differences
and then to make a graph of these

3. Complete one graph with the children to show them
how a graph is constructed

4. Ask one-haff cf the children to complete a hobbies
graph to show some of the dfferent interesis of class
members. Suggest that they may want to graph such
hobbies as watching TV, reading, sports, building
things, coilecting things, traveling. etc.

5. Have the remaining children complete a class graph to
show certain physical characteristim i.e.. blond hair,
glasses, curly hair, blue eyes, freckles. etc.
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Evaluation: Children can identify similarities and dif-
ferences through discussion cg questions such as

1. How are we different?

2. How are we alike?

Another appropdate activtly at this time would be to identfy
other areas to be graphed which could show additional areas
of similarity or difference. This could include such things as

1. number ef persons in my family, and/or

2. classmates' addresses by street on which they live.

Variations: This activity has many possibilities for vari-
ationsamong them are

1. Feelings graph (how are people feeling right now).

2. Height or weight graph,

3. Favorite TV program graph,

4. Favorite food graph. or

5. Birthday graph.

MIRY TREE
(Social Development Activity No. 6)

Oldeelive: To help each child feel more GI a sense
belonging to the group.

Level: Primary or Intermediate

of

Material& Needed: Outline of tree on bulletin board or tree
branch placed in bucket cf sand, leaf patterns, construction
paper, paper punch, yarn.
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Procedure

1. Explain that the group will be making a class family
tree and that each member cf the Tamily" needs to
think cf their own special interest so it can be added to
the tree

2. Have each child prepare a colored lea f for the tree. A
helpful procedure is to provide patterns or even have
leaf shapes already cut out for younger children.

a Ask each child to print his/her name on the fmnt f the
leaf and write one short sentence to describe an
interest. 47 am Mary Stewart, I like to collectpictures cl
movie stars."

4. Punch a hole in each leaf tie the yarn through, and
hang it on the tree.

5. Pmvide time for children to share their interests with
the class members.

Evalualim The children will be able to identify themselves
as members of the classroom family. This can be determined
through having intermediate grades complete a brief essay
entitled "My Role in the Classroom Family" while primary
children could be videottsped as they discuss their 'family"
role.

Variations:

1. Use a lame bunch of grapes on a bulletin board with
the caption "this is our bunch"children will wrIte
their interests on the grapes.

2. Prepare a class Tamily" album. Provide a page for
each student to write his/her name and interests.

3. Have each child complete a seY" portrait using colored
yarn for hair. Punch a hole at the top, thread yarn
through and hang them on the family tree.

t f
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IBM LABEL GAME
(Social Development Activity No. 7)

Oldsctive: lb help children explore within a group setting.
feelings generated by the reactions cf others to them.

Level: Internwdiate

Materials Needed: Strips 4" paper for headbands for all
participants

Procedure:

1. Explain to children that they will be labeled" in such
a way that others will be told how to react to them.
They will not know what their label says but others in
the class will.

2. Ask for volunteers to participate in the activity.

3. Put a headband with a message on it on each
volunteer. (Make sure the student doesn't see what is
on the headband). Headbands should have the
following messages printed on them. (It may be wise to
assign negative messages to the most well acItusted
children.)

a. Listen to me.

b. Interrupt me.

c. Smile at me.

d. Argue with what I say.

e. Praise my tdeas

f. Agree with what I say.

g. Make fun of what I say.

h. Ignore me
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4. Have volunteers sit in a circle and introduce a topicfor
discussion. Be sure to re:land volunteers to react to the
person according to what the headband says.

5. After about 5-8 minutes, stop the discussion and ask
for reactions from the volunteers. Allow them to guess
what they think their headband says.

Evaluation: The children should be able to identify the
feelings which were experienced as a result of the activity. To
help children do this, an advantageous procedure is to ask
such question as

1. How did it feel to be laughed at, interrupted. ignored,
praised, etc.?

2. How can we apply this learning to our every day
communications uXth our classmates?

Variation: Do this activity as a whole group activity with
several children having the same sign. After a period of time.
write the labels on the chalKroand and have the children go
stand under the one that they think they are wearing.

f

WHIM IN MLR 1140
(Social Development Activity No. 8)

Oklective: To have the children share their hobbies and
interests with their classmates.

Level: Upper primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Paper bags for each child. crayons or
markers

Procedure:

1. Direct children to decorate their bag in such a way
that it tells something about their hobbies and inter-
ests.

2 After this phase has been completed. ask each child to
bring in one or two items to put in the bag that will tell
others about their tobbies.
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a When each bag is completed, provide a period cf time
(2-4 minutes) for each child to share the contents cf
his/her bag with the class. (This is an especially good
activity to help children get to know each other at the
beginning of the year)

4. Ask the teacher/counselor to prepare a bcg to share
with the class.

5. Encourage the children to share as much or as little cf
themselves as they wish.

Evaluation: The children win be able to identify at least one
thing they learned about a eassmate. To determine g this
occurred, have each child recond to the sentence stem "Ilearned . (ff they have dtfilculty getttng started. the
teacher/counselor should provide some examples such as "I
learned that Suzy and 1 both like to read mystery books," I
learned that Jason likes to ride a miler coaster," etc.)

Variation: Rather than having the children make a pre-
sentation of their bags to the class, have bags displayed so
the children may look at them and try to guess whose bag it
is. (This is a (pod way to use this activity after thu children
know each other pretty welL)

f

FlUENDSMIP CHMN
(Social Development Activity No. 9)

Objective: To enable children to become more aware of the
value 4friendship.

Level: Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Strips of colored construction paper 3/ie' by
6", paste or staples

Procedure:

1. Discuss friendship. What does it mean to have a
friend? What kinds of things do friends like to do to-
gether?
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2. Have each child put his/her name on a piece if we by
6" mnartiction paper.

3. Attach all 4 the slim 4paper in chain like fashion to
develqp a class Irtendship chain" that contains the
names 4 evenjone in the class.

4. Ask the children if they would like childrenfrom other
classes to add their names to the friendship chain. If
possible, extend the chain to include all members 4
the school.

5. Display the chain in a place where it can be seen by
all. possibly the lunchroom or the librury.

6. Remind the children that the chain should provide a
reminder for them cf the value cf friendship.

Evaluation: The children will observe the value 4friencIship
through a discussion of the chain in terms 4 how it can be
applied to every day classroom living. This process will occur
through discussion 4 thefollowing

1. How can we be friendlier here in the classroom?

2. What are some ways to be a good friend?

3. How can we promotefriendship throughout the school?

Variation: Provide several strips cf paper for each child.
Have children develop their own personal friendship chains
by writing the names 4 all theirfrtends on the paper. Suggest
that they take it home and put it where it oan easily be seen
to remind them cf all thefriends they have.

f f

PEOPLE POSITS
(Social Development Activity No. K)

Objectivel To enable children to gain a better sense of
connectiveness.
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L mei: Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Chalkboard and chalk or posterboard
and markers

Procedsur:

I. Talk with the children about belongingask about
groups to which the children may belong such as
scouts, church groups, athletic teams, etc.

2. Give the children an opportunity to reflect on the
positive feelings associated with belonging

3. Explain that the classmom group is another example cf
belonging and that each person is an important
member re that group.

4. Tell the children that they will be provided with a
pictorial representation to show how everyone in the
class connects with the rest ci the class

5. On the chalkboard, write the feather's name in block
letters across the board.

6. Have each child come up to the board and fit hisiher
name in so that it connects with the others in a
crossword fashion.

KAREN
A D

MRS. SMITH'S CLASS A
A Y A R

NATALIE
D I

PERRY EDITH
0

ELAINE

DREW
A A

TOM
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7. Display the people puzzle for several days to aid the
children in gaining a sense cf belonging

Evaluation: The children will, hrvwfully, experience a sense
cf connectedness through a discussion cif how the puzzle
shows our connectlort to others Also a helifful procedure is to
talk with the class about other connections they have such as

family, Boy or Girl Scouts churchgroups. etc.

Variation: Provide small groups with a list 4* all the
children's first names and have them complete their own
people puzzles. When they are completed, compare the
different puzzles to show the children that many different
ways existfor the class to connectfff

=ARAM ABour BEHAVIOR
(Social Development Activity No. 11)

Oidective: To help the children become aware of th,:ir
behaviors and understand how these behaviors affect others.

Level: Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Chalkboani or chart paper.

Procedure:

I. Ask the children to think of all the different ways they
can to describe traits of people. Some qf the things that
may be mentioned are noisy, quiet, leaders, followers,
happy. sad, helpful, courteous, friendly, nide. etc.

2. After a 'lather extensive list has been developed, have
the children try to think cy reasons why people act as
they do. Discuss this at some length.

3. When this has been completed, request that the
children choose at least one word to describe how they
are most of the time. ff the children say that none cy"
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the words desathe them, ask that they try to think of a
word that does describe therm

4. Ask each chtld to choose a word from the list to
describe the teacher or counselor.

Evaluation: The children will be able to identify at least 2
personal behaviors and describe how these behaviors may
affect the classroom climate either positively or negatively.

Variatiom Use a series re pictures exhibiting different
behavior traits. Ask each child to choose one and make up a
little stand or skit to evplain why they think that person is
acting in that way. (This is a fun activity for the children
because they tend to make up some very interesting stories to
explain the behaviors.)

f t

WORiUNG TN GROUPS
(Social Development Activity No. 12)

Objective: To provide the children with an opportu-tity to
pructice the skills necessaryfor successful gnaup work

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Construction paper or oaktag, scissors.
ruler, old magazines, crayons, scraps of paper, and paste.

Procedure:

I. Discuss group cooperation. Stress that when the
children work in groups, each of the following should
be evident

a. Everyone in thz group should participate.

b. Ideas should be shared.

c. No one should be the "boss." All should work to-
gether.
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2. Divide the class into gmups cf 5 cw 6. Provide each
group with a piece ie oaktag, soup materials, scissors,
etc., and ask them to design aflag for their group The
flag should represent their group in some way.

a Have the group members work togetherfor about 15 to
20 minutes then bring the groups together to discuss
group cooperation. Is everyone sharing ideas, parti-
cipating, and working together?

4. Then have the groups work togetherfor about 10 to 15
more minutes to complete their flag.

5. Provide time for the children to place their prVects with
the other groups.

Evaluatioru Each group cf children will be able to success-
fully complete a project in the allotted time and will be able to
identgy specific actions or behaviors which helped to enhance
cooperation wtthin their group.

Variation: Provide many opportwales for group work with
various task& Continue to remind the children of the
impor lance c#' working cooperatively during group work and of
getting everyone involved in the project

f f f

INSIDERS VS. OUTSIDERS
(Social Development Activity No. 13)

OVective: To allow the children to experience the feeling ci
being on the inside of the group as well as thefeeling of being
lei" out".

Level: Intermediate

Material Needed: None
204 Elementwv School Counseling
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Procedurm

1. Divide the class into two groups with 8 personsfonning
an inside circle and the remainder cf the class on the
outside circle.

2. Present the discussion rules as follows:

a. Only the children on the tnside circle may enter
into the discussion.

b. A child on the outside circle may only speak g
invited into the inside circlebut he/she must go
back to the outside circle after having finished
speaking.

a Introduce a topic r#' interest to the gmup. Allow the
inner circle children to discuss the topicfor about 10 to
15 minutes

4. Stop and discuss feelings and reactions cf both groups

a. How does it feel to be a member of the inner circle?

b. How does itfeel when you want to speak but can't
because no one will invite you into the inner circle?

c. How did it feel to be a member of the outside cir-
cle?

5. If time permits. choose 8 new persons to be members of
the inner circle and have the groups exchange places.

Evaluatioru The children will be able to identify various
feelings which arise as a result r.-1 being an insider versus
being an outsider. As a result of this discussion,they should be
able to describe at least two things that they as a class can
do to help everyonefeel like an "insider".

f f
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THE GOOD DEED BOX
(Social Development Activity No. 14)

(Mt lective: To help the children be aware ctf courteous acts cf
their classmates.

Level: Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: A "good deed" box, slips te paper, and
pencils.

Procedures:

1. Prior to the introduction 0- this activity, prepare a "good
deed" box using a shoe box. The box should be covered
with Con-Tact or other decorative paper and should
have a ln x 5" slit in the top. (TM lid should be
covered separately fmm the box so it is removable).

2. When the box is completed, Mtn:duce it to the children
as the "good deed" box which should cantata descrip-
tions rff courteous or friendly acts which the children
observe in the classroom.

3. Encourage the children to be alert for these positive
acts, to write them on a slip of paper, and to put them
in the "good deed" box. (Suziest that they name the
student in their description. Le., "John shared his
crayons with Mandy" or "Susie told Mary she would
help her learn her spelling words.")

4. At the end of the week,open the "good deed" box and
share the information with the class.

5. Positively reinforce the children for showing courteous
friendly behavior.

Evaluation: The children will be able to identify and
describe at least 10 good deeds which were performed by
various class members during the week
zos Elementary &twat Counseling
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Variations:

I. ff "tattling" is a concern in the classroom, use a
"Positive Tattles" box where the children are to "tattle"
on someone only for doing positive things.

2. Develop a committee re children to be on the lookout
for "good deeds" among their classmates. Have them
report to the class the end cf the week. Chamx the
committee members each week so that everyone has a
hum

f f

MY SHOPPING MT
(Social Development Activity No. 15)

Objective: To allow the children to make a decision re-
garding choices they would makefor others.

Level: Prth wy and Intermediate

Materials Needed Mail order catalogs, paper, scissors, and
paste

Pnrcedures:

1. Ask the children to think of a gift they received that
really meant a lot to them. Who bought it? Was itfor a
special occasion? Why is it so special?

2. Request that the children think Ofour persons who are
very special to them.

3. Pmvide each child with a piece cf 8 Y2 x 11 paper.
Have the child fold it in haif and then in haY again.
When unfolded, it will be divided into 4 sections.

4. Have the children write the names ci one of the four
special persons at the top of the four sections.
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5. Suggest .t'Itzi they look thmugh the catalogs to firui the
perfect gift for that person. (Price ir no object in this
activity.)

6. Encowuge the child-en to cut out the picture of the
item and paste it on the paper under the person's
name

7. if the children wish to do so, allow them to share their
gift choices and reason for them with the rest cf the
clrss.

Boaluaxion: Each chtld will be able to identify the perfect
gift which they would give tofour special persons in their lge

Variation: Allow the children to work in groups on this
activity and choose gifts for their classmate& Each child in
the group will select the name cf a classmatefrom a box with
all class members* names in it The group members will then
work together to choose gifts for the persons whose names
they have drawn.. This is a fun activity because the children
then can tell how they would feel about receiving ggts that
were chosenfor them.

f f f

OVR HELPING PRIM=
(Social Development Activity No. 16)

Oldective: To acsist the children to recognize friends who
help them iieir daily lives.

Level.: Primary

Materials Needed: Bulletin board for pla,..ing the names of
our helpingfriends.

Procedures:

1. Talk with the children about all the people who help
us in our clay to day lge Provide time for discussion.
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2 Label these three areas on the bulletin board with the
following

a. In our home

b. In our school

C. In our community

a Help children to list as many helpers as they can think
qf under each category.

4. Assign each child the name 0' one helper and have
himlher write a "thank you for your help" note to that
person.

5. Allow time for personal delivenj to the "school helper."

6. Talk with the children about their feelings toward
these school helpers.

Evaluation: Each, child will be able to identify at least one
helper in each cf the three areaa

Variation: Have a helper appreciation day when represen-
tatives from school, home, and community helpers are invited
to the class. Have the children develop a special program for
the helpers (or serve punch and cookies).

f

MY FRIEND MOBILE
(Social Development Activity No. 17)

Objective: To encourage the children to think about activities
they like to do with all theirfriencla

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Coat hangers, construction paper scraps,
string, scissors, hole puncher, crayons or markers.
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Prot:eau*:

1. Use a poem or short stom about friendship to promote
discussion ce the kinds cif thtngs friends do together.

2 Ask the children to think 1.-1 4 or 5 things they like to do
with their friends.

a Have them cut out circles or other geometric shapes
from construdion paper and write or draw a picture of
what they like to do with their friends on ea& shape.

4. Punch holes near the top Clf the shapes and tie string
through the holes Suspend the strings from various
parts raf the clothes hangers to form a mobile.

5. Suspend the mobiles around the room for the children
to view.

6. Allow the children to discuss in small groups some of
the things they like to do with their friends.

Boat:lath= Each child will make a mobile which describes
at least 4 activities which he/she enjoys doing with thefriend

Variation: Have the children work in groups to create their
friend mobile. Provide time for groups to share their mobiles
with the whole class.

f f f

PRIENDSHIP RECIPE
(Social Development Activity No. 18)

Okla:doe: To encourage the children to identify the things
that make afriendship special to them.

Level: Intermediate

Muterials Needed: 3" x 5" "'recipe" cards, pencils or pens.
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1. Ask the children what they like about chocolate chip
cookies. Discuss what are some ce the things that go
into making a chocolate chip cookie.

2 Talk about recipes, eg, we use recipes to make things,
recipes have special ingredients.

3. Ask the children to think re some of the special
ingredients that they think would be important in a
recipe for a friend. Work with each child to develop a
sample with such ingredients as

1 cup tig" kindness.
1 dash cy. humor, and
1 cup clf loyalty.

4. Pmuide time for each child to create his/her own recipe
for a friend.

5. Allow the children to share their recipes with, the class
or use them to create an interesting bulletin board.

Evaluation: The children will each develop their own
personal friendship recipe which contains at least 3 butts
which theyfeel are important to a successfulfriendship.

Variations:

1. Allow each child to choose a partner and then work in
pairs to create their friendship recipe,

2. Divide the class into groups and have them develop
recipes for some r e the teachers they have had over the
years. These recipes will contain ingredients such as
humor, kindness, firmness, fairness, patience, etc.
(Students really eryoy this activity.)

f f
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Gerrgia Ammo= anacKusr
(Social Development Activity No. 19)

Oldective: 713 help the children to learn more about their
classmates through completing the getting acquainted check-
list

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: A getting acquainted checklist pencil.

Procedurin This is an excellent activity for the beginning of
a school year.

1. Explain to the children that they are going to have an
opportunity to get to know each other better.

2. Provide each child with a copy of the getting ac-
quainted checklist which contains items such as the

following:

Find someone in the class who

a. has the same hair color as yours.

b. likes #1:1 read mysteries

c likes the same T.V. show as yours.

ci has a birthday in the same month as yours.

e. wears glasses.

f. has the samefavorite color as yours

g. is about the same size as you.

It has sneakers on.

I. has earrings on.

J. has curly hair.
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3. Explatn to the children that they will have 10 mtnutes
to circulate around the room, talk with their class-
mates, and _find answers to each fi the quotions.

4. When the activity is completed. discuss it with the chil-
dren.

Evaluation: The children will be able to answer at least 8 ay
the 10 questions on their "getting acquatnted" worksheet.

Variation: Allow the children to make up thetr own list of
questions that they would like to know about their class-
mates. One question for each child. Suggest that they work tn
small groups and have each person in the group answer the
questionsfrom their gmup members.ttt

PLAN A PARTY
(Social Development Activity No. 20)

ONective: To assist childmn in cooperatively working and
planning afun activity.

Level: Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Various types of material and paper
scraps, cardboard tubes, foil, stymfoam, crepe paper, paper
cups and plates, yarn, ribbon.

Procedsue:

1. Choose a theme for the party. It could be a birthday
party, a special holiday party, an end of school party,
etc.

2. Decide on the number and type of committees you will
need, Le., decomtions, favors, games, food.

3. Ask the children to choose the committee on which
they would like to serve and divide the class into
committee group&
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4. Provide freedom for cooperative planning and working
on the specific committees.

5. Set aside ttme for the actual party that is planned.

6. Following the party, evaluate class earls by having
each group describe the strengths and weaknesses cf
their particular committee.

gvaluadam Students will demonstrate dfective cooperation
skills by successfully completing and implementing plans for
a classroom party.

Varlathsu Allow the children to work in small groups to plan
severul dgferent parties aroun ri a variety cf themes. Provide
time for each pow to present their ideas to the class. Have
the class vote an the type cfparty that they would most like to
have andfollow up by actually, having one qf the parties.

f f

MANE YOUR OWN T.V. SHOW
(Social Development Activity No. 21)

Objective: To provide for children an opportunity to work
together to create their own T.V. show.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Video Taping EquipmentButcher Paper.
Crayons or Markers

Procedure:

1. Talk with the children about their favorite T.V. show.
What do you like about it?

2. Divide the children into groups cy 4 or 5 and explain to
them that they are going to have the opportunity to
create their own T.V. show. It can be a comedy. a
drama, a game show, a news program. or a documen-
tary.
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3. Provide ample time for the students to write a script
prepare backgrounds tf necessary. and practice their pro-
grams.

4. Video tape each of the groups as they put on their T.V.
show.

5. Repkzy each group's T.V. show.

Evaluation: Children's groups will each present thetr com-
pleted T.V. show to the class demonstratMg their organtzation
and cooperation skills.

Variation: Use this same activity in a social studies or career
education class. Have the children learn about the different
job responsibilities tn "putting on" a television program.
Explain job networking and cooperution in delivering a
successful television production. Perhaps the children could
visit a local or regional television studio and view many
different responsibilitiesfirsthand.
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CHAPTER

DIMENSION
OF SELF-CONCEPT

DEVELOPMENT
he self-concept dimension of development is one whichis frequently ignored in the educational system because"there is not enough time to complete all of theacademic content." While we are aware that the recenteducational reform reports are promoting more rigorousacademic standards, we contend that a program whichpromotes the development of a positive self-concept also willshow strong academic gains.

RESEARCH ON
SELF-CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

When children enter the educational system, they haveimages of themselves which have been based on personal
experiences during their early years of life. The school must aidchildren in a continuous development of their self-imagethrough activities aimed at self-awareness and self-under-standing.

Understanding of self is an important early step inmaturation. If children have an understanding of their likesand dislikes, strengths and weaknesses, and physical charac-teristics, they are able to make sound decisions. Children,
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however, do not develop such understandings without assist.
ance. Such assistance must be shown through an affective
curriculum aimed at providing experiences for children to gain
increased self-understanding/self-concept.

According to Morgan and Jackson (1980). such self-concept
education contributes directly to children (1) developing goals
and planning for the future. (2) trusting themselves and others,
(3) understanding freedom within necessary constraints, (4)
achieving a more stable image, and (5) building confidence and
security through feelings of confidence and self-esteem.

The effective component of the educational program must
not be considered the responsibility of the counselor alone. A
team effort which involves the classroom teacher, who is a
prime influence on the elementary school age child, should be
us' zed. The teacher is a major factor in an elementary school

velopmental counseling program which, acconling to Dink-
meyer and Caldwell (1970)? should assist children in the
following manner:

1. To know and understand self in terms of assets and liabilities:
through this self understanding to develop a better under-
standing of the relationships among personal abilities interests,
achievements, and opportunities. To develop self awareness.

2. TO develop self acceptance a sense of personal worth, a belief in
one's own competence, a trust in self and self-confidence; to
develop an accompanying trust and acceptance of others.

3. To develop methods of solving the developmental tasks of life as
met in the areas of work and interpersonal relationships.

4. To develop increased self direction, problem solvingfand decision
making abilities.

5. To develop responsibility for choices and actions, to be aware that
behavior is goal oriented, and to consider the consequences when
making a decision.

6. To clarify feelings so as to become more sensitive to self and to
personal behavior.

7 To modify faulty concepts and convictions so that one may
develop wholesome attitudes and concepts of self and others: io be
able to perceive reality as defined by others.
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As counselors and teachers work together to aid children in
optimum development of self-concept awareness, they look
toward developing children who will be able to assume
responsibilities for their actions and decisions. 'This neces-
sitates that the counseling activities which are provided become
an ongoing and integral part of the educational program.

As children grow in self-understanding and self-awareness,
a tendency is toward a strong impact on child self-concept as
well. In viewing the self-concept, Beane, Lipka, and Ludewig
(1980) suggested that educators need to be aware of several
factors regarding self-perception. Among these are the following:

1. The children may not see themselves the way others see
them because their values may be different.

2. General perceptions of self are quite stable. so con-
tinuing, consistent, positive feedback will have more
effect than a few random compliments.

3. Adults may influence self-perceptions of younger and
preadolescent children easier than adolescents because
children are more apt to consider adults as significant
others in their lives, while adolescents are more
concerned with the opinions of their peers.

Schools have a vital role to play in helping the children
develop more positive self-concepts. Wrenn (1980) perceived
three major elements in this development:

1. recognizing and stressing personal assets,

2. developing a core of positive beliefs about others and
about life. and

3. demonstrating a sense of caring about others.

Educators, in their attempt to develop programs to enhance
self-concept development, have approached the problem from a
variety of methods. Regular classroom counseling programs
directed by teachers and/or counselor have received much
attention as one method for providing affective education for all
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the children Classroom counseling programs appear to support
the suggestion of Beane et al. (1980) that "one way of
enhancing self-concept and esteem in the school is to provide a
curriculum specifically designed for that purpose" (p.13).

Although considerable support has been provided for the
effectiveness of specific guidance packages O., DUSO (Dink-
meyer. 1970). and My Friends and Me (Davis. 1977)) in
promoting self-concept development, Eldridge, Wittmer. Sara-
kowski, and Bauer (1977) found that the teacher was also an
important variable in self-concept enhancement In a study with
EMR students, Eldridge and her colleagues found no significant
difference between the experimental groups who were exposed
to the DUSO programs and the control groups where teachers
were free to develop their own activities for enhancing self-
concept One conclusion that could be deducted is that a good
affective curriculum can be "developed" rather than "pur-
chased."

In reviewing the role of the school. Beane et al. (1980)
suggested that schools can contribute to the child's self-esteem
bY

1. creating a climate characterized by democratic procalures.
student participation in decision making. personalness. respect.
fairness, self-discipline, Interaction, and flexibility:

2. minimizing White and emphasizing success experiences through
such practices as team learning;

3. using a variety or grouping patterns rather than always grouping
the students by ability,

4. providing for interaction with younger and older people by
arranging for cross age tutoring and involving elderly people in
school activities:

5. assisting patents to enhance their children's self-perception by
conducting workshops for them, holding parentistuclent/teacher
conferences, and encouraging parents to take an active role in
their children's learning:

6. permitting students some control over their lives by having them
participate in formulating schooi rules and having them parti-
cipate in teacher-student planning;

7. including curriculum that gives direct attention to personal and
social doelopment and

8. teaching the students to evaluate their own progresa fp. 271
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One of the school's major objectives must always be to help
children fed good about themselves. According to Claws and
Bean (1981). children's self-esteem is most affected by four
major determinants. They state that positive self-esteem occurs
when children have an opportunity to experience positive
feelings about themselves and their environment which result
from a sense of connectiveness, uniqueness, power. and models.

A sense of conrwctiveness is in evidence when children
have positive relationships with others and when others
approve and respect them. (An activity which promotes a sense
of connectiveness is "Who Are These People" which is found in
this chapter. Many other activities to promote connectiveness
are included in Chapter 8.)

Children feel unique when their own particuk' strengths
or characteristics are noticed by others. All childnn need to
have this special feeling. (The "Thirkgs I'm Good At" activity is a
good example of an activity to promote uniqueneset. Several
other activities to promote uniqueness also are found in this
chapter.)

Power is felt by children when they are able to use their
personal skills and talents in order to maintain direction in
their life. (An example of an activity that promotes a sense of
power is the "Harvest of Skills." Other activities involving a
sense of power are included in Chapter 10).

A sense of models occurs when children are aware that they
can make sense out of things, that they can make use of
consistent and workable sets of values, and that they have ideas
and goals that produce a feeling of purpose and direclion. (An
activity to promote a sense of models is the "Crystal Ball." Many
others can be found throughout Chapters 7 through 11.)

NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED

1. The need to be aware of
one's own strengths and weaknesses;
likes and dislikes

Children need to be able to identify self characteristics
and to have the ability to differentiate between personal
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strengths and weaknesses. They also need to know that all
pawns have their own set of strengths and that no one is good
at "everything."

2. The seed to be aware of
life esperieneeo which have
ersibibuted to one's development

As each of us ponders our own life experiences, we can
readily identify personal landmarks and turning points in ourown lives. Children, too, need to review their own life
experiences.

3. The need to be able to identify
and express one's *clings

Feelings play a major role in self-cmcept development
Children need to be aware of the wide array and variety of
feelings they experience each day. They also need opportunities
to identify and express those feelings.

4. The need to be aware of one's
hopes, dreams and aspirations

No matter how old we are, always looking to the future is
helpful. As children progress through the elementary grades,
they, too, need to reflect upon what the future may hold for
them. Regular activities aimed at helping children do this
should promote more realistic perceptions of future pursuits.

5. The need to be able W identify
personal values and priodties

While children develop most of their values from their
parents, they still need opportunities to evaluate and identify
their own values. In this way, children are learning to develop
their own framework for living.
222 Elementary School Counseling
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SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED

1. Self-Description Sk Ms

When children first enter school, most of them would
describe themselves as being the best, fastest. nicest. etc
However, they soon begin to compare thmnselves with others
and find they do not meet these standards in all areas. They
need help in developing selPrealization Allis in learning to
realistically describe themselves in terms of their strength%
weaknesses, skills, likes, and dislikes. Children who can identify
and accept their strengths and shortcomings are well on their
way to developing positive self-esteems.

2. Valuing Skills

Children need opportunities in deciding what is important
to them. Although most basic values will evolve from the child's
family life, each also will need to learn the process of valuing in
sorting out those things which are important to him/her.

3. Decialon-Maidng Skills

Decision making skills must be developed in all children at
an early age and practiced throughout their school experience.
Children, who have opportunities to make some decisions on
their own, will have an enhanced self-conoept having had the
experience of deciding something for themselves. This exper-
ience also builds self-confidence in children.

4. Feeling Identification Skills

While most children are aware that everyone has feelings,
they often describe these feelings in four basic ways: happy, sad,
mad, or scared. Children need assistance in developing an
extensive vocabulary which suggests both the level and the
degree of the feeling being expressed.

5. Prediction Mils

While we do not advocate the development of young
"fortune tellers," we do feel that youngsters need opportunities
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to look at their own future in terms of hopes. dreams, and
aspirations. This is part of the process of developing self-
understanding.

INTEMATION OF
SELF-coNcErr ACTIVIIMES

Self-concept activities are the ones which most often do not
seem to fit into the regular cuniculum and often are added on
as a special activity. Our belief, however, is that these kinds of
activities can be successfully integrated into the curriculum ona regular balls using the Keystone Learning Model. The
"Portrait of a Star" activity can easily be intggrated into an artclass or a language arts class on creative writing. The other
activities listed in this chapter also can be intqmted Just aseasily.

f

PORTRAIT OP A STAR
(Self-Concept Development Activity No. 1)

Objective: To have children be able to identify five self
characteristics which make them a "star."

Level: Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Picture of each student large construction
paper, markers or crayons, paste or glue

Procedure:

1. Arrunge for each child to bring in a recent photo of selfor take a photo of each child prior iv the day t y the
activity.

2. Have each child cu t a large five pointed star out cf
construction paper. (A helpful pmcedure is to have a
pattern available for those who need one.)
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3. Instruct each child to paste his/her photo in the center
qf the star: then, wr ite a special characteristic in each
cif the five points rf the star

4. Provtde ttme for the children to share their stars with
the class

5. Display the stars on a bulletin board with a catchy
title such as 'The Stars in the 4th Grade Galaxy," "A
Visit to Our Milky Way," or "See the Stars of Golly-
wood."

Evaluation: Each child will complete a star and be able to
tell the class members about at least 2 cf the 5 characteristics
which make him/her a star.

Variations:

1. Dr photos are not readily available, have each child
draw a sey photo in the center cf the star,

2. Have the children make several stars to indicate
strengths in various areas such as a sports star, a
reading star, etc tff

PERSONAL TINE MIES
(SO:Concept Development Activity No. 2)

Oldective: To help children become more aware of signgicant
events in their lives.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: 6 inch x 36 inch strips of oaktag, ruler,
markers, crayons

Procedure:

1. Draw a line on the chalkboard and indicate that it
represents a period of one month's time.
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Ask the children to think cf important events which
have hamened in the last month. This could include
such things as a holidaii, special field trip, big test.
class visitor, etc.

3. Indicate the timing cf the events along the time line in
chronological order, and draw a picture at the point on
the time line when the event occuned.

4. Provide each child with a sheet cf 6 inch x 36 inch
oaktag to make his/her own personal time line
beginning with birth date and continuing to the
present Suggest that they include a maximum of 5 to 6
signylcant events along the time line.

5. y" th. children need further direction regarding the
type.; cf events to Include, suggest such things as a
special gift moving to a new home. birth (..y" a sibling, a
memorable vacation, etc.

a Allow the children enough time to share thetr time
lines with the class y" they wish.

Evaluation: Children will be able to chronicle signficant
events cy their We based on their personal "time line." To help
children clarify their information, pose questions such as:

L What are some things that help you remember that
special event?

2. Would people in your family also categorize that as a
special event?

3. Is any event on your list special only to you?
Variations:

1. Reduce the time period of the time line to one year in
the child's life

2. Make a picture time line and ask each child to place
photos along appmpriate places on their time line.

3. Have children extend their time line for a period eff 5 or
10 years and ask them to speculate on stgnylcant
events in the future.

f
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IPEELEVO BOX
(Self-Concept Development Activity No. 3)

Oltieetive: To provide children with an opportunity to talk
about theirfeeltngs.

Levels Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Several small bares decorated with Con-
Tact paper, pieces (#' paper wtthfeeling wonis wrttten on them

Procedurra

1. Prepare the bares with a variety of feelings words
inside. Be sure to include more than Just happy, sad,
and angry.

2. Divide the class into several groups and provide a
feeling box for each group.

3. Have each child close his/her eyes and draw a feeltng
card from the bar. Have each child tell thegroup about
something that made him/her feel that way or make a
face to show the feeltng and have the group guess
what his/her feeling cani says.

4. Continue the activities in small groups until each child
has had at least two opportunities to share feelings.

Evaluation: All children will have had at least two oppor-
tunities to discuss special feelings. The discussion following
the activtty couldfocus on:

1. What kinds of feelings are easiest for you to express?

2. Are some feelings more dfficult to talk about?

3. Do you experience certain kinds cf feelings more often
than others? Which ones?
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Variations:

1. Have a "Feeling le the Day" actitXty in which one
specific feeling is discussed and each child has an
opportunity to give a personal description of thefeeling.

2. Use circlesfor thefeelinm box and have children draw
faces on the circles and put them in the box. When a
child &oases a face from the box, helshe must name
the feeling, then tell what makes him/her feel that
way.

t f f

MIME Win
(Sey"-Concept Development Activity No. 4)

Crniective: To provide children with an opportunity to express
individual characteristtcs and personality traits.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Construction paper, markers and crayons

Procedure:

1. Instruct the children to make a large seasonal object
from construction paper. (Pumpkin tree, flower, heart.
shamrock, Easter egg, etc.)

2. Have each child spell hislher name vertically down
the left side cl the paper.

a Have each child write a word or short phrase
beginning with that letter to describe himseWhersey:
Example&
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L istens at:0111y
E asy to get along with
S ays nice things to people
L Humble
1 ntelligent
E ager to get good grades

heerful and friendly
A rtistic
R eady to work
0 _lien shares pencils
L ikes to play kickball

4. Amide time for the children to share their name
characteristics with the dr.=

5. Utilize the project to make an attractive bulletin board.

Evaluation: All children will complete a name game shape
and share at least two self characteristics with the class. 712
promote discussion, thefollowingquestions could be posed

1. Would you have liked to add some other charac-
teristics but couldn't because they didn't match the
letters in your name?

2. Did you have trouble with any specific letters in terms
cf your characteristics?

3. Were you s6.-netimes able to think of many charac-
teristics for certain letters?

Variations:

1. Have the children draw names and write a description
of another child in the group rather than doing their
own name.

2. Allow the children to work in small grvups cy 3 or 4and help one another prepare the name character-
istics.

f f t
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CRYSTAL A4LL
(54:Concept Development Activity No. 5)

OVectivtu 7b pmvide an opportunity for the children to
express their dreams. goals. and aspirationsfor thefuture

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Construction paper ctrcles 12 inches in
diameter, markers, and crayons

Procedure:

1. Discuss crystal balls and their use; that fortune tellers
use them to predict the future

2. Ask the children to think about their future What will
they be doing 5 years from now?, 10 yews?, 20 years?

a Provide a large paper circle for each child and instruct
them to divide with lines the circle Into three parts.
Label one section 5 years. one section 10 years, and
one section 20 yews.

4. Have each child draw a picture or write a britf
paragraph in each section to tell what he/she expects
to be doing during each time period in his/her Ire.

5. Allow the children to make a construction paper base
for their crystal ball and place it on the bulletin board
under a caption such as "What's in Your Crystal Ball?"

Evaluation: Children will be able to choose one of the three
sections of their crystal ball and talk with the class about it. A
helpful procedure is to remind them to think cqf current
interests and strengths and how they influence what they
predictfor theirfurure.

Variations:

1. Pwvide three dfferent smaller colored circles for each
child and request that they haw a crystal ball for each
time period rather than dividing the one large circle.
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2. Have dte children to take blank crystal bads home
and ask their parends) to tell what they think their
child will be doing in those same time periods. Have
the children compare parents' pemeptions with their
oun Discuss.

f f

WHAT BUGS YOU
(Self-Concepts Development Activity No. 6)

OVective: To assist children in identfying things that bother
them.

Level: Intermediate

Materials: Box of construction paper scraps, pipe cleaners,
hole puncher, paste,and scissors

Procedurc

1. Discuss with the children things that 'bug" people To
assist them,give some examples such as "When people
don't keep their promises" or "When my little sister
loses pieces to my game."

2. Pmvide the children with scrap materials and suggest
that they make a weird bug. Remind them that it
doesn't need to look like a real bug. They may just use
their imagination.

3. Allow for extra creativity by providing pipe cleanersfor
legs or antenna, a hole puncher for making polka dots,
etc

4. Give each child a piece of white paper (about 1 inch x
5 inches) to write a sentence to tell what bugs him/her.

5. Use the bugs to decorate the bulletin board (with the
slip of paper placed directly beneath the child's bug.)
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6. Provide time for class discussion about the things that
bug them.

Evaluation: Children will be able to describe to the class one
thing that bugs them and tell what it is about that thing that
is so bothersome

Variations:

L Use a large centipede for the bulletin board and make
it a "class bug" Have each child write on the
centipede's body about something that bugs him/her.

2. Have the children work in small groups to make a
group bug. Let each child write what bugs him/her on
a sheet ti paper which hangs beneath the group bug
on the bulletin board.

f

SILHOUETTE ACTIVITY
(Sey'-Concept Development Activtty No. 7)

Oldective: To facilitate children identifying at least five
personal interests or hobbies.

Level: Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: White and colored construction paper,
filmstrip pndector or other light source, scissors, paste, crayons,
markers, and pictures

Prveedure:

I. Prepare a silhouette of each child by sinning a light on
him/her, thus forming a profile and tracing around it

2. Insfruct the children to cut out the silhouette and paste
it on a sheet ri colored construction paper
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a When silhouettes have been prepared, have each child
either cut pictures from magaztnes and paste onto the
silhouette to show five things tn which he/she is
interested, or draw pictures cf five thtngs he/she likes
to do.

4. Assist each child so that when completed, his/her
silhouette provides a picture of his/her interests

5. Display silhouettes on the bulletin board or provide
time for children to share their silhouettes with the
class.

Evaluation: Children wiU idenUfij at least 4 or 5 interests or
hobbies as part I" the silhouette activity. In the discussion
portion to- the activity, each child will be able to discuss in
some detail, one cf his/her special interests or hobbies.

Variation: y' children do not wish to put anything directly
onto the silhouette. permit them to write a brie paragraph or
draw pictures on a separate sheet and attach it to the bottom
of the silhouette.

f f

VALDES AUCTION
(Ser-Concept Development Activity No. 8)

Oldective: To have the children to e.xamine their personal
goals and priorities

Level: Intermediate

Materkds Needed: A values auction sale sheetfor each child

Procedure:

I. Explain what an auction is and tell the children that
each of them will have the sum of $5,000 to bid on
items fe importance to them. Remind them that items
am sold to the highest bidder.
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2 Present the list cf items for auction. Some cif the items
which could be included in the auction bill cf sale
include the following

a. to always be happy,

b. to make the best grades in the class.

c. to own all the books you ever want.

d to be the top athlete in schcol.

e. to be the most popular child in class.

f. to be able to help other people,

g. to grow up to be a movie star,

ft to be the class leader,

L to live in a beautiful house.

j. to be able to tell other people what to do,

k. to always be healthy. and

1. to have a happy family.

a Instruct the children to mview the list and decide
which items are most important to them. Then they
should write down the amount they would be willing
to bid to attain that item.

4. Conduct the auction and "sell" each qf the values to
the highest bidder.

5. Evaluate the sale. Are the children happy with their
purchases? Would others change their bids in the
future to obtain an item they really want?

Evaluation: Children will, at the completion cf the aciivity,
have determined which cf the values from the list were most
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important to them. 712 fwtherfacilitate understanding. as part
tar the discussion, the counselor/teacher may want to pose
some 44' thefollowing questions:

1. Was anyone willing to spend their entire amount on
Just one item?

2. How did youfeel when you didn't have enough money
to purchase a value you wanted?

a Are some other items which are not on the list ones
which you really value?

Variations

1. Use the auction as a group consensus activity by
dividing the children into groups and having the
children decide as a gmup what items they ugsh to bid
on for the auction.

2 Have children write lists of 3 thinys which are
important to them. Use these items to prepare the
auction bill of sale.

f f

THE WISIDATG BOX
(Seg-03ncept Development Activity Rh 9)

ft/eels= To provide children with an opportunity to think
about something that is really important to them.

Level: Primary

Materials Needed: A brightly wrapped gift box with ribbon or
bow

Procedure:

1. Discuss "special gifts." Ask the children to describe a
special gift they received and tell why that Wt was
important to them. (The teacher/counselor should be
prepared to share information about his/her special
gift also.)
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2. Talk about pized possessions. What makes them so
special. (Chi (then will no doubt share Wormation such
os the spectal person who gave them the Oft the gift
itself the special meaning behind the gift etc.)

3. Show the gift unzipped package to the class. Have
them think about it Then say 'If this gift bax was for
you, what would you like it to contain?'

4. Provide time for the children to share their wishes, or LI'
you prefer. write a brief paragraph or draw a picture 0"
their special wish.

5. Use the material for a bulletin board by attaching the
box to the bulletin board and putting slips of paper
with the wishes on them in a circle around the box

Evaluation: Children will identify something that is very
important to them and will be able to tell the class why that
item/thing/person is important to them. Each child should
have the opportunity to tell at least one other person what
would be in his/her Wishing Bat"

Variation: Have each child make their own "gift box"from a
small milk carton and draw or write on a piece of paper what
their special gift would be.

f

WHAT WOULD YOU BUY?
(Seg-Concept Development Activity No. 10)

Objective: To enable children to participate in a decision
making activity based on their pervonal values.

Level: Upper Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Mail order catalogs. pencilstand paper

Procedure:

1. Display a mail order catalog and tell the children that
some people call them "wish books" because they wish
they could have certain items.
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2. Ask the children it' they have ever looked through a
catalog and wished they could have certain items.

3. &plain that the class is going to pretend that each cg
them has $300.00 to spend and that they are iv
prepare an order from the catalog not to emceed their
$300.00.

4. Allow sqfficient time for the children to make decisions
based on their own personal values.

5. Provide time for the children to share their orders with
the class if they wish.

6. Take time W discuw differences in likes, values, and
interests.

Evaluation: Children will complete a "wish list" cf items not
to emceed $300.00. Following the activity, questions W be
posed might include

1. How did you make decisions about what things were
important to you?

2. Did anyone go over the $300.00 and have to eliminate
something? y so. how did you decide what to elimi-
nate?

3. Can you think of something you might want that
money can't buy?

Variations:

I. Limit the children to a number of items from the
catalog rather than a specific price figure (Although the
dollar figure provides some math reinforcement, also.)

2. Have the children work in dyads and share the
information with a partner rather than with the entire
class.

f f
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mr FAvonns PM=
(Ser Concept Development Activity No. 11)

OWectiven lb provide an opportunity for the children to
identify a place which has a special meaning to them.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Shoe boxes, construction paper, various
other scrap materials, cotton for clouds, twigs far trees, etc.,
paste and scissors.

Procedure:

1. Ask the children to close their eyes, relax and picture
in their minds their very favorite place.

2. While the children are relaxing and thinking about
this favorite place, ask them to think about why they
like that place and what are some things that make it
special.

3. Encourage the children to tell the class something
about their favorite place

4. Give each child a shoe box and provide time for them
to make a diorama to show their vecial place.

5. When they have completed it, suggest that they make
construction paper people that we might see g" we
visited their ideal place. (If they paste a bent drinking
straw on the backs of their people, they can stand
them up in the diorama.)

6. Display the completed dionirnas.

Evaluation: The children will each complete a diorama
which shows a place which Ls special to them. Theb also
should be able to tell the class why the place is special to
them,
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Variation: if the dioramas seem a bit ttme consuming, the
same prqect may be completed by haying the children draw
pictures of their favorite place and writing a briqf nanutive to
go along with it

f

WMOHNO ON A BIRTIMAY CAKE
(Self-Ooncept Developr tent Activity No. 12)

ONective: 712 nave the children identify things which are
Important to them in their lives.

Lev& Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Construction paper, auyons, markers,
scissors, and paste

Procedure:

J. Provide each child with a large piece 4 construction
paper (to make a birthday cake) and several small
strips (for making candles).

2. Explain to the children that they are to cut out the
cake and cut out one candle for each year cy age.

3. Ask the children to make one wish for each candle
and write the wish on the candle.

4. Instruct them to paste the candles on their birthday
cake

5. After the children have completed the activity and
shared their wishes, discuss the dfferent kinds of
things for which people wished.

a. Did some people wish for things which would
benefit others rather than themselves?
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b. Were some cf the wishes for things that are non-
material?

c Do you think any of your wishes will ever come
true?

6. Use the cakes for an interesting decorative bulletin
board.

Evaluation: Children will be able to identify their own
personal wishes for each candle on their birthday cake and
give a brief etcplanation as to why the particular wishes are
important to them.

Variations:

1. Use the theme cf 'Wishing on a Star" to have the
children think cf things for Which they would wish.

2. Use the idea cf a magic genie who gives three wtshes.
Have the children describe their three wishes.

f f

THINGS I'M GOOD AT
Wejf-Concept I3evelopment Activity No. 13)

Olsiective: To assist children to identify their strengths.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Paperand pencils

Procedwv:

I. Talk about things people are good at doing. Have
several children share something about their strengths
as they see them.

2. Discuss the fact that each person has dyferent
strengths some may be academic, some physical. some
social. but evenjone is good at something.
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Prnvide children wtth a sheet Qf paper and ask them to
list their strength& Tell them they may list as many as
they wish, but they must have at least 3.

4. Collect the papers and put them in folders for a
marking period.

5. Review the papers at the end of each markins period
(or at least four times a year.) Have the children add
at least one thing to their strength list each time.

6. Make note of changes in children's attitudes towards
their personal strengths. Commend them for being mom
positive about themselves

Evaluation: Each child will identify at least three personal
strengths during the inittal activity and will be able to
evaluate and identify at least one additional strength at a
subsequent review with the teacher/counselor.

Variation: Have each child identfy something he/she can
do and would be willing to help others learn to do better.
Then make a classroom helper list:

1. if you want help with mathfacts. ask

2. If you want to learn to runfaster, talk to

3. If you want to keep a neater desk, ask
for some tips.

f f

HOW WOVLD THEY DESCRIBE YOU
(Sey-Concept Development Activity No. 14)

Objective: To encourage children to describe themselves as
they think signfficant persons in their lge would describe
them.

Level: Intermediate
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Materials Needed: Paper with lists cg" descriptors on them,
paper, scissors, and paste

Procedum

1. Ask the children to think of three people who are
important to them.

2. Instruct them to divide their paper into four columns
and write the name ef their significant persons at the
top of three columns and their own name at the top cf
their fourth column.

3. Provide each child with a list (if descriptors such as:

neat popular friendly uncooperative
iffetlY unpopular generous unfriendly
sluPPY intelligent stingy unPuPular
ugly stupid handsome strong
courteous weird cooperative weak

honest

4. Suggest that the children decide how each cf the three
persons would describe them and how they would
describe themselves. They may feel free to use the
same word more than once and to add their own
words

5. Indicate that they should use at least three descrip-
tors under each person's name.

Evaluation: Children will be able to identify at least three
acUectives which they feel signylcant persons in their life
would use to describe them.

Variation: Instruct children to label the four columns as
follows: Teacher, Parent, Best Friend, Sey. Utilizing the same
list cy descriptors, have the children complete the activity
again. Watchfor positive versus negative descriptors.

f
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TIMM I LOVE TO DO
(Self-Gbncept Development Activity Na. 15)

()female: lb pmutde children with an opportunity to eval-
uate thinp which are important to them.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Pencil and paper

Procedure:

1. Discuss with the children sonti 4 the things they like
to do. Explain that in this activity they will be
evaluating some of these things in terms cf how
important they are to them.

2. Provide children with a sheet cf paper and ask them to
list at least 10 things that they really enjoy doing.

3. Then ask the children to label their choices by
answering the following items:

a. Which two activities are your very favorite? (Put a
star behind them.)

b. Which two are your least favorite? (Put a question
mark behind them.)

c. Which ones cost money? (Put a dollar sign behind
them.)

cL Which ones are things that your whole family
e njoys? (Put an F standing for family behind them.)

e. Which ones do you enjoy doing by yourself? (Put
an A behind them).

4. When the children have completed the activity, ask
them g they learned anything about themselves from
this activity. (Permit time for sharing.)
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5. Suggest that the children keep these lists and reeval-
uate them from time to time.

Evaluation: The children will be able to identgry at least 10
things which they enjoy doing and will be able to analyze
these activities according to arst, type cf activity. etc.

Variations:

1. Have children divide their paper intofour sections and
label each section with one 0' the four seasons. Then
direct them to write at least five activities which they
enjoy during each season cy the year. Complete this
activity by discussing the limitation farcertain activities
by the weather.

2. Have children divide their paper into 3 sections and
label them: Alone. With Friends, and With Family.
Then describe Jive activities under each column.
Discuss and evaluate.fft

MY VALUES JOURNAL
(Seff-Concept Development Activity No. 16)

Olgectiver To assist the children to consider what types rff
things they value in their lye.

Lewd: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Paper and pencil, construction paper.
crayons, markers, and stapler

Procedure:

I. Talk about and dqine values. Provide time for the
children to shal e information about scrnething they
value.

2 Give each child a lame piece cf construction paper and
ask them to fold it and decorate it as a cover for their
values journal.
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a Have the children make their booklet by stapling five
pages inside their cover.

4. Instnwt the children to put the following headings on
their jive pages.

a. My goals for this year.

b. My goals for the future.

c Things that are important to me.

d. Something about my family that 1 value.

e. Current problems in my lye.

a Provide more specific direction for some children y-
necessary. but most will be able to complete the
activity based on the titles provided

a fissure children that irtformation is personal and need
be shared with classmates fthey choose not to do

Evaluation: Chilutr_n will amnplete a corgidential values
Journal which irlentifi.s current and future goals, problems,
and values.

Variation: Have the children keep a journal for a period of 1
to 2 weeks on thefollowing topics:

1. Important things that happened to me today.

2 My feelings about these things.

f f
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SETTING PRIORTITESTANE A STAND
(Self-Concept Development Activity No. 17)

Objectkm To help children state a position based on their
belicis and values.

Leo& Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: UrIfinished stories for discussion and
reaction, chalkboard, and chalk

Procedure:

1. Talk with the children regarding decisions they have
made. Ask them to think about why they made the
specfic decisions. Point out Chat our own personal
values help us determine how we will act in a situa-
tion.

2. Explain that the class is going to participate In a
decision making activity based on their values.

3. Write the words "Yes." "Not Sure," and "No" high on the
chalkboard and spaced about 5 to 6 feet apart

4. Present a dilemma such as the following to the class.
'You know that your best friend tore a page out cj a
library book, but the teacher is blaming someone else."
Would you tell what you know?

5. Choose 5 to 6 children to "Take A Stand" on the issue
by going to the chalkboard and standing under the
word that describes what they would do. Pmvide
discussion time for children to give reasons for their
choices.

6. Continue with the activity until all children have had
an opportunity to participate. Some additional types of
situations are as follows:

a. John gave you a cookie at lunchtime. Now he says
you owe him a favor and he wants to copy the
answers from your math paper. Would you allow
him?
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A PIECE OF MY L/FE
(Sq.-Concept Development Activity No. 18)

Oirjective: 7b enable the children to consider and evaluate
how they spend their time each day.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: One large (12" diameter) circle, pencil,
and rulerfor each child

Procedure:

1. Explain to the children that they are going to be
making a 'pie" to show how they spend an average
day.

2. Provide a chalkboard example of a typical day in your
own life by drawing *pie" slices to show time approxi-
mations.

a Be sure the children understand that their circle
stands for a 24 hour day and they are to divide it into
sections to show how their time is spent (Expla(n that
if they sleep 8 hours, that accounts for 1/3 if the cirrle.)

4. Instruct each child to make a daily pie to show how
their time is spent. Provide directions such as asking
"How many hows do you spend

a. sleeping,

b. going to school,

C. playing outside,

d. watching T.V.,

e. doing homework or reading,

with family (including mealtime), and

g. doing chores?"
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5. Provide time for the children to share their pies. They
may find the results very eye-opening.

Evaluation: The childzen will be able to identify how they
spend their day in terms cfa total 24 hour period ci time.

Variation: Ask each child to keep a diary qf a day in their
lge based on a 24 hr. time schedule beginning with the time
they got out of bed. Give an iliustration such as thefollowing

7:00-730 Got up and got readyforschool
maavo Ate breakfast
8:00-8:45 Watched T.V.
8:45-9(x) Walked to school
9:00-11:45 Morning school subjects

11:45-12:30 Lunch etc.

f f

WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE
(Self-Concept Development Activity No. 19)

Oldeetive: TO assist children in identifying other persons who
make a signOcant impact on their lye.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Paper and pencil

Procedure:

1. Guide the children to develop a "Who Are Those
People" worksheet in the following manner

a. Draw a circle (about the size cof a half dollar) in the
center of your paper. Put your name in the center.
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b. Draw 7 more circles (about the size 0 a quarter) in
various places on the paper. Under each 0 these
circles, write the following label&

(1.) Parent
(2) Best Plead
(a) Favorite Aunt
(4.) Favorite Uncle
(5.) Grandparent
(6.) Important Teacher
(7.) Other Important Pawn

In the center cf each 0 the circles write the name 0
each person you have desalbed.

d. Think cf why these 7 people are tmportant in your

2. Provide some time for the children to share information
about the special people in their lives.

a Have the children describe what kinds 0 things they
erlioy doing with their specka persons.

Evaluation: The children will consider how several signi-
ficant persons in their lives affect their day to day living and
identify at least one way that each person is special.

Variation: Ask the children to draw portraits of each of their
seven people and to place them in the setting they most enjoy
being with these persons.

f

WHAT I CAN DO amour
(SeY=Concept Development Activity No. 20)

Okjective: 7b provide an opportunity for children to make
some decisions on the importance 0 certain needs in their
daily lives.

Level: kdermediate
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Materials Needed: Pencil and Paper
Procedure:

1. Milk with the children about things they do daily in
their We such as steep, eat. watch TN., play. go to
school, argue. do homework. etc.

2. Ask children to make a list cf 10 things which they do
everyday.

3. When their list Is complete, suggest that they evaluate
their list and dectde what one thing on that list they
could do without for three days.

4. After children have decided, ask them to by doing
without that itemfor three days and be ready to report
on their progress after the experiment

5. Follow up with G. discussion cg the experiment. Be sure
to cover the following types cf questions.

a. Were you able to do without the item for three
days?

b. Was it dffficult to do without your particular item?
c If you wwe up, how did you feel about it?

Evaluation; The children will be able to experience "doing
without" important items in their lge and will be able ID share
the effect cf this experienceon their day to day lffe

Variation:. Suggest that the children as a group decide on
one thing they would like to do without for a week (No. it
can't be Math class) This might provide an excellent
opportunity to have the class try to stop arguing or tattling for
a week At the end of the week, point out all of the positive
benefits cf the experiment.

t

WEAL LIVING PLAN
(Seff-Concept Development Activity No. 21)

Oldective: TO assist the children in examining their lffestyle
and consider what things are important to them.
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Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Pencil and paper, construction paper, and
markers

Procedure:

1. Ask the children to close their eyes and picture what
their mom would look like y' they could have it exactly
as they wanted it

2 Provide time for a brief discussion cf some cf the types
cy things children would put in their ideal room.

3. Give the children a piece of paper and ask them to
describe

a. The types of furniture they would have.

b. Accessories needed, i.e., pictures, plant& etc

c Any other things that they would like to have hi
their ideal room.

4. When this has been completed, give the children a
piece of construction paper so they am draw the floor
plan for their ideal room.

5. Display floor plans on the bulletin board

Evaluation: Each child will complete an Ideal living plan
which identifies at least 4 to 5 items which he/she feels
would be essential to a "perfect" room.

Variation: Provide some decorative catalogs and home
improvement magazines with pictures fy room settings. Have
the children cut pictures from these magazines to create their
ideal room in terms cf color schemes, decorator touches, etc.)

f f f
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HARMS? OF WAS
(Self-Concept Development Activity Na 22)

°Westin: 'lb encourage children to evaluate their skills in
terms cqf strengths and weaknesses.

Levels Intermediate

Materials Needed: List ci skills. papers and pencil

Procedure:

1. Discuss strengths and weaknesses. Point out that
everyone has some thinp that they are very good at
doing and some things that they need to imprave
Suggest that children give some thoughts to some ci
their skills and some things they need to imprave

2. Have children brainstorm some cf the things that may
be on the various lists of children thetr age. List all of
the items mentioned on the chalkboard. Some possibil-
ities include

a. playing kickball
b. sewing
c. swimming
d. riding a bike
e. doing chores

f. drawing

g. handwriting
h. helping with cooking
L babysitting

j. spelling
!c multiplication tables
I. making friends

3. Give children a piece of paper and instruct them to
draw two baskets on the paper for harvesting their
skills.

4. Then suggest that they Jill one basket with 5 to 6
special skills or strengths. (This can be done by
drawing apples, pumpkins. etc.. in the basket and
writing the skill on the ohject)

5. The other basket should wntain at least 3 things
which children feel they need to improve.
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6. Provide time for group sharing (if their harvest basket
of sktils.

Evaluation: Children will each be able to identgy at least
five individual sbenghs and three weaknesses

Variatiom This activity can be done by having many
dfferent basketseach with a skill on it. Students who feel
they have that skill will put their name on a slip ce" paper and
put tt in the basket

t

UMIRISHED SENTENCES
(Seff-Concept Development ActiviCg Na 23)

Objective: To provide children with an opportunity to in-
crease seg awareness andfeelings cy* seg-worth.

Level: Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: List cf urginished sentencesfor sharing

Procedure:

1. Arrange the children in a large circle.

2. Explain to them that today they will be thinking about
themselves, their strengths, their feelings, and their
relationships with others.

3. Ask the children to number off by 5s so that there will
be several number Is, number 2s, etc

4. Begin with the first unfinished sentence and indicate
who will respond. Le., I would like all number 4s to
complete this statement."
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5. Use statements similar to the following

a. l am very good at . . .

b. I get angry when

c. My friends like the way I . .

d. If I were the teacher Fd . . . .

e. One cy" my favorite things is . . . .

f. Something that is hard for me to do is .

g. I feel jealous when . . .

h. I would like to go to . .

1. My favorite school activity is

6. When the children have completed the activity, discuss
similarities and differences

Evaluation: The children will be able to participate suc-
cessfully in the activity by completing the unfinished sen-
tences provided

Variation:

I. Divide the class into small groups and give a list of
unfinished sentences to each group. Children share
Information within their group.

2. Provide each child with a slip of paper with one
unfinished sentence on it When the child's turn comes .
he/she completes the sentence, then chooses 3 other
children to complete ILfff
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VA' IMMO
(Ser-Concept Development Activity N 24)

Oldective: 7b encourage children to share bifonnation about
things that make them special persons

Level: Primary and Intennedlate

Materials Needed: Large piece of construction paper.
crayons, markers, pastes yam, old magazines, scissors, glitter,
etc.

Procedure:

1. Discuss T-Shirts. They usually have a picture or some
type tg special decoraUon on them. Provide a few
minutes for the children to tell the class about their

favorite T-shirt

2 Explain to the children that they are going to make a
"me" shirt to tell the class about themselves. Some cf
the things they may want to draw on their "me" shirt
include

a. family members,

b. pets,

c. a favorite place to visit, andlor

d. favoritesfood, sport, color, 7V show etc,

3. Give each child a large piece of construction paper and
instruct them to draw a large T-shirt on the paper and
cut it out.

4. Provide ample time for students to complete the
decomtions on their "me" shirt to show things about them-
selves.

5. Display the "me" shirt on the classmom clothesline.
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Evaluatim Each child will complete a "me" shirt which
klentgles at least 5 special characteristics or qualities

Variation: Provide instructions for the childrv n. but have
them complete their "me" shirt at home. Hang them on the
classroom clothesline and ask class members to guess which
shirt belongs fp which child.

f
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CHAPTER 10
DIMENSION

OF COGNITIVE
DEVELOPMENT

uch of each elementary child's school experience is
spent on the development ol cognitive /*ills because
many teachers think that this is the mckst important

skill to be emphasized within the educational irstem. While this
is true to some extent we promote the idea lt.lt cognitive
d evelopmen t is Just one ni the five dimensions which needs to
be address( e. The dimension of cognitive developmeatt must be
combined with those of swial, physica career, and self-concept
development if ...rildren .tre to achieve to their optimum
potential.

RESEW:II ON coarunvE DEVELOPMEW

In order !Dr children to become more capable of dealing
effectively with their environment. certain abilities must be
strengthened. These include such factors as effective use of
thinking skills, ability to process information effectively,
development of better listening BM% and improvement of
decision making ability.

According to '1hompson and Rudolph (1983), four blocks
are in the development of children's thought processes. They
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are
1. egocentrism blockshown by the inability to see

anothers point of view,

2. centration Nockshown by the inability to focus on
more than one aspect of a problem,

3. reversibility blockshown by the inability to work from
front to back and back to front to solve problems, and

4. transformation blockshown by the inability to put
emits in proper order. (p. 19)

In attempting to work through these blocks, children must
receive assistance in the form of structured activities. Wirth
(1977) suggested that such activities which are aimed at
improving academic achievement must integrate affective
components in order to be most successful. This belief is also
supported by Kaczkowsld (1979) who stated that "a basic skill
area like arithmetic or reading can be used as a vehicle not only
for remediating a child's skill but also for enhancing his or her
level of self-concept and level of aspiration" (p. 50).

Activities which are provided on the next several pages have
been designed to strengthen specifir cognitive abilities. This
seems to be a critical factor in helping each child to achieve
maximum potential. Piaget (1965) reinforced this belief when
he stated that "cognitive competence is the child's chief
mainstay to =illy and hence the chief bulwark of his general
emotioi ; il stability's (p. 29).

NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED
1. The need to be able to motivate

oneself to achieve a goal

All children need to be able to develop self motivation skills.
This can be achieved through goal setting activities where
children can self monitor their progress.

2. The need to repress oneself
both verbally +sand in wiling

Very early in each child's school experience, the need to be
able to express oneself becomes vezy apparent Children need
repeated opportunities for such expressions.
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& The need for varladon
in *Nil btdiding salvias*

When buildiog specific skills, much drill and practice is
necessary. However, too much of any ldnd of drill beromes
boring for children. For this reason, use a variety of activities
when developinga particular skill.

4 The need to be aware of
how one approaches learning

While most children learn best within a structured
environment many of them are not aware of their CAM personal
karning style. They need opportunities to look objectively at
personal style, habits, and behavior.

5 The need to look mitksally
at one's own performance and
evaluate progress

Most children rely heavily on input and feedback from
teachers to determine their rate of academic progress. To be
most successful, however, children must be able to utilize self
evaluation techniques arid strategies.

SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED

1. Listening Skills

Although children should be utilizing listening skills
throughout the school day, few of them receive much practice
in developing good listening skills. Activities which are fun, yet
promote listening skill-development are provided at the end of
this chapter.

2. Thinkbig Skills

Higher order thinking skills such as analyzing, reasoning,and problem solving are necessary for children to be successful
at 10 Dimension ("Cognitive Development 261
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in school Thinking skills should be developed from the simplest
through the most complex. An excellent source for information
on classifying these skills is the Taxonomy of Educational
01 *dives Handbook by Benjamin S. Bloom.

& Processing Ski lis

Children need to develop the skill of processing, that is.
they must be able to translate information received so that it is
understandable and useable to them. The WW1 of processing is
most effectively developed through practice.

4. Self-capression Skills

All children must have ample opportunities for self
expression in verbal or written form. The "Travel Fblder" activity
provides a fun opportunity to practice this skilL

5. Goal Setting and Decision-making Skills

While many persons feel that young children aren't capable
of setting goals, we promote the idea that goal setting and
decision maldng skills should be introduced in kindergarten.
One must keep in mind however, that those goals and decisions
should be age appropriate. If children participate in such
activities early, the skill will continue to develop as they
progress through the educational system.

INTEGRATION OF
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENTACTIVITIES

Activities in this chapter have been designed to strengthen
the cognitive development areas and can be readily integrated
into the curriculum through the use of the Keystone Learning
Model. To provide an example of how the activities could be
integrated into the curriculum, we would suggest that the
"Listening Game" which follows could readily be integrated into
any subject area which emphasizes the importance and
utilization of effective listening skill& The rules of the
"Listening Game" could easily be integrated into any content
262 Elementary Schaal Counseling
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area as a way of teaching children how to develop and improve
their listening skill&

f f f

THE LISITNEW GAME
(Cognitive Development Activity No. 1)

Otjective: To assist children in learning better the impor-
tance qf developing dective listening skills.

Levet: Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: None

Procedure:

1. Discuss the importance cf listening. Why Ls it important
to listen carefully wnen participating in a conversa-
tion?

2. Explain to the children that they are going to
participate in an experiment to see how well they
listen.

3. Ask the children to sit in a circle so that they can see
everyone else.

4. Introduce a subject of interest to the class for dis-
cussion and tell the children that before anyone
speaks they must first summarize what the previous
speaker saki.

b. Assign observers to determine if class membcs are
really listening and summarizing.

6. Pructice this technique for about 10 minutes at least
once each week to improve the children's listening
skills.

Evaluation: Child,ti will show evidence of effective lis-
tening skills by being able to successfully summarize the
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previous speaker's coalmen% Those who have difficult, should
be given additional practice.

Variations:

Play the "I went lo the store" game to increase listening
skills (First child says, "1 went to the store and bought
milk" Second child says, '7 went to the sfirre and
bought milk and munges." Third chtld says, *7 went to
the stare and bought milk, °lunges and soap" etc
Continue until the list becomes too longfor the children
to remember.)

2 Use the previous activity to help children remember
each other's names at the beginning of a new school
year

f t

MYSTRRY BOX
(argnitive Deveiopment Activity No. 2)

Oldectivc To help children develop dfective thinking and
listening skill&

Level: Primary and Early Intermediate

Materiab Needed: A mg. ;Ivry box with an object inside,
chalk and chalkboard (for scorekeeping)

Procedure:

1. Show the children the mystery box and explain that
they need to solne the mystery cf what is in the box by
asking questions about it The following rules will ap-
ply:

a. They may ask a maximum of 20 questions.

b. If a child can guess what is in the box in fewer
than 20 questions, that child is the winner and will
have an extru special fun activity.
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c. They must listen carefully and try t o remember
what has been said

d. The child who guesses what the content ts may
bring in the next item for the mystery box

2. Appoint a scorekeeper to tally the number t e questions
and someone to make sure everyone get s a turn to ask
a question.

a Continue with the game until the 20 questions have
been asked or the content (1 the mystery box has been
guessed.

Evaluation: Children should be able to identify the contents
cf the mystery box within the 20 question time limit. Although
this may not happen initially, effective questioning strategies
should begin to appear as the game continues. To assess
individual skills, the activity can be done on a 1 to I basis in
classroom teams.

Variations:

.1. Rather than using a mystery box, have a child think cf
something helshe sees on the way to school and write
it on a slip of paper. The children try to guess the
mystery item.

2. Use colors, numbers, sonw, etc., for this activity.

f f f

BENAVIOR CONTRACTING
(Cognitive Development Activity No, 3)

°Waives:

1. To help children learn the importance of commitment
to a goal.

2. To encourage children to work to improve one or more
aspects cy" their behavior
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Lep& Primary and Intermediate

Materials Medi* Specgic behavior contracts based on
individual child needs

Procedswes

L Decide upon the behavior which needs to be improved;
it may be a social behavior such as encouraging a
chart to participate more fully in classroom activities; a
learntrig behavior such as studying multiplication
tables, or a specific behavior such as staying in one's
seat

2. Work with the child to develop thc -oecgics cf the
contractbe sure to state the behavior in very specific
terms. Le.,

a. Complete all daily math assignments.

b. Raise your hand to speak.

a Prepare the contract which contains the desired
behavior, the consequences for not meeting the be-
havior and the rewards for succesgful attainment fe
the desired behavior (see example under variations).

4. Haw the child and counselor/teacher both sign the
contract

5. Duplicate a copy of the contract and have the child
take it home.

6. Review the contract with the child on a regular basis.

7. Reward the child with praise and encouragement

Evaluadon: The children will succeseully complete terms of
their behavior contract For those who do not it would be
advantageous to review the contract and set more attainable
goals.
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Variations: Develop a group behavior plan based on class-
room rubn. A sample is provided beim,.

SAMPLIk Assertive Discipline Behavkw Plan
Rules:

1. Follow directions first time.
2 Work quietly, no calltng ouL
3. Leave seat only at appropriate times.
4. Walk quietly through the halls.

Negative Consequences:

Ftrst TimeName on Chalkboard
Second TimeCheck behind name-10 minutes time

out (tn mom)
Third 1 aneCheck behind name-20 minutes time out

(in room)
Fourth TimeCheck behind namesent to time outfor

30 minutes with academic work to be com-
pleted

Fffth TimeCheck behind namesent to principal and
make call to parents.

Positive Consequences:

1. One bean in jar each time that no names go on chalk-
board.

2 One bean each time hall behavior is quiet
3. Special visits to principal for sticker.
4. Two happy grams per day.

If the class has 35 beans in jar by the end of the weekthey may chooseone ce thefollowing

I. Popcorn Party
2. Spec-al class visibor
3 Rein game time
4. Special art prject
5. Lunch with teacher
6. VCR Cartoon or story

f f
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REINFORCZKENT FOR IlltliOrifeDOOZWORKS
(Cognitive Development Activity No. 4)

Oldectim lb motivate children to achieve better readirg
skills and complete readingassignment&

Level: Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Construction paper circles 3 inches in
diameter, scissors, paste, =wow or markers

Procedure:

1. Etplain to the children that they are going to make a
"bookworm" to show how well they do tn their reading
work.

2. Ask each child to take a colored circle and make the
head re his/her bookworkeach time a paper Is
camPleted In reading, children will add another
segment (circle) to their bookworm. When a child has
added 10 segments to the bookworm. he/she receives a
spedal treat such as a sticker. a cent/kale, happy
grum. etc.

3. Have segments added to the bookworm for perfect
spelling papers and other reading related assignments.

EvahlatIon: Each child will have at least 10 segments on
his/her bookworm.

Variations: This technique can be used with any academic
subject and many different types of accounting procedures
can be used. Examples include

1. Color the pieces of bubble gum in the gurnball ma-
chine.

2. Put a dot on the ladybug.

3. Place a leaf on the tree.

4. Color the eggs in the basket.fff
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CREAMS WEITINGDESIGN A ThitIMI FOLDER
(awnitive Development Activity No. 5)

Oilier:dm To enable children to have an opportunity to
express themselves while improving their writing skills

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Samples cf travel brochure& 81/2x 11 inch
paper. auyons, pens or pencils

Procedure:

1. Talk about places the children have visited. Ask them
to tell something they liked about their favorite place.

2. Show samples (y travel folders. Discuss the kinds of
things that are presented in the folder that make
people want to visit the place. Also talk about
illustrations and their purpose.

3. Ask the children to close their eyes and picture in their
minds the perfect vacation spot

4. Provide time for the children to develop a trifold travel
brochure for their perfect "make-believe" vacation spot.
The brochure should include:

a. name of the place,

b. description that tells why it would be a good place
to visit,

c some illustrations of interesting things to see, and

cf. directions for travel to the make believe place.

5. Encourage the children to use their creativity in
developing their brochure.

6. Provide time for sharing.
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2. Insbud the children t o sit in a circle. Provide number
tagsfor the children in alternating order, Le., 1 - 2. 1 2,
etc. Have the chikiren attach numbers to the front qf
their shirt with masking tape.

3. Di:plain that each time a child answers a fact
conectly, his/her team gets a point ff Ife/she misses
the person on his/her right has an opportunity to earn
a point for his/her team.

4. Glue the ball to a child on Team 1 and tell him/her to
MI the ball to a child on Team 2 along with a math
fact The child says "Mary what is 8 times 97' (or 5
minus 4) or (2 plus 1 A etc. By the time the ball reaches
Mary, she must provide an answer. If she is unable to
do so. the ball goes to the person on her right who has
an opportunity to get a pointfor his/her team by giving
the correct answer to the fact

5. Have the person, who correctly answers the question.
roll the ball to another person on the opposite team
and play continues.

Evaluation: Each child will know enough facts to success-
fully participate in the game. (Those who have dffficulty may
benefitfrom a peer tutor.)

Variations:

1. Use a large spinner for random choices following the
same format.

2. Utilize this same type cy activity for a fun drill with
spelling words, language usage, etc.

STUDENT SURVEY OP STUDY HABITS
(Cognitive Development Activity No. 7)

011ective: To have children look objectively at their personal
study habit behaviors.
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Ides& Intermediate

Materials Nee cbssi: Survey sheet and pencils

Procedure:

1. Etcplatn to the children that they will be completing a
swum to determine the Effectiveness cf their study
habits. Ask them Y" they feel they use good study
habits.

2 Provide a brief survey to the children utilizing an
Always. Sometimes. Never choice format. Thefollowing
types rff questions may be helpful.

a. Do you set aside a certain time period each day for
studying?

b. Do you budget your time far each dyferent subject?

c Do you study every weekend?

cL Is it quiet in your study area?

e. Are you away fmm TV, radio, or other distractions?

f Do you keep an assignment notebook or record cf
assignments?

g. Do you have someone at home who will help you if
you get stuck?

h. Do you have a special place to study?

L Do you have the materials you need. Le., pencils,
eraser, etc ?

j. Do you try to keep up to date on homework assign-
ments?

a Maas tlw children's responses. Have them rate their
study habit behaviors.
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4. Have a brainstorming session to prepare a list re 8 to
10 tips for developing good study habits

5. Prepare a handout for the children to take home and
share with their parents.

Evaluation: The children will each complete the survey and
discuss it with deeir teacherIcounselor. At the completion re
the discussion, each child should choose one area for study
skill improvement and develop a planfor Individual powth.

Variation: Allow the children to develop skift to show good
study habits Provide time for them to present their skits to the
class

f f f

GCMIL CHARTS
(Cognitive Development Activity Na

0*ctives To have the children evaluate objectively their
progress In a sped* area.

Level: Primary and Intermediate

Materfaks Needed: One goal chart for each child, crayons or
markersfor charting progress

Procedure;

1. Discuss the term "goaL" Share with the children some
personal goals and what was done to achieve them.

2. Ask the children y" they have a goal they would like to
work towards. Suggest some things, such as

a. remembering to do homework each night,

b. learning addition facts to 10.

c. being at school on dme each day,

d. not mtssing any days of school, and

e. improving grades on spelling tests.
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3. Aid the children in preparing goal chart&

a. For primary age children, a happy-sad face chart
may work welL (if you achieve filmy goal this week
color the happy face ff not color the sad face)

b. For older children a thermometer type chart is
dfecitve because the children can show upward (or
downward) progress firm week to week

4. Have the children maric their goal chart for several
weeks and praise them for effort and achievement

5. Send a note home to their parents when they have
attained their goal; provide a "good work certificate"for
the chikl.

Eva/uation: The children will discuss their goal attainment
success with their teacher/counselor at the conclusion cy the
specified time limit

Variations:

L Have the class set a goal which they work toward as a
gmup. Such goals as the following can be quite moti-
vating.

a. Walking quietly thmugh the hall.

b. Impmving classroom attendance on a weekly basis.

c. Improving class math test grades.

2. Have the class members work toward a specific goal
for a special reinforcement, Le., pizza party, special
movie, Extra kickball time. etc.

3. Have the class members chart steps as they move
toward something they want to achieve, thus they am
actually see whether they are progressing toward their
goal.

f
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manor swam
(Cognitive Deveklpment Activity No. 9)

Oleectivo lb enable children to sort themselves into groups
uswg good lieeting

Lege& Pr011Ofy

Materials Needed: Slips of paper with Song Titles written on
them (4 different titles with each title on 6 to 7 separate sheets
qf Paper)

Proceduren

1. Explain tO the children that they are gotng to
pardcipate in a game that trwolves practicing good
listening skills.

2. 1fave each chtld seed a sltp of paper, look at t to see
the title, and put it in their desk wtthout showtng it to
anyone else.

a When each person has a paper, tell them that when a
signal is given they are b:) sing their song and move
through the group trying to identlfy ahem who am
singing the same song.

4. As the children identify others in their group. have
them circuktte through the class unttl they have
separated themselves into four separate groups.

5. Explain to the children that each group will form a
learn for subsequent classroom activities.

Evaluation: The children will be able to find their group
through 4fective listening skills. When they we all sorted into
groups, suggest that they discuss as a group ways that helped
ther sort themselves into groups. Such questions as the
followtng may be helpful;

1. flow did you "turn or the other sounds?
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2. What did you do to "key in" on the particular sound
you were listening for?

3. What did you do to communicate your sound to others?

Variations;

1. Utilize animal sounds, letter sounds, nursery rhymes,
or other distinctive noises for the sorting activities.

2. Complete the activity by having individual children do
the classroom sorting. nme the children to see how
quickly they can accomplish the task

f

PUN MATH COMPUTATIONS
(Cognitive Development Activity No. 10)

°Waive: To help the children use math skills to learn
things about their classmates.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Pencil andpaper

Procedure:

1. Explain to the children that they are going to be doing
some math problems as a way cf finding out more
about their classmates.

2. Provide the class with a list of questions or problems.

a. Find the total nwnber re eyes and ears in the class-
mom.

b. What Ls the total (.1 brown eyed children?

c. Find the total number of June birthdays.
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cL Find the sum of the ages cf all children in the
morn

e What is the total number qf those children who
have green as their favorite color?

a When class members have completed the activity,
compare answers and discuss how the childmn
arrived at their solutions.

4. Point out that the children not only solved math

WIL
problems, they lecuned a lot about their classmates as

Evaluation: The children will be able to answer all of the
questions on the sheet by using math skill& At the amclusion
rff the aclivity, pose queslions such as

L What did you learn about your class that you didn't
know before?

2 How did you go about the process qffinding answers
to the questions?

a um you think q" other ways that you use math skills
in everyday lffe?

Variation: Have the children make up their own fun math
problemsfor a "rainy day review" at somefuture time

'WORM PROGRAMS
(Cognitive Development Activity No. 11)

Oidective: To provide the children with academic assistance
in areas ci need.

Level: Primary and Intermediate
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Matesiub Needed: Tedbooks, papers, pendls, worksheets,
andjlash cards
Art mediae:

I. Talk with classroom teachers to identify those children
whom they feel would bencjit from services Qf a tutor.

2. Obtatn tutor volunteers (Some possibilities we high
school students, parent volunteers, senior citizens,
retired teachers, or even high achieving students in the
same grade).

3. Prepare a list cf tutoring hints for volunteer tutars.
Remember In most cases volunteers are not trained
teachers and will need some guidelines so they can be
most 4fective durim the time provided

4. Carefully select and match tutor-child pairs. (Evaluate
programs and compatibility frequently in the beginning
ci the progrum.)

5. Set aside a specific time period once or twice each
week for tutoring services.

6. Reward pmgress of each child through the use ce notes
t13 parents, happwrams, phone calls. etc.

7. Maintain chase contact with tutors and let them know
how much you appreciate their (dials and dedication.

Evaluation: The citildren will show progress in the academic
area for which the tutoring was provided This will be
determined through careful analysis ce test data, child and
teacher sulltective comments, etc,

Variations Provide information to present to parents in a
booklet or handout format so that they will be able to help
their children at home. Thpics which may be helpful include

1. tips for studying spelling words.
2. math drills can be/wi.
3. overcoming the homework battle at home. and
4. how to maintain your sanity while helptng your child

with schoolwork

f f
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BINGO (WORDO-MATNO) VAREATION
(Cognitive Development Activity No. 12)

01 *aim lb pmvide the children with an opportmity for
learningfacts through use Oa gamingfonnat
Lew& Primary

Materials Needed:, One bingo card for each child, and
markers.

Procedure

I. Explain to the children that they will be learning a new
game; tf they know certain facts (words, sounds), they
may win a prize

2. Show the methods by which a person may win the game
(Any 5 spaces in a row or 4 spaces plus the center FREE
space will be a winner).

a Have the childrenfill in their car& with spelling words,
numbers, letters, or whatever is appropriatefor thefacts
to be learned

4. Play the game until several children have won the
game,

5. Provide "prizes" such as stickers, certificates, etc.. to
children who win the games.

6. Reinforce the idea that y children (mow their words,
sounds, mathfacts, etc., it will be easier to win the game.

Evaluation: The children will be able to succesgully parti-
cipate in the rnatho game. Those who still experience some
difficulty may need a peer tutorfor additional reinforcement

Variation: The "bingo" format may be used in a variety cj.
ways and is limited only by the creativity of the teacher/
counselor.

f

FAVORITE WORK FOLDER
(Cognitive Development Activity No. 13)

04jectioe: To help children to realistically evaluate their own
schoolwork to determine quality work
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Lege& Intermediate

Materials Needed: One folder for each child. amsfruction
paper, crayons, and markers

Pracedeavu

1. Ask the children to look through a small sampling qf
their completed assignments and choose the best
PaPen

Thlk about what kinds cf things one must consider in
evaluating hislher own work

a. grade received or number correct.

b. neatness cf writing,

margins, spacing, and/or

d. lack rf erasures or smudges

3. Allow the children to decorate a folder for their good
work papers. They may decorate it any way they wish.

4. Each week, allow the childitort to choose up to jive
papers to place in their favorite work folder.

5. Send favorite work folders home at the end of each
month.

Evaluation: Each child will be able to select at least ten
examples cffavortte work to be included in the folder which is
sent home to parent

Varkition: Have the children make a "Seal cf Approval" or
stamp to use on papers which they feel are cf high quality. y
theyfeel the paper fits the standard they have set for quality.
they put their seal or stamp on it when they hand it tn.

f f
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(Cognitive flevelopmentAdtulty No. IQ

O(fiectivea 7b provide an opportunity for children to identify
items In the classivom that begin with the same letter as their
name.

Level: Primary

Materials Needed: None

Procedunn

1. Have the children sit in a circle.

2. Ask each child to introduce himseff/herseff to the class
saying name and telling all of the items in the room
that begin with the same letter.

3. When everyone tn the class has had a turn, ask the
children to see how many of their classmates' names
they can remember.

4. Utilize this activity on a subsequent day and have
each child choose a classmate, say the person's name,
and tell all of the things he/she can think cf that begin
with the first letter (4" the classmate's name.

Evaluation: The children will succesqfully identify at least
five items in the classroom that begin with the same letter as
their name (first or last depending on the difficulty ci the
letter).

Variations:

1. Ask the children to group their classmates according to
the first letter cf their names.

2. Have the children use each letter cf their name and
identify items that begin with eadt qf the letters.

f
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FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS Acinvny
(030itive Development Activity No. 15)

Oldectioe: To assist children to find the hidden picture If
they listen carefully andfollow directinas

Lent* Primary

Materials Needed: One "hidden picture" sheet andpencil for
each child.

Procedure

1. Provide each child with a worksheet that looks
something like this

B R

A X

L C

2. Explain to the children that they will be able to find
the hidden picture If they follow directions carrffully.
Remind them that each direction will only be given
once.

3. Give slowly the following direction&

a. Draw a line from B to C.
b. Draw a Une firm L to 5,
c. Draw a line from C to S,
d. Draw a line from R to L
e Draw a line from B to R. and
f. Color the picture 'Yellow."
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4. Check to see how many children followed directions
and woe able to complete the hidden pictwe.

5. Provide a special reward. Le., slicker far each child
wh o followed diredions corTectly.

Evaluation: Each child will be able to follow directions in
such a way that he/she Is able tofind the hidden "star" in the
picture.

Variadons:
1. This type cf activity can be used as a Tun" drill in

followtng directions Pictures can be made increasingly
more difficult as the children become better at fol-
lowing directions.

Pv older children have them start with a blank paper
and follow directions to make specific abstruct figures.
Have the children compam their pictures to see
directions were clear and that each person followed
them.

Example.

a. Make 1 inch horizontal line in the center cf the
PaPer-

b. Make 1 inch vertical line on the right side of the
horizontal line.

c. Make a 2 inch horizontal line to the right side of
the paper.

Draw a circle at the lcft end of the 2 inch line.

f f
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CHAFFERII

DIMENSION
OF CAREER

DEVELOPMENT
Ithough career education has been strongly promoted
in the elementary school for the past 25 years, many
persons still view career education as the domain of

the secondary sclool. For this reason, we have provided a
somewhat lengthier review of the research on career education
in the elementary school.

RESEARCH ON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
CAREER EDUCATION

When many people think of career education in the
elementary schools, they perceive a specific unit of study which
is separate from the actual curriculum. This perception.
however. is in total contradiction to what actually should take
place in a career education program.

One of the most important elements of a successful career
education program is that it must be considered an integral
part of the curriculum and not an added unit of study. Another
important aspect is that a good program of career education
consists of much more than learning about careers and
occupations. The program involves creating an awareness of self
and a broadening of self perceptions.
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In looking at some of the elements of an dementary career
education program, we can actually identify three major areas of
focus: self awareness, career awmeness, and awarewas of the
decision-making process.

Self-Awareness

Much of the activity in the primary grades consists of self
awareness. Children begin to identify their strengths and
weaknesses, feelings, interests, and personal characteristics in
relation to the world of work

Career Awareness

Career awareness starts in the primary grades when the
children begin to notice the many different jobs found within
the school and local community. Awareness activities also
highlight the importance of family and community in ad-
dle 4ing a wide range of occupations available to children.
Within the context of career education, teachers and counselors
have a responsibility to all children in dispelling all types of
stereotypes, thoughts, and behaviors which limit children's
world view when it comes to exploring all areas of the world of
work This necessitates a variety of experiences which show
men and women in non-traditional careers.

Awareness of the Decision-Maildng Process

As the children begin thinking about tentative career
choices, they need to gain an awareness of the decision making
process. Many opportunities must be provided for the children
to learn decision-making skills.

GOALS OF CAREER FDUCATION

To further broaden the scope of elementary career edu-
cation, an essential component is to identify some goals which
an effective program would attempt to attain. Children need to
do the following six things.
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1. Observe how current leanings rade
to Adme work coalesce.

Hoyt. Pinson, Laramore. and Magnum (1973) stated that
"education must be seen as a preparation for somethingboth
as a preparation for living and a preparation for making a
living" (P. 3) ,

As teachers and counselors, we have frequently heard the
often repeated cry of the children, "Why do I have to learn this?"
We can and must help children identify, for =am*, how the
math they are learning now, will help them function both now
and in the future. The children who are able to see this
connection will also see learning as being more relevant.

2. Identify Interests both for possible
careen and leisure activities.

As early as kindergarten, the children are able to identify
things they enjoy doing. Kindergarten is not too early to begin
identifyhrg careers which include such interests. Also at this
time children need to begin to consider leisure activities and
how their interests may generate into hobbies which might be
pursued during their leisure time.

3. Recognize the Interdependence of workers.

All of us realize that "no man is an island." This is
especially true in many careers where people depend on each
other so that things can run smoothly. We can start with young
children to assist them in identifying such interdependence
among workers.

4. Consider and Identify reasons why people work.

Most children never stop to think of why people work. An
important part of career education is providing opportunities
for the children to consider this puzzling question of why
people work.
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a.Classifyjobs aocording to
working with people, ideas, or things.

As the children become more aware of all of the career
cpportunities available, they can be helped to extend this
awareness to include the circumstames in which certain
careers exist. A good place to begin is to have the children learn
to classify careens into the three basic groups of people, things,
and ideas.

&Attach worth or value to all work.

Many children see value in the so called "pnstigious" jobs,
but not in the everyday routine ones. The children must expand
their horizons so that they become aware of the worth and
dignity of all jobs.

INVOLVEMENT OF OTHERS

Role of the Counselor

A criticsl factor in a career education program is the role of
the elementary counselor. The counselor, according to Hoyt
(1976), has three major roles in a school career education
Program:

1. Providing professionsl leadership. Most counselors
readily accept the fact that they must provide leadership
and coordination within the program. Often they see
themselves in the role of the "teacher ,f teachers" but
will quickly stress that they are not the "boss" of the
career education program.

In their leadership role, counselors coordinate the
scope and sequence of the program, provide suggestions
regarding curriculum infusion, conduct needs assess-
ments, develop evaluation measures, and aid in inter-
preting evaluation results.
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2. lielOng leachers in career education. Counselors can
be a great assistance to teachers by supplyiqg creative
Was and resources, working with the teachers in the
classromn, and serving as consultants/coordinators in
identifying and organizing community resource persons.

3. Working directly with children. IndWidual and group
counseling with children are ways in which counselors
provide direct services to children. These sessions aid
the children in clarifying values and identifying their
strengths, weaknesses, and interests. However, coun-
selors also have direct contact with children in teaching
specific career education activities and in planning for
and accompanying children on career education field
trips.

Invtavenient of Teachers

Possibly the most important person in the career education
program is the classroom teacher. Probably the teacher is the
one who first overhears the children's career aspirations as they
tell their friends, 'Tm going to be a pm quarterback 10= I
grow up." and tlw teacher is the one who will have the most
consistent contact with the children In their career education
experience.

Oftentimes, children will have unrealistic career choices in
the early elementary years, but to challenge them at this time is
not necessary. When they are 12 to 14. most of them will begin
to understand and become more reality oriented in their
thinking about possible career options.

Schmidt (1976) made the following suggestions to teachers
for successful implementation ofa career education program:

1. Teachers and counselors should work together to
implement the program.

2. Children need to be made aware that their own values
and career choice may change many times during their
We.

3. Each career choice should be viewed in terms of the life
style it creates for the worker.
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Hoyt (1976) described several benefits to teachers from
career education activities. First of these is that such activities
provide opportunities for teachers as well as students to learn.
This helps teachers realize that as a result of this additional
learning they become better teachers and develop more
understanding ci the total community in which they live.

A second benefit is that these activities help teachers
understand the children more completely. This not only makes
the teacher mom aware of the children as individuals, but it
also carries over to the entire teacher/child relationship.

Third, career education activities provide a natural vehicle
for sharing with other tatchers. Through career education
activities, teachers have indicated that they become better
acquainted with their fellow teachers and have developed
increased respect for their peers.

An additional benefit for teachers is that an increase occurs
in community understanding and support. This happens when
resource persons come into class to talk with the children
about their Jobs. With these visits come an increased com-
munity awareness and respect for the tremendous challenges
facing todays teachers.

Fourth, teachers begin to see the entire community as a
learning lab. This has multiplied the opportunity for adding
variety to the teaching/learning process.

Involvement of Community

Career education as defined by Hoyt et al. (1973) is

the total effort of public education and the ccmimunity aimed at
helping all individuals to become familiar with the values of a work
oriented society, to integrate these values into their personal value
systems, and to implement these values into their lives in such a way
that work becomes possible, meaningful and satisfying to each
individuaL (p. 1)

The inclusion of community in the definition emphasizes
the importance of community involvement in a total career
education effort. Such involvement is evidenced through
292 Elementary School Counseling
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1. community support and participation in providing fieldhip experiences.

2. community support in school/community advisory com-
mittee% and

3. community representatives as resource persons for
classroom presentation%

Norris (1963) indicated that the choice of a career is one ofthe most important decisions a person makes in a lifetimebecause to choose a career is to choose a way of life Since
career development begins in childhood, occupational exper-iences are as essential to elementary school children as they areto high school students.

NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED

It. The need to be aware of self

One of the first levels of career educaLon in the elementaryschool is self awareness. Children must be able to be aware ofself in terms of strengths, weaknesses, likes, dislikes, etc. Theseneeds can be addressed through the self-concept activitieswhich were described in Chapter 9.

2. The need to be aware a
the wide nage of occupations

When elementaxy school children are asked "What wouldyou like to be when you grow up?" their answers are prettypredictable, Le., nurse, teacher, doctor, lawyer. This may bebecause these are the only occupations of which they are aware.
Elementary school children can and must be aided in gaining
an awareness of the myriad of occupations which are available
This can begin simply with information on "Jobs in our School"
and move into very specific areas such as "Music Careers".

3. The need to relate current education to careers

This can be done quite simply through a question such as
"How does math help us live our lives now as we are growing
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and developing?" Once the children begin to realize the
importance of math and numbers in the way they and others
live, they may view math with a little more interest and respect

4. The need to be =me of
the iowertanee of kiwi. time

While most of us think of leisure time as something we
never have enough of. children need to be aware of the value of
developing leisure time intenests. This is particularly important
in view of recent information which suggests that occupations
of the future will leave more time for leisure pursuits.

5. The =led to be more of the
intadepentieney of oceopationo

The idea that "no man is an island" is certainly apparent
when we begin to view the interdependency of occupations.
Children, however, do not see these relationships as readily as
adults. Time must be provided for Ow children to consider and
discuss these relationships.

SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED

1. Self-description BUM

In reviewing this last section of activities, we gain a clearer
picture of the interrelatedness of the five dimensions, Although
we have alluded to the selkiescription skills in previous
chapters, they are equally crucial in the area of career
development.

2. Decioion-makbig Skills

The decision-making skills, which were developed in pre-
vious domains, will be utilized to a great extent in career
education activities. Children will not only use these skills in
their current school experience, but will depend heavily on themin the future when further educational and/or occupational
choice becomes a reality.
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3. Career Awareness

Elementary school children must have opportunities to
become aware of the wide range of careers available to them in
the future. If this doesn't happen in the elementary school,
children will enter junior and senior high school ill prepared to
make decisions regarding future educational directions. Al-
though we realize that today's workers may have several careers
throtkghout a lifetime, the process of career awareness must
begin in the elementary school.

4. Interest Awareness

Children need opportunities to consider and to investigate
various areas of interest during their elementary school years.
Such opportunities can be readily provided through activities
such as the Hobby Days presented later in this chapter.
5. Leisure Awareness

Although elementary school children can usually name
several favorite leisure time activities. they need to develop a
sense of leisure as being something they will have throughout
their lifetime. The Hobby Day activity described in this chapter
also will promote leisure awareness for children.

INTEGRATION OF
CAREER EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

The following activities have been designed to be infused
into the curriculum in several different subject areas and
should be presented using the Keystone Learning Model. An
example of curriculum infusion would be the integration of
Hobby Days into the language Arts curriculum. The children
could write invitations and thank you notes to the presenters,
write a description of the hobbies for the school newspaper. etc.fff

BOBBY DAY
(Career Development Activity Na

Oldective: To help children to develop a better awareness of
the importance cf leisure time activities.

Level: Intermediate
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Materials Needs& Pencils and paper

Procedure:

L Discuss the term liobby." A hobby is something that
we de because we enjoy it Ask the children i f they
know anyone who has an interating hobby.

2 Develop a li st q resoune persons and their hobbles
based on children suggestions. Also be ready to add
some suggestions (qf your oum, (Fellow teaches.
teachers aides, and other school skiff members qften
have very interesting hobbles that they would be
willing b shcire)

3. Have the children decide on 10 to 12 hobbies that thgy
w)uld like to have represented at a Hobby Day. (Be
swe to try for a good variety to catch everyone's in-
terest)

4. Work with the children to develop an Invitation leiter to
be sent to the resoume person.

5. When "yes" responses have been received, schedule a
Hobby Day as follow&

a. rnj to get each resource pervon to prepar e a 20
minute presentation on their hobby and leave 10
minutes for questions.

b. Schedule 3 to 4 presentations at one time in
different locations. Allow Me children to choose
which one they will attend. Schedule 3 different
haff hour sessions. 9 to 12 different resowce
persons In all. (Each child will see a total of 3 pre-
sentations)

c When the children have retwned to the classmom
following the presentation. take time to discuss,
Children generally will be very enthusiastic about
what they have seen.
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d. Have the children unite "thank you" letters to pie-

6. Fbnow up with a Hobby Day where the children in the
class share their hobbies

Evaluation: Each child win be able to identify at least three
leisure time activities which are of Interest to him/her.
Following the Hobby Day activity, children wt!l be able to
describe, in some detail, one hobby which is cf parlicular
interest to them.

Variation: As a follow up to the Hobby Day activity, have
children investigate how certatn hobbies can relate to
dfferent careers. Stress the idea that "a Job should be
something that you really like to do." Example A person who
likes taking pictures may want to investigate the possibility of
a career in photography.

f f f

HAM AND WOW
(Career Development Activity Na

Okiective: To assist the children in identifying some cl the
equipment associated with various occupations.

Level: Primary

Materials Needed: Various hats and tools related to specific
mreers

Procedurra

1. Discuss how one can determine what jobs people do
by their hats or tools. Ask children to think cf some that
immediately come to mind.

2. Present several examples cf hats and tools that have
been collected
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3. Allow timefor discussion and guermes as to the occupa-
tions.

4. Discuss the fad that some tools are raften used In
many dfferent occupation& A ruler, for example may
be used by a teacher. a carpenter, a dreaftsman. etc.

5. Ask the children to bring in a hat or Wol that someone
they know wears/uses at work and see y' the class can
guess what their job is.

Evaluations Children will be able to participate in the
activity and cornectly identify at least two hats or tools and
the associated amer. As a follow u p each child will bring to
the clawroom one "tool qf a trade" (or a picture qf it) for a
subsequent activity.

Variations:

1. Invite guest speakers in to talk about their jobs. Ask
them to wear the unfform cf the job and bring along
samples qf equipment used

2 Play "What Job Do I Have." Have children describe the
tools cf a job and allow the class to guess what job the
child is describing.

f f f

CAREERIBMICRWEWS
(Career Development Activity No. 3)

OVective: To increase the children's awareness ci some
important aspects of various careers.

Lamb Intermediate

Materials Needed: Prepared list ci interview questions
298 Elementary School Counseling
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Pam:schwa

I. Ft, flowing a dtscussion 1#* careers, ask the children to
think of a job they would like to know more about

2. Discuss interview techniques as a way of discovering
more about jobs.

a Suggest that the children choose a person they know
who has a job they would like to know more about
and ask Lf they may interview that person.

4. Provide each child with a fist fg possible tnterview
questions or have the children develop a list cf
questions. Some qf the questions might include the fol.
lowing

a. Do you need any special training or schooling to do
your job?

b. What is the beginning hourly wage .fnr this job?

c. What are some ci the benefits cf this job?

cl. Is the work mostly done indoors or outdocNs? With
other people or alone?

e What equipment or special tools are needed to do
this job?

f. What are some disadvantaws cf this job?

5. Provide class time for the children to share information
from their interviews with the other members of the
class.

Evabiation: Ectch child will complete a carver interview and
report the information to the class in a two minute report
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Variadons:

J. Invite guest speakers into the class and allow the
children to interview them in panelformat so they can
see the differences in various Jobs.

2 Have the children role play interviews to share
information they have learned about speci(lc occupa-
tions. Example One child role plays a carpenter and
another child interviews him/her ustng the list of
interview questions.

f

JOB new
(Career Development Activity No. 4)

OfdectIve: To increase children's awareness of the inter-
dependency cfJobs.

Level: Intermediate

Prooeviures

1. Discuss the idea cf a family bre. Provide an example
using the name of one of the children in the class

2 Tell the children they are going to develop a "Job
Family Tree" to show how differentJobs are related En
some Emig.

a Prepare a chalkboard model or sample cf a personal
Job tree. y schcolJobs are used, be sure to include all of
the Jobs in the school and show how they are
interrelated. This would include principal, secretary,
teacher, teacher aide, counselor, nurse, speech thenz-
pist cafeteria worker, custodian, etc.

4. Ask thP children to prepare a Job bre cf "People
Mom/Dad work with."

300 Elementary Scipivol C.Eunseling
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a Place completed job trees on the bulletin board to
illustrate the interdependency lir jobs.

Esaluatbn: Children will complete a job treefor display and
discussion. The discussion questions which may be helpful
include thefollowbus

1. Before doing this activity did you realize how many
different jobs were involved?

2. Were you surprised at some of the jobs in the 'yob
family?"

3. Can you think cf any jobs that are not related in any
way to at least one other job?

Varkitians:

1. Make an "interest" job tree by writing the interest (eg.,
sports) on the trunk and all cf the dffferent possible
jobs (pm athlete, coach, announcer, sports reporter for
newspaper, equipment manager, run a sporting goods
store, manufacture sporting equipment etc)

2. Make a Careers in
family tree. For example, a Careers in Health family
tree would include such things as Doctor, Nurse, Lab
Technician, X-ray Technician, Nwses Aid, Respimtory
Therapist, Dentist etc

f

EillABONAL CAREERS
(Career Development Activity No. 5)

Oidective: 7b assist children In becoming more aware (#' the
seasonal nature cf many occupations.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: List cf questions to pmmote discussion
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Proceduren

1. Promote thinking about seasonal careers by preparing
a list rpf questions and place them on the chalkboard
Some good motivators include

a. What do department store Sania's do in July?

b. What do lifeguards do in the winter?

c. What do die grain farmers ri the mid-west do in
the winter?

d. What do ski tnstructors do in August?

e. What do people who work at outdoor amusement
parks do in the winter?

2. Provide time for the children t o do some discussing ctf
these and other seasonal careers.

3. Divide the children into groups cj 3 to 5 and allow
them to develop "Mystery Occupations" which are sea-
sonaL

4. When the groups are brought badc together, use 15 to
20 minutes for presentation of the "mystenj occupa-
tions." Suggest that children present clues to their occu-
pationEkample

Clue No. 1-1 work very harrlfrom July to 4.krnuary.

Clue No. 2-1 wear a unfform with a number on it.

Cate No, 3My job is to play a game once each
week.

Clue No. 4ff 1 am very good at my job, I may go to
the Super Bowl.

Mystery OccupationPm Football Player
302 Elementary School Counseling
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4. DIsplay the booklet In a place where it is easily
accessible for the children to look through when they
have free time.

5. Share the booklet with other classes.

Evalmations The children will be able to identry at least
seven Jobs that play an important role in making their
education possible. (This may be done either individually on
paper or in a swill group discussionfollowing the activity.)

Variation Using the same technique, have the children
develcp booklets for otherjobs areas, such as: Jobs in a Bank
Joks in a Hospital, Jobs in a Restaunmt, Jobs in a Shoe
Factory, or Jobs In a Police Station.

f f

MY CAREER ROW
(Career Development Activity Na

Objective: To increase children's awareness of the im-
portance re' current schooling as a preparation for a future
career.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Ifteded: Notebook or folder for each child, pens,
=Lyons, or markers

Procedure:

1. Ask the children tf they can think cf any way that
their schooling now is preparing them for the future. #'
they do not see the connection, give an illustration
such as math will help you be able to balance a
checkbook when you grow up and have a Job; reading
will help you be able to read directions when you need
to do so.

2. Provide each child with a notebook or folder which is
to be divided into three sections "My School Ccueer."
"My Home Jobs," and "My Leisure Time."
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a Summit that children use illustration to show how
sdiooi and home work are related to "rear jobs

4. Have the children draw several pictures with captions
in each tff the three sections

5. Permit time for the children iv share thefr friday.

luabiationr The children will have completed a folder to
show #N? interrelatsdness of cunent schooling to a future
=VIM In the follow-up discussion cf folders, a heliful
prrocedwe is to point out the fact that each suleect can be
cmnected in some way to our future careers or leisure
pwsuits

Variation: Have the children take a look into the future by
labeling the three sections "My Career Now," "My Career in 10
Yews." and "My career in 20 Yews."

f t

PEOPL IC AT WORE
(Career Developmert t Activity Na

Oldectiva To increase children's a,wareness cf different tasks
performed in, uarious occupations.

Leveb Intermediate

Materkde Needed: Inexpensive carneras,film

PrOtt..

L Ask the children to think about where wnd hen they
see people working. Disaiss

a

2. Tell them that they will have an opportunity to take
pictwes c f people ai work

a Have an inexpensive camera and film available for
the children to take turns using to take pictures of
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people at work (Depending on money available for
film, Urno4jbenecssanJtoWnUeoChChUdto2or3
pictures each.)

4. When thefilm is developed, create a collage qf pictures
and place on a bulletin board entitled "Pepple at
Work" (Children are usually very entluisiaslic about
activities irwoluing picture taking Tilts is one they
really erjoy.)

Evaluation: Children will have had the opportunity to take
photos ri "people at work" and to share these photos with die
class. Once the photos are all in place discussion could center
amund such questions as thefollowing

I. What was it about the job you bx* a picture rff that
particularly interested you?

2. Did the person in your photo talk with you about
his/her job?

3. Do you think you would like to do that job?

Variation:

1. If funds aren't available for film, do this activity by
having children cut pictures from newspapers or
magazines to show people at work. Use these pictures
to create the collage.

2. If camera, film, or money are not available, have
children dmw pictures of people at work.

f f f

ORGANIZE A "SlIFER BOWL"
(Career Development Activity No. 9)

OVectiver:

1. To have children become more aware of the inter-
relatedness of tasks in organizing a special activity.
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2, To help children gain an tncreased awareness rf the
importance qf careful planning

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: PAper and pencils

Procedure:

I. Discuss the Super Bowl. What other Jobs are trwolved
in the Super Bowl besides the athletes and coaches?
Remind the children not to forget such people as
souvenir salespersons, food vendors, 711 camerumen,
analysis, newspaper photographers, etc

2 Tell the class members that they are going to be
working to organize their own class Super Bowl.

a Divide the group into several smaller groups to handle
all cf the different tasks. There should be committees
for Publicity, Teams, Food. HaY-time Entertainment.
Souvenirs, Field Preparation, and Clean Up.

4. Have each group write a plan for their committee,
indicating all of the tasks that their gmup will have to
complete in order for the Super Brnol to run smoothly.

5. Allow the children to share their reports with the class
and permit additional suggestions from other children.

a If possible, stage a game wtth another class so the
children would have an opportunity to carry out their
plans to see U" in reality, they do run smoothly.

Evaluation; Children will have organized an activity in such
a way that they have become aware cf the interrelatedness ofjobs involved in bringing the activity to fruition. Because they
have developed a written plan, they will have experienced an
important element in preparing for the smoothoperation cf an
activity. Following the activity, the discussion should center
on such things as successes, problems encountered, sug-
gestionsfor impmvement. etc.
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Variations: This idea can be implemented in planning a
variety de adiuttles and might include thefollowing:

1. Plan a birthday party.

2. Plan an end cy the year party.

3. Organize a fund drive for charity.

4. Organize an entertainment program for a visit to a
retirement home.

f

a1011 POSTERS
(Career Development Activity No.10)

Oldective: To encourcage children to investigate a career ri
their interert,

Level: intermediate

Materials Needed: One 24 inches x 36 inches piece re poster
paper for each child, markers, old magazines. paste. scissors.
Paper, pens and pencils, letters, patterns and stencils

Procedure:

1. At the culmination of a unit on careers, ask children to
choose an occupation that they would like to inves-
tigate more thomughly.

2. Explain that this is to be their final project for the unit
and that it is important for them to do their very best
work

a Provide each child with a piece cl pcmer board and the
instruction that they are to develop a poster on their
chosen occupation. The poster should contain the fol-
lowing

a. The name c#' the occupatton in large letters
308 Elementary School Counseling



b. Several pictures re persons working at the occupa-
tion.

c. A one page report to descrtbe the occupatton.

4. Set a time limit of 2 to 3 weeks for completion tff the
PITIlect

5. Allow time for each chtld to show his/her poster and
give a 2 to 3 minute report to the dass.

6. Display the posters in the hall for other children to see.

Evaluatimu The c Nildren will each complete a career poster
and give a 2 to 3 minute report on his/her chosen careen

Variation: Allow the children to work together in small
groups to complete their posters. In this way the tasks can be
delegated to take advantage of class members' strengths and
interests; for example the good language child can write the
report, the artist can do the lettering, the verbal member can
present the report etc.

f f f

WORKERS IN OUR CONDIVNITY
(Career Development Activity No, 1 1)

Oldective: To assist children to identify workers that they see
each day in the community.

Level: Primary

Materials Needed: Large sheets cf mural paper, anyons, or
markers.

Procedure:

1. Discuss with children some cl the workers that they
see in the community each day. Point out that several
are easily identifiable by their ungorms.
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2 Continue discussion until the children have success-
fully named a large number cy" occupations they seeeach day.

3. Divide the class into groups c f three or four and glue
each group a lame piece 21 paper for a mural.

4. Ask each goup to choose one aspect cf community Jobs
and develop their mural around that theme. Examples
of sonze cf the possible mwul titles include

a. Jobs in our school,

b. city workers who help us,

c people who work in factories, and
ti people who provide services for us.

5. Display the completed murals wound the classroom
for all to see.

Evaluation: Each child will be able to name and describe at
leasifive nccupations which can befound in the community.

Variations:

1. y. the children have not yet developed the cooperation
skills to work successfully in groups, utilize the
different topics and ask each child to prepare an
individual drawing for display in a booklet entitled
"Workers in our Community."

2. Invite various community workers in to discuss their
occupations with children.

JOBS WE SEE ON Tx.
(Career DevelopmentActivity No. 12)

Oidective: To create children's awareness of the large
number re occupations represented by various T.V. programs
310 Elementary Schaal Counseling



Level: Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Pencil and Paper

Procedure:

I. Ask the children to name their favorite T.V. pmgrams.
Discuss some 0 the programs mentioned io point out
the wide variety 0 occupatigns which are represented
on T.V. programs. Usually children will have iv think a
bit before they are able to identify all 0 them.

2 Tell the children that they we going to have a T.V. -
watching homework assignment Then ask them to
spend at least one hour per night for three nights
watching T.V. Miring that time,they are to write down
all 0 the differtnt jobs that they see portrayed on the
various shows.

3. Have the children share the infomation at the end 0
the three nights. Tally the results to see how many
dgferent occupations were represented.

4. Discuss each occupation as portrayed on the T.V.
shows. Is it pretty much the way you think that job is
in real ly'e? Talk about exaggeration for entertainment
value tn many asses.

Evaluation: The children will be able to describe a current
T.V. show and identify occupations portrayed by characters on
the show. As part 0 the evaluation discussion, a helpful
procedure is to have children constder questtorts such as the
following:

1. What kinds ci things did you see the worker doing that
swprised you?

2. Can you compare the way the T.V. starportrays the job
with someone you know who has that same job? What
similarities/differences do you see?
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Variation: Make a list cf a number qf occupations and ask
the children to watdt T.V. to see f they am identify a T.V.
character that has that occupation on a show. Italy the class
results. Fbr example. show how many TN. "doctors" they are
able to identify.

f f f

PEOPLE WHO HELP US HAVEPIM
(Career Development Activity Na

CM/legit= lb promote children's awareness of the wide
vartety tg careers in the entertainmentfield.

Level: Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Pictures cf persons involved in jobs that
entertain us or in some way help us havefun.

Procedure:

1. Begin by discussing leisure activities. What are some
things we do to have fun?

2 Ask the children y' there are others involved in helping
us have fun. Direct the discussion to include such jabs
as lifeguard, park ranger. clowns and other circus
pedbrmers and persons who run the rides at the
amusement parks.

3. Develop a bulletin board heading entitled "People Who
Help Us Have Fun" and ask the children to bring in
pictures cf people in occupations that help us have fun.

4. Discuss the fact that many people really have jobs that
we would consider fun things to do and they make a
living doing them

5. Relate this to a discussion cf Interests and strengths as
being =Or factors in helping us choose our careers.
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Evaluation: Children will be able to identify a personal
leisure activity and describe at least one lun" career related
to that interest.

VbriatIons:

I. Play a variation cf 'What's My Liner in describing
occupations that help us have fun.

2. Invite some people who have lun"jobs in to talk to the
class.

f f f
JOBS NEEDZEI TO MAKE A

(Career Development Activity No. 14)

OleectIver To help children identgy the interrelatedness cf
jobs.

Level: Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Objects for consideration. 3 x 5 slips I:1
PaPer
Procedure: Note: When children have been studyingjobs in
industry, the following activity cmates a good deal cy interest
and enthusiasm.

1. Place an oVect such a s a shoe or a purse on the shegf
for consideration along with the sign entitled "Jobs
Needed to Make a Shoe (Purse, Umbrella, etc.)."

2. Have available a supply of 3 x 5 slips cf paper for
children to write the names of jobs that relate directly
to the producing of the article.

3. Allow two or three days for the children to write names
cf related jobs and place them in or near the object.

4. Read each child's sugge-ion to the class and discuss
how each is related to production,

5. Place another object on the shelf the following week
and continue the activity in the same manner gf
children's interest remains high.

Evaluation: Children will be able to name at least three
different jobs which are involved in the production of a
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specific item f they have difficulty, provide an ocample such
as thefollowing

Lcao f cif Bread

1. Ftinner ugur pm= the wheat
2. Baker who makes the bread
3. Manufacturer qf plastic bag to keep the breadfresh

Variaticuu Develop large charts to show the steps involved in
the production qf various objects. In the production of a chair,

for example, the steps would begin with the lumbering process
and would conclude with the varnishing or jinishtng ce the
completed chair

f

THE MATCHIM GAME
(Career Development Activity No. 15)

Objective: To assist the children to match equipment.
clothing, and products associated with specific occupations.

Level: Primary

Materials Needed: Cards with pictures on them for matching
workers with tools, clothing, and products

Procedure:

1. Prepare a set cf cards to show equipment, clothing and
products associated with spec& occurations. Exam-
ples:

a. Musicianrecord, musical instrument, microphone

h. Doctorstethoscope, thermometer, blood pressure
cuff

c. Cookdishes, pans, food, chefs hat, apron

d. Beauticianhair rollers, dryer, awnb, scissors
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e Cowboyboots, hat, lasso, saddle, horse

f. Pny-Thotball unfform helmet, shoes

g. Teacherbooks, pencils, paper, auyon

2 Permit timefor the children to play the matching game.
This can be done by small groups 4- children during
free time, by individuals, or by the entire class.

3. Reinforce children for good thtnking if, during the
course 4- the activity, they note that some equipment is
used by persons in different occupations

4. Leave the cards on the sheff along with other Tree
time" activities that children may choose at a later
time.

Evaluation: The children will match at least 80% cf the
items with the appropriate occupation. Children who are
unable to do this may profitfrom time spent in a game format
with a peer helper.

Variation: Have each child develop his/her own set cf cards
for one occupation. Put all cf the cards together to make one
large class matching game.

t t

CAREER ABC'S
(Career Development Activity No. 16)

Oleeetive: To assist children to gain an awareness of the
wide variety 4- occupations.

Level: Primary and Intermediate

Materials Needed: Pencil and Paper

Proceduren

1. Ask each child to think of at least one occupation for
every letter of the alphabet Example:

a. artist
b. bookkeeper
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c carpenter
d. doctor
e engineer

2 Go over the various lists in class and see how many
different occupations were mentioned for each letter.
Compile into one master list.

3. Place a blank (OA chart on the wall and ask the
children to add others as they think ce them. Make a
game cf U to see which letter has the most occupations
at the end ce a specified period.

levaluatiow The children will be able to identify an occupa-
tion begnntng with a letter of the alphabet for at least 20 cy
the 26 letters ce the alphabet

Variations:

1. Divide the group into smaller groaps with the Instruc-
tion that they are to think ce as many Jobs as they can

for each letter of the alphabet

2. Assign a specific letter to each child with the same
procedure as described above.

FAMILY CAREER TREE
(Career Development Activity No. 17)

Weave: To help children become aware of the number of
different careers represented in theirfamily.

Level: Intennediate

Materials Needed: One piece of 12 x 18 construction paper
for each child.fine line markers

Proatdure:

1. Instruct the children to draw a large tree with many
branches on it. On the trunk of the tree they should
write their name.
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2. On the first level 4 brunches, they should write either
mother or father, plus any aunts' and uncles' names.

3. On the second level of branches they should write
grandparents and on the third level. they should write
great grandparents' names (two sets) erample:
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4. Instruct the children to write the name qf each person's
occupation beneath their name.

5. Permit lime for sharing cf Career Amity Mem

Eoaluatkons The children will be able to complete a family
tree which idenqfles occupations If various family members

for three generations. Note: This activity presents a good
opportunity to encourage 1..faren1s to become irwolved in their
child's schoolwork. A letter to parents which desaibes the
activity and encourages them to help their children with the
assignment may be a helpful public relations tool at this
point-

Variation: Ask the children to make a collage cf occupations
represented in theirfamilyfor the presviouc threegeneration&

f f

COMMON CLUSTERS
(Career Development Activity No. 18)

Oidective: To create children's auxzreness that people with
similar interests may work in very different occupations.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: List of interests to pwsuefurther

Procedure:

1. Begin by discussing interests. What would be an
interesting Job for you tf you were interested in working
with children?

2. Spend some time discussing Jobs that would relate to
this interest such as: camp counselor, teacher, school
cafeteria monitor, school bus driver, day care worker.
librarian, etc.
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3. Provide the children with a list fe 7 or 8 interest areas
and ask them to think of three different jobs for each
Interest Evample of interest areas in get them started
may be such things as

a. interest in growing plants,

b. interest in horses,

c. interest in dstaving pictures,

d. interest tn working with money. and/or

e. interest in making things out of wood

4. Allow time for discussion and sharing cf ideas at the
conclusion cl the activity,

Evaluation: The child:en will be able to identify at least
threejobs related to each inLorest area presented on the list

Variation: Have the children write an interest area on a
piece tri paper. Ccfllect papers, put them in a hat and allow
each child to draw out an interest area and match three jobs
to that interest

f

CAREER =MSS
(Career Development Activity No. 19)

Olifective: To help children to describe various aspects of an
occupation in riddleforrn.

Level: intermediate

Materials Needed: Pencils and paper

Procedure:

1. Talk about riddles"Everyone likes to use riddles with
their friendsLet's see gr we can make up some riddles
about jobs."
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2 Start the children cif with some samples.

Every morning when you come to school I'm at my
post Your stlfety is what concerns me the mixt Who
am 1?

School Crossing Guard

I try to keep you up to date on what has happened al/
day long, I'm on T.V. but I don't sing a sortg. Who am 1?

T.V. News Reporter

a Divide the group into smaller groups and ask members
to make up some riddles aboutjcgra They don't need to
rhyme but sometimes that invites a little extra creati-
vity.

4. Allow the children to present their riddles to the entire
class.

animation: Each small group will be able to prepare at
least one career riddle and share it with the class at the
completion if the activity.

Variation: Suggest that the children make other game type
activities about careers. A word find puzzle or a sciumbled
word game generates a good deal ofenthusiasm.fff

CAREER COAT OF ARMS
(Career Development Activity No. 20)

°Waive; To encourage children to give special attention to
a specific career interest area.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Large sheet cf construction paperfor each
child, crayons or markers, and scissors
320 Elementary School Counseling
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Prooedurea

L Explain to the children that each cl them time is going
to develop a Career Cent of Anns for his/her chosen
occupation. if questions occur about what a coat of
arms IA spend some time in discussion.

2. Provide examples cf shapes and designs for a coat ef
amis. Let each child select and complete a design on
construdion paper.

3. Instruct the children to divide their ai:iat of arms into
six sections. Each section will tell something about the
career cf their choice.

4. Suggest that the six sections be used for pictwes or
descriptions cf the following irformation:

a. description er the Job.

b. skills needed,

c education necessary,

d Wols which are used,

e special dress or ungorm, and

f. location cf the job.

5. When the priqjects have been completed, display them
on a bulletin board or other prominent pla.v for
viewing by the children.

Evaluation: The children will each create a Career Coat of
Arms t o describe a chosen career in terms cl the six areas
presented in the activity.

Varlatiotu Have the children make a "career scrapbook" and
collect as much information as they can about their chosen
career. Allow them to share thetr saupbooks with classmates
in small gmups

t t
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LOOK INTO THE MU=
(Career Development Activity No. 21)

Olds:Wm lb encowuge children to consider similarities
between current chores and possiblefuture careers.

Level: Intermediate

Materkils Needed: Itrwil and paper

Procedureu

1. Discuss lobs" the children have now. Ask them how
these jobs might be similar iv future occupations

2. Work with the class to make a list ci children's jobs.
These amid include

a. caring for pets,

b. delivering newspapers,

c drying dishes,

d. making beds,

e setting the table, and

f mowing lawns

3. Ask the children to think about how these jobs could
lead into a future career, such as

a. caring for petsveterinarian,

b. making bedsmaid service in a hotel or motel, or

c setting the tableworking as a waiter/waitress.

4. Make a matching game for the children by listing a
series of "Now Jobs" and a series of "Future Careers."
Have the children draw a line to match the "nowjob"
with the 7u/we career."
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roaluations The children will be able to name a current
chore and identify a pormible occupation which relates to that
dwre.

Variations Have the children unite an advertisement for a
job they do now. In preparation for this activity,suggest that
they review the newspaper 'Illant ads" to see what kind of
information should be included

f t

NY CAR= =NCB
(Career Development Activity Na 22)

Oid maw To create children's awareness of the possibility
that career choices sometimes change as one grows older.

Level: Intermediate

Materials Needed: Penctl and paper

Procedure:

1. Ask the children to identify a job they feel they would
like to have when they grow up.

2. Discum reasons for their choices.

3. Ask what are some things that might happen that
would cause them to change their mind at some future
time. Such reasons might include

a. not wanting to commit to additional schooling for
training

b. no opportunities in career choice areas,

c working conditions not what they expected,

d. injury or inability to do job, andfor

e. learning about something more interesting
Ch 11 Dtmenston cf Carver Development 323
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4. Have the children identify other job possibilities that
may interest them.

/Cualuation: The children will be able to identffy at least two
reasons why a pews may wish to change aweers at a given
point in his/her Iffetime.

Variations When discussing the reality that sometimes per-
sons change jobs several times during a lffetime ask the
children to interview relatives who have changed Jobs and
a.* them to identify some qf the reasons far Job change.
Provide a classroom listing of the reasons people changejoba

f f
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PART III
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COUNSELING:

CHALLENGING THE FUTURE

The theme presented throughout this book is that suc-
cessful elementary school counselors are leaders, managers,
pcgitical activists, and service providers. They are people of
vision and action. Their programs do not exist in a vacuum, but
are designed to meet developmental needs of children and
address societal issues that impact significantly on the
teaching/learning process.

For elementary school counselors to be successtid in
orchestratin,g such a proactive endeavor, they must have a clear
sense of where their counseling programs have been, where
their counseling prckgrams are now, and where they want their
counseling programs to be in the future. Counselors must be
leaders who are prepared to challenge the status quo, inspire a
shared vision of the future, enable others to participate in that
vision, model action in working toward that vision, and provide
the necessary encouragement and recognition of others as they
support that vision.

In Chapter 12, Planning the Future, is stressed the
importance of the counselor's role as leader in challenging the
future and offers a practical model and suggested activities for
accomplishing that end.

In Chapter 13, Future Programs and Future Professional
Issues, are explored five elementary school counseling programs
with a future. Each program presented addresses specific issues
and future directions to be studied when applying the
leadership model and suggested activities for challenging the
future as presented in Chapter 12. The chapter concludes with
a brief description of the counselor's future roles as leader.
manager, political activist, and service provider in creating
tomorrow's wodd today (the future).
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. 12
PLANNING THE FUTURE

fanning can be a thought provoking process at best
when applied to the present, let alone trying to com-prehend and plan the future. The future, for most people,

represents that which is to be or a time that will come to pass.The future for some people is viewed as fixed and determined.
Little or nothing can be done to change the course of destiny.
Fbr those who aspire to this belief, the future of counseling isalready cast in stone and all that can be done is to try to
forecast the future and prepare for the inevitable Others viewthe future as being totally unpredictable, fluid, everchanging
and uninfluenceable by man. People who hold to this view ofthe future often perceive themselves as victims and at the
mercy of all which influences that which is to come. To acceptthis view of the future means that people must adapt in thebest way they can to all that is good as well as bad. And still for
others, the future is a gigantic game of chance. The future isfull of many possibilities, none of which are predictable andnone of which can be influenced in any particular direction.
People take their chances and hope for the best where their
own lives are to be affected by the outcomes.

None of the mentioned scenarios regarding the future arewry satisfactcny if counselors expect to address the future of
elementary school counseling in any meaningful way. And socounselors are left with some vely penetrating questions toponder. Can the future be predicted or influenced in some
constructive manner? What does the future hold for elementary
school counseling? How can counselors bridge the gap between
the present and the future?
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FUTURE vs. FUTURISM
IS MIERE A DIPTEREffilan

When discussing the concept of future, little disagreement
occurs as to its meaning. The future represents that which lies
ahead of the present and is not directly observable. While most
people purport to prepare for the future, these same individuals
tend to view the future as somethir4 that will come to pass and
yet is uninfluenceable from their perspective

Futurism, by comparison, is a relatively new concept that
has emerged with new understandings about the future.
Futurism, according to lnbody (1984), involves more than Just
an interest in the future. Futurism shatters the conceptual
understanding that the future must be accepted as inevitable
and challenges people to do more than just prepare for the
future but to create it as welL Futurists define futurism as a
disciplined process of deciding what kind of future is wanted
and then haw to go about influencing that future in a positive
and constructive manner.

The good news is !tat futurists have helped people to
recognize how decisions of the past have cratted those futures
which continue to impact so significantly on their lives today
(medical breakthroughs. irresponsible disposal of contaminated
waste, the invention of the automobile).

As professionals from all walks of life, people have the mond
and ethical responsibility of shaping the present and at the
same time being evermindful of how what they do today charts
the future (their present) for those who will come after them.
"Thus futurism was born from the realimtion that earlier
decisions had strong unforeseen effects on later generations"
(1nbody, 1984, p. 216). Hopefully this lesson has taught people
that futurism must represent a carefully thought out process
that tcaches them to look beyond the present when determining
how their life choices will change, for better or worse, their
tomorrows. Kauffman (cited in Tallier. 1970) stated, "the
purpose of futurist:Ws (futurismi is not to predict but to
improve the understanding of alternatives and the role of choice
in achieving or avoiding any futures" (p. 13).
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In further defining the concept of futurism and the
potential impact that it can have on shaping our tomon'ows.
Inbody (1984) offered the following summary

1. What we do todficy will have an impact on the quality of the world
in which we and our descendants must ihe.

2. Scientific methods csm be used for anticipating the various
futures we could create unknowingly.

a There is no longer just one future that awaits us. but many
different possible futures, depending on what we choose today,

4. There is a moral urgtncy in our responsibility to future genera-
tions.

5. Mankind. in this age of powerful technology. is responsible for the
future in a way that was already inconceivable esen a century ago.

6. Prior to unleashing the power of an idea on the earth and its
population, an extensive study of the future impart of that idea
must be maintained. (pp. 216-217)

HELPFUL UNDERSTANDINGS ABOUT FUTURISMS

Hays and Johnson (1984), in their discussion about
counseling in the 21st century. supported the notion that
counselors need to become aware of the essential under-
standings that embody futurism in their quest to understand
and apply the concept in inventing the future. Most futurists
basically believe, among other things. that the future is
unpredictable, that it may be viewed as a concept of quality.
that the future may be expressed as a concept of time, and that
some basic postulates help to shape the future.

The Future is Unpredictable

According to Amara (1981). the future is not predictable.
One can not forecast what will be on the basis of incomplete,
inaccurate, and often unverifiable information. And even if
complete. accurate, and verifiable data were available, people do
not completely understand the process of change nor can they
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anticipate the direction that the future may take given the
variability and impact of choice on possible outcomes.

Even though the future is not predictable, nothing stops
people from shaping alternative futures, even if ever so slightly,
by exercising the element of choice (decision making) in
response to their perception of reality as they perceive it to be.
And while the element of choice contributes to the unpre-
dictable nature of forecasting the future, this very dynamic
dement is central to the counseling process and responsible for
shaping the future. Cornish (1977), in response to this
understanding rejected the notion of future stating that since
it does not exist, it can be invented.

FutureConeept ofguality

In response to inventing the future, four futuristic tenns
describing different types of futures were presented by Fitch
and Svengales (1979). The probable future is the one that
counselors can expect if they do nothing to shape the present.
The probable future can be inferred from current trends. The
possible future is "what may be" and thus encompasses a
multitude of scenarios and possible alternatives. Possible
futures like possible outcomes in decision making fail to
consider the elements of probability and risk when studying the
options. Counselors that adhere to developing counseling
programs by only examining possible futures seldom consider
the management functions of planning. organizing. actuating.
and controlling when considering the future of elementary
school counseling. Plausiblefutures are those futures that are
likely to occur if counselors adhere to program policies based on
the management process which includes systems analysis. Of
all the futures presented by Fitch and Svengalis (1979), the
preerable future is the one with which futurists are most
often linked. Preferable futures are those which, counselors hope
for and dream about when envisioning counseling programs of
excellence.

The philosophies of elementary school education and school
counseling programs reflect what is most desirable and
preferable in creating environmental opportunities and con-
ditions that will encourage children to become all they are
334 Elementary School counseling
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capable of being. The preferable future is captured in a vision of a
world that perpetuates freedom. harmonious living, and respon-
sibility.

The quality of elementary school counseling programs of the
future will lie somewlstre between the probable and the preferable.
And since futures cannot be predicted, but can be created,
elementary school counselors and Counseling Program Com-
mittees are faced with the challen& of deciding whether they will
create their futures or accept those futures which have been
created for them. We believe that the future of elementary school
counseling programs lies in the counselor's ability and com-
mitment in deciding wbat kind of future is wanted (preferable
future) and how to create that future. Another way of stating this
simple message is that elementary school counselors and Pro-
gram Committees create the future, good or bad, by the actions
they take or fail to take today.

FutureConcept of Thae

Based on what has been discussed thus far about the future,
a logical question to ask is "at what point in time does the rfiture
begin?" For counselors to plan for the future. they need to know
something about the time frame that will influence their
decisions.

According to Joseph (1974). the future has ilve basic periods.
These include an immediate future (the present to five years
hence). the near-term future ( one to five years from now), the
middle range future (five to 20 years from now), the long range
future (20 to 50 years), and the far future (50 or more years from
now).

Joseph's time periods of the future thus span the gap from the
present to time immemoriaL Major decisions made today could quite
conceivably sbape the future one year hence and quite probably flve
to 20 years from now. Inbody (1984) provided an example ofJoseph's
model when he noted that four years were required to harness the
atom for atomic warfare and yet that very decision continues to
impact on the worid's military policy even today (40 plus years later).
The course of the future, especially the near-term and the middle
range future. can easily be influenced in a positive direction by
counselors who hold a vision of what can be. "The biggest ob-
stacle between now and the future you want is you" (Hays &
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Johnson 1984, p. 208). Stated in yet another way. a counselor's
image of the future is the most significant determinant in
shaping that person's behavior (Wooden. 1979).

The future is a concept of time which begins with the
counselor's view of that which is possible and necessary in
meeting children's needs. Counselors have an opportunity,
through elementary school counseling program, to "build a
better mousetrap." They can shape the future by looking for
better long tenn solutions in response to perennial societal
problems rather than focus on costly temporary and corrective
measures which do not satisfactorily address the concerns for
which they were designed.

Yes, the future is a concept of time that has its roots in the
prezent Counselors must become master bridge builders in
spanning the gap between what is and what can be. To do this,
the tripartite of the child, those behaviors to be learned. and
those conditions of the learning environment must be con-
sidered in building a future that will address the developmental
and societal needs of children. The time to begin is now.

FutureConcept of Coancations,
Tinge, and kungen

Cornish (1977) presented three tentative postulates that
futurists believe shape the future. The first is the Unity cf the
Universe which presents the view that all things are inter-
connected in the universe. A change in one element will
precipitate a chain reaction in all other elements. The universe
is constantly changing in response to the decisions and
outcomes which shape the environment and all of humanity.
Therefore the decisions that counselors make weigh heavily on
their responsibility to research the potential impact of their
ideas, before they set them in motion.

Second, the future relies on the Crucial Importance of
Time. "The apparent neutrality of a decision is merely the lag
time between the making of a decision and its eventual
unintended irnpactr (Inbody, 1984, p. 217). Even a gradual
change, set in motion over time, can have a significant impact
on the future.
336 Elementary School Counseling
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Third. the Importance te Ideas conveys the significance
that ideas and images play on shaping the future. Ideas and
images are the pathways to reality and spark the eventual
actualization of that which is to be. Counselors and all
umbers of the elementary school counseling program possess
the power of creating ideas and images that will eventually
spawn the planning, organizin& actuatin& and controlling of
counseling programs designed to meet children's present and
future needs.

Fintgasie-nvE PRACIICES
AND TEN COMIUTMENTS AWAY

Futurism has been characterized as a disciplined process in
which people can challenge and change the future by deciding
what kind of future is wanted and then makingit happen. That
process (futurism) can only be put into practice by effective
leaders. A major distinction between mana*ment and leader-
ship is that management connotates the practice of handling
things. establishing stability, improving efficiency making
things nin smoothly, and other activities designed to control
orgardzation processes. Leadership. on the other hand, means
to go places and signifies the practices of providing direction;
searching for opportunities; challenging the status quo; and
seeking ways to improve the organization. it's people, and those
who are served by the organization.

Not unlike successful businesses and industries, elementary
school counseling programs need both effective leaders and
responsible managers. The elementary school counselor is the
most likely candidate to move elementaly school counseling into
the 21st century and therefore must possess leadership and
management skills and abilities.

Planning the future and making it happen requires
leadership. "In essence leadership appears to be the act of
getting others to want to do something you are convinced
should be done" (Packard, 1962, p. 170). Kouzes and Posner
(1987) suggested that the significance of Packard's quote lies in
two words: to want. Leaders must not only have a sense of
direction, they must possess the skills and human qualities
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that move people to action because they are internally moved to
do so. A clear distinction exists between getting others to do
something and getting others to want to do something.

lAaders are people who are credible and they develop that
credibility through their actions by challenging, inspiring
enabling, modeling. and encouraging (Kouzes & Posner, 1987).
Based on their leadership research, Kouzes and Posorr (1987)
have identified five practices and ten commitments which
represent significant leadership behaviors possessed by most
leaders in charting the future. Leaders (counselors) who make a
difference (Kouzes & Posner):

Challenge Ste Process

1. Search for opportunities to challenge the status quo.

2. Experiment and take risks

Inspire a eared Vision

3. Envision the future and what the mganization can become.

4. Enlist others in the dawn.

EnaMe Ottawa to Act

5. nrster collaboration and build spirited teams.

6. Strengthen others making each person fed capable and powerfuL

Model the Way

7. Set the example for others to follow.

a Plan small wins.

Encourage the Heart

9. Recognize individual contributions.

10. Celebrate accomplislunents. (p. 14)

These same practices and ten commitments can place
elementary school counselors and their respective programs on
the cutting-edge in creating the very best learning enviromnent
that we can offer today's children while at the same time
338 Elementary Schaal Counseling
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every practice that Is listed, ask what purpose does it
serve? Does the practice support program growth and
innovative development? Fbr every practice that is
essential and =tributes to the preferal* future. keep
it. Fbr those that seem to serve no useful purpose,
eliminate them immediately. Involve as many people as
possible in the elementary school counseling program
when engaging in discussions which confront and
challenge the status quo.

4. If a hole exists in the bucket, go fix it All elementary
school counseling programs, no matter how innovative
and effective they are, can be improved. Counselors need
to encourage and teach participants and service providers
alike to be critical observers in looking for ways to
improve the elementary school counseling program
process and product. One way this can be accomplished
is by having people take turns doing different activities.
People in new experiences often ask questions about the
job and the way things are done. They are often quick to
point out and support ways in which things could be
done better, more cost effectively, and perhaps more
efficiently with improved results.

5. Instill excitement challenge, and adventure into the
program. By giving other people responsibility and the
opportunity to be innovative and creative, a blanket of
high level involvement spreads evenly across the entire
elementary school counseling program,thus increasing
the potential for continued program development and
improvement. Programs that instill excitement, chal-
lenge, and adventure are also fun. When parents,
teachers, administrators, and community supporters are
given opportunities to solve problems, explore new
experiences, create new opportunities, and learn new
war of doing things, they have fun investing in
themselves, the counseling program, and their future.

Emperiment sad Take Risks. For counselors and Coun-
seling Program Committees to challenge the process of ele-
mentary school counseling in search of change, growth, and
innovative opportunities, they must experiment take risks, and
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learn from thdr mistakes, That means that the environment in
which they live, learn, and create must be one that supports the
freedom to experiment and succeed as well as to fail. Such an
environment can be mated by doing the following

1. Provide multiple opportunities (formal and Werntal)
to collect innovative ideas. Breakfast meeting% sug-
gestion boxes1 evaluation forms, brainstorming sessions,
good idea clubs, and advisory boards represent a few
vehicles for stimulating creative thought and feedback
in the elementary school counseling program Making
this process a normal, acceptable, and a regular part of
the counseling program helps to remove suspicion and
caution that sometin3es surfaces when the collection of
innovative ideas are connected with yearly program eval-
uations.

2. Solicit hawed= ideas. Counselors should make idea
gathering a part of their weekly planning sessions and
ask program providers and recipients each week to
discuss the nature of their involvement in the coun-
seling program and how it has helped contribute to
their growth. Encourage others to visit school coun-
seling programs, volunteer organizations (YMCA. YWCA.
The American Red Cross, etc.), and social service
agencies, making it a point to bring back one or two
innovative ideas that can be implemented as is, or with
modification, into the local school counseling program.

3. Encourage experbnentation. Waiting for good ideas to
become fully developed prior to implementation may
serve to "kill ofi" the idea Give people enough space to try
out ideas on a small scale. Such experimentation
encourages controlled risk taking, trial and error learning,
and the self-confidence to try new ideas even though
some may not work out as planned. Many worthwhile
medical and tecimological advances have evolved out of mperi-
mentation.

4. Encourage and provide for team renewal. All people
need stimulating activity and an occasional change of
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scenery. Attending conference% workshops, and profes-
sional training sesedons help people to keep abreast of
new ideas, new ways of doing thing% and provides them
with the opportunity to Wild new skills which will make
them effective team participant%

5. Honor risk takers. Peters (1955) has suggested that
every company should create an Irmovators Hall of Rime.
What a great idea fi3r school counseling. Counselors
could utilize a glass case in a prominent location and fill
it with pictures, newspaper clippings, trophies, and
ribbons belonging to those people whom they continue
to honor for having taken a risk in trying something
that is new or different for them. Risk takers can and
should be honored even if their ideas do not materialize
as planned. Well intentioned ideas that do not work out
are just as important as the winners. Much can be
learned from studying both successes and failures when
developing innovative counseling programs.

6. Model risk taking. Counselors need to take visible risks
as a way of encouraging other team players to do the
same. Leaders cannot sit on the sirliiines and expect
others to want to become involved in planning the fu-
ture.

7. pewter commibnent. =Wm!, and challenge. Kouzes &
Posner (1987) have stated that to build commitment.
offer more rewards than punishments. To build a sense
of control, choose tasks that are challenging, but within
the person's skill capabilities. To build an attitude of
challenge, encourage people to see change as full of
possibilities. These points represent key issues for
counselors to consider when building a volunteer
support pool of active participants.

Inspiring a Shared Vision

Visions represent mental images of preferable futures that
have a real potential for being achieved. The dream can only
become a reality to the extent that the leader (counselor) can
breathe life into that vision thus transforming that image into
342 Elementary School Counseling
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a certainty that is believable, desirable. and possible as
penrived by those who will work toward making that vision
become a reality. Shearson and Le lurum Brothers (1984) stated
that "Vision is having an acute sense of the possible. It is
seeing what others don't see. And when those of similar vision
are drawn frgether, something extraordinary occurs" (pp. 42-3).

Counselor& if they are to impfte a shared vision, must
first be able to envision the future and second, be able to enlist
the enthusiastic support of others in transforming Ur dream
into new possibilities for elementary school counseling.

Euelsba the Falun. Learning to become a futurist
requires that counselors have knowledge about their awn past
and that of elementary school counseling; are able to express
their wants in relationship to the current world vim and are
prepared to Implore, develop, and communicate positive expecta-
tions about the future with those who have a stake in the
future of elementary school counseling programs. Here are a few
ideas that counselors can use as they envision the futum

1. Look at the past. Counselors need to evaluate their
own strengths and weaknesses and those of their
programs. They need to ask what successes they haw
enjoyed, and how their successes have occurred A
similar question should be asked about program
failures. Counselors also are encouraged to examine
what patterns seem to emerge and how these patterns
may have influenced the evolution of the school
counseling program. If uninterrupted, how might these
same patterns (good and bad) continue to shape the fu-
ture?

2. Study your wants. Counselors are encouraged to
explore what they want to accomplish during the
coming year, the next flve years, and twenty years from
now. To begin the process of self-exploration, the
following questions prepared by !comes and Posner
(1987) can be used as a catalyst in helping counselors
clarify their vision for the future.

How would you like to change the world for yourself andyour
organization?
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lf you could iment the future, what future would you intent
for ymuself and your organization?

What mission in life absolutely obsesses you?

What is your dream about your work?

What is the distinctive mle or akin of your organization
(department plant, projee t. convoy. agency. community)?

About what do you have a burning passion?

What work do you find absorbing. Involving. enthralling?

What will happen in ten years tf you remain absorbed,
involved, and enthralled in that work?

What does your ideal organization look like?

What is your persmial agenda? What do you want to prove?
(p. 102)

3. Describe what you did to become a member q f the
Iliementarg School Counseling Innovators Mali
frame? Counselors reflecting on the preceeding ques-
tione, should imagine themselves being inducted into
the Innovators Hall of 1111m,e and write an article about
their coniribution(s) to elementary school counseling as
it will appear in the booklet describing the honorees'
contributions. This is the counselor's opportunity to
showcase dreams, aspirations, and hopes for the future
as though they have already occurred.

4. Writs a shan't vision statement. Kouzes and Posner
(1987) have suggested that counselors write a twenty-live
word or less statement, using the ideas generated thus
far. In describing their ideal and unique images of the
future regarding elementary school counseling pro-
grams. Counselors should make the statement short so
that they can easily convey the intent of their vision to
others. The authors (Kouzes & Posner) then sugpsted
that cotaiselors develop a short phrase or sentence which
captures the essence of their vision. They are to use that
slogan to keep the vision in the forefront and on
everybody's lips. The slogan helps to maintain the focus of
the elementary school counseling program and helps to
keep the pmgram forward moving.
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5. Act cm your visions. A certain amount of spontaneity
and intuition are important variables in moving inno-
vative ideas from dream to reality. Innovation is a
process which encourages counselors to look beyond the
way things have traditionally been done and to use their
quick and ready insight in generating the necessary
activity which adds clarity to the vision. So= move-
ment may be necessary before an idea can co= Into
proper focus.

6. A. die vial= becomes real. Neagh ligzat assump-
tions gou have made that either limit or &wand the
program's opportunity for growth. Assumptions
represent preconceived notions or beliefs about the way
things are or must be for success. Counselors should
check their assumptions out with trusted supporters.
They may turn out to be real or merely founded in myth.

Counselors have assumptions about the elementary
school counseling program, personnel, the way decisions
are made, and the amount of counseling prcgram
support that exists within the district Counselors also
will find that testing their assumptions through con-
trolled experimentation is of value as well. Reality testing
often reveals that counselors and counseling programs
have been influenced as much by myth as by truth.

7. Becenk a futurist Counselors can study the future by
turning to books and reports which analyze the forces
which shape the future. In 1987, the American School
Counselor Association (ASCA) and the American Asso-
ciation for Counseling and Development (AACD) spon-
sored a "20/20" focus on the Future Conference for
school counsekors. Attending conferences and programs of
this type will help to keep a school district's focus on
future trends and issues that need to be addressed. The
school district also might develop its own futures
committee which can be responsible for conducting
research, reviewing research studies, and involving dis-
trict personnel in futures activities and workshops.
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8. Use nutztal reksassal. A most powerful tool that can be
used to usher in the future is imagery. Once counselors'
visions have been clarified throuP the preceeding stem
they can practice visualizing their images as reality.
Utilizing mental rehearsaL helps counsebrs actually see
themselves going through steps and planning for the
change. They then can convince themselves that they
have been successful in selling others their ideas and that
their dreams have now become a reality.

Counselors who are able to use imagery and
affirmation techniques successfully stand a far greater
chance of succeeding in the new endeavor than those
who cannot We used imagery and affirmation tech-
niques when planning for the book (future) and found
that we were able to bolster our self-confidence in seeing
the book in its completed format before we began to
write.

Enlist Otims. While counselors must first be able to
envision the future for themselves, if the process stops there,
little else will happen. Counselors must find a way to
communicate their vision to others in such a manner as to
attract and excite members of the Counseling Program
Committee and enlist their support In working toward a
common purpose.

On August 23, 1963. 250,000 people weir gathered at the
Lincoln Memorial in Washington. D.C. to hear an address by
Martin Luther King. Jr. Those who heard the speech watched
history in the making and witnessed the future unfold as King
uplifted and inspired people all across the nation as he Invited
them to go to the mountain top with him and dream of a
nation united and free at last. That speech,and the manner in
which it was delivered, enlisted others in his dream and it
continues to do so even today.

While we do not suggest that counselors need to have the
speech writing and oratory skills of a Martin Luther King, Jr..
we are saying that if counselors are to enlist the support of
others, three fundamental qualities of an inspirational presen-
tation are required. Counselors must (1) appeal to a common
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purpose, (2) communicate expressively, and (3) sincerely believe
in what they are saying (Kouzes & Posner, 1987).

Here are a few ideas that counselors can use to enlist the
support of others.

1. Identify the people Iv be enlisted in the vision. Make a
list of those people and groups (parents, teachers.
admthistrators, schoolboard members, and community
supporters) who stand to influence the future and who in
turn will be influenced by it. Thew are the people and
groups who stand to gain or lose based on their own
actions and those of others.

2. Identify s mambo point Elementary school counsding
programs are suppcwted by people of varying interests
and backgrounds. Find that common thread or the
magnetic field that draws people together because of
common interests, shared beliefs, or a specific goal that
can represent the rallying point. By talking to people and
conducting needs assessments, it is possible to assess
what the school and community want for their children.
Once that cosmic glue has been identified use it
effectively to cement the commitment and relaUonships to
instill the group to action.

a Learn how to present yourself effectively. Counselors
are encouraged to take a Dale Carnegie course or any
speech course that will help them to develop their
communication skills. Learning to use imagery and
illustrations effectively to appeal to common beliefs, to be
sincere, to be positive and hopeful, to speak with passion
and emotion, and to convey personal convic-
tions about one's dreams, is important.

4. Develop a short presentation. Counselors are en-
couraged to write a five minute, hip impact speech that
conveys the essence of the vision which can be delivered
at a moment's notice to anyone. The speech should be
designed to instruct others about the vision and the
many opportunities that can be realized through its
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employment. Counselors must learn to function success-
fully as salespeople and as politicians in selling their
ideas to others. Using stories, nwtaphors, analogies, and
varying props can help program supporters and cus-
tomers (program recipients) to sine& taste, feel, and
visualize the vision. As leaders, counselors are about the
business of sculpturing their vision into a masterpiece
of reality that is visible and so desirable that others will
want to buy and support what the counselor has to sell.

5. Be realistic, optimistic, aad positive. The counselor
needs to encourage others to act by supporting them in
every manner possible as they begin to employ inno-
vative prwramming. Counselors need to provide words
of encouragement supply information, teach skills, build
self confidence, and above all, to be enthusiastic. The
future is aeated by those who can instill in others the I
can consciousness and the / will state of mind. In
addition to being highly optimistic, counselors also mai
to be realistic in aclmowledging that there will be hard
work and rough spots on the road to success. Py helping
counseling program supporters focus on the gold
instead of the dirt, they will never lose sight of what it is
they are trying to accomplish despite the many road-
blocks and debris which may have to be moved out of
the way in achieving the desired outcome

Enabling Otlwas to Act

Counselors are leaders and leaders recognize that they
cannot build futures without the support and determination of
loyal followers. Leaders are team builders who involve others in
the planning process. They encourage people to grow by
creating self-esteem building environments. Those environ-
ments build trust, encourage independence, foster and support
team work, and create mutual respect and dignity in all human
relationships.

When others feel strong and capable, are trusted and
respected, experience love and a sense of belonging, relation-
ships are fostered that serve to sustain extraordinary group
effort. Parents, teachers, administrators, school board members,
348 Elementcuy School Counseling
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and community supporters hunger for those win-win oppor-
tunities in life when they can work together on projects of
common interest that support everybody's needs and especially
those of children.

The stxxess of an elementary school counseling pmgram is
based on the counselor's ability to enable others to act Por this
to occur, counselors must learn how to foster collaboration and
cohesion anyong pingram supporters and to strengtium their
positive beliefs in self as signifiemt and contributing members of
the elemmtary schod counseling program team. What follows are
a number of suggestions designed to foster collaboration and
build people's strengths.

Poster Collaboredion. Everybody has needs to be met.
Counseling Prctmm Conunittees work best when a spirit of
cooperation and collaboration are fostered in the attainment of
mutual goals. Team participants are more likely to cooperate
with other team players when all members trust each other and
discuss openly the benefits to be obtained by a particular
course of action. The counselor must not only be task oriented.
but also concerned about peopk and the process of group
dynamics and human interactions. Give and take rdationships,
in addition to supporting collaborative pals, also encourage
elementary school counseling team participants to assist each
other in attaining personal goals as welL Here are some
suggestions that will assist counselors to build collaboration
and tmst among all team players.

I. Always say °we." Counselors have always encouraged
others to use the personal pronoun -r* when referring to
personal accomplishments or behaviors. This helps people
take ownership for their actions. .Aowever, as leaders.
counselors need to take care in using "we" and "our" when
describing counseling program goals and successes. No
program can be successful without team involvement and
shared efforts. Learning to share the credit is an activity
that counselors can afford to practice. There is no charge to
the institution (the school) for doing so. yet the profits
(people efforts and program results) am be extraordinarybe-
cause the counselor took a few moments to acknowledge and
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model positive feedback to those who deserved to be
acknowledged.

2. Create opportunities; far interactions. Counselors, as
is true for all team participant% are very busy people
Left to their own volition, they are inclined to become
wrapped up in their own activities and gradually isolate
themselves from each other. Counsekirs need to identify
and foster a variety of ways to stimulate interactions
among teachers, parents, administrators. school board
members, and community supporters. Regularly sched-
uled meeting% problem solving groups, seminars on
various school counseling topics, and Friday afternoon
mixers provide opportunities for school counseling
supporters to discuss the issues and to collaborate on
goals they all can support.

3. Crea t e a dintate qf trust. Whik trust means many
things to many people, at the vety least, trust commun-
icates confidence and predictability. When a counselor is
trusted, that person is believable and predictable based
on words and action. A trusting climate is one where
pemle are not afraid to say what they are thinking. They
feel comfortable presenting their ideas and sharing their
personal points of view because they know that they are
loved and accepted for who they are even when their
ideas run counter to group opinion. Trusting climates
support vulnerability and encourage people to risk.

Counsekdrs who take risks, and stand by others who
do the same paw the way for a supportive climate A
fundamental dimension of trust is delegation. Coun-
selors who are willing to delegate responsibility to
others, are demonstrating their trust in themselves and
others. They are not afraid to give away their power and
share it with others. By helping others get to the top of
the mountain, they help to ensure that the counseling
program also will attain peak experiences as well.
Counseling program innovations must be nurtured in a
climate of trust if they are ever to emerge beyond the
seed.
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4. litmus on gains not losses. The Counseling Program
Committee that focuses on gains is optimistic. The
Committee sees opportunities in every publem, not
prublerns with every oppotturity. They understand that
dreams are the otteway to greatness. Before something
can happen, people must first have a vision and believe
in that vision so strongly that it becomes reality first in
the mind and then in the world.

The challenge before all Counseling Program Com-
mittees is to cultivate winners, not losers. Counseling
Program Committee members are encouraged to work
together for the purpose of focusing on a win and to
look for compromises, if necessary, to attain the gain.
Great ideas often become mediocre advances, because
the focus is on protecting the status qua and reducing
the losses. When the Counseling Program Committee
loses sight of the collective benefits and opportunities to
be seemed by all, committee members quickly shift their
focus to what they must do to minimize losses for them-
selves.

5. Involve the Counseling Progrum Committee in Om-
ning and problem solving. Counselors need to ask
themselves who the people are that are involved in the
planning and problem solving activities of the coun-
seling program. So very often the counselor is in the
situation all alone and does most of the planning and
wrestling with the problems. Counselors will find that if
they turn to the consumers and providers of counseling
services for support in planning and problem solving
that these people, being closest to the action, will have
eome very practicid suggestions to share.

To foster effective collaboration efforts in planning
and problem solving, Lawler. 111. (1986) has suggested
that only those people with working knowledge of the
situation be involved. Those people need to be provided
with the authority, resources, and standards to be met
in meeting the demands of the collaboration effort.
Above all else, counselors should tie rewards valued by
the group to the performance.
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who serve the school and children. they will learn much
about themselves, other people, and new wgys that they
can best meet children's developmental and societal
needs.

2. Develop team building competence. Counsekors have
the interpersonal skills to interact successfully with
others. Those same skills can be used to bring people
together and develop team relationships. As profes-
sionals. counselors, teachers, administrators, and educa-
tional specialists tend to function independent of each
other. In so doing no sense of teamsmomship ever
develops. While specialty groups are needed to provide
unique services, they are all members of the same team
when it comes to serving the needs of children and
building more effective learning climates. These various
groupe need the opportunity to learn more about each
other and to discuss common interests and concerns.
Out of such a climate can grow some new and
innovative ideas.

3. Use power to serve Whirrs. A diffitrence exists between
using power to help others opt what they want and
using power to control and manipulate others for the
leader's personal gain. Leaders who use their power to
serve others ultimately create leaders who in turn also
learn to serve others. Leaders use their power to help
others perform mote effectively in their Jobs. These same
leaders are liked and respected people. Counselors are
encouraged to cultivate leaders, increase their visibility.
give them responsibility, and encourage their efforts in
support cf the elementary school counseling program.

4. Enlarge people', circle 9f behsence. Counselors ,who
manage and lead successful counseling programs, in-
volve program supporters in every facet of the program.
Volunteers plan. organize. implement, and evaluate
These people have received training from the counselor
and other professionals in basic statistical measurement
methods, communication sidlls, decision maldng and
problem solving techniques. and group dynamics. They
have been trained and coached and have been given the
opportunity and responsibility to perform autonomously.
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5. Keep people hifornsed. Counselors need to become
great communicators. They need to keep people in-
formed about the philosophy and Madan of the
elernentary schwa counseling program. What's more,
counselors need to hip volunteers understand the
importance of their contributions to the total program.
Program supporters are more willing to back a program
when they understand the critical nature of their efforts
in support of their program's success. WI= pozple are
informed and feel needed. they experience a sense of
importance and put 100 percent of their effort into the
Job that needs to be done.

6. Make cosmetics's. Counselors are familiar with the old
adage that says who you know is as important as what
you know. The success o elementary school counseling
programs is as much based on counseling connections
as the counselor's knowledge and skills. The right
connections open doors which lead to support in the
way of training, money. information, and the backing of
important ideas. Connections lead to power and add to
the counselor's reputation as a person who can get
things done through people. If the counseling programis to flourish, counselors need to introduce pp:wpm
supporters to the pecvle they need to know in order to
increase their sphere of influence. Through forming
stratqgic relationships with others and doing the same
for counseling program supporters, counselors can
empower others in the same manner in which they too
gained power.

7. Make heroes qf otherpeople. Another way of strength-
ening people is to increase their visibility Counselors
can do this by putting the spotlight on others. Glorify
the volunteer, the program supporter. and the personwith the good idea Counselors can make use of
telegrams, the newspaper, letters to the school board,
recognition dinners, trcphies, and other methods to
focus attention on those who have supported he
counseling program in sore measum All people destme
recognition for their efforts as well as their successes.
Yet so many people go unrecognized throughout their
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lives because no one took the time to focus the spotlight
on them even if but for one short glorious moment

Modeling The Way

The successful leader, according to Kouzes am! Posner
(1987), functions from a well &tined philosophy, a set of
statements by which the organization Is measured, a value
orientation about how children and program supporters ought
to be treated, and a set of principles that make the organization
(the elementary school counseling program) unique and distinc-
tive

Leaders create the plans and help design the road maps
which highlight the way and guide people toward the desired
ends. Leaders help to unravel the bureaucratic entanglements,
model the way. and create the opportunities for small wins
which lead to major victories. "Leaders know that while their
position gives them authority. their behavior earns them
respect" (Kouzes & Posner, 1987, p. 187).

Counselors can enhance their credibility as leaders in
immeasurable ways if they set responsible goals, proceed with
enthusiasm, and practice consistency between their words and
actions as they help others attain the high standards by which
elementary school counseling programs are measured.

Set the Zsample. Modeling the way by setting the example
is how counselors can make their visions tangible. The
counselor's actions become the mirror through which others
observe and evaluate their own behaviors in light of values and
standards set by the leader which symbolize the credibility of
the organization. Counselors therefore need to establish a clear
sense of direction and be guided by a basic philosophy and set
of values that all program participants can support both
personally and organizationally. Counselors shoulder a major
responsibility in making sure that everyone connected with
school counseling, in whatever capacity, understand the fun-
damental mission of the program. That responsibility cannot be
accomplished in a thirty minute assembly at the beginning of
the school year. Counselors must work daily and timelessly
through every avenue open to them if they are to point everyone
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in the right direction when it comes to empowering others to
act in behalf of Wetting the elementary school counseling
program where it needs to be Counselors can become effective
example setters by doing 'Cm following:

1. Write a Ref freed& Counselors, if they are to model the
way, must first know what they value Counselors can
begin the process by asking themselves mr what basis
they evaluate the success of their elementary school
counseling programs. Owe that has been determined.
counselors are encouraged to explore and clarify the
kind of actions they need to display to communicate
their beliefs, values, and ideals to others in support of a
successful program. Counselors are asked to imagine
themselves being recognized for their contributions to
elementary school counseling at a large reception in
their honor. Writing 2 or 3 five line phrases that they
would like to hear will force them to begin thinking
about what they value and hold sacred.

2. Develop a leaderahip avdp. Counselors will find the
recording of their beliefs and personal ideals useful in
establishing a set of guidelines for the elementary school
counseling program. An activity used by Kouzes and
Posner (1987) asks the organizational leader to imagine
being relocated away from the company for several
months without any form of communication possible.
The leader is permitted to leave only one page of
guidelines stating his/her business beliefs, philosophy,
values, and credo on how the business should be
conducted during the leader's absence. These guidelines
would then be distributed throughout the company for
employee use. Counselors might imagine a similar
scenario and practice writing their own similar set of
guidelines. They should take the activity seriously and
share their results with several other people for their
feedback

3. Write a tribute to the elementary school cmmsellng
program. Counselors can ask various program service
providers and recipients (parents, teachers, adminis-
trators. school board members, and community sup-
porters) to write a testimonial tribute to the elementary
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school counseling program. By comparing the testi-
monial tribute statements, the counselor can begin to
understand how the counseling program is perceived by
various program supporters and recipients, Counseling
programs that do not appear to have a focus or are
perceived in ways which run counter to the counselor's
credo need to be reviewed. What ldnd of future is being
czeated for *mental", school counsding by those who
shape its current ecistence and future essence?

4. Publish the credo. nom all data that have been
collected, counselors are encouraged to print the credo
which best exemplifies the desired Mute of elementary
school counseling programs. Once that future is de-
scribed from a here and now point of view, the counselor
and Counseling Program Committee have that ideal to
attain. The credo can be printed on the counselor's
business crud, the counseling newsletter, printed signs,
and posted on the counselor's door. A symbol also can
be created which reminds people about the elementary
school counseling program and the credo.

5. Audit actions. The counselor and members of the
Counseling Program CArmmittee are encouraged to
record their actions and compare them with what they
say and with their printed credo. Actions include what
the counselor and committee members say to peo*, the
number of daily contacts they have, the nature of these
contacts, and the focus of messages delivered. The
purpose of the audit is to scrutinize daily routines,
identify habitual patterns of behavior, evaluate behavior
under pressure, and compare counseling program mes-
sages with the printed credo. Counselors also are
encouraged to look at their calendar of appointments
and to determine how their behaviors, past, present, and
future either support or detract from the philosophy and
mission (the future) of the elementary school counseling
Program.

6. Evaluate established routines and systems. Coun-
selors need to evaluate the routines that have been
established in the counseling program. Routines represent
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established ways of doing things and the systems that
have been created which support those behaviors. Some
routines and systems are necessary because they help to
maintain and support the counseling prognun's prin-
ciples and ideals. Those routines am!' systems can be
improved upon while other routines and systems which
are less supportive and wimps ckstnictive can be
eliminated. Fbr each function of management (planning,
organizing, activating, and controlling). thereare routines
and systems that need to become firmly established if the
future. as described in the credo, is to become more of a
reality each year.

7. Be dramatic. Sometimes counselors need to stage
dramatic events in order to illustrate a point or principle
stated in the credo. The challenge before counselors is to
devise ways to impress upon counseling program
recipients and providers the significance of the coun-
seling program to the educational system and the
seriousness of the counselor to get the job done. If
counselors wish to establish more risk taking, they will
need to emphasize the benefits and minimize the
drawbacks through some responsive action that gains
people's attention. Sometimes counselors need to use
their acting and clowning skills to help people focus on
issues.

8. Be a story teller. Counselors and Counseling Program
Committee personnel have many true stories they am
tell to make conversation and to illustrate a standard or
value from the credo in action. Program supporters and
recipients need to hear, over and over again, the many
success stories associated with the elementary school
counseling program. These stories, in turn, get repeated
by others and the success of elementary school coun-
seling is allowed to expand to a wider audience.

9. Find teachable moments. Teachable moments occurduring those times in the school day when the
counselor identifies and reinforces the positive behav-
iors and actions of people that support the elementary
school counseling program (credo). At other times. the
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counselor will want to support others for their valiant
efforts, in addition to exploring with them, alternative
actions that may yield more desired results. Utilizing
teachable moments can be fun for the counselor and
can help to illustrate the mission of the school
cormseling program.

10. Be emotional. Most counselors, by nature, are caring,
compassionate individuals. That human quality can also
be an asset to the elementary school counseling
program. Counselors not only care about people, they
also must care about what happens to the elementary
school counseling program. Counselors must first be-
lieve in themselves, sward in other people, and third in
their proVmm to serve people (program recipients and
providers) in a caring and compassionate manner.

Plan Snail Wins. "Life Is a cinch 13y the inch and hard by
the yard," exemplifies the importance of taking small steps.
Many projects loth rather diecouraglag when viewed in their
totality. Imagine how anyone would feel if they were to observe
all the food that they would ever consume in a lifetime. Such a
sight and task would certainly appear to be overwhelming.

The counselor's job is to convince progTara supporters that
what appears to be impossiole is possible. The task can be
accomp17.,hed by planntrig mall wins. As program supporters
experience small successes and obscrw movement toward goal
attainment, =nfidence in the counnelor. the' counseling pro-
grom. and in themsehez wid begin to imrease

Counbelors modA the way by helpiug people to cisange their
behaviors, establish new ways of doing things, and create new
attitudes legarding taat they can accomplish when they plan
small wins. Counselors are now ready to plan small wins by
exercising the following six ideas:

1. Make el plan. Counselors recognize the importance of
planning when developing any project. In Chapter 2 are
pmvided guidelines to successful planning which should
be followed before any pmject is implemented.
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2.. Make a model. Before implementing an idea full scak,
counselors should identify a location where the model
can be field tested. Select a site that is most supportive
(physically and psychologically) and capitalize on it
When expanding the project concept to other locations.
use the model as an instructional guide and encourage
other" to adapt and improve upon its application.

3. Take one step at a thus. Counselors who make use of
successive approximation. mockling, cueing. and posi-
tive reinforcement principles when planning the project
training the participants, and impkmenting the mixt
should experience little difficulty in attaining success.
Counselors will need to keep focused on the importance
of the project, how it reinforces the vision, and the
progress being made as it is imriemented. Signs can be
posted, articles can be written, and people can be
verbally praised as means of spotlighting the progress
being made.

4. Reduce the east qf saying yes. People are reluctant to
get involved in those projects about which they know
little and lack confidence in themselves to do a good job.
For that reason, counselors must make it easy for people
to take risks, experiment and make mistakes with
minimal nrgative consequences to them and the project
Planning small wins begins with the first step. The first
step is easier to take when volunteers feel connected to
the project, the counselor, and the school counseling pro-
gram.

5. Use the natund 4/fusion /mums& Building successful
elementary school counseling programs is a change
process. Counselors, if they are to be successful in creating
a meaningful and positive future for school counseling,
must understand the dynami,m of change and be able to
use them effectively. Fbr example, change is more likely to
be supported when people understand the change, when
the dmAge suppoits the nthmion of am counseling
program, when the benefits of change can be substan-
mated, when the innovation has worked in other settinga
and when the people who will implement the
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change are committed to the idea and those who are
trying to bring it about.

Change tan occur in one of two ways. Change can
te ordered by those in authority (position power) or it
can occur naturally because the groundwork and
support for the change has been established (personal
power). While personal power and the infusion process
usually takes longer to implement, it tends to be the
most effective mute to take because the support is there
to make the project work.

6. Give people choices and make choices highly viral&
When planning small wins, counseling program partici-
pants need to experience a sense of ownership in the
program. A feeling of ownership occurs when people
have an opportunity to make chokes and to process
decisions regarding their participation in the counseling
program. When people are told what to do and how to do
it, dependence is created and with dependence can come
a gradual disinterest in the program. Choices allow for
flexibility. independence, creativity, and experimentation.
These variables help to stimulate ownership and a sense
of pride. challenge and accomplishment.

Encouraging the Heart

Encouragement is a significant element in the success of
any elementary school counseling program. We have discussed
the importance of recognition throughout this book. but would
now like to focus on ways in which the school counselor can
encourage others in their quest for the summit. Whether
developing new programs or improving existing programs,
counselors and Counselin. Program Committees are continually
seeking to build more effective delivery systems and better
methods for meeting children's needs. Counselors play a
significant role in maintaining the courage, enthusiasm, and
spirit of program supporters as they commit themselves to the
vision. Counselors need to express often and visually their pride
in their Counseling Program Committees by using a variety of
methods to celebrate team accomplishments.
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Counselors can suwort and recognize pi ogram volunteers
through thank you notes, kind smiles, awards, public praises,
nyzognition dinners, continental breakfzsts, and get iogeihers
after school hours. The recognition of individual and group
contributions to the success dewy project is criticaL

Counselors that have the talent of maldng their program
supporters feel like heroes will help these people to fall in low
with tiv program. Program supporters will experience a sense
of family that can only be attained when people care about and
for each other. When this happens, everyone benefitsparents,
teachers. counselors, children, school board members, admin-
istrators. and community supporters. Encouraging the heart
can be accomplished kfthose counselors who actively recognize
contdbutions and oBlebrate accomplishments.

Recognize individual Contributions. "Leaders provide
people with clear directions, substantial encouragement, per-
sonal attention, and feedback Leaders make people winners,
and winning people like to up the ante, raise the standards, and
conquer the next mountain" (Kouzes & Posner, 1987, p. 253).
Counselors are leaders who have the potential to create
environments which can attain the foregoing accomplishments.
They can and must learn to express their appreciation in yaws
that go beyond the formal means of recognition used by their
schod systems. Spontaneity and creativity are two words that
when transformed into action statements, continue to lead
Counseling Program Committees and volunteers toward at-
taining the vision as expressed in the counselor's published
credo. For those willing to take the plunge, the following ideas
can help forge the way.

1. Develop tough measurable petformance stan-
dards. Counseling program standards need to be
known and understood by alL Standards also must be
stated in such a manner that their attainment, or lack
of it, is visible. When standards (What is important to
the counseling program and the recipiads of services)
are clear and attached to goal attainment, recognizing
individual and group contributions to project successes
become easy.
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2. bud all a fonnal systematic pncess for rewarding
pecformance. Many elementary school counseling pro-
grams do not have a famial systematic process for
recognizing performance Formal anti informal feedback
systems need to be instituted. People need to know how
they are doing in relation to the perfmmance standards.
That mans that program supporters not only must be
knowledgeable of the standards to be met, but also how
they will be measured, how the feedback will be received,
and how they stand to benefit from having met the stan-
dard&

3. Be creative about rewards. Counselors need to discuss
the matter of recognition with school board members
and administrators lkor a small momstary investment,
many recognition ideas can be instituted, other than
pay raises and promotions, which will please the
recipients and increase productivity.

4. Let others telp design nonmonelnry compensation
systems. While counselors have been singled out as
those individuals most responsible for recognizing
individual contributions, various individuals and vol-
unteer groups may choose to show off their own skills
and talent& For example, a group of teachers may have
developed a special self-esteem building program in their
school and choose to showcase their efforts through the
local newspaper. the display of projects in a downtown
store window, and through a radio interview describing
the project. These same teachers could be supported by
the local district to present their project at a state
conference and to write an article for a national journal.
These successes in turn can be recognized.

5. Make recognition public. Not everything that people do
has to be honored publicly. However publ1 c. recognition
does bolster self-esteem, develops self-cudidence, supports
desired behaviors, and builds enthusiasm The Boy
Scouts and Gid Scouts of America provide numerous
opportunities for young people to be recognized for
meeting program standards. Those awarvis are visible and
are gix ..31 at public recognition ceremonies. Our own
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military system operates quite successfully on a formal
recognition program that awards ribbons and medals
ceremoniously.

6. Go out and find pimple who are doing thims right.
Many elenvntary school counseling vdunteers go quietly
about their business doing a good job but are never
recognized for their work. When counselors go kooldng
for people to celebrate, they are looking for positive
behaviors. They also are breed to think about their
credo (vision) and the standards to be met in their quest
for excellence in action. When program supporters are
identified who are meeting program goals, they need to
be told in a very specific and deafly stated manner why
they are receiving a particular recognition. "Mary, you
were selected as the parent volunteer of the wet*
because you made five presentations this month at
social service agencies about our parent volunteer
program. That is the kind of activity that makes you a
valued friend of elementary school counstting and
supports our mission of increasing our parent volunteer
corp. Thank you for your contribution." This kind of
recognition also gives other parent volunteers another
example of a valued activity endorsed by the counseling
program-

7. Coach. All professional sports teams coach their players
before, during, and after the season is over. Coaching is
also a process that guides people throughout their
participation in the elementary school counseling pro-
gram. Counselors (coaches) spend time with program
supporters (players) listening to them, talking to them
about program strategies, and providing them with
feedback about their efforts. Through successive approx-
imation and continuous feedback, program supporter
participation is gradually shaped into program suc-
cesses. As the fundamentals of effective participation are
learned, the values and the vision of clementlyy school
counseling programs emerge with ever increasing
awareness and clarity. Recognition mid celebration pre
thus linked to the coaching experience because both
activities signal program achievements and victories.
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Celebrate A0:0=0k burnt.. In additim to being leaders,
counselors must also become cheerleaders of accomplishment.
Kouzes and Posner (1987) have stated that celebration is based
on three key principles; (1) focusing on key values. (2) making
recognition publically visible, and (3) being personally involleed

Focusing on key values requires all personnel to know what
those values are and to tie all celebrations to the accomplish-
ments of those values. Everything about a celebration must
occur with purpose. And one of the mrgor purposes of
celebrating key values is to have a positive impact upon the
behavior of all program supporters. When Amway, Mary Kay. or
similar organizations get together, they plan seminars which
celebrate people in relation to the key values of the organ-
ization. These organizations build people, inspire a shared
vision, enable others to act, model the way, plan small wins,
encourage the heart, and celebrate team accomplishments
regularly and proudly.

Public ceremonies, as we haw discussed, communicate the
seriousness of the organization in cherishing and accom-
plishing its stated values. By visibly demonstrating the impor-
tance of attaining pmgram goals, the act of celebrating fosters
commitment and a team spirit that binds elementary school
counseling supporters together. People learn that the way to get
to the top is based on helping other people get what they want.
So often the lesson is learned incorrectly with people clam-
mering over each other in hopes of being flrst. People who work
for organizations like Amway and Mary Kay. recognize that
their success is tied directly to the success of everyone above
and beneath them on the corporate ladder. This lesson is also
true for elementary school counseling as welL Counselors must
make use of seminars, rallies, and public celebrations used by
other successful organizations to accomplish similar ends.

Personal involvement of the counselor is important when
celebrating team accomplishments. When parents, teachers.
children, Iministrators, school board members, and com-
munity supporters are asked to share their impressions about
the school counselor and the counseling program. how is that
person and program characterized? The counselor's behavior
and program visibility, or lack of it, communicate much about
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how the elementary school counseling program is viewed. If
counselors are unaware of how they and their programs are
characterized, then the time for them to become personally
involved is now, in a planful way, in creating and celebrating
tomonow's vision today. Celebrating team accomplishnumts can
become a reality by practicing the following four suggestions.

1. Schedule celebrations. While many celebrations ought
to be spontaneous, others can be scheduled on the
calender. Counselors and the Counseling Program
Committee should identify the key values of the
elementary school counseling program and then
schedule dates on the calender to recognize all those
people who have contributed to the program's success.
Counstiors should plan to recognize everyone at some-
time during the year for at leRst one major contribution
that they have made. Perhaps tiie following celebrations
can be scheduled:

a. Founder,' Day. The beginning of elementary school
counseling in the school district.

b. Parent Wantons Dag. A day to celebrate all those
parents who contribute to the success of the
counseling program.

C. Pretlect Pride and Respect Dag. A day to celebrate
pride and respect of those people and children who
have b;.:compli6hed a milestone (academically. physi-
cally, socially, environmentally) during the year.

d. Contnumity Support Day. A day to recognize
various community organizations, groups, and indi-
viduals for their contributions to the school coun-
seling program.

Perhaps one day a month could be set aside by
counselors to publicize and recognize key supporters
and special counseling programs. The special days that
are celebrated each year can change as desired.

2. Be a cheerleader the counselor's wag. Counselors are
all individuals and will have their own unique way of
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leading a cheer. How the recognition is made is kw
important than doing something. Sincerity and genu-
ineness are most csitical variables when celebmting.
Counselors are encouraged to use their imagination&
borrow ideas from other people, and experiment with
new ideas of letting people ;mow that the schod
coun..rling program cares. When money is a major
proble.n, involve various groups in the school to share
their talents and creativity in making different recog-
nition tribute& T-shirts, plaques, flowers, cards, and
coffee and donut breaks can become rewarding methods
for communicating the thought that "this team" h s
helped the counseling program achieve another mile-
stone in meeting the vision of what elementary school
counseling hopes to become.

3 Secure a social network. Counselors are faced with
developing two major networks. They need to build
strong social support between and among members of
the elementary school counseling team and they need to
secure their own personal social network which may
include team members but usually extends beyond the
immediate work group.

Counselors function in jobs that demand a social
support system consisting of friends, dose colleagues,
mentors, and sponsors. These people can lend an open
ear, provide honest feedback, offer suaestions, provide a
needed source of strength during periods of distress,
and be there to share in joys and accomplishments.

Counselors, if they are to cultivate a social support
system, cannot wait until a crisis occurs and hope to
secure that needed assistance. They need to determine
what their network looks like right now. What people,
clubs, organizations, associations, and political and
religious groups do counselors belong to and support
actively? Counselors should ask themselves which of
their relationships are solid, which ones can be
bolstered, and which ones need to be renewed? With
those questions and responses in mind, the next logical
step is to build a plan for getting in touch with these
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potential supporters and implement the plan today.
Counselors that are interested in developing and
managing pace setting elenumtary school counseling
programs with a future must rely cm the support of
many people and orpnizations in achieving and cele-
bmting meaningful wins in the here and now.

4. Stag in lave. Counselors need to stay in love with who
they are, what they do, and with the people with whom
they work and serve. Leaders that art successful. low
their work and all that it entails. They know what they
low to do and incorporate that lave into their work
Counselors may find that taking a refreshing pause
from their busy routines will give them an opportunity
to question whether or not their current activities
support their vision and what they love to do. Coun-
selors wha are unhappy with their jobs can choose a
leadership Journey described by Molitor, account
executive at Regis McKenna. Inc. (cited in Kouzes &
Posner, 1987).

When I get back to RMI (or School District)
nese are lessonstry.to Ey.

Challenge the process
Push the status quo
Try new ideas
Don't say no.

Shan a vision
Mist foot on the way
Enlist in a dnam
Its rewards begin today.

Provide otheT the tools
Let them draw from within
Remon the path's barriers
Shout praise over the din.

Do as I do
Do what you may
If I listen to yvu
You'll show the way.
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Celebrate history
Awake for a lass
Life ts a journey
Venture Is the east

Neves let it be said
"If only I had.
Tinse's too short
inaction is sad,

First step outward
With friends gathered sound
Envision the future
Mitt on the ground. (p. 278)
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FuTuRE PROGRAMS
AND FUTURE

PROFESSIONAL ISSUES

lementary school counselors can have their greatest
impact on the future, not by attempting to predict
what will be, but lw planning the preferable future as

described in Chapter 12. As a concept of quality, the preferable
future represents what school c-mnselors, school rasonnel, and
community supporters dream about when envisioning educa-
tional programs of excellence for all children. While Chapter 12,
Manning the Future describes a process for transforming
dreams into realities, Chapter 13 explores some of the
programs, issues. and direction:: that will need to be addressed
by elementary school counselors as they develop programs that
will encourage and support freedom, harmonious living, and
responsibility. The reaciers of Chapter 13 thus are encouraged
to use this chapter as a model for exploring additional topics of
interest and need and then use Chapter 12 and the ideas
presented there as means of makim program dreams rome
alive.

We will explore five topics which we believe will continue to
play an important role in shaping children's futures. Our
purpose is not to discuss these topics in 4..lpth, as numerous
publications are available for resources. Our intent is to explore
some of the yet unresolved issues associated with these 4.pics
and to stimulate the reader's thoughts by presenting some
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future directions to consider when creating preferable futures.
The five topics which we have chosen are

1. microcomputers in counseling and human dew lopment.

2. multicultural education.

3. living in a nuclear age,

4. children's rights, and

5. living a wellness lifestyle.

The last half of the chapter will explore and expand upon
the role of school counselor as leader, manager. political activist,
and service provickr and the importance of these key ingre-
dients for getting things done in sharing successful elementary
school counseling programs.

MICROCOMPUTERS IN COUNSELING
AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Most people would agree that computers have an exciting
and productive future in elementary school counseling. Nelson
and Xrackover (1983) suggested six areas of computer usage
that are valuable tar elementary school counselors. They include
(1 ) learning from computers via drill, practice, and tutorials; (2)
learning with computers via simulation, games, and data
collection or interpretatitm; (3) learning about computers via
computer literacy and programming languages; (4) learning
about thinking with computers using educational computer
languages such as LOGO and PILOT; (5) learning about
management and school management programs; and (8) using
the computer as a reinforcer. Many counselors are likewise
familiar with the computer applications described by Alpert.
Pulvino, and Lee (1985) regarding the storing of recorcis,
conducting needs assessments, managing counseling program
research, instituting counselor accountability procedures.
assessing needed data from various information services,
automating effective educational placement programs, creating
and promoting efficient public relations efforts, and using
counseling simulations and computer-assisted training pro-
grams.
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The microcomputer is quickly becoming as common as the
chalkboard in our nation's schools (Dinkmeyer & Carbon.
1983). Computers and software manufacturas have created a
competitive multibillion dollar business for themselves. The sale
of computers and software has increased dramaticalky in the
past five years in part due to the vast coverage which
computers have reoeived as management and educational aids.
Counselors, teachers, parents, and children have had the
importance of being computer literate impressed upon them to
the extent that survival in a computer age is believed to be
directly proportional to one's knowledge and skills in computer
use.

Microcomputers will continue to increase in numbers
because they are mall, relatively inexpensive, easily maintained,
and are user friendly In addition, numerous, easy to use, and
relatively inexpensive software packages are available which will
allow counselors to do the many things previously described.
With its relative, recent, and fast paced emergence on the
educational scene, microcomputer technology has the potential
to augment as well as to undermine those potentialities for
which the technology was designed (Sampson & Pyle, 1983).

The aim of any computer application in counseling and
human development Is to assist children in meeting their
needs. Although the needs of children and counselors will vary.
three central factors are critical in contributing to the
responsible use and future of computers. They are (1) selecting
a computer application that has demonstrated capability of
meeting the user's needs. (2) implementing the system within
the constraints of the environment for which it was designed.
and (3) recognizing the potential and limits of the resources as
outlined by the developer in realizing desired user outcomes
(Sampson, Jr.. 1984). The potential benefits of using computer
applications are greatly limited when these factors are applied
to their use (Sampson. Jr.. 1984).

Issues and Problems

In addition to being knowledgeable about the potential of
computer tec 'urology, counselors also must consider the prob-
lems and issues that have or are likely to occur if they are not
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used responsibly. Childers, Jr. (1985) has identified 11 issues
that have ethical implications for counselors and the counseling
profession.

confidentiality. Computers present their own unique
problems when maintaining children's right to privacy in terms
of access and collection of data without family permission
While maintaining confidentiality has always been a concern of
counselors, addressing this issue, in response to the use of
computers in record collection, maintenance, use, and release.
needs to occur.

Data Storage. Because data storage has become easy and
cost effective when maintaining large amounts of data.
standards need to be established which guard against the
indiscriminate collection of information on children and their
families that have little or no direct value in the delivery of
effective counseling services.

Another issue to be addressed is the length of time that
various data should be maintained. Some states provide
minimum guidelines for retaining certain types of infarmation
while calling for the periodic purging ofother data.

Software Mmes. Inadequate software is cited as the single
greatest impediment to the computer revolution (Benderson,
1983). Benderson stated in 1983 that 95% of the available
software on the market was not worth having. While software
packages have improved since that time, counselors share a
major responsibility with other educators in selecting high
quality software pmgrams that are valid. reliable, useable, and
meet children's needs in a most responsible manner.

Counselors also are faced with updating computer software
programs which have outlived their usefulness. These that can
not be easily updated, should no longer be used. Unless
someone with the appropriate background and skills has been
assigned to periodically review outdated software packages, the
irresponsible dissemination of misinformation is likely to
become a significant ethical problem.
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Cowrie lor-assisted Baum Programs. Marry cormsding pro-
gram software packages lm t. been dedgned to be used by counselors
and children working together. When children are ldt to operate dune
'Ingrains indeperrlent of adult supervision and guidance, much of
their intended values can be lost.

Client-semeniug Procedures. While =mute's serve a useful
purpose, they can become a vehide of frustration and pain. Children
need to be taught how to use the computer and software packAges and
not be placed in situations that demand more ci them than they are
capable ofdelivering. Some children also are more anxious than °flaws
and may become ovedy stressed when using the computeror certain
software programs. All children should be screened for appropriate
lmowledgt, skill. and self conficknce before being 'Aced in an
independent situation with a computer.

Use by Affluent Versus Poor Climes. A potential problem exists
with the use of any technologr. The affluent are more likely to have
access to the technology than those who are less wdl off. With the
pawls& of time, the gap is likely to widen between those with the
computer information. Was, and self confidence and those who are
lacking in this strength. if sodety continues to move in the direction of
high technologr, people who are nore familiar with the technologyand
its use will have greater job opportunities. more freedom and better
education than those who do not. Perhaps as more computers are
purchased and erury access to their use hnproms with time, the
potential societal problem of the "haves" versus the "have note will not
take place,

Seals= Becker (1983) reported that a smaller percentage of girls
were electing to take computer classes in high school. We believe that
with the introduction of computers in the elementary school grades
(K-6), that the trend identified by Bedcer is changing. We have
mentioned the sexism issue because we believe that counselors must
insure that both sexes have an equal opportunity to learn about and
use computers throughout their years in school.

Computer Malley with Poor tiodalization Skills Computer
literacy is an important skill for children to have. Howeter, that skill
should not be attained Lit the sacrifice of other equally important sldlla
As long as counselors, teachers, and parents monitor children'suse of
the computer and provide for the attainment of socialization skills.
they will whieve a responsible balance in developing a variety
of interactive skills. For some children, however, the
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concern of self-imposed isolation is a reality. Children who are
very shy. those lacking in interpersonal skills, those who have
been rejected by their peers, and those who are psychologically
addicted to gadgetry are likely candidates to spend an excessive
amount of time at the computer.

ilsternal Locus of Central. Children with an external locus
of control tend to believe that what happens to them is based
on the control of powerful others, lock, fate, or chance (Joe,
1971). They do not attribute what happens to them as being
based on their own behavior, capacities, or Attributes (internal
locus of control). Children with an external locus of control may
perceive the computer as possessing the power to make
decisions and to provide correct responses and therefore be less
inclined to assume personal responsibility for their own actions
in supplying the data which leads to tlw solution Children
need assistance in understanding how computers function and
to assume personal responsibility for their own choice&

Left-brain Thinking. Computer technology and many re-
lated programs tend to reinforce thinldng (logical, rational, and
digital thinking) to the exclusion of developing right hemi-
spheric activity (intuitive. metamorphical. and analogical
thinking). Counselors will need to develop strategies that will
insure the development of the whole person and more
specifically enhance and validate right brain thinking.

Counselor Preparation. The American Association for
Counseling & Development (AACD) and the American School
Counselor Association (ASCA) recognize the importance of
counseling training in computer& Both organizations have
provided training in computers, developed publications, and
have established guidelines in their use. However, much still
remains to be done. Many counselors probably still lack formal
training in computers and yet they are faced with having to
make decisions about software and computer application&
Counselors graduating from the different counselor education
institutions are, no doubt, receiving quite a variation in
computer training.

The future of computers is solidly grounded. what is not is
the most appropriate, responsible, and effective uses of
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computers to met children's needs. The counseling profession
is now at the crossroads of computer technology. Their
potential and some of the problems associated with their use
are obvious.

Alton Dizecdons

The goal of the School for Individual Education (SIE) in
Merritt Island, Florida is to develop in children the fmar R's of
responsibility, respect, resourcefulness, and responsiveness
(Mastrolanni, 1983). The extent to which the four R's can
contribute to the development of computx education is
unlimited when serving as a guide for creating those oppor-
tunities designed to meet children's meds.

Responsibility. The goal of responsibility is to develop in
children a sense of independence and self sufficiency. Children
are provided with the information, skills, and self confidence
they need to function in the envimnment on their own. The
challenge of school and community personnel is to identify and
implement only those educational and computer based pro-
grams that facilitate and reinforce the concept of responsibility.

Respect. Children are taught to value themselves1 others,
and their environment. Respect is also synonymous with
teaching right from wrong. ethics, and morality. Helping
children to understand and utilize computers in the context of
developing responsible and respectful human interactions
between and among people; serving the environment in positive
and growth producing ways; and upholding human rights.
ethics, and morality will help to insure that the technology is
used to advance the interest of mankind.

Resourcefulness. Providing children with the capability of
devising ways and means of challenging new situations with
their own resources (information, sldlls, self confidence) is the
goal of being resourceful. Teaching children how to use
computers and packaged software without them understanding
and being able to comprehend the use of the technology to solve
their own problems means that educators have fallen short of
the mark of teaching resourcefulness. Teaching children to
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become effective problem solvers using computers is a re-
sourceful application of the technology.

Responsiveness. The goal of responsiveness is to teach
children to act appropriately and empathetically to another
person's needs. Children should be taught computer appli-
cations as a human activity (process) that reinforces cooper-
ation between and among people in the service of others.
Children must understand that all computer transactions
eventually affect people's lives. And while the process of
computer manipulation is mechanical, those who are respon-
sible for and who are affected by those manipulations are
people with feelings and needs.

Developing a computer program for children that meets the
four R's and is responsive to the many issues and potential
problems discussed requires the construction of a road map in

I. determining the district's philosophy of computer education.

2. creating general and specific goal statemmts,

3. determining how computers will be used based on the philosophy
and goals,

4. determining which model and brand will best meet the district's
goals (consider available software and its compatability with
specific hardware).

5. determining optimum number of computers necessary to cany
out the recommended program.

6. determining which children or grade levels should be included.

7- creating a scope and sequence of activities for the district,

8. recommending postponement of major purchases until the above
planning has been completed. and

9. screening and coordinating purchasea IWilmoth. 1983. p. 491

Counselors and educators who follow the preceding course
of action when implementing a comprehensive computer
educational program with a four R's emphasis will help to
insure an important place for computers in the curriculum.
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Meeting children's needs, be they develcpmentally or societally
focused, must be the single most determining factor in deciding
what behaviors children are to learn. Computer technology
provides society with another useful tool for meetir* human
needs and should be taught in schools for as long as that
purpose continues to be served.

MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION

Multicultural education shows much promise for en-
hancing the working-living climate of the school; reducing
tensions between and among ethnic, racial, religious, and
national origin groups; and in establishing a positive direction
for families, communities, and the media in emulating and
implementing multicultural programs which will permeate all
dimensions of society. The need for continued efforts in
developing and implementing responsible multicultural edu-
cation programs has never been greater in our most recent
history than it is right now. Racism and racial tension continue
to be major problems and represent serious barriers to whites
and nonwhites alike as they attempt to mrodmize their own
economic, psychological, and social growth (Lee, 1982). In-
creased educational measures must continue to be taken by the
schools in order to foster more positive attitudes and favorsble
behavioral changes among the diverse segmeits of a vast
multicultural population.

Counselors will continue to play a significant role in
helping to create teaching/learning climates which address the
needs of all children. A major threat to the disruption of
children's education is an environment which does not support
cooperation. harmonious living, and acceptance of all people. In
an effort to establish and maintain an environment which
supports these attributes, a review of some of the major issues
confronting multicultural education needs to be addressed.

Issues and Problems

While the literature varies in its accounting of the various
problems and issues that need to be addressed when estab-
lishing a sound multicultural education program, these are a
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few that continue to surface. As we present these issue% we
encourage the counselor and the Counseling Program Com-
mittee to explore and respond to all multicultural education
issues which need to be addressed prior to establishing a viaole
program-

Negative Attitudes. Many school districts are reluctant to
measure children's attitudes toward minority groups bemuse
they believe that doing so in itself will give rise to inbread
nqative attitudes. Kehoe (1983) has stated that no evidence
exists that supports this claim. Rather, the advantage of
assessment will allow educators to focus their attention on
problems that do exist.

Effective Programa. Ramsay, Sneddon, Grenfell. and Ford
(1982) compared a number of schools with multiethnic
populations and found that schools with the lowest truancy.
vandalism, antisocial behavior, and the potential for higher
levels of achievement among minorities were from those schools
with a clearly articulated multicultural philosophy.

Rachun. Contrary to what many people would like to
believe, evidence of racism still permeates mt4or institutions in
the United States and the public schools are no exception (Lee.
1982). Evidence of racism in teacher expectations, special
education assignment% class placement practices. career coun-
seling activities, textbook content arid supervision practices
does exist in varying degrees in many school districts
througnout the Unites State&

Racial Problems. According to Kehoe (1983), a major
reason cited by some school districts for rejecting multicultural
education programs is that they do not have any racial
problems in their schools and so why respond to problems that
don't odst. While effective multicultural programs show promise
for reducing tensions among diverse ethnicc, racial, religious,
and national origin groups, such tensions need not odst for
multicultural education programs to sem a useful purpose.
Multicultural education is also designed to teach revect and
understanding. to instill a sense of cooperation between and
among all people, and to create an atmosphere of acceptance
which celebrates diversity and individuality.
WO Elementary School Counseling



Ethnic Mhurrities. Another widely acceptable reason for
rejecting multicultural education by members of some school
districts is that they don't haw any ethnic minorities attending
their schoola While a school district may not have ethnic
minorities, that does not wan that these children have not, or
will not, come in contact with minority groups at some time
during their lifetime. These young children also will continue to
form varying perceptions about those who are different from
them which will shape their attitudes and behaviors in relation
to any subsequent multicultural experiences they may have.
Children living in environments with no or limited oppor-
tunities to interact with ethnic minorities ant often influenced
in their understanding about such groups by people and
groups who are equally uninformed. Children and adults need
the opportunity to recognize the contributions and achieve-
ment of all people to the richness of American society (Lee.
1982).

Teacher Training. Multicultural studies cannot be ad-
dressed successfully until trained teachers are available to
integrate pluralistic materials into the curriculum of all
classrooms, regardless of whether ethnic minorities are present
or not. "Not only are teachers needed, but also guidance
counselors, school psychologist& and school administrators are
needed who are comfortable with and accepting of themselves
and others, cognizint and proud of their own cultural heritage.
and knowledgeable and respectful of the cultural heritage of
others" (Lee, 1982, p. 406).

Mettles Usual Materials. While considerable multicultural
materials exist a significant need also exists for schools to avail
themselves of highly reliable, valid, and useable curriculum
guides1 textbooks, films, and other multimedia classroom aids
in providing children with a broad, rich, and meaningful
multicultural experience.

Esamination of aesls. In r.ddition to training a cadre of
school personnel, and having available for their use the
necessary resource material& the school will likewise need to
examine the goals and objectives selected to produce the desired
affective, cognitive, and behavioral outcomes. A balanced
program calling for the infusion of curriculum materials;
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appropriate teacher, administrative, and student performanm
and a positive and conducive climate are needed to support a
successful multicultural edutational program.

Community Support. The issue of community snroort is
partially critical to the success of multicultural education
programs. Schools have a vital rde to play in support of
multiculturalism, but they can not do the job alone. Parents,
community members, organizations, governmental agencies,
and media likewise must play significant roles in shaping
multicultural education. For these groups to attain the desired
multicultural educational goals, a school and community
coalition designed to meet those ends is highly suggested. The
school must play an active role in establishing the necessary
networks and in organizing the training efforts. They must
sponsor workshops, town meetings, and make active use of
various minority group consultants in spreading the word to
community groups and individual citizens about the goals,
objectives, and benefits of multiculturalism.

National Unity. Mother issue being raised by some people
is that. if educators encourage multiculturalism, they will
threaten national unity (Friesen. 1985). The fear is that various
multicultural and ethnic groups will become more solidly
entrenched and will support a separatist policy of existence in
staking out their territories.

The fear that people describe, who share the belief of a loss
of national unity. is more likely to occur in an environment
which denies cultural diversity and supports unhealthy com-
petition among those who are "different." Such environments
are created when people are not provided with the opportunities
to learn about and practice cooperation, harmonious living, and
acceptance of all people.

Future Directions

Despite some of the issues and problems that need to be
addressed when establishing a multicultural education pro-
gram. no doubt exists about the need for future programming
in this area. While the elementary school counseling program
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should not be solely responsible for multicultural education, it
has a significant role to play in helping to create a teaching/
learning dimate which supports multicultural pursuits.

As elementary school counselors, teachers, and adminis-
trators plan the future of multicultural education, one of their
most critical tasks will be to rkdde which concept% Vnerali-
zations, and content are to receive priority attention. A potential
solution to this problem can be derived by following a set of
overall objectives which are designed to foster a moral and
responsible citizenship. Those objectives consist of the devel-
opment of (1) critical thought, (2) competency for enlightened
citizenship. and (3) the growth of intercultural understanding
and harmony (Freedman. 1984). Eight foundations formatted by
Freedman (1984). if followed, will support these three objectives
and a multicultural/multiethnic educational orogram which will
yield positive results. 11 ese eIght foundations hopefully will
assist young people to make constructive life choices that will
promote their own personal growth and will shape public policy
which will lead to intergroup harmony and cooperation on the
planet.

Clarify Definitions. Terms like ethnicity, culture, race.
religion, and nationality ate not clearly understood by a vast
majority of the population. In addition, much printed material
likewise continues to peepetuate the imprecision with which
these terms are used. If children are to benefit from a sound
multicultural educational program, educators will need to select
materials which use the terminology correctly and they in turn
will need to take care in establishing an accurate use of
vocabulary in cleating intercultural perceptions.

Inforinatioa. Ed.....cators need to be as far reaching as they
can in securing, organizing, and making readable a substantial
quantity and variety of information. The information ought to
cut across a variety of disciplines (anthropology, sociology.
psychology) dedicated to the understanding of humankind. The
information presented should provide insight into human
behavior rather than characterize a particular group by
presenting a series of isolated events and then leaving the
children to draw their own and often inaccurate conclusions
(Martin, 1975),
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Understanding Group Differences. Multicultural programs
need to enable children to understand and perceive, in a
nculthreatening manner, various group characteristics and
differences. Teaching children about group differences is net to
be shitd away from., or denied, but addressed in a very positive
and reassuring manner. As differences are admowledVd.
children can be taught to comprehend and understand the
multifaceted, historical, social, and psycholAgical forces which
produced them, thereby challenging the mytholog and stem,
typing which has contributed to the judgment, persecution, and
condemnation of various cultural. ethnic, racial, and religious
groups. According to Glock. Wuthnow, Fillavin, and Spencer
(1975), "cognitive sophistication" is the cultural factor that
distinguishes relatively unprejudiced students from prejudiced
ones.

Origins of Stereotyping. Exploring the origins of stereo-
typing and dispelling them will help children to become
consciously aware of the entineous assumptions that have
influenced their thought and governed their behaviors. Such
knowledge can help children assume responsible control over
those previously unrecognized forces which have motivated
their irresponsible thoupts and actions. Freedman, Ciotti, and
Holtz (1981) found in their studies that the examination of the
sources of stereotypes constituted an important variable in
helping young people to counter ethnic stereotypes.

Place Ethnicity, Race, and Religion in Perspective. The
ethnicity, race, and religion of a person is often oversimplified
as a cause for their behavior. Blacks, Irish, Jews. and others
have had their actions attributed to an aspect or dimension of
their background. The fact is that all people are members of
numerous groups (socioeconumic,, geographical, educational) as
well as racial, ethnic, and religious one& "Awareness of human
complexity is a requisite to addressing the philosophical
question of how individuals and groups should melate to
multiethnicity/multiculturalism" (Freedman. 1984. p. 202).

Values Clarification. Imposing others' values on children in
order to promote an understanding of little lcnown culturrs is
not a very desirable action to take for any reason. However,
learning about the values of others from culturally different
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ba:kgrounds is vitally important. As children learn about their
own values and those of others and how values affect thoughts
and actions, they will be less likely to judip those actions in a
negative way. Instead they will come to recognize those
thoughts and actions as a reflection of morality or that which is
properly based on that person's perceptions at the time of
action. Again. blarthfs (1975) findings substantiate that
children who unthistand tklit cultures are organized systems of
behavior become less ethnocentric than those who lack such
tewhings and understandings.

Perwacution of Victims. Children need to become ac-
quainted with some of the infamous persecutions in world
history and the physical and psycholVcal damage suffered by
victims. By teaching children about the atrocities suffered by
various religious, racial, and ethnic groups and how those
persecutions materialized, the hope is that the likelihood of
similar demonstrations of brutality will be minimized if not
elindnated altogether. Some evidence exists to suggest that this
hope has a strong elenxnt of reality associated with it.

Becelits and Costs of Gmvp ideudficsilan. Etitioitors need
to explore with children, the benefits and costs associated with
the identification of any given racial, ethnic, and/or cultural
group. Freedman (1984) reported that scholars at a 1975 ffnai
B'rith conference on Pluralism in a Democratic Society agreed
that both positive and negative consequences do ensue from
substantial association with ancestral groups. The point of
exploring the value Judgments of people regarding the "good" or
the "bad" of group identification and outcomes is to help
children fully comprehend what it means to be a part of any
group and to make informed choices as they shape their own
life style.

LIVING IN A NUCLEAR AGE

Violence is very much a part of children's environments
today. Television programs, video games, movies, and graphic
pictures in daily newspapeis and magazines portray crimes of
violence, threat of nuclear annihilation. and the environmental
destruction of the planet earth Helping children address their
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fears of separation, injury, and death and responding to the
conflicting views they hear about these topics is absolutely
necessary. Children express many doubts about their future
and often feel powerless In changing the more negative causes
of events which have already been set in motion.

Research conducted by Beardslee and Mack (1983): Chivian,
Mack, and Waletzky (1983); and Myers-Walls and My-Miller
(1984) reinforce the intense fear that many children already
experience when they hear terms like nuclear power, radiation,
nuclear explcsion, environmental destruction, and nuclear war.
These words conjure up feelings of anxiety, thoughts of death,
and being very scared and are likely to precipitate nightmares
and feelings of isolation.

While counselors, teachers, parents, and community sup-
porters are not in a position to protect children from all the
environmental fcmes that expose them to violence and fears of
destruction, nor should they be. They are in a position to help
children identify and address their fears in a responsible
manner. Such action calls for the spotlighting of those issues
and problems which threaten human existence and the
challenging of irresponsible and unjustifiable reporting of
unreliable, unverifiable, and inaccurate information which
serves only to intensify children's fears.

Imes and Problems

As school districts prepare children to live in a nuclear age,
they must provide them with the information, skills, and self
confidence to address their fears and to take responsible action
in their own behalf and that of manldnd to resolve our
planetary problems. So as not to compound children's fears
when developing programs to help them understand and
address planetary issues that are of grave concern to all of us,
considering some of the issues and problems associated with
curriculum development in this area is imperative.

Influences of Fear. According to Maget (1954). several
characteristics of thinking between the ages of 3 and 6
influence children's fears. Young children easily confuse reality,
dreams, and fantasy: they attribute human or lifelike qualities
me Elementary School Counseling
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to inanimate objects; they are in the process of learning about
cause and effect relationships; and they often feel helpless and
out of control in regard to helping themsehes. Armed with this
knowledge, adults need to nxmitor childten's exposure to events
which could precipitate undue fear, be there to discuss and
answer questions about fearful events and not place children in
fearful positions in which they can exercise little or no control.

Inaccurate Information. Many of the fears that children
experience regarding nuclear war and environmental destruc-
tion are often based on inaccurate, unverifiable, and unreliable
information. Children need to understand that their thoughts
about nuclear war and environmental destruction are fright-
ening, however very capable people are working hard to insure
that nuclear war does not occur and that a safe dean
environment in which to live will be present

Children also nv-ist be exposed to accurate information
about people from many different cultures and their interest in
preserving world peace. Children have been taught to fear
people from different countries and to view them as evil and the
enemy. Such beliefs do not spawn cooperation and non-
combative methods of conflict resolution and understanding

Lack of Cmh.4. Children's fears are likely to be intensified
when they experience being out of control or powerless to
influence their own life circumstances. Children can be taught
creative ways to express their fears; be given opportunities to
participate in activities which shape public policy (write letters
to public officials and register their opinions and attitudes);
participate in multicultural activities that expose them, in
positive ways. to people from other land% and learn power skills
such as goal setting, decision making, and conflict resolution.
Children also will experience a sense of control when they are
told the truth and given accurate information in response to
their concerns and questions about such issues as nuclear war,
environmental planetary destruction, and all forms of human
violence. Children need stability and a sense of predictability in
their lives that can only come from developing a trusting
relationship with people of influence who can convey a sense of
hope through their own positive actions.
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Conflict Remo hdion. Children are our future. How and
what we teach children about themselves and their world will
serve as the models they will use in responding to tomorrow's
problems. If children receive the idea that the winr people deal
with conflict is through war and otimr forms of violence,
positive and nonviolent forms of responding tc conflict will not
be viewed as viable options.

Children have many more concrete ideas about war and
violence than they do about peace making activities. One place
to begin is to teach children peace making sIdlls in managing
their peer relationships; and as they grow older, to use these
same skills in renronding to larger political, social, and
environmental issues. Caldwell (1977) has suggested that our
society needs to work toward strengthening altruism in
children by emphasizing helpfulmss and cooperation as highly
valued behaviors. "Learning nonviolent behavior both requires
and supports self acceptance, the development of empathy,
respect for others, and the learning of effective techniques for
expressing opinions that do not involve violence" (Myers-Walls
& Fry-Miller, 14, p. 30).

Negative Role Models. The environment is full of role
models that perpetuate violence, environmental misuse and
abuse, and criminal activity. While we do not support the
banning of books, movies, comic strips, war toys, and games
which glorify these activities, we do advocate parental and
teacher intervention strategies designed to monitor and guide
children's play and the shaping of their belief systems in reality
oriented and responsible ways.

Denial of the Threat. While many children and adults
respond to the concept of nuclear war by denying its possibility,
others view nuclear war as inevitable and likely to occur during
their lifetime. Both points of view serve to perpetuate a lack of
responsibility and personal control over one's own destiny.
Nuclear education programs (K through 12) however, have been
developed in the last few years that are designed to be infused
into the curriculum. These programs teach children about
various issues of nuclear war and help them to sort out their
own attitudes, feelings, and beliefs (biases) about the topic.
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Nuclear education is a controversial topic in that mixed
feelings exist as to whether or not the topic should even be
addressed in the schoola Ay those interested in pursuing the
topic. we recommend BibliopuOty of Nuclear Education
Resources, edited by Susan Alexander (1984) and Dialogue A
Teaching Guide to Nuclear Issues devdoped by Educators for
Social Revonsibility (1982).

A threat of equally devastating proportions, which people
have yet to come to fully realize. Is the environmental
destruction of planet earth. The ozone layer is threatened which
protects the planet from deadly cancer causing ultra-violet rays,
the land and watei is ravaged by the disposal of medical wastes
and deadly chemical toxins, and the air is heavy with deadly
chemical gases which threaten our very eidstence. Carbon
dioxide, methane, and chloroflurocarbons in the atmosphere
also are contributing to a phenomenon known as the
greenhouse effect which is resulting in the gradual warming of
the earth's atmosphere. As this occurs. the delicate life
sustaining balances between and among our air, water, and
land systems will gradually deteriorate resulting 1.n an unin-
habitable planet ravaged by violent storms, intense heat,
drought. and the flooding of our coastal cities brought on by
the melting of the polar ice caps. The planet has already begun
to expel-knee some of these changes. The problem is a planetary
one which needs immediate attention less we experience an
irreversible condition. The psychological, social. political, legal.
and educational ramifications from this major threat have yet
to be fully accepted or understood. Counselors, teachers.
parents, and community leaders worldwide will have a major
responsibility in stopping the pollution and in changing
peoples lifestyles in order to save their home (the Earth).

Influence on Personality. The teenage years are a period
when identity and ideas about future roles become a major
developmental task (Erickson, 1963). Relfel (1984) has stated
that "Attitudes about what the world has in store for us can
shape our expectations about the future and be an important
influence in personality formation" (p. 77).

Exalona (1965) stated that the greatest impact on young
people when threatened by nuclear disaster was not the
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knowledge of danger, but the lack of positive adult role models
in responding to that danger. She stated that a sense of adult
helplessness is conveyed toyoung people in the way that adults
ignore nuclear issues and in their failure to act or improve
upon those dangerous conditions that confitmt manldnd.
Escalona (1965) has further agreed that the danger of nuclear
war has undermined adolescents' "pull to maturity" in that they
fail to see a future in which they can fulfill their life's dreams.
Research by Schwebel (1982), Beardslee and Mack (1982, 1983).Mack (1982). and Winter (1986) supports the research findingsof Escalona that threats of nuclear disaster and an uncertain
future do have a significant influence on adolescents' feelings,thoughts, and actions. They tend to feel helpless and pessi-mistic about improving conditions for the future and are
inclined to make more here-and-now life decisions.

While the research cited has been in reference to the threatof nuclear war, we believe that the same kinds of conclusions
can be draWn about any perceived threat (real or imaginary) tonational or international security.

To what degree will the psychological stresses (helplessnessand powerlessness) associated with potential worldwide dis-asters affect suicide rate, school drop out rate, teenage
pregnancy, substance abuse. and other forms of personal
destruction when contemplating life decisions that are limitedin scope to the present? One can only guess that some youthwill give up, others will rebel, and still others will seek to attain
whatever life pleasures they can grasp for the moment without
bothering to address the consequences. Elementary school
personnel. parents, and the community in particular1 must takean active lead in discussing the societal issues and dangersthat confront us. They must provide children with hope and a
sense of power by becoming effective role models in shaping afuture that offers a promise for a brighter tomorrow.

Mule Directions

When contemplating shaping the future in response tothose critical life threatening issues faced by children andadults living in a nuclear age, the task seems overwhelming. ifnot impossible. However, a choice does not exist concerning
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whether or not actions need to be taken, but rather what
actions.

In October, 1984, the National Congress of Parents and
Teachers resolved to support the inclusion of nuclear education
programs in the schools. The programs were designed to enable
young people to learn about nuclear issues for the purpose of
addressing their concerns and fears and responding to the
realities of nuclear development with accurate information,
critical thinldng, and full ethical considerations (Winter, 1986).
large school districts including San F1111112iSCO, Pittsburgh.
Milwaukee, New York City, and Dade County, Florida have
sought to develop appropriate peace education curricula that
have involved parents, teachers, and community members in
their development. Likewise, nuclear age initiatives have been
introduced by state legislatures of Connecticut, California
Maine. and Oregon which dearly indicate a movement in the
right direction (Winter, 1986).

In reviewing many publications and studying the corn-
plrhities associated with developing an educational curriculum
e.ppropriate to the nuclear age, Winter (1986) identified a
number of characteristics and themes that continue to appear
in the literature Among them are

a holistic awroach that includes facts, ssftzz, and kelings a tolerance
for dhersity; cooperation instead of ammetitlort a reexamination of under-
lying concepts and 85311111ptiOn* concretizing theoretical ideas into
practical strategies honoring differences while looking for a common
ground; interdependence and intenelationship as characteristic of
interpersonal. national, and international relationships a realization
that there are no infallible experts. no single right ansaers perceiving
the solving of complex problems as an ongoing process an optimistic
attituds creation of a common body of knowledge and a common
language with which to talk about a subject heretofore shrouded in
myth and mystery; development of critical thinking skills; context-
ualizing information; evolution of ethical principles an approach that
is active instead of passim exercise of the imagination; assumption of
individual and group responsibility; ericoursgement of innovation and
impnwisation: and the active involvement of parent& teachers. and
community members in making educational decision& (pp. 30-31)

Keeping Winter's (1986) ideas in mind. elementary school
counselors can have a significant role in helping children
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respond to their fears and to shape their own futures by
consulting with teachers. parents, and community leaders in
developing curriculum programs and materials that will help
children to

1. separate the realities from the myths when learning
about such topics as nuclear war, violence, crime, and
environmental destruction through pollution

2. ilnd ways in which they can ecroerience a sense of
control over their own destinies;

3. learn positive and non-combative ways of responding to
conflict and

4. work actively for world peace, cooperation, and harmony.

The challenge which school districts and elementary school
counseling programs face is both caning and necessary.
Developing creative ways for children to explore and understand
their feareg to egperience public polky involvement to address
conflict positively and nonviolently; and to work actively for
peace, disarmament, and environmental wellness are worthy
activities for children to experience both inside and outside the
dassmom.

CHILDREN'S RIGHTS

While few people would debate the importance of recog-
nizing children's rights, not everyone agrees on what basis
children's rights should be recognized nor what thwe rights
should be. Teachers, counselors, administrators, and com-
munity supporters need to examine seriously the concept of
children's rights and bring some clarity to a subject which here-
to-fore has been fraught with ambiguity.

Chisholm (1981) has stated that at least two fundamental
reasons exist as to why society should recognize and acknowl-
edge the status of children and youth as persons and citizens.
The first she has said deals with the notion of national justice.
Because children are members of the human race, thev are by
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virtue of that membership entitled to dignity and respect
Secondly, adults owe it to themselves and the preservation of
society to invest in their own future, and the futures of those to
come, by teaching and modeling those behaviors which will
guarantee the rights and privileges which all Americans have
corm to expect and enjoy. By attending to rights and
entitlements of children now, adults can help to insure that
children will come to understand, experience, and appreciate
fully what is meant by respecting themselves and the rights of
others. For these same children, later as adults, will have their
turn in shaping the destiny of those senior citizens who taught
them the meaning of human rights.

bones and Problems

Before embarking upon a program of children's rights or
discussing what some of those rights might be, a number of
issues and problem to which various authors have alluded
need to be addressed. As each point is discussed, we hope that
children's rights, as a concept for continual future development
will become a reality and that what we have presented here will
help to bring some clarity in establishing a brighter future and
a greater respect for children and their rights.

Human RIpts Shouldn't Be Taught. Most people would
agree that the right to life is a universal absolute right of all
human beings as would be any of those rights guaranteed
under the Constitution of the United States. So the teaching of
human rights should be a pretty cut and dry activity. Wrong!
With regard to the right to life issue, does that then mean that
abortion should be opposed, that mercy killing is murder, that
capital punishment is a crime against the state, that war in all
forms is counter to the rights of the living, and that living wills
which support people's decisions to terminate their own lives in
"hopeless" medical situations are wrong? Human rights do
exist in principle and provide excellent guidelines to follow in
upholding the dignity and worth of all human beings regardless
of their differences. However, in practice, human rights issues
are often open to debate and interpretation when attempting to
guarantee, regardless of acceptIon, the rights of all people. Does
that then mean that the school should avoid teaching children
about their rights, protecting their rights, and giving them the
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opportunity to protect their own rights? No! Counselors.
teachers, parents, and related school personnel can address
human rights by teaching children about the principles of
human rights. modeling respect and dignity far all children, and
personalizing some of ilk's struggles often associated with
attempting to guarantee human rights principles in practice
Role plays, case histories, dramatization& debates, open-ended
stories, and actual classroom applications that depict some of
the struggles in achieving human rights, protecting them, and
interpreting them in practice will help children to value and
appreciate the rights that they do have.

Too Big a Mak. No safe rights exist on which educators can
speak and teach as long as people (children) live in a nation of
gross inequalities and violence. For every human right (child
light) that is mentioned, some people will view the topic as too
controversial for discussion in the classroom. Teaching children
about their rights will undoubtedly spark some controversy in
those environments where children's rights are being violated.
Teaching, by its very nature, is filled with some danger. "Unless
we are willing to accept the fact that our work will involve a bit
of danger, we !teachers) will become the servants of systems
that do not reflect on or recognize the sights of people
!children): and, we will become individuals who tend machines,
administer tests, perpetuate thoughtlessness, and ir-Aitutional
stupidity" (Kohl, 1985, p. 499). Counselors and teachers must
take risks in teaching children about those concepts and
understandings on which this country was founded and which
will lead it into a future of promise, freedom, and the fulfillment
of those responsibilities that will guarantee the preservation of
human rights

Parental Control. Another controversial issue associated
with children's rights has been society's move to curtail
parental power through state laws in those instances when
parents place their children at risk (physically and/or psycho-
logically) during the parenting process. Children are entitled to
the protection of their rigAts and when those rights are violated
a variety of child welfare services have been developed to give
expression to that entitlement (Chisholm, 1981). In recent
years, however, the state has likewise learned that its official
organizations, departments. and programs, being operated by
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people, also are prone to failure and that they too must be
monitored in their rde as surrogate parents. Only when the
topic of human rights, and in particular, children's rights
becomes a more understood and widely accepted responsibility
of everyone in the society, wifi children become viewed less as
property and more as people with guaranteed rights and
entitlements of their own as members of the human race.

Fear of Child Ausrehy. INvo sides exist to most issues and
children's rights controversy is no different. Chisholm (1981)
has described two camps that have emerged during the past
tventy years, the Children's Liberation point of view and the
Responsible Children's Rights Position. While between the two
camps are many similarities, they part company on a number of
issues, the sharpest being that the Liberation group sees
children and youth as mini-adults They have thus transferred
to children the rights and privily% of adulthood which for
most means assuming responsibilities for which they are
biologically and mentally unprepared. The children's Rights
camp agrees that chiidren are to hEve their rights identified
and defended, but that one of their most basic rights is the
right to be a child and have a childhood (Chisholm. 1981).
'That means while adults move to broaden their underste nding
of what the rights of children are, tlxy also must retain their
responsibility, as adults, to care for children and to help set the
boundaries for expectation and behavior. Adults must still say
no as well as yes" (Chishohn, 1981, p. 50). This means that
adults have an important job in balancing children's rights
with a corresponding responsibility and obligation to prepare
them for assuming those rights when they are developmentally
ready to accept them. In the meantime, adults have the
responsibility and obligation to protect children's rights until
they are ready and capable ofmanaging themselves.

Future Directions

Prior to creating learning environments, academic pro-grams. and counseling activities that focus attention on
children's rights, educators must first address the need to
establish a theoretical framework which will give some direction
to those activities. Farmer (1983) in response to this very
challenge, has presented a useful application of Maslow's theory
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of self-actualization as the framework from which to discuss
children's rights.

Maslow's theory is a sequentially organized and hierarchal
theory of universal innate human needs which all human
beings must fulfill if they are to become fully functioning
individuals (mentally physically, socially, and emotionally). The
hierarrhy begins with the most basic of human weds, the
physiological and advances to the safety and security needs,
belonging and love needs, esteem needs, and self-actualizing
needs. The attainment of these needs by children, who are more
dependent and vulnerable to harm than are adults, and who are
at lower stages of development (physically, cognitively, emo-
tionally) than are adults. demands that adults play a significant
role in their evolvement

A human rights program based on Maslow's self-actualizing
theory should focus on those rights that will provide all
children with an equal opportunity to grmv to their maximum
potential as human beings. While Maslow's theory does not
provide a list of rights and responsibilities, it does suggest a
framework from which specific human rights can emerge. As an
example, in Figure 12.1 are listed suggested human rights
based on Maslow's (1954) human needs hierarchy.

No theory of personality and human nature holds the
promise for developing human potential more than does
Maslow's. Teachers, parents. and counselors are encouraged to
review children's needs in light of those teaching/learning
envimnments which are designed to meet them. Children have
the right to meet their developmental needs and must be given
the opportunity to do so. Of course, children likewise have the
accompanying responsibility to make good on their rights and
to respect the rights of others in meeting their needs as well.

Using Maslow's theory of self-actualization as a guide can
help parents, teachers, and administrators to evaluate the
teaching/learning climate in identifying effective child right
practices, in determining violations of children's rights. and in
assessing the capabilities of the social mechanisms to rectify
those violations when they do occur. Assuring that all children
are provided with the supreme right of having in place. and
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Nunes Needs Human Rights

1. Physiological Needs
(The need for food, water,
sleep, and exercise)

2.. Safety and Security Needs
(Freedom from fear, vio-
lence,and anxiety)

3. 130-arginguess & Love
Needs

(Needs for friendship, love,
and a feeling of being con-
nected)

a. The right to adequate
nutrition and medical care

b. The right to play and rec-
reation

c. The right to be physically
healthy and cared for
throughout childhood

a. The right to live and play
in a safe environment

b. The right to special care
and protection from harm

c. The IVA to grow up nur-
tured by affectionate par-
ents (guardians)

d. The right to be a child and
to experience the safety
and security of childhood

e. The right to freedom from
fear of psychological and
physical harm or abuse

a. The right to affection, love
and understanding

b. The right to develop inter-
personal relationships and
the freedom to exercise
them

c. The right to grow in a
society (home, school, com-
munity) which respects
the dignity and life of all
people regardless of their
differences

Figure 12.1. Suggested human rights based on Maslow's
human needs hierarchy.
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Rum= Needs Raman Rights

4. Esteem Needs
(The need for a positive
self-concept and respect
from others)

5. The Need for Self-Actual-
had=

(The need to develop one's
innate potentials & tal-
ents)

a. The light to develop a
unique self identity

b. The right to a free edu-
cation

c. The right to learn how to
become a useful and con-
tributing member of so-
ciety

d. The right to be educated to
the limits of one's capacity

a. The right and freedom to
be different from one's
parents and teachers

b. The right to freedom and
opportunity to be one's
own person

c. The right and freedom to
choose one's own values,
life-style, and life direc-
tion

d. The right to gain and
utilize self-knowledge for
the purpose of self-reali-
zation and utilization

Figure 12.1. Continued.
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operative, all the social mechanisms necessary to guarantee all
other rights in advancing children through Maslow's hierarchy
is the most challenging of all challenges.

In developing those teaching/learning climates so necessary
in advancing children's growth and development. a quote from
Fanner (1983) about children's rights help; to set the topic in
proper perspective.

Merely extending adult legal rights to children is not what
children's rights are about. Children's rights axe not to make the child
completely equal to the adult in civil right s. but instead to guarantee
to the child innate human needs, fulfillment opportunities, and to
assure the neeckd special protections child= need.

Children's rights does not mean anarchy, rule by children, or a
failure to pmvide needed structure and discipline to the child's world.
A concept of children's rights based on Maslow's them of self
actualization has structure. It does not paw a totally exact formula for
determining childnm's rights. It does offer a direction. a framework
and a humane bottom line. Ip. 881

LIVING A WELLNESS LIFE-STYLE

Wellness is the building of a life-style based upon a
conscious commitment of people to accept responsibility for
their own health and the way things turn out in their lives
(Koss & Ketcham, 1980). While most people understand the
meaning of illness, they do not necessarily understand the
meaning of wellness because it is a term that only has recently
begun to take on mewling. Wellness, more thari anything else,
means learning to enjoy life to its fullest by making it a part of
one's life-style. Williams (1988), a pioneer of modern health
education, introduced the concept that health (wellness) is

that condition of the individual that makes possible the highest
enjoyment of life, the greatest constructive work, and that show itself
in the best service to the world. . . Health as freedom from disease is a
standard of mediocrity; health Iwellness1 as a quality of life is a
standard of inspiration and increasing achievements. (Hafer'.
Thygerson. & Flandsen, 1988. p.1)
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Wellness may be described as a process of continuous
movement toward interpersonal rdationships, nutrition, fitness,
stress reduction, and other internal and external factors which
influence one's ability to live life with total meaning, joy, and
purpose People who choose to live a wellness life-style work
toward becoming the best that they can become regardless of
their own personal limitations. A wellness life-style represents a
multitude of thoices and does not call for perfect health to be a
participant. Wellness is a matter of learning to self-evaluate.
making the necessary life adjustments. and establishing
required goals which will enhance one's state of wellness.

"Wellness is a full integration of physical. mental, motional,
social, and spiritual well-beinga complex interaction of the
factors that lead to a quality life" (Hafen, Thygerson. &
Frandsen. 1988, p. 2). If teachers, parents, and counselors are to
take seriously the goal of education stated in Chapter 1 which
is to enable youth to acquire the skills and understandings to
be competent and responsible people, then elementary school
academic and counseling programs must address the need for a
sound wellness curriculum.

banes and Problems

Few people would disagree with the importance of learning
to live a healthy life-style. However, few school districts in the
United States have developed a schoolwide curriculum with a
wellness focus. Many of thc reasons cited for not getting
involved have been based on inaccurate information and a lack
of understanding about the wellness concept. What follows is a
discussion addressing some of the issues and problems
plaguing the wellness movement.

Wellness Is for the Super Healthy. Many people have been
heard to say that unless a person is in top physical condition to
begin with, he or she can not participate in a wellness program.
Therefore since chlkiren's health runs the gamut from illnew to
healthy, many children would be unable to take advantage of a
wellness program. In reality, nothing could be further from the
truth. Anyone can live the process of wellness and yet suffer
from an illness, be physically challenged, be ovenveight, or
experience any number of conditions. No matter what children's
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or adults' current states of health are (and few people axe in
perfect health), they can begin to appreciate themselves as
growing and changing people and allow themselves to work
toward a happier life and positive health (physically, socially,
emotionally1 and spiritually). Wellness is a combination of self-
awareness, education, and total human growth. All children.
regardless of their position on the illness-wellness continuum,
can learn to love themselves more and take charge of their lives
as they have never done before.

Most Children An Maltby. Health is a tam that petple
know about, but =sally misuse (Arden, 1982). Most people
think of health as a static state that they are in when they are
not sick or hurting in some way. Health is almost always
restricted in definition to one's physical state and to that which
is directly observable or experienced in some way. As long as
children and adults are not complaining about bodily symp-
toms, they must be healthy. Such a narrow definition of health
is one that presumes that people are neither responsible for
becoming ill nor responsible for getting "well." Illness is a
matter of chance and health is a matter of luck and good genes.

While children may appear healthy, without question they
live in a culture which supports a life-style that is dangemus to
their own well being that of their peers, and the offspring that
they will one day bear unless change occurs. Norms that
currently predominate are those which discourage exercise,
encourage food practices and sedentary life-styles leading to
obesity and dissolution, promote ghastly habits (smoking and
substance abuse), support low expectations for positive health
and human potential, encourage the dependence on doctors
and drugs, and contribute to the envimnmental abuse and
destruction of the planet (Arden, 1982).

Statistics concerning the destruction of human life and the
environment are so grim that they make the headlines
regularly. Kuntzleman, in an artick by Olson (1985), reported
that in a study of 7 to 12 year olds in Spring Arbor, Michigan
that 98% of them had at least one heart disease risk factor (e.g.,
high blood pressure, elevated cholesterol, excess body fat) and
that 13% had lve or more risk factors. Olson (1982) also
reported that less than one-half of public school children get
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enough aerobic activity to keep their hearts and lungs lit
Hafer., Thygerson, and Frandsen (1988) have likewise iepotted
that a dear 50% of all deaths for people between the ages of 1
and 65 were caused by individual life-styles. Smoking habits,
misuse of pharmaceutical and illegal drugs, stressful living
poor nutrition. sedentary behavior, and related life-style factors
were listed as the primary causes for permanent damage and
the death of peccie living in the United States. Much more
could be said about America's state of health and the
destructive life-styles that children and adults are living
However, the ',ottani line is that our children are victims of
cultural norms that continue to perpetuate the destructive life-
styles which they are living If children are to become all they
are capable of being and are to contribute to the gmwth and
development of their society, they must learn to assume
responsibility for their own growth and development first. Their
survival depends on it.

Wellness Programs Ale in the SeheoL When people make
the statement that wellness programs are already in the
schools, they are most often referring to those isolated
programs that respond directly to remediation and/or pre-
vention issues that have received media attention (drug and
alcohol education, suicide prevention, smoking cessatiom AlDS
education. etc.). While programs like these do serve a purpose.
they often are, too little, too late, remedies to very complex
problems. Life-style is as directly linked to health and wellness
as it is to disease and premature death. If children are to
develop healthy life-styles, they must participate in a compre-
hensive and sequentially organized wellness plan that cuts
across every academic discipline, is aimed at promoting a
healthful school environment, and integrates school and
community participation. The nation's echools provide an
appropriate and necessary vehicle for teaching children how to
utilize the information and skills they develop in their academic
subject areas in order to make complex life-style decisions that
affect their health and well being and the health and well being
of the society in which they live. When wellness programs of
this caliber are instituted in the nation's schools, many of the
separate add-on curriculums designed to address individual
societal ills can be eliminated in favor of a more comprehensive
and developmental life-style curriculum.
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Future Directions

The United States is truly a nation at risk when the
children that schools purport to educate do not receive life-style
training that is even more basic than the three R's of reading,
writing, and arithmetic. Elementary school counselors, teachers,
administrators, parents, educational specialists, school staff,
and the community must work together in promoting a positive
life-style management program tat stresses the following five
elements (Artie% 1982);

1. Self Responsibilitythe element of self responsi-
bility is the single most important driving force in a
wellness life-style management program. Without an
awareness and clarity of understanding and com-
mitment to the reality that people (children and adults)
are the single most important determiners of their own
destinies, they are not likely to pursue knowledge, skills,
and self confidence in the practice of the other four ele-
ments.

2. Nutiltlene Awarenessthe old adage, "you are what
you eat" seems to apply hem Children need to
understand and practice such things as weight control,
understanding food lahds, emotional aspects of eating,
dietary planning. and food preparation. Children like-
wise need to understand the connection between
nutrition and those life-style management choices
available to them in developing a welhiess life-style.

3. Physical Fitnesschildren need to understand and
practice a wellness life-style which includes a variety of
physical activities designed to promote safe cardio-
vascular fitness. Activities which promote flexibility.
strength, and endurance and which can be experienced
over a lifetime are encouraged.

4. Stress Awareness and ManagementAniell (1977) has
stated that when people can act in their own best
intee. c, stand up for their rights without fear and
anxiety, and express their emotions and still respect the
needs of others, they will be able to free themselves from
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a great deal .;:" bzumatic distress. Stress management
teaches children ho w to use s`mm posfdvely, how to
recognize and cope rith distress in a healthy manner.
and how to live and work in a stiessful environment
while keeping distress to a minimum.

5. Environmental Sensitivityenvironmental sensitivity is
the one element in the program which clearly involves a
societal interant Improving the environment is a social,
political and economic problem which affects all people
and Witch likewise requires the involvement of people in
achk ring the desired solutions. Flynn (19801 has stated
that improving health status in this country will require
changes in life-style which will reflect a reconciliation of
personal and social values designed to encourage new
living patterns. Children need to develop an environ-
mental sensitivity and the understandings. skills, and
motivation necessary to enhance and sustain a safe and
productive environment.

Self responsibility. nutritional awareness, physical fitness.
stress management, and environmental sensitivity can be easily
incorporated into every facet of the child's academic and extra-
curricular activities without the need of adding new courses or
programs to an already evercrowded. overdemanding school dry.
A life-style manageme At emphasis in the school focuses on
helping children to understand and utilize what they have
learned in school to benefit themselves and their planet For
example in arithmetic, children could be taught the meaning
and use of nuinbers in developing a wellness life-style
(understand bk _d pressure readings. understand serum
cholesterol ratings. measure weight control, count calories.
compute aerobic proficiency) and the role that numbers and
mathematical concepts play in managing their planet effec-
tively.

All other subject matter areas hkewise have the same
potential for providing children with the necessary information,
skills. and self confidence to shape significantly their own lives
and to participate actively in widressing those societal forces
which shape their destiny. Many children today feel isolated.
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helpless, and hopeless when faced with those societal forces
which impact significantly on their lives because they lack adult
rok models and the information, skills, and seff confidence in
understanding how and in what manner they can make a
difference in this world. Wellness programs that address self
responsibility, nutritional awareness, physical fitness. stress
management, and anvironnwntal sensitivity will give children
that hope because they will have been taught and given
opportunities to shape a brighter future for themselves and
those with whom they share the planet

COUNSELORS WHO MAKE A DIFFERENCE:
A PROFESSIONAL ISSUE

Elementary school counselors are and will continue to be
the key players in determining the future success of elementary
school counseling programs across the country. The single most
important factor contributing to the success of school coun-
seling is being able to deliver quality human services of the
breadth and depth necessary to meet the developmental and
societal needs of all children. However, meeting children's needs
has become an ever increasing challenge for most school
counselors given Ow numbers of children, parents, and teachers
they are expected to serve, the ever expanding role of the
position, and the meager budgets on which to finance
expanding senrices.

Elementary school counselors have literally become jugglers
in a three ring circus trying to increase the number of balls
(activities. projects. & responsibilities) they can juggle with the
same two hands. We have found in our discussions with
elementary school counselors, that most are skilled as direct
senrice providers. They have been well trained for that role and
feel comfortable working directly with parents, teachers, and
children. The same counselors, however. are quick to share
their frustrations in trying to increase the quantity and quality
of their services. They do not have a clear handle on how they
can continue to improve their programs given their limited
resources of time, money, and personnel.
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While the school counselor's role of service provider is wry
important, that role is also very limiting. Counselors are limited
by their own human resources regarding the number of people,
programs, services, and activities they can personally admin-
ister. We believe, that as critical as the service provider role is to
the success of elementary school counseling, too much em-
phasis has been placed on it If elementary school counselors
are to have a significant role in shaping the future, and we
believe they MI, then elementary school counselors must
function as leaders, managers, political activists, and service
providers. These roles can not be separated one from the otlizr
in practice. but must function as a whole. However, for the sake
of discussion, each role will be presented separately.

Leadership Role

The term leadership has been defined in many different
ways by many different people. Common to most definitions
however is the idea that leadership connotes a process whereby
a person (counselor) influences a group or an organization in
the attainment of its goals. Leadership refers to a process and is
not necessarily associated with the person who occupies a
position of formal power. A person may not hold a position of
formal power and yet be perceived as a leadff in the group or
organization because members either implicitly or explicitly
consent to the leader's influence (Mitchell & Larson, 1987). In
the case of formal group leader, the organimtion has given the
leader a degree of legitimacy to influence the group. The most
successful leaders however are those that have a combination of
a personal base of legitimacy as well as that which has been
formally ascribed through the position.

Effective leaders give their group direction, coordination,
expertise, access to special resources, or other similar benefits
that will help the group to achieve desired goals. In exchange
the leader gets from the group status, recognition, esteem,
compliance, and the potential for greater influence in the future
(Hollander, 1978).

The most successful leader. according to Kouzes and Avner
(1987).is the one who is successful in getting others to want to
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do what the leader is convinced should be done. The specific
leadership practices and commitnnnts for those interested in
accepting the leadership challenge are presented in Chapter 12.
Planning the Futum

Rr elementary schod counselors, the message is clear.
Failure to be viewed by administrators, parents. teachem and
school board members as the person with the professional base
of legitimacy to influence the development a the elementary
miwol counseling plogram will leave the door open to the less
qualified. but more influential in detamining the future of
school counseling. Many elementary school counselors lack the
skills and understandings necessary to lead. What is even more
tragic is that many counselors function in school systems
where school counseling program goals, designs, and practices
are influenced more by those (school administrators and school
board members) who do not really understand what counselors
should be doing (Dnuy. 1984

Getting parents, teachers, children, administrators. school
board members, and the school community excited about and
wanting to participate in a comprehensive and well plaruved
program with a future, requires an elementary school counselor
at the helm who practices effective leadership.

Leaders thrive on chani$: exercise "contror by means of a worthy and
inspiring vision of what might be, arrived at Jointly with their peopl
and understand that empowering people by expanding their authority
rather than standardizing them by shrinking their authority is the
only course to sustained relevance and vitality. (Peters. 1987. in Kouzes
& Posner. 1987, p.

Maaagpmeat Rale

While successful leaders challenge the status quo. search
for new opportunities. experiment and take risks, envision the
future, enlist others in that vision, model the way. and celebrate
accomplishments, managers are necessary to provide a degree
cf stability and maintenance. Counselors must continue to
search for better, more effective, and relevant ways to meet
children's needs, but they also must have the management
skills necessary to translate counseling program philosophy
into a concrete mission statement backed by objective. pur-
poseful. and relevant goal statements
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"Management is a distinct process consisting of activities of
planning, organizing actuating. and controlling, performed to
determine and accomplish stated objectives with the use of
human beings and other resources" (Terry & Franklin, 1982, p.
4). The management process converts disorganized human and
physical resources into a systematic and comprehensive effort
in meeting the elementary school counseling program goals.
Management skills coupled with leadership capabilities, provide
counselors with the capacity of expanding program sendces.
Effective management thus makes human effort mole produc-
tive in that, as new program goals are defined, the counselor is
able to amass and mobilize the resources necessary (people .
materials, equipment, methods, money. and locations) to
accomplish the desired resuits within the predetermined
constraints of time, effort and cost (Teny & Franklin, 1982).
Effective management practices likewise bring to order those
here-to-fore isolated events and practices into meaningful
relationships which serve to solve problems and accomplish
goals.

As with leadership, many school counselors have received

limited, if any, management training Consequently, they offer

services based mom on what they like to do rather than on
what may be needed. Their services tend to be limited in scope

based more on what they can single-handedly accomplish on
their own, rather tlican to provide the nature and scope of
services which are needed based on what is relevant and
necessaly.

Effective managers know how to plan, organize, actuate,
and control effective school counseling programs. They con-
tinually monitor the environment (school and community)
searching for the problems and opportunities facing the
elementary school counseling program. They inform and involve
the participation of others in responding to program needs.
They make program decisions, address and solve unforeseen
programmatic disturbances. and participate in the process of
determining program priorities and the allocation of resources
to support those decisions. And finally. program managers fulfill
important interpersonal roles as public relations specialists, as
liaisons between and among groups that work with and
support elementary school counseling programs (networking).
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and as motivators and challengers of elementary school
counseling personnel to pursue, with enthusiasm, the goals of
the program.

Elementary school counselors must never lose sight of the
fact that they manage a program that has as its program
providers. parents, teachers, children, special service personnel,
staff, school board members, and the community at large. A
program with this level of potential and commitment, needs an
effective manager.

Role of Power and Politica

Power and politics are key ingredients for getting things
accomplished in any organization/program. Inementary school
counseling programs are no different Counseling programs, out
of necessity, must use power and politics to their advantage.
Thus for elementary school counselors to be successful
managers. they need to understand and be able to make use of
social power and politkAprocesses.

While the research and literature on power and politics is
extensive and ,wisicwhat confusing regarding the conceptual
ambiguity of terms as well as in their application1 we will never-
the-less attempt to clarify the importance of each concept in
relation to successful elementary school counseling prognans.
The topic of social power refers to those situations in which
one person tries to change or influence the behavior of another
person. Counselors, by that definition, must be concerned about
influencing the behaviors of administrators, parents. trailers.
and community residents in support of their role, the
elementary school counseling program, and in r.roviding the
necessary resources (people, budgets, supplies, time) to main-
tain a quality program. Social power, to a large degree. is based
on other people's perceptions of the school counselor to provide
the valued outcomes as a result of their compliance in
accordance with the counselor's desires. To the degree that
these people do change their behaviors in the desired direction,
the munselor has power.

The degree to which school counselors exhibit social power
is based on their avaikible resources. According to French and
Raven (1960). these resources consist of rewards, punishments,
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information, legitimacy, expertise, and referent power. If the
person (people) that the counsdor is trying to change values the
proposed outcomes, values the relationship, and has few other
option s. then the counselor is likely to be sucxessful In
orchestrating the desired change. While power strategtes based
on coercion may work they are not often accepted. Power
strategies based on expertise, legitimacy, and information are
generally more acceptable to most.

Counselors who have a dear understanding of their role,
the philosophy and mission of their school counseling pngram.
and have the research data to support their programs will have
information power to the extent that they can influence
successfully the support of others in maintaining a solid
program. Legitimate power has more to do with the counsdor's
perceived right to make requests. The norms and expectations
that haw been crested surrounding the school counselor's role
as leader-manager will help to ftetermine the counselor's
success. Counselors must, therefore, exercise due care in
establishing their roles and the counseling prckgmm in order to
create the kind of working relationship and status within the
school system which supports legitimate power. Expert power
comes by way of training and experience and depends more on
the personal attributes of the counselor than on the counselor's
formal position within the school's hierarchy. School counselors
who are able to demonstrate their expertise in an assertive and
tasteful manner are likely to be deferred to for their expertise
during a decision.

In contrast to social power, Pfeffer (1981) described
political behavior as "those activities taken within organi-
zations to acquire. develop, and use power and other resources
to obtain one's preferred outcomes in a situation in which there
is uncertainty or dissensus about choices" (p. 415).

Mitchell and Larson (1987) have pointed out three impor-
tant aspects of Pfeffer's definition worth mentioning. First,
political activity requires the application of power to obtain
outcomes. In this respect, organizational politics and social
power are yew much alikc the main difference is that in
organizational politics the focus is on groups influencing
groups while social power refers to individuals influencing
individuals. Second, politics occurs in situations of uncertainty.
410 Elementrug Setarx4 Counseling
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When a specific direction is supported by all, polities is not
necessary. Third. Pfeffer makes no ieference regarding the
in,..ent !pathless or badness of the process. Rather how the
process is used and the outcomes that are sought are open to
evaluation.

A natural consequence of most organizations (schools) is
differentiation (multiple units: administrative, teaching, human
service, and financial) and resource scarcity (money. people,
timegsupplies. etc). Both of these factors support organizational
conflict and political activity in the school as each organ-
izational unit seeks parity with the other. School counselors
and the Counseling Program Committee, if they are to develop
effective elementary school counseling programs, will need to
develop those political strategies that groups use to move their
programs forward and to resolve the organizational conflict
which may surround the decision-making process. Some of
those strategies include compromise, the formation of coin-
dons, collaboration, domination. avoidance, and strategies
designed to dissolve opposition.

For many school counselor% politics is a dirty word and a
process that they would prefer to do without. The reality
however is that school systems, like other organizations, are
frought with political activity. If counselors are to mount
support for their ideas and programs, they will need to become
masters at developing social power and in engaging in
organizational politics in order to expand their programs and
to move their ideas from the dravring board to the school board
for approval.

Direct Service Provider Role

The role that is most familiar to elementary school
counselors is that of direct service provider. The counselor
education institutions have done more to promote this role
than any other and it is the one which brings the most
satisfaction to school counselors and is most applauded by
those who receive the services.

The direct service provider role consists of any activity that
requires counselor time in meeting the program goal needs of
those who receive the counselor's services. Consequently,
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counselors spend much of their time counseling children
individually arid in small groups, engaging in classroom
developmental counseling activities, meeting with parents
individua4 and collectIvely, speaking to service organization%
consulting with teachers, conducting inservice workshop%
making developmental counseling materials and distributing
activities for classroom use, meeting with school boards,
preparing reports, and the list continues depending on the
mew level of the counselor.

While we applaud elementary school counselors for their
high energy levels, their sense of enthusiasm4 and their ability
and skill to service the needs of others, we are likewise
concerned about how school counselors can continue to meet
the ever expanding and demanding need for their services,
While the developmental and societal demands increase, the
number of elementary school counselors hired by school
districts and the budgeting allocations to thoe.e programs are
not likely to tncrease significantly during the coming years. As
long as elementary school counselors go about silently filling
their school day with good deed% their programs are not likely
to receive the visibility that they demand.

Successful elementary school counseling programs with a
promising future need a strong support base from legislator*
need to lobby for their share of school district, community.
state, and national funds; and need to enlist the support of
families, teachers, administrators, and community volunteers in
developing partnerships in the delivery of services to those who
need them.

The elementary school counselor must reach out and
function first as leader, manager, and politician in order to
create exciting, viable, responsible, and relevant program
services. Counselors must have a vision of th preferable, the
management skills to make the vision a reality, and the power
and political skills necessary to support the birth of new ideas
and programs. As elemen'any school counseling programs
expand in breadth and depth in a climate which supports such
endeavors, the elementary school counselor will have more time,
not less, to participate in those school district service activities
in which they do so well.
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Good deed box
social development activity

206-7
Good idea bax 150
Goodlad, J. 23. 28. 40
Gatti. M. 384. 414
Graham. T. 184, 216. 258, 284. 325
Great stone face

physical development activity
179

Grenfell.JS. 380, 415
Grim. G. 184, 216. 284
Group differences

understanding 384
Group identification

benefits and costs 385
Guidelines

control 103-6
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Hafen. MI 399,400. 402, 414
Hall of FIrme

counselor 344
Harris, a 184. 216, 258, 284. 325
Harvest of skfils 221

self-concept devekpment activity
2534

Hats and tools
career development activity

297-8
Havighwat. U. 10, 2a 27, 50
Hays, 0.0. 333, 335, 336, 370
Herr; E.L 8, 11. 12. 23

RW. 162, 184
Hobbles graph

social development activity
194-5

Hobby day
career development activity

295-7
Hollander, E.P. 406, 414
Holt, F.D. 130. 152
Holtz. G. 384. 414
How would they describe you

self-concept development activity
241-2

Hoyt. KR 292, 325
Human demlopment

microcomputers 372-9
Human needs hienirchy 396.

Figure 397-8
Human rights 393-4. Figure 397-8

Ideal living plan
self-concept development activity

251-2
Ideas

collect 341
importance 337
innovative 341

Identification
program goals 26-32

ilg. F.L. 27.50
Implement

corrective action 97-100



Inbody, N.M. 332, 333. 335. 336, 370
Infiuence

circle of 353
personality 389-90

Information 984, 383
inaccurate 387
keeping people informed 354
right people 99
right thne 99
sharing 352-5

Insiders vs. outsiders
soria: development activity

204-8
Integration

career education activities
295-324

agnitive development activities
261-83

physical development activities
166-83

self-concept activities 224-57
social development activities

188-215
Interactions

create opportunities 350
Interest

awareness 295
Interface

pupil services 129-38
Internalization 156. 157. 165
Involvement 156. 157. 165

community 292-3
counseling program committee

351
counselor 290-1
others 290-3
teachers 291-2

Issues
children's rights 393-5
counselors make a difference

405-12
future 329
life style 400-2
microcomputers 373-7
multiculture 379-82
nuclear age 386-90
professional & future 371415
software 374

issues. societal
demographics 304

economical 30
educational 32
lead 31-2
medical 30
multi-cultural/ethnic 31
political 31
sociological 30
technological 32

Ivancevich, J.M. 17. 23. 52. 70. 100,
107

Jackson. P. 151, 152
Jackson, W. 185. 186. 216, 218, 258
Job posters

career development activity
308-9

Job bee
career development activity

300-1
Jobs in a school

career development activity
3034

Jobs needed
career development activity

313-4
Jobs we see on T.V.

career development activity
310-2

Joe, VC. 376. 414
Johnson. ca 333, 335. 336, 370
Johnson. LW. 284
Joseph. E. 335. 370
Juliana, R. 184. 216. 258. 284, 325

Kaczkowski, H. 162. 184, 260. 284
Kehoe, J. 380. 414
Ketcham. M. 399, 414
Keystone Learning Model 141, 156-9,

160
application 165-6

Knight, M. 184, 216. 258. 284. 325
Koester, S. 162. 184
Kohl. H. 394, 414
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Koss, L 399, 414
Kamm J. M. 337, 338. 352. 343,

344, 347, 35a 362% 368. 370, 406.
407. 414

Krackover, G.H. 372. 415

Label game
social development activity

197-8
Laramie. D. 29Z 325
Larson. J.R. 40a 410, 415
Lawler, LE. 351. 370
Leaders

credibWty 338
Leadership

behaviors 338
commitments 338
credo 356
definition 337. 406
practices 338
providing professional 290
role 406-7

Learning about behavior
social development activity

202-3
Lee, J.L 372. 413
Lee, Mit 380.381, 414
Left-bruin

thinking 376
Leisure

awareness 295
Leverte. M. 184, 216, 284,
Lewis. JA 47, 48, 50, 53, 70
Lewis, MD. 47. 48, 50, 53,70
Life style

issues 400.2
problems 400-2
wellness 399405

Lions Clubs 142
Lipka. R.P. 219, 220. 258
Listening game

cognitive ckvelopment activity
2634

Locus of control 376
look into the future

career development activity
321-2
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Look what I can do
physical development activity

177-8
Loss, B 184. 21a 284. 325
Ludewig J.W. 219, 220, 258

Mack, J.E. 386. 390, 413. 414
Magnum. G. 292. 325
Make a machine

physkal development activity
167-8

Make your own TV. show
social development activity

214-5
Management 3-152

counseling program 3-152
definition 337, 408
Plan, Millar 17
role 4074
stress 40a4

Martin Luther King. Jr. 346
Marfin, D. 383, 385. 415
Maslow. Mt 10, 23. 27, 50. 395. 397,

415
Mastro:Una M.P. 377. 415
matching game

career development activity
314-5

Materials
multiculture 381

Math ball game
cognitive development activity

270-1
Matteson. M.T. 17, 23. 52. 70
McCandless, B.R. 27. ED, 58, 70
McClelland, DC. 284
"Me" shirt

self-concept development activity
256-7

Meals on Wheels 122
Methods

data collection 102-3,
Figures 103 & 104

Microcomputers
counseling 372-9
human development 372-9
issues 373-7
problems 373-7



Mom. S. 184. 216. 258, 284. 325
Minorities

ciliate 381
Minor imp

physind development activity
169-70

Mirror me
physical development activity

172-3
Mitchell. D. 184, 216, 284, 285
MitchelL T.R 406. 410. 415
Model

See 1Ceystone Learning Model
counselor 355-61
make 360
negattw role 388
set the ammple 355-9
way 35541

Morgan. C. 188, 186, 216, 218, 258
Multicultural

education 37985
issues 379-82
materials 381
problems 379-82

My career choice
career dewlopment activity

3234
My career now

career development activity
304-5

My favorite place
self-concept dewlopment activity

238-9
My fingerprints/handprints

physical development activity
180-1

My Mend mobile
social development activity 209

My name bVins with
cognitive development activity

281
My shoPping list

social development activity
207-8

My values journal
self-concept development activity

244
Myers-Walls...I.A. 386. 388. 413
MystelY bcoc

cognitive CkNelopment activity
264-5

Name game
self-concept development activity

2284
National Congress of Parents and

Uachers 391
National Education Association 14,

23
National School Boards Association

14, 23
National School Public Relations

Association 146
Needs

awessment 18, 32-40
beliwgingness & low

Figure 397
career 293-4
cognitive 260-1
esteetu, Figure 398
phpical 163-4
physiological. Figwe 397
safety and securitf, Figure 397
self-actualization, Rome 398
self-concepts 221-2
social 186-7

Needs assasment
children's 33-6
conducting 32-40
curriculum 36-9
&wantons 344
instniments 34, 36
learning environment 39-40
process 33-40
quesUonnabe, Figure 38

Nelson. CR 372, 415
Nelson, R.C. 162, 184
Network

child advocacy 121
information 121
secure a social 367-8
spiderweb of support 116-23
topic 121
types 121

New Life
existing program 109-52

Nhens, MX 184
Norris, W. 293, 325
Nuclear age 385-92

issues 386-90
problems 386-90
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Observe
in training 84-5

Office
resources 88
support 08

Olsen. E. 401. 415
Orpnleation

counseling program 4
designing structure 52-3
elementary school crawling

program 51-70
purpose 51-2
structure works 69-70
success 54-69

Organize a "super bowl-
career detelopment activity

306-8
Orientation prvam

activities with administrators
79-80

activities with children 78-9
activities with the Community

8 I-2
activities with parents 77-0
activities with staff 80-1
activities with teachers 76-7
functions 73
payoffs 74-5
phase 73-82
planning 74
pmcess 75-6

Our heloing friends
social development activity

208-9

Packard. V. 337, 370
Parachute activity

physical development activity
1734

Parent
control 394-5
program 68
volunteer support 110-6

Parent volunteers day 366
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Parhterships
community 13643
sclwol 138-43

Pass the donut4 please
physical development activity

182-3
Pennanta

social development activity 192
People at wmic

carver denlopment activity
305-6

People poster
social development activity

200-2
People who help us have fun

career development activity
312-3

People with whom to talk
envinmmental connectheness

125
networking 118
parent volunteer support 111-2
public Mations 145-6
pupil sen4ces interfacing 132-3
school and community

partnerships 137-9
Performance

monitoring 91
rewarding 363

Persecution
victims 385

Personal Linz lines
set aoncept development activity

225-6
Personality

influence 389-90
Peters, Ira 342, 370
Pfeffer, J. 410. 411. 415
Phase

development 82-7
orientation 73-82
training 82-7

Philosophy
educational statement 27
elementary school counseling

8-9
Physical development activiites

166-83
Piaget. J. 186. 216, 260. 284. 386.

415



Piliavin. J.A. 384. 414
Pinson. N. 12. 23. 292, 325
Flan

developing For implementation
47-9

educational philosophy
statement 27

future 331-70
involve committee 351
make 359
measuring execution 934
program effectiveness 4. 25-50
school and community 27-8
small Wins 359-61
steps 26

Plan a party
social development activity

213-4
Politics

behavior 410
role 40941

Poppen. W.1. 325
Poppen.W.L. 184. 216. 284
Portrait of a star

self-concept development activity
224

Posner.132. 337. 338. 352. 343. 344,
347, 356. 362. 368. 370. 406. 407.
414

Power
sharing 352-5
social 409

Power and politics
role 409-11

Preparation
counselor 376-7

Problem solving
involve committee 351

Problems
children's rights 393-5
life style 400-2
microcomputers 373-7
multiculture 379-82
nuclear age 396-90
metal 380

Procedures
client-screening 375

Process
challenge 339-42
control 92-3. Figure 93

decision-making 288
development 82-7
natural diffusion 3804
orientation program 754
training 62-7

Profesedonal
future 329

Program
activities 19
actuate 19
control 19-20
decisions 91-2
developing offerings 44-9
effective 380
elementary school 7-23
elements 64-8
function 62-4
future 329. 371.415
monitor 91
parent 68
performance 91
plan 25-50
providers 68-9
questions 44
reciptents 68-9
software 375
space 67
strategies 19
volunteer 68

Program development 17-20
Program planning sheets, Figure49
Project pride and respect day 366
Providers

program 68-9
Public relations 66, 143-51
Pulvino, C4.1. 372, 413
Pupil services

interfacing 129-36
Purpose

organization 51-2
lye, KR 373, 415

Quire, J.P. 67, 70
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Race 384
Racism 380
Ramsay, P.D.K. 380. 415
Rationale

dernentary school counseling
9-12

Raven. B. 409. 414
Reasoner. R. W. 184. 216, 258. 284
Recipients

pop= 68-9
Reflection 156, 158. 165-8
Relfel, S. 389. 415
Reinfonzernan for reading

bookworm
cognithe development activity

268
Religion 384
Research

cognitive develoment 259-60
elementary school career

education 287-90
development 161-2

sff-concept development 217-21
social development 185-0

Resourcefulness 377-8
Resources

budgetary 66-7
office 68

Respect 377
Responsibility 377. 378

self 403
Rights

children 392-9
Risk

counselors take 340-2
honor takers 342
model 342
taker 352

Rogers, R 413
Role

counselor 290-1
direct service provider 411-2
leadership 406-7
management 407-9
power and politics 409-11

Role models
negative 388

Rudman. Gui. 284
Runion, KB. 162, 184
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SalvaUon Amy 142
Sampson. JP. 373, 415
Schermerhonr.J.R. 52. 70. 75
Sciunidt.41A 291, 325
School

partnerships 13643
School counading program

actuation 71-87
Schwebel. 390. 415
Search

for opportunities 339-40
Seasonal careas

caner development activity
301-3

Self
responsibility 403

Selfactualization 398
Self-awareness 288
Self-concept development activities

224-57
Sensitivity

environment 404
Service providers

feedback 92
Setting priorities

self-concept development activity
246-7

Sedan 378-6
Shearson and Leman Brother% 350
Strainer, B. 152
Side effects 96-7
Silhouette activity

self-concept development activity
232-3

Simon, EL 216, 284. 258
Skills

auditory perception 164
career 294-5
communication 187
cooperation 185, 187
coordination 163
decision making 188, 23, 294-5
eye-hand coordination 164
feeling identification 223
fine and gloss motor 164
goal setting 188
pal setting and decision

making 262



listening 261
physical development 164-5
prediction 223
processing 262
self-concept dewlopment 2234
self-description 223, 294
self-egrression 262
sharing 187
social development 187-8
taking turns 187
thinking 261
valuing 223
visual peneption 184

Smith. A 184. 216. 284
Sneddon. D. 31:6, 415
Social titselcpment actNities

188-215
Software

issues 374
programs 375

Soloing
in training 88-7

Space
Program 67

Spencer, M. 384. 414
Staff development 66
Standards

comparing results 95-7
develop 362
program 362

&ergs
experiencing 85
observing 84-5
plan 26
soloing 86
teaming 86

Sterotyping
origins 384

Stone, C. 152
Strateg les

program 19
Stress

awareness 4034
management 403-4

Structure
organization 52-3

Student of the week
social development activity

189-90

Student sorting
cognitive dewlopment activity

275-6
Student survey of study habits

cognitive dewlopment activity
271-3

Super Bowl
career development activity

306-8
Support

community 382
office 68
learning climate 65-8

Svengalis. CAI. 334. 370

Take a stand
self-concept development activity

246-7
Tannenbaum. A. 352. 370
Teachers

involvement 291-2
Team

building conaretence 383
renewal 341-2

Team approach
counseling 153-325

Teaming
in training 86

Terry, G.R. 3. 23, 25. 50. 89. 101.
105, 408, 415,

Theory
Maslow 395-9

Things I love to do
self-concept development activity

243
Things rm good at 221

self-concept development activity
240-1

Things to do
envimnmental connectiveness

125-6
networking 118-20
public relations 146-9
pupil services interfacing 133-4
school and community

partnerships 139-41
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Things to think about
envirtmmental connectheness

124
networking 117-8
patent whinteer support 110-1
public relations 144-5
pupil services interfacing 131-2
school and community

partnerships 137
Thinking

left-brain 376
Thinks to do

patent volunteer support 112-3
Thompson, CL 184, 216. 259. 284,

285. 325
Threat

denial 388-9
Thygerson. AL 399. 400, 402, 414
Time

importance 336
'Miler. A. 332, 370
Tonnies, P. 184, 216. 258. 284. 325
Training

phase 82-7
process 82-7
te.acher 381

Tree house, building
physical development activity

174-6
Trtbute

self 356-7
Tripartite 54-7, Figure 55

behaviors to be learned 55-6
child 55
learning environment 56-7

Tmst
building 352
create a climate 350

Trust walk
physical development activity

176-7
Tutoring programs

cognitive development activity
277-8

TYPes
control 100-2
networtes 121
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Unfinished sentences
self-concept development activity

254-5
United States Department of Health.

Education and Welfare, Office of
Child Development 24

Unity
national 382
universe 336

Utilization 156. 159. 166

V

Values
clarification 384-5

Values auction
self-concept development activity

233-5
Van Howe, W. H. 7, 24
Victims

persecution 385
Vision

inspiring 342-8
statement 344

Volunteer
program 68

Volunteer support
parent 110.6

Waletzky. J.P. 388. 413
Watson. B. 216
Wellness programs 402
What bugs you

self-concept development activity
231-2

What I can do without
self-concept development activity

250- I
What would you buy

self-concept development activity
236-7

What's in your bag
social development activity

198-9



White House Statement 7-8
Who me these people 221

self-concept development activity
249-50

Who's missing
physical development activity

181-2
Who's my partner

physical development activity
170-1

Williams, S. 285
WIknoth, L 378, 415
Wilt, J. 216
Winter, M.L. 390, 391. 415
Wirth, & 260, 285
Wishing box

self-concept development activity
235-6

Wishing on a birthday cake
self-concept development activity

239-40
Wittmer. J.M. 220, 258
Woal. &T. 325

Woodell. GD. 332. 370
Workers in our community

canter development activity
309-10

Working in groups
social development activIV

2433-4
Wombyt, AM 20, 24, 33. 50, 52, 67.

70, 84
Wrenn. CD. 106, 107, 258
Wuthnow, It 384. 414

YMCA 142. 146
YWCA 142, 146

Zander, A.F. 414
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